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REVIEW ARTICLES

TOWARD A HISTORY OF
UKRAINIAN LITERATURE1

GEORGE G. GRABOWICZ

Dmytro cyfrvs ‘kyf always regretted that his groundbreaking work in Slavic
Geistesgeschichtefound few challengers. When he was preparing a second edition
of his monographHegel in Russland thirty years after its first appearance, he
said that the only works of any importance that he could incorporate were his own.
As a Hegelian, yzevs’kyj believed that progress in scholarship came through a
dialectical process, and he hoped that someday a younger colleague would provide
the antithesis to his work. He was pleased to learn from us that Professor
Grabowicz was preparing to question his conception of Ukrainian literary history,
and he looked forward to formulating a reply of his own. Sadly, he died before
the present study was completed. The important place that yfrvs’kyj’s History
occupies in Ukrainian literary scholarship explains the scope of this critique.
It is published in the spirit of that very scholarship which Dmytro Cyfevs ‘kyj
believed in and valued.

The Editors

I. PREHISTORY

1. As a rule, scholarlyhistoriesof literature reflect both the national,
traditional historiography and the general, "international" state of
the discipline. Often they are also the best indicator of the current
state of literary scholarship,for they define the parametersof the
historicalmaterial to be investigatedandillustrate the theory, methods,
and the critical sophistication that can be brought to bear on the
subject. Judgingby this, our general impression that all is not well
with Soviet Ukrainian literary scholarshipmust be given melancholy
substantiation.The various Soviet histories of Ukrainian literature,

1 Dmytro yevs’kyj, A History of Ukrainian Literature: From the 11th to the End
of the 19th Century, trans. by Dolly Ferguson,Doreen Gorsline, and Ulana Petyk,
ed. and with a foreword by GeorgeS. N. Luckyj Ukrainian AcademicPress,Littleton,
Cob., 1975.
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inevitably authoredby committee,mirror the historical literary process
with peculiar distortion.2 While bending the overall contours and
filtering out disharmoniousfacts, they mostly treat what they do see
with the dull tools of vulgarized theory and a dogmatic, ideological
perspective.The official histories, however,do not exhaustthe field.
The very existenceof institutionsinevitably producesliterary scholar
ship, even historico-literary scholarship,that is seriousand important
-if less visible and influential.

2. For all the shadowson the Soviet scene, in the West the state of
scholarship in the history of Ukrainian literature has been much
worse,in fact,virtually non-existent.Perhapsthe worst situationrelates
to studies written in English, which is made all the more striking
when juxtaposedwith the English language histories of Polish or
Russianliterature. For counterpartsto a Manfred Kridl, a Czeskaw
Milosz, or a D. S. Mirsky, the English-speakingreader interestedin
Ukrainianliteraturecould only turn to an A. P. Colemanor a Clarence
Manning. The comparison is not altogetherfair, for the works in
question were hardly conceived as histories. Coleman’s Brief Survey
of Ukrainian Literature,3 or "brief sketchof the checkeredhistory of
the literatureof Ukraine," as he is pleasedto style it in the conclusion,
is basically the text of an anecdotaltalk deliveredbefore a Columbia
University Ukrainian club. The forte of Manning’s somewhatlonger
Ukrainian Literature: Studiesof the Leading Authors is pathos and

sympathy for the downtrodden and freedom-loving "Irish of the
Slavonicworld" as Watson Kirkconnell choosesto call the Ukrain
ians in his "Foreword" to this study.4 Both works are inadequate
not so much becauseof their sketchiness,but becausein matters of
Ukrainian literature their authorswere amateurs.

A recent,similarly popularizingEnglish survey of Ukrainian litera
ture is Jevhenabliovs’kyj’s Ukrainian Literature Through the Ages,5
an adequateexampleof SocialistRealistvulgarity andmendacity.
2 The emphasisof the definitive eight- actually nine- volume Istorija ukrajins’koji
literatury Kiev, 1967-71is indicative of this. It devotesone volume to the literature
of the eleventhto the mid-eighteenthcentury, one to the period of the mid-eighteenth
century to the 1 830s, four to the remainderof the nineteenthcentury and the years
leading up to the Bolshevik Revolution, and three to Soviet literature i.e., a volume
for every fifteen- to eighteen-yearinterval.

Arthur PruddenColeman,Brief Survey of Ukrainian Literature New York, 1936.
ClarenceA. Manning, Ukrainian Literature: Studies of the Leading Authors Jersey

City, 1944.
Yevhen Shabliovsky, Ukrainian Literature Through the Ages Kiev, 1970.
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3. Besidesthese few, uninspiredsurveys there have been two studies
of specific periods in Ukrainian literature: ProfessorGeorge S. N.
Luckyj’s Literary Politics in the Soviet Ukraine, 1917-1933,and his
morerecentBetweenGogol’ andevãenko.6Both are very useful-and
not only to the beginningstudent.

4. But the publication of A History of Ukrainian Literature, the first
seriousattemptat such a history to appearin English, clearly marks
a new beginning,and, one would hope, a major step toward the long
overdueestablishmentof Ukrainian literary scholarshipin the West.
As such, it merits our closest attention. Given yevs’kyj’s high
reputation,we can justifiably expect to find it to be, in Professor
Luckyj’s words, "a scholarly account of the entire, complex history
of the literature,which could serve as a referenceguide for further
study and at the same time offer a critical interpretation of the
developmentof the literature from the eleventh to the twentieth
centuries"ix.7

II. THE TRANSLATION

1. The book in question is a translation of Dmytro yevs’kyj’s
Istor/a ukrajins‘koji literatury, published in 1956 by the Ukrainian
Academy of Arts and Sciencesin the U.S.8 This we know from the
Library of Congresslisting on the inside title page and from one
glancing reference by yevs’kyj at the outset of his chapter on
Realism p. 588 n.. We also learn from the Ukrainian Academic
Press’s flier, "1975 Books in Print," that "the presentvolume is a
revised and enlargededition of the work published in Ukrainian
in 1956." Surprisingly, however,this rathercrucial bit of information,
and the whole question of the nature and degree of revision and
enlargement,and generally the issue of how and why this English
versiondiffers from the Ukrainian original, does not appearin either
the author’s "Introduction" or the editor’s two-page foreword, or
anywherein the book. In the one paragraphthat ProfessorLuckyj

6 George S. N. Luckyj, Literary Politics in the Soviet Ukraine, 1917-1934 New York,
1956; Idem, Between Gogol’ and evëenko Munich, 1971.

All subsequentpage referencesare to this edition.
8 Dmytro y1evs’kyj, Istorija ukrajins’koji literatury: Vid poöatkiv do doby realizmu
New York, 1956.
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does devote to discussingthe translation he confines himself merely
to stating the editorial policy on a transliteration, b rendition of
Ukrainian names, and c quotations. All the rest, apparently, is
believed to be unimportantor self-explanatory.In fact, it is neither,
and a comparisonof the translation with the Ukrainian original of
twenty years ago, and some deliberation on the premises of each,
leadsus to a numberof importantproblems.

2. The 1956 Istorjja ukrajins‘koji literatury was itself a continuation
of yevs’kyj’s abiding interest in the history of Ukrainian literature.
In 1942, in Prague,he hadpublisheda history of Ukrainian literature
dealing with the Renaissance,the Reformation and the Baroque,9
andin the years 1941-44he wrote, in three long "sketches,"a ground-
breaking, and now virtually forgotten, study of the Ukrainian Ba
roque.10What is of primarysignificancein the latter is that yevs’kyj
was not only writing a literary history, but above all consciously
formulating and applying a theory of literary history.1’ A few years
later, in the article-brochureKul’turno-istoryéni epoxy,’2 yevs’kyj
elaboratedhis basic schema for a theory of literary history and
subsequentlyused it as the theoreticalbasis for his synoptic Outline
of ComparativeSlavic Literatures,’3 and then the Istorja ukrajins‘koji
literatury. This theory, and its concrete application in the History,
will be of prime concern for us, as will the overall argumentof the
book, which traces the history of Ukrainian literature, chapter by
chapter,from "Pre-history"to the age of "Realism."

At the risk of appearingimmodest, it should be noted that we are
basically dealingwith the History for the first time, for it is a curious
and disturbing fact that, with but one or two exceptions,’4there was

Istorija ukrajins ‘koji literatury, vol. 2: Renesans ta reformacija: Barok Prague,1942.
10 Ukrajins’kyj literaturnyj barok: Narysy, vol. 1 Prague, 1941, vol. 2 Prague, 1942,
and vol. 3 Prague,1944.

At one point in the Narysy 1: 50-51 he speaksas is fitting for the Praguemilieu
of a "‘structuralist’ history of literature."
12 Dmytro y1evs’kyj, Kul’turno-istoryëni epoxy Augsburg, 1948.
13 Dmitry i2evsky, Outline of Comparative Slavic Literatures, Survey of Slavic
Civilization, vol. 1 Boston, 1952.
‘ The only real,extensiveanalysiswas madethat sameyearby Jurij erex [Shevelov]:
"Na ryltovannjax istoriji literatury," Ukrajins’ka literaturna hazeta, June 1956, no. 6
12, pp. 1-2. A polemical but, in the circumstances,rather moderate reaction came
from the Soviet Ukrainian scholar 0. Bilec’kyj; cf. "Stan i problemy vyvennja
davn’oji ukrajins’koji literatury," in his Zibrannja prac’ u p’jaty tomax Kiev, 1965,
1: 123-27. A survey of critical reactionsto cy1evs’kyj was made by Osyp Danko,
"Prof. Dmytro I. yevs’kyj u nas i v èulyx," Lysty do Pryjateliv 14, nos. 157-158-159
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no seriousreactionto yevs’kyj’s original Istorya. Now, the appear
ance of the English version reactualizesits important position in
Ukrainian scholarship.And we approach it, as does the reader,by
first confronting the translation itself, the verbal "outer shell" that
housesthe conceptualcore.

3. We are told that the translation was done by Dolly Ferguson,
Doreen Gorsline and Ulana Petyk, but we are not informed as to
who translatedwhat sectionsor chapters;thejob, andthe responsibil
ity, was apparentlypooled. This presentsno difficulty, however, for
the quality of the translation-ofthe text itself and the many quota
tions-is uniform throughout, and it is, for the most part, quite
inadequate.

A. THE TEXT

1. A fundamentalrequirementfor anyscholarlywork, and particularly
for a work in which the author sets as his primary goal the formal
analysis of literary style and language,’5 is adequatecommand of
the technical terminology. The translatorsare sorely lacking in such
command.The following illustrations are only highlights and typical
cases;an exhaustivecatalogueshould perhaps be left for the enter
prising reader.

One of the most commonof literary terms is "simile" porivnannja
in Ukrainian. This, more often than not, is translatedas "compar
ison," as in "straightforward comparisons" rather than "simple
similes"; 137/134,16 or "extended comparisons" i.e., "extended
similes"; 143/139; cf. also pp. 193, 336, 353, etc. "Comparison,"
for some reason,appealsto the translators,and thus when yevs’kyj
tells us to look for enjambmentsperenosy in a bit of monologue,
they tell us 330/291 to look for "comparisons."To vary the fare,
however,porivnannja may also be translatedas "image" 96/98.

Another rathercommon literary term is "formula" in Ukrainian
the inscrutableformulja,but the translatorsprefer "[fixed] expression"
117/115or "[set] phrases"67/70 or "fixed phrases,"as in "numer

1966: 43-46. Cf. also Jurij Lavrinenko, "Dmytro yevs’kyj-literaturoznavec’," in
Zrub I parosty New York, 1971.
‘ Cf. the Introduction, pp. 8-9.
16 Here, and in the following, the first number refers to the page in the English
translationand the second to the Ukrainian original.
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ous fixed phrases’to be expected in the oral tradition where they
serve to aid the listener in retaining the important aspectsof longer
works such as those referring to mounting a horse ..." 132. At
this point, however, yevs’kyj, speakingof the formal featuresof
the old epos,had said: "éyslenni postijni formuly pryrodni v usnij
slovesnosti,polehujut’ trymaty velyezni tvory v pam"jati, napr.,
hoduvannjakonja ..." 129, indicating, in short, that formulas are
natural in oral poetry since they aid the poet in rememberinghuge
works. Here the added "important aspects," the confusion of the
poet with the audience,and the substitution of mounting a horse
for feeding him, are all typical of the variations that this trio of
translatorsplays on the themeof yevs’kyj.

Like "formula," "antithesis" is too simple especially since in
Ukrainian it is antyteza,and the translatorsprefer "contrast," as
in "The most successfuldialogsare those in which we find a favorite
feature of the Baroque-contrasts,and the tension between ideas
or persons"330/291. Or againwe hearthat "Skovorodais particul
arly fond of contrastsandrepetitions..." 352/308.

When it comes to slightly more technical terms the translators’
choices are even further off the mark. Kanty, which in English is
usually renderedby "canticles" or by the Latin cantica sing. canti
cum, is given as "sing-song"!, i.e., "sing-songs,close in form to
religious hymns"333/292;cf. also 322/285.Where cyevs’kyj speaks
of exempla,the translatorsgive us "examples"336/295; rozvynena
sentencyaused with referenceto the developed images in Shake
speare’sspeechesis given as "extendedsentence"333/292. But the
low point of tenninological competencecomeswhen the translators
confront the terms viri/virkvanyj, that is, when yevs’kyj, again
speaking of the old epos, wonders: "Nepevne navit’, y buy yin
virovanyj ..." and of the Igor’ Tale says "v pysanomuvyhljadi ne
maje virovanoji formy" 128. As it turns out, our translatorsdo
not distinguishbetween"poetry" and "verse," and the result is the
following: "Even the very basic problem of whether theseold epic
songs were poetic in form cannot be settled conclusively ..." and
"The Tale of Ihor’s Campaign ... in its written form, is not divided
into poetic lines" 131. Somewhatfurther on, yevs’kyj returns to
this issue: "Vie toj fakt, ëo my poznaxodyly rytm lye v okremyx
miscjax ‘Slova’ pokazuje, o ledve y mona hovoryty pro ‘Slovo’
jak pro ‘viri.’ Spravdi, usi sproby znajty v ‘Slovi’ xo by reltku
jakojis’ virlovoji rytmiky ne vdalysja" 190. The translatorsproduce
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the following note the transition from rhythm to "rhyme": "The
very fact that there are only a few individual passagesthat rhyme
indicates that The Tale of Ihor ‘s Campaigncannot be regardedas a
‘poem’: all attemptsto detect a consistentrhythmical pattern have
been unsuccessful"201. Many scholars and critics will surely be
interestedto learn that the Igor’ Tale is not a "poem." On the other
hand, vir.si sing. vira refers to a particular form of seventeenth-and
eighteenth-centuryUkrainian poetry, and the term is left in the ori
ginal and not translatedeither as "verse" or as "poetry." This is not
the casewith this translation:cf. p. 254 andpassim.

One of the ironies here is that many such errors-of which these
arebut a sampling-couldeasily havebeenavoidedif the translators
and the editor had consulted the English version of yevs’kyj’s
History of RussianLiterature,’7 the first two chaptersof which closely
parallel the first two chaptersof the Ukrainian history. That trans
lation has no problemswith basic critical terms and, above all, it has
a style anddiction that doesjustice to cyevs’kyj.

2. As compensationfor the loosenessillustrated above, there are the
translators’occasionalattemptsto improveon yevs’kyj by supplying
greater"rigor." For want of any information to the contrary one
assumesthat these and other similar moments are the work of the
translators,and not aspectsof the "revision" and "enlargement"we
havebeentold of. At times these "improvements"simply make the
translation more categorical than the original, for example, when
yevs’kyj’s designationof the [Church] Slavonic languageas nena
rodna 210 is rendered as "artificial" 224 and this, of course,
only makesthe judgment more questionable,or when he speaks of
a "pevna stylistyëna ‘monumental’nist" 69 and the translators
comebackwith "a definite monumentalityin style" 66 thus not only
mistranslatingthe adjective-it should be "certain" or "sui generis"
as in the History of Russian Literature [32]-but also deleting the
tentativenessof the quotationmarks; in general, the deletion of the
latter is not uncommon.

Evenmore indicativeof this tendencyis the translators’predeliction
for weighty terminology.When yevs’kyj, speakingof the Igor’ Tale,
refers to the "kompozycija tvoru" 182, 183, the translatorsreplace
this with the more scholarly "structure"192, 193-eventhough the

‘ Dmitrij ti1evskij, History of Russian Literature The Hague, 1971.
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author is clearly speaking of its composition. For good measure
the translators adduce a "pattern" or two e.g., 192/183, even
when it is not called for and when it distorts the arguments: i.e.,
in the above instanceyevs’kyj is not at all claiming that in the
Igor’ Tale only Jaroslavna’slamenthas a "pattern." Most inexcusable,
however, is a careless"elucidation" which only militates against the
senseof Cyevs’kyj’s arguments.Throughout his discussionof the
Igor’ Tale, for example, the author is at pains not to identify it with
the old epos,and in the Ukrainian version and in the History of
RussianLiterature he never calls it an "epic." At the beginning of
the section191/181 and at the end 207/196 he speaks of it as a
work sui generis, which is not identical with the old epos or with
old oral poetry e.g.,"Ote musymopryjmaty ‘Slovo,’ jak nadzvyajno
cikavu ta krasnu storinku starovyny, bez zajvyx hadan’ pro su&snyj
jomu epos ta narodnu poeziju" [196]. And yet, in the course of
this section, in direct violation of the argumentof the original and
with apparentself-contradiction,the translatorsrefer to the Igor’ Tale
at least four times as "this epic" 193/183, 195/185, 201/190, and
204/193; the last referenceappears in this sentence: "As in the
Chronicle the text of this epic is also amply endowedwith dialog."
The translation, we may submit, is not amply endowedwith faith
fulness.

3. The deficient critical vocabularyconstitutes only a small portion
of the overall ineptnessof this translation. Between the three of
them, the translatorshaveonly an approximateknowledgeof Ukrain
ian, and this relates to the grammar, the lexicon, the tone and the
style of the language.

Simple mistranslationsand inaccuraciesare the most basic failing.
For example, in the given context here, the Baroque as such
"pyinist’" is not "pompousness,"but "richness" or "ornateness"
350/307,especially when used in referenceto Tuptalo’s oratorical
style 338/297; "znaennja," especially "symvolini," are "mean
ings," not "connotations" 339/297; "nacional’nyj svitohljad" is
"nationalwdrldview," not "nationalistic’ worldview" the quotation
marksnotwithstanding;343/301; "obrjad" is not "ritual" but "rite"
450/389;"pastyri" means"shepherds,"not "pastorals" quotation
marks again notwithstanding; 326/288; "poval’nyj xarakter" is
"didactic character,"not "sententiousthemes" 322/285, etc. The
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list could go on for pages. But the distortion introduced by all
this is still relatively

There are numerousinstances, however, where the distortion is
more serious.At one point, for example, yevs’kyj concedesthat
the historian of literature must occasionally pay attention to non
literary figures, here, the Romantic "ideologues": "Dekoho z cyx
ideolohiv istorykovi literatury trebate zhadaty"386. This is trans
lated as "A number of these ideologists of the history of literature
must beacknowledged"447. In the chapteron Classicism,yevs’kyj
argues that the comic effect of Hulak-Artemovs’kyj’s poetry stems
from atensionbetweenthe overall toneandthecontent: "... pjanyc’ka
liryka ‘Do Parxoma’zvuyt’, dijsno, patetyno,-vc’omu rozxodenni
zahal’noho tonu ta zinistu-odyn z sekretiv kominoho vraennja
travestij Hulaka-Artemovs’koho"352. This is translatedas "... in
the bacchantic lyric ‘To Parxom’ there is a discrepancy between
the travesty’soverall contentandtonewhich are comic andits ‘sound’
which is actually quite moving. This is one of the secretsof the
comic impression of Hulak-Artemovs’kyj’s travesties" 407. It may
be interesting to speculatehow this contrast of "sound’ which is
actuallyquite moving" and comic contentand toneis to be conceived,
but whateverit is, it is not what yevs’kyj tried to convey. When
yevs’kyj, citing Kulii’s own words, speaksof his Kuli’s searchings
for an "elevated tone" "nastrojuvav kobzu ‘na holos vysokyj";
459, the translatorsrender this as tuning his kobza "for a high
voice" 546. A falsettomaybe.When in the next sentenceyevs’kyj
lists what he considers Kulii’s prosaismsand concludesthat they
do not at all contributeto an "elevatedtone" "... u lirynyx virax
zamist’ ‘vysokosty’ tvorjat’ zovsim ine vraennja" the translators
decipherhim as saying "When such expressionsappear in lyrical
verse in place of more elevated terminology, the impressioncreated
is altogetherdifferent." Altogetherdifferent indeed.

The translatorsare particularlyhelplesswith yevs’kyj’s idiomatic
expressions.At one point, for example, he cites some lines from
a minor West Ukrainianwriter, 0. [i.e., Josyf] Levyc’kyj, to illustrate
his concernwith the languageitself, andthennotes: "Ci, ie rozmirno
vdali rjadky, do rei, vidhonjat’ niby navit’ romantynymydumkamy
pro muzynist’ movy!" 357. And the translatorsinterpret this as
"These lines, while relatively successfulin themselves,would dispel
even the most romantic notions about the musicality of the lan
guage!" 413. Taking vidhonjat’ to mean "dispel" rather than "in-
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timate" or "suggest," they changeyevs’kyj’s point about the inci
pient Romantictendenciesof this "classicist" writer into something
quite different.

Occasionallythe misinformationis many-faceted.Thus, in his dis
cussionof Baroquedramayevs’kyj says: "Zustriajemoukrajins’ki
intermedijiv dejakyxpol’s’kyx dramax,jak ot v drami Ja.Gavatovya
z 1619 r. ‘Proda’v kota v miku’ ta ‘Najli$yj son’-piznie vidomi
jak narodnianekdoty"289. In the translationthis becomes"Ukrain
ian intermedia can be found in some Polish dramas, viz., in the
dramas of Jakub Gawatowicz from 1619-"Prodav kota v mLku"

"He sold a Cat in a Sack" and "NajlipJyj son" "The Best Kind of
Dream", which later becamefamous as folk anecdotes"328. Not
untypically, yevs’kyj’s syntax is somewhatopaque,but he clearly
speaksof one drama; the translatorsnot only introduce the plural,
but alsounmistakenlyimply that these "dramas"are the ones named.
To this one must say: 1 Jakub Gawath,or Gawatowic,wrote only
one drama, Tragaediaalbo wizerunk mierciprze.witegoJana Chrzci
ciela, przeslañca Bozego; 2 the two intermedia in it are untitled,
and it is only noted that they come after the secondand third act
respectivelythey are printed at the end of the play. Voznjak gives
themthesetitles basically for the purposeof identifying the wandering
motifs they contain.’8 yevs’kyj, in turn, is using a characteristic
shorthandmethod of presentinghis material, and does not trouble
himself to bring this to our attention.Nor does he tell us that 3 the
authorshipof Gawath is still uncertain.’9 Indeed, the authorshipof
all the intermedia in the works of all three writers mentionedin this
section-Gawath,Dovhalevs’kyj and Konys’kyj-is still an open
question.2°And 4, since the two intermedia are already based on
traveling folk motifs, it is misleading to speak of them as later
becomingfolk anecdotes,and thus to imply that the movementwas
from literature to folklore.

As we see from this example, the translators’ shakycommandof
Ukrainian is compounded by a spotty knowledge of Ukrainian
literature, and, what is worse, a failure to check facts that are left
unclearby yevs’kyj in such easily available sourcesas the Nowy
Korbut or Ukrajins‘ki pys‘mennyky: Biobibliohrajiényj slovnyk. Un
fortunately, this is not an isolated instance.Perhapsthe most striking

‘ Cf. Myxajlo Voznjak, Istorija ukrajins’koji literatury, vol. 3 L’viv, 1921, 234-38.
19 Cf. Nowy Korbut: Bibliografla literatury polskiej, vol. 2 Warsaw, 1964, pp. 183-84.
20 Cf. Ukrajins’ki pys’mennyky.’ Bio-bibliohrajlényj slovnyk, vol. 1 Kiev, 1960, p. 270.
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caseof a bad understandingof yevs’kyj’s text, predicatedon an
alarmingunfamiliarity with the subjectmatter-notsimply Ukrainian,
but Europeanliterature in general-occurswhen cyevs’kyj discusses
Kvitka’s peasantstories.In this connectionhe says: "Samyj gatunok
narodnohoopovidannjane novyj. Johozblyuvaly z pizniymy spro
bamy naturalistiv ... a same2or Sand, B. Auerbaxa, Grigorovya,
Turgeneva"367. And this is what the translatorsmake of it: "The
folk tale genrewas not a new phenomenon.It had been popularized
by George Sand,B. Auerbach,Grigorovi and Turgenev,along with
the later attemptsof the ‘natural’ school" 427. Here everything is
wrong: the genre of "peasantstories" or "stories of peasantlife" or
of "village life" is identified with the folk tale, and George Sand,
Auerbach,GrigoroviëandTurgenevare, without qualms, enumerated
as authorsof such "folk tales"; moreover, where yevs’kyj speaks
of this genre narodne opovidannjaor "peasantstory" as associated
i.e., in the opinion of some critics, with the later works of the
above-named"naturalists," we are told that it already "had been
popularized" by them and that there had also been some "later
attempts"of the "natural school." It is a rare talent to cram so much
misinformation into two short sentences.

But thereare alsomomentsof comic relief. As yevs’kyj concludes
his discussionof the SupplicationofDaniel the Exile, he says: "Napry
kinci z"javljajetsja e,-mabut’, vizantijs’koho poxodennja-obraz
sportovyx y cyrkovyx uprav pered‘pohanymy saltanamy’ ..." 202.
And here the translators spring an unexpected variation on us.
"Toward the end of the work," they say, "there is a description of
athletic or Church ceremoniesperhaps of Byzantine origin ..."

215. Thus circus exercisesor contestsbecome"Church ceremonies"
after all, cerkovnyj and cyrkovyj are indeed similar, and the trans
lators, despairingof finding a way to correlate the "pagan Sultans"
with this unholy combination of sport and religion, simply leave
them out.2’

Even this is topped. Near the end of his discussion of Baroque
drama yevs’kyj mentions the monologue "with an echo": "U
ljublenyj typ monolohu je monoloh ‘z lunoju,’ o, povtorjujuéy
ostanni slova dijovoji osoby, niby jij vidpovidaje" 292. And the
translatorscome up with this oddity: "A favorite type of monolog
is the monolog ‘with an echo,’ in which the moon, by repeating

21 Cf. the History of Russian Literature, p. 133.
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the final words of the character,seemsto be answeringhim" 333.
We must assumethat the translators,unable to determinewhether
at this particular moment yevs’kyj was writing in Ukrainian or
Russianluna is "echo" in the former and "moon" in the latter,
decided,in true committee fashion, to take no chancesand squeeze
both into the sentence.One needsno backgroundin literary criticism
to know that somethingis wrong here.

4. RecentEnglish translationsof yevs’kyj’s works have not been
well-favored. In a review of his Comparative History of Slavic
Literatures, W. B. Edgerton postulates the possibility of a primitive
modelcomputerto accountfor the inferior and eminently mechanical
translation.22Here, too, the translatorsslavishly imitate yevs’kyj’s
syntax, with its convolutions,series of dependentclausesand paren
thetical asides. What is acceptable, if idiosyncratic, in Ukrainian
becomesa disasterin English. What, for example, should one make
of sentencessuch as these?

- The folkish quality here is not only vulgar okoliv-he "croaked", but
also apt, stylistically using an epithet-nasu.fnyj[daily]-without its noun,
bread,a common devicein Kulii. 457

- Like similar works in the West and in the Slavic world Mickiewicz, the
Slovak L. tür; the existenceof an unknown work, Naddnistrjanka-The
Maid of Dniester-ofwhich "The Books" were an imitation, as Kostomarov
assuredthe authorities,is highly questionable,the documentis written in
a biblical style. 497

- The action follows-the fate of the "lover of feasts" who is remindedby
the lamentof Jobwho appearsto him in his sleepand poor Lazarusthat
his happinesson earth is very insecure.323

- The proportion of social and political including anti-clerical sentiments
poemswas augmented... . 538

Difficulties with punctuation again, simply mechanical trans
position from the Ukrainian, the inability to choose correctly the
definite or indefinite article, and leaden, awkward and simply un
grammaticalEnglish are more the rule than the exception. Some
further examples: "Christianity is thus embellishedwith practicality
*.." 428, "New are the prose laments ..." 323, "authoress"who
else but Lesja Ukrajinka; 616, "revisions to the poem" 549, "All
of this could not excusehis dramasfor being insufficiently scenic ..."

22 See the Slavic and East European Journal 16, no. 1 1972: 84-89.
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475, "The languagestandson midway betweenRussianand Ukrain
ian ..." and "The national significance of Baroque historiography
is unquestionable;neither are its literary achievements..." 349,
"... Mykola Voronyj 1871-1937,self-educatedand with hardship

." 618, etc., etc. What the English of the translationdesperately
needsis some good editing.

B. THE QUOTATIONS

1. As even a cursory glance will show, quotationsfrom the works
discussedare eminently importantfor yevs’kyj, and in some chap
ters they are as much as a fourth of the entire text. Not unexpectedly,
they, too, suffer at the handsof the translators.The principal problem
is againone of accuracyand beyondthat, the still more basicproblem
of understandingwhat the cited words mean. More often than not
this meansknowing the context-literary, historical or cultural. As
we can see,the translatorshave little of this knowledgeto go around.

2. One can begin with simple mistranslations,for example: "vrae
polekrovju moëyt" means"he drenchesthe enemyfield with blood"
andnot "fiendishly, he drenchesthe fields with blood" 461. To take
anotherbattlistic formula, "spysamyoraty, trupom zasivaty" means
simply "to plow with spears,to sow with corpses"; the translators,
however, believe trupom to be singular, and give the secondpart of
the formula a surrealist cast: "to sow with a corpse" 543. When
evenko beginsa poem with "èoho ty xody na mohylu" it means
"Why do you take walks to the burial mound" and not "Why

do you walk upon the gravemound" 515; emphasismine, and
when he sees Xmel’nyc’kyj "v bahni svynjaym," it is, as the
context of "Jakby to ty, Bohdanep"janyj" makesvery clear, "pigs’
filth" andnot "a filthy swamp"that he is referring to 514. To return
to an image alreadyencountered,when Kuli saysin "Do brativ na
Ukrajinu"-yevs’kyj almost never identifies his citations,

Pidtjanu ja struny
na holos vysokyj.

Ne sumuj, Tarasebat’ku,
v mohyli hlybokij

he is promising, as we said, a new "elevated" poetry-andthis can
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hardly be translatedas "I will tighten its stringsto a stridentpitch . .
541; emphasismine.

As in the text proper, idiomatic expressions,proverbs, and all
formulations reflecting the spirit of the languagefare worst of all.
Thus odkynutunohy is translatedas "to give up one’s legs" 406,
which is neither the idiomatically equivalent "to kick the bucket"
nor the literally correct "to stretch out one’s legs"; siv xutorom is

renderedas "stayed put on the homestead,"rather than the simple
and accurate"settled down * . *" 531 "Tonuyj xvatajetsja i mea"
is given this laborious "equivalent": "A drowning man will resort
to anything" 337. "Pes na sini," a truncatedproverb which y
evs’kyj does not complete since he assumesa Ukrainian audience,
is translatedas "A dog lay in the hay’-indicatesnegligence"23.
It does nothing of the sort: the whole saying is "Pes na sini-sam
ne z’jist’ i druhomu ne dast’," and, if anything, it indicatesmindless
malice.

As noted before, all this ineptnessoverlaps with an ignorance
of the historical, cultural and literary background.When cyevs’kyj
speaks of Galjatovs’kyj’s concern with the vt/na domovaja this is
a referenceto the "civil war," i.e., the Xmel’nyc’kyj Revolution,
the subject of Samuel Twardowski’s contemporaryepic, Wojna do
mowa; to translate it as "strife at home" 336 does not do. When
yevs’kyj cites Hrebinka, "ob vynnyci davaly nam z konoho
puda vidro pinnoji horilky" the translatorsgive us this: "May the
vineyards give us a bucket full of brandy for each pound of our
weight" 431. They not only confuse humanavoirdupoiswith the
grapeharvest,but alsothe messagewith the addressees,for yevs’kyj
said that this was how Hrebinka "proajetsja z zemljakamypros
tac’kymy pobaannjamy"371; now "simple well-wishing" is turned
into "simple countrymen," i.e., "Hrebinka bids goodbye to his
simplecountrymen * .." 431. In Mylost’ Boja an early eighteenth-
century Kievan school drama there is a speechby Bohdan Xmel’
nyc’kyj where these words appear:

Tatary, turky i nimci byvaly
ne straini-i ljaxy ly uasni nam staly?

Kohda iablja pry nasjest’, ne zovsim propala
mnohoimenytajaonaja poxvalanala

And this becomes: "... The Tartars, the Turks and the Germans
were once here;/ they were not very terrible-and have the Poles
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becomemore terrible for us?/ . .. When the sabre is at our side, we

see that our pristine valor has not entirely disappeared..." 325;

emphasismine. Here the translatorsbotch the simple construction
"byvaly ne strani," add the awkward and superfluous "we see,"
and by making "many-tongued fame" mnohoimenytajapoxvala

into "pristine valor" seemto be turning the Cossacksinto Arthurian
knights.

When yevs’kyj cites Kostomarovon evenko, "Muza evenka

rozryvalazavisunarodn’oho yttja" 424, the translatorsrender this

as "evenko’s muse tore away the veil from national life" 498.
The reference,of course, is to the curtain or veil sunderedin the
templeat the momentof Christ’s death,signifying the break between
the Old and the New Testament.23 The Kostomarov quotation
continueswith "Tarasovamuzaprorvalajakyjs’ pidzemnyj zaklepve

kil’ka vikiv zamknenyj bahat’omazamkamy, zapeatanyjbahat’oma
peatjamy," which the translators confusing zaklep ["crypt" or
"cavern"] with "chains" nonsensicallydecipher as "Taras’ muse
sunderedsubterraneanchains that for centuries had been fettered
by a myriad of locks and seals."

3. Along with the mistranslations,an equally deplorablefailing is the
translators’ uncanny ability to banalize the literary texts that y
evs’kyj cites. Their technique is analogousto what yevs’kyj dis
covered in Gogol’, namely, the device of lowering the elevated and
inflating the low.24 Thus when citing the words of Svjatopolk from
the story of the blinding of Vasyl’ko which yimvs’kyj gives in
modern Ukrainian the translatorssay: "If you do not wish to wait
until my name day, then come today. You can greet me and you,
I and David can have a chat" 86. In the original this ig "Da
afr ne xoies’ ostati do imenin" moix", da pridi nyne, celuei mja,

i posedimvsi z Davydom"," and in Zenkovsky’s popular edition it
is, quite adequately,"If you are unwilling to remainuntil my name

day, at least come and embraceme now, and then we shall meet
with David."25 When StefanJavors’kyj turns to God with the words
"Ty malo spyiy, a my bezsonnycejutvojeju vysypljajemsja . .

23 Cf. Matthew 27: 51, Mark 15: 38, Luke 24: 45.
Cf. his "Gogol: Artist and Thinker," Annals of the Ukrainian Academy of Arts

and Sciences in the U.S. 2, no. 2 [4] Summer, 1952: 261-78.
25 Cf. Serge A. Zenkovsky, ed., Medieval Russia’s Epics, Chronicles and Tales New
York, 1963, p. 74.
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bezsonnycjabecomesnot "sleeplessness"but "insomnia" 340-41.
When Skovoroda says "Mnohiji iut’ Jeho v jedynonaëalstvijax
Kesarja Avhusta *..," jedynonaéalstv./eis rendered not as "auto
cracy," but as "one manrule" 343. Throughoutthe passage,more
over, the translators mistranslate "nest’ zde"-"He is not here,"
the answer the angel pve to Christ’s disciples when they returned
to his grave-as"No not here."

On the otherhand, thereis againthe paralleltendencyto "improve"
or "adjust" the original. Thus horilka which occurs often, since
yevs’kyj is fond of quotationsthat refer to it is never "spirits"
or the more or less equivalent "vodka," but "brandy" or even
"whiskey" 299; this apparently is less vulgar. According to the
translators,we do not find in Ukrainian works "boys" and "girls"
but "lads" and "lasses," e.g., "Xlopci, divky navperedkybihajut’
pid xatky / i, jak vovky abo svynky, skyrhuut koljadky" becomes
"The lads and lasses run ahead and under cottage roofs screech
out carols like wolves or hogs" 378. This, one may add, is another
typical mistranslation,for what this satirical vir&a says is that "Boys
and girls race each other to the houses [the meaningof navperedky
andpid xatky] and screetchout carols like wolves or piglets." Vovky
siromanci is gratuitously passedthrough a sentimental filter: they
become"wolves-poor gray things" 542; another time they are
simply "poor gray wolves." This list can also be continuedfor pages.

As one might expect, evenko fares very badly indeed. As with
virtually all translationsof his poetry into English, the immediacy
and emotional directnessof his diction is something the translators
cannottolerate.One can take examplesat will. When evenko says

Oj odna ja odna,
jak bylynoka v poli,
Ta ne day meni Boh
ani Iastja, ni doli

this becomesthe simultaneouslypompousand simpering "Alone am
I, indeedalone,as a poor little bladeof grassin the field. Not to me
did Godgive eitherhappinessor good fortune" 500. When evèenko
says "Oj pila ja u jar za vodoju,/a tam mylyj huljaje z druhoju"
comes out as "Alas, I went to the ravine to fetch some water, and
there my darling was cavorting with another" 501-502; emphasis
mine. And finally, the beautifully conciselament:
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I bahataja
i vrodlyva ja,
ta ne maju sobi pary-
beztalannaja!

is made into "And rich am I, and beautiful too. Yet I have no
mate-poor me" 501. "Seizing hold of your head in your
hands" to again quote the translators; 540, you think: anything,
anything but this execrable"poor me!"

4. Given their skill, the translatorswould have been well advised
not to translatemany of ëyevs’kyj’s quotationssome-toofew-
are, in fact, left in the Ukrainian. This appliesmost of all to Kotlja
revs’kyj’s Enejida. The effect of unselectivelytranslatingvarious cata
logues with pedestriandictionary equivalents,with no hope of even
approximating Kotljarevs’kyj’s wit or his modulation of sound and
rhythm, is totally counter-productive.One should note that what
is implicitly presentedas one-altogethertedious-"passage"[cf. 393-
95] is in fact a collage of excerptsfrom four widely separatedscenes
in the poem, i.e., I, 27; III, 118; IV, 29 and 53. Kotljarevs’kyj’s
lists of Ukrainian cuisine to which yevs’kyj characteristically
devotesmore attention than to, say, the question of satire in the

Enejida soundlike nothing so much as anti-poetry concoctedfrom

a menu of questionableethnic delicacies. When this:

I .nacou.dnce TIJTbKO Irn,
CJlacmoHH,KopK}HH, cTOBrI1i,

Bapeuwncsi nlueuHlum, 6isti,
Ilyxxi 3 KaB’ipoM 6yxarn.ii;
qacunx,pOfl3, nacjnu, XHCJTHIU,

Ko3eJmId, TepH, rJ1i, J1OJJyHHIU,

KpyTui siiitsi 3 ci4piBI.IeM;

I tye xycuyo siemHIo,

[SIxycb HiMeubxy, He TyTeIui-i}o,
A anna.rrnBce rH4BI.LeM.] III, 118

is made into this:

And they fairly gobbled up all the dainties: the
pastries,small biscuits, lady fingers, white wheaten
varenyky,rich little caviar-stuffedbread puffs; garlic,
mace, morels, crabapples,valerian herbs, sloes,haw
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thorn berries, strawberries,hard-boiledeggs with
kvass, arid a very tasty omelet. ... 394

the major effect is to mock a greatliterary work.

III. THE METHOD AND PREMISESOF THE HISTORY

1. Our subsequentanalysis of yevs’kyj’s individual points and
general theseswill deal with the broader issues. Now our focus is
specifically on the method and the "scholarly apparatus,"that is,
the organizationand presentationof primary and secondarysource
material.Underthis rubric, moreover,we can deal with thoseelements
in the apparatusthat are yevs’kyj’s and thosethat are newly added
for this English version.

2. Onemajor emendationis the "Index of Namesand Titles," some
thing that is notoriously lacking in most Ukrainian histories and in
Soviet publicationsas a rule. yevs’kyj’s original index was rather
skimpy, and the present one, compiled by Alexandra Chernenko
Rudnytsky, is considerablymore detailed and thereforemuch more
helpful. It is, however, a mirror of the text of the History, and all
the errors, inconsistenciesand flaws in titles and names are duly
reflectedin it-in alphabeticalorder.

To take consistency, for example, the Igor’ Tale is referred to
principally as The Tale of Ihor ‘s Campaign; after p. 461, however, it
becomesThe Tale of the Host of Ihor. Mylost’ Bozya is once "The
Grace of God" 324 and once God’s Mercy 630. For the most
part, titles are translatedand listed in both Ukrainian and English,
but sometimesthis is not the case,as with the Slovo Adama v pekli
do Lazarja also given as SlovoAdamavo adi ko Lazarju or the Slovo
o knjazexor Slovo pro knjaziv, which are only mentionedin trans
lation. There is also no consistencyin the use of proper names."In
the first two chapters,"to quote the "Foreword," "some namesare
given in their anglicizedor Latinizedversion"xi. Thus, Athanasius
not Afanasij, Gregorynot Grigorij, Hilarion not Ilarion. Othersretain
their original form Jaroslav,Svjatopolk, etc., while still others are
given in the modern Ukrainian equivalentOl’ha, Hub, Volodymyr,
Ihor, etc..The motivationfor this is presumablya desire to "Ukrain
ianize" the pastevenif at the cost, as the editor himself admits [x],
of providing an inaccuratephoneticreconstruction.One maysubmit
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that this is not necessary:the Ukrainian pastneed not be Ukrain
ianizedby making the historicalIgor’ Ihor, or Oleg" Oleh. Moreover,
a "scholarlyaccount"should adhereto establishedscholarly practice.

There are further inconsistenciesand mistranslationsin the titles.
umak is once"carter" Do tumakiv/To the Carters;577 and once
"wagoneer"sic Cumaky/ Wagoneers;610;neitheris correct:éumaky
should be "ox-cart drivers." Povija should not be the euphemistic
A Fallen Woman 598, but The Whore. Burlaéka would probably
be better translatedas A Landless Woman rather than A Vagrant
Girl, andPryëepaas The Parasiteor somevariantof it, as "leech" or
"hanger-on"andnot as An Intruder 597. PropaJ&i syla is "doomed
strength,"not "wasted strength."RenderingXiba revut’ voly jak jasla
povnias WhenOneHas Enough,OneDoesNot Complain is no lessawk
ward than a literal translation, and rather more banal. "Pryèynna"
should be "The Bewitched," not simply "Bewitched" 515. In fact,
throughoutthetext thetranslatorshavetheir difficulties with the article,
as, for example,in The Citizen’s Conversationwith the Peasantand the
Church Singer and The Dialogue Between the Lumberman and the
Merchant354 where all the the’s shouldbe a’s. On the other hand,
the translation of Franko’s Z verJyn i nyzyn From Heights and
Depths606 is missing the definite article.

One significant error in the translationof titles concerns Kvitka’s
Spyhaéky,aba po-moskovs‘komuepihramy. In the text this is given as
"Little Stingers or Moscow-Style Epigrams"; in the index this is
"corrected"to read"Little Stingersin ‘Russian’ Epigrams" 661 and
674. What is required, of courseassumingthat one accepts"little
stingers"for .pyhaãky,is "Little Stingers,or in Russian,‘Epigrams."

This is importantnot as just anothermistranslation,but becauseit
obscuresthe existenceof parallel terminology-of "pyha&y" on the
onehand and "epihramy" on the other-which,as we shall see, is an
issue of profound importance for nineteenth-centuryUkrainian lit
erature.

The title of PantelejmonKuli’s Xutorni nedoharkyrecalls the des
tructive fire at his xutir, Motronivka, and nedoharky should be
translatedas "charred remnants,"or "burnt fragments"; the trans
lators give us "Candle-endsof a Country Homestead" 549. The
translation of Slowacki’s 2mija as The Snake 454 is incorrect:
it shouldremainuntranslatedsinceit is a propernameof a fictitious
hetman; moreover, the title of his early poem is "Dumka ukra
iñska," not "Duma ukraiñska" 454/393.Sielanki,whetherreferring
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to Szymonowic’s work, or to Zimorowic’s, should be rendered as
"Idylls," riot "peasantIdylls" 358. Considerableconfusion is asso
ciated with the name of the irrepressibleCossacophile,Michal Czaj
kowski. In the original yevs’kyj says that his "Kozac’ki povisti’
1837, romantynozabarvleniavanturnyiromanynevysokojijakosty,
maly nadzvyajnyj uspix ..." 392, which the translatorsrender as
"his mediocrePowie.ciKozackieCossacks’tales, 1837,Romanticized
adventurenovels, were enormouslysuccessful ..." 454. To begin,

Czajkowski’sPowieki kozackiewhich shouldbe translatedas Cossack

tales or Stories are short stories, not novels; they are not at all
mediocre,but rather successfulexamplesof Romantic poetic prose,
stylized to imitate the dumy andfolk songs.Some of his later novels
may be called mediocre, but it is difficult to determinefrom y
evs’kyj’s prosewhether"romany" refers to these or whether it is in
apposition to Powie.ci kozackie. Somewhat later, cyevs’kyj refers
to the "perekiady[nimec’koju movoju] pol’s’kyx ‘ukrajins’kix povistej’
M. ajkovs’koho" 485; one assumeshe is referring to such novels
as Wernyhoraor Hetman Ukrainy-but they are never named. In the
translationthis becomes:"... there appearedGerman translationsof
the Polish Ukrainian Tales by M. Czajkowski" 582. Apart from
introducinga non-existententity-the Ukrainian Tales-thereis some
ambiguity as to who is the author and who is the translator.This is
resolvedin the index, wherewe have the following entry: "Ukrainian
Tales trans. by Czajkowski" 677.

Another spurious entry in the index is a Bogdan XmelnickU,attri
buted to Niemcewicz644; in the text we see that this is inferred
from yevs’kyj’s referenceto Niemcewicz’sdumyand their influence
on Ryleev 449. While the influence was there, Niemcewicz, unlike
Ryleev, wrote no duma on Xmel’nyc’kyj. He did, however, write a
dramaentitled Bohdan Chmielnickiwhich was publishedin fragments
at the beginning of the twentiethcentury and which yevs’kyj does
not mention.

On the whole, these are all relatively minor and technical matters.
Much more indicative of the scholarshipof this new version of the
History is the appendedBibliography.

3. To be sure, this is a "SelectedBibliography" as opposedto that
of the 1956 edition, which appearedwithout such qualification. In
the editor’s "Foreword" we are told that "The bibliography, which
the author compiled for the Ukrainian edition in 1956, has been
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supplementedby some items publishedsince then" xi, but the pre
facing remarksto it remain the same as in the earlier edition. Thus
we do not know to whom we owe the supplementing-toProfessor
yevs’kyj or Luckyj. But whoever the principal author, the biblio
graphy is as inadequateand disappointingas anything we have yet
seen of this translation.

Already the 1956 edition of yevs’kyj’s bibliography could be
faulted for being narrow and idiosyncratic in parts, and generally
somewhatdatedin the main, it reflects the scholarshipof the first
two or threedecadesof the twentiethcentury. But given the circum
stancesof its writing, andthe specific natureof the Ukrainianoriginal,
this is more or less excusable.For the English version, however, to
presentthis samebibliography,twentyyearslater, virtually unchanged,
is to mock the reader’s expectationsof "a scholarly account of the
entire, complex history of the literature" and "a referenceguide for
further study." Given the fact that in the period since 1956 there
have appearedmany significant scholarly works pertaining to all
periodsof Ukrainianliterature,given the genuineflowering of interest
in Old Kievan literature, given the importantcontributions in many
countries in national and general, theoreticalstudies on the Renais
sance,the Baroque,Classicism,Romanticismand Realism especially
the Baroqueand Romanticism,and the fact that the statedpurpose
of the bibliography is to acquaintthe readerwith "the current status
of research"619, the author andthe editorwould perhapshavebeen
betteradvisedto forgo a bibliography as was done with the History
ofRussianLiterature thanto engagein unconvincingwindow dressing.
For not counting referencesto new editionsof previously cited works,
andnot counting the new sectionon Realism,the entire bibliography,
for every chapterand everyperiod of Ukrainian literature, is supple
mented by a total of twenty-sixnew positions! The break-down is
as follows: three new positions for all of "General Histories," the

"Pre-Historic Period" and "Translated and Borrowed Literature,"
two new works for all of Kievan literature,onework for the literature
of the fourteenthand fifteenth centuriesand two on the Renaissance
andReformation,eight on the Baroque,two on Classicism,and eight
on Romanticism. If one were to believe this to be an accurate

reflection of the actual state of interest and scholarship,the picture
would appearbleak indeed. Fortunately,the reality and its depiction
are two different matters.
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3.1 In the realm of "GeneralHistory" of Ukrainian literaturethere
have not been any significant new contributions apart from the
obviousone-theeight-volumeKiev edition. yevs’kyj’s own Com
parativeHistory of SlavicLiteratures,which is listed hereas the other
contribution, treatsUkrainian literature in a peripheraland niggardly
manner.26The minimal treatmenthere is made even worse by the
editorializing of Professor Zenkovsky, who distorts much of y
evs’kyj’s argumentationi.e., by ascribing the Kievan period solely
to Russian literature, by making "East Slays" [Ostslaven] into
"Russians,"andby generallyminimalizing the Ukrainian and aggran
dizing the Russianelement in the complex historical interrelation of
these literatures.27For the editor to substitutethis work for y
evs’kyj’s earlier Outline of ComparativeSlavic Literatures, with its
more balanced and undistorted treatment of Ukrainian literature,
is only a disservice.

Missing under the rubric of "General History" is mention of the
fact that both the five-volume History of Ukrainian Literature of
Hruevs’kyj and the three-volume History of Voznjak have been
reprinted. What is also missing-andthis is quite regrettable-is
mention of the single most useful tool for any student or scholar
working in Ukrainian literature,namely, the five-volume Ukrajins‘ki
pys‘mennyky. Bio-bibliohrafiãnyj slovnyk Kiev, 1960-65.

3.2 In the next sections, those relating to "Prehistory," "Translated
and BorrowedLiterature," and especiallyto the Kievan literature of
the eleventh to thirteenth century, the "Monumental" and "Orna
mental" periods, as yevs’kyj calls them, one would expect to see
a situation that is dramatically different. As anyoneworking in the
field knows, the last twenty years have witnesseda remarkableup-

26 Dmitrij cifrvskij, Comparative History of Slavic Literatures Nashville,Tenn., 1971.
In the thirteen-page chapter on the Renaissance,for example, one page is devoted
to Ukrainian literature-and that is the highpoint. In the chapter on Baroque there
are in sum two or three paragraphs. In the eleven-pagechapter on Classicism, half
a page is devoted to Ukrainian travesties; the thirty-page chapter on Romanticism
has no more than about ten one-sentencereferences to things Ukrainian; and the
twenty-five-pagechapteron Realism has two sentencesnoting the existence of Panas
Myrnyj, Ivan Franko and Mikhaylo Kocjubynky sic, and one more sentencestating
that "The entire sizable Ukrainian stage literature of realism managed not to go
beyond the borders of the peasant world" p. 173.
27 The pattern of distortion and falsification in Zenkovsky’s editing of this book is
discussed in Jaroslav Rozumnyj’s "Porivnjal’na istorija slav"jans’kyx literatur Dmytra
yIevs’koho," SuIasnist’, 1973, no. 2 146, pp. 33-43.
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surge in Soviet, and non-Soviet,scholarship;alreadyat the "midway
point" of 1966 there was a solid block of achievements.28And yet,
incredible as it may seem, only three-three!-new positions are
adduced:an English translationof the Galician-VolhynianChronicle,
a new edition of the 1076 Izbornik and a study of JosephusFlavius’s
History of the Jewish War in Old Rus’ian translations.While the
Soviet scholarshipin this area is usually of the highest order, while
it deals very frequently with such subjects as style, poetics, and
theory relatingto genres,aestheticperspective,woridview, etc., while
the annual appearanceof the Trudy Otdela drevnerusskojliteratury
invariably introduces new and interesting studies, none of this is
recognized,neitherthe worksof D. S. Lixaev, V. Adrianova-Peretc,or
I. P. Eremin, nor the various studies on the Igor’ Tale, or the many
collective studies-nothing.29Whateverthe reason for this silence,
it makes for bad scholarship.

3.3 The same applies in varying degreeto the other sectionsof the
Bibliography as well. For the Renaissance,for example, neither the
recent overview of the state of the scholarshipby the late Bohdan
Krawciw, nor the works mentionedin his article, with the exception
of Nalyvajko’s, are included.30 In all, the latter and Jaremenko’s
study of the Perestoroha are the only new works to be noted.
Unmentioned,too, are Voznjak on Ivan Borec’kyj 1954, and the
recentstudy by Isajevy on Ivan Fedorov 1975.’

Studies on the Renaissanceand Reformation in Poland and the
Ukraine was, of course, an integral part of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealthhave been qualitatively and quantitatively most im
pressive.The bibliographyon the subject in the Nowy Korbut covers
more than 60 pagesof small print in double columns.32yevs’kyj,

28 See Rudolf Neuhauser,"Changing Attitudes in Soviet-RussianStudiesof Kievan
andOld RussianLiterature," Canadian Slavonic Papers 8 1966: 182-97.
29 See especiallythecumulative indexes in the Trudy Otdela drevnerusskoj literatury;
for an older bibliographysee N. F. Droblenkova’s Bibliogra.flja sovetskix russkix rabot
po literature XI-XVII vekov, za 1917-1957 gg. Moscow, 1961; see also Gunther
Wytrzenz, Bibliographische Einführung in das Studium der slavischen Literaturen Frank
furt-am-Main, 1972.
30 See Bohdan Kravciv [Krawciw], "Renesans i humanizm na Ukrajini," Suöasnist’,
1974, no.9 165, pp. 33-52.
31 See M. Voznjak, Pys ‘mennyc ka dzjal’nist’ Ivana Borec’koho na Volyni I u L ‘vovi
L’viv, 1954, and Ja.D. Isajevy, Perjodrukar Ivan Fedorov I vynyknennja drukarstva
na Ukrajini Kiev, 1975.
32 Vol. 1, pp. 57-127.
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however, brings himself only to cite Tretjak’s 1912 study of Skarga.
One could, at the very least,haveexpectedhim to mention BrUckner’s
"Spory o unie w dawnej literaturze."33

In this sectionyevs’kyj also deals with the dumy, and the Biblio
graphy mentions some basic positions-ytec’kyj, Kolessa, Hru
ievs’ka. However, it neglectsto mention a recent scholarly collection
of dumywhich, unlike earlier populareditions,providesmany variants
and a competentintroduction, and which, above all, is available,
and not, like the three above-mentionedcollections, a bibliophilic
rarity.34Among recentcritical works, the late OrestZilyns’kyj’s article
on the origins of the duma should also havebeen included.35

3.4 When turning to the Baroque, one is remindedthat yevs’kyj
is widely andjustly consideredto havebeen instrumental in bringing
this period to the prominenceit now enjoys. Yet the bibliography
provides a very disappointing picture of the scholarship on the
Baroque.Of the eight new entries,five are new editionsof Vyiens’kyj,
Skovoroda, Velykovs’kyj, the Litopys Samovydcjaand an English
translationof Doroenko’sOhljadukrajins’koji istoriohrafiji and three
are studies-anarticle by Ivan’o not Ivan’ko!, a study of Vy
ens’kyj’s language,and yevs’kyj’s own study of Skovoroda. But
althoughthe scholarshipon the Ukrainian Baroquedoes not compare
with that devotedto Kievan and Old Rus’ian literature, or with the
broad front of Polish scholarship,the situation is somewhatbrighter
than one could infer from this updating. Thus, along with above-
mentionededitions, there have also appearededitions of the works
of Klymentij Zinovijiv Kiev, 1971; and, a year later, a reprint of
Peretc’s edition, with a foreword by yevs’kyj himself!;36 of
Mytrofan Dovhalevs’kyj’s Poetyka, complete with a valuable intro
duction by I. V. Ivan’o;37 the works of Teofan Prokopovy38 and
a carefully preparedseries of monumentsof the Ukrainian language
which, in view of yevs’kyj’s express interest in the development

SeeAlexander Bruckner, "Spory o unie w dawnej literaturze," Kwartalnik histo
ryczny 10 1896: 578-644.

Ukrainskie narodnye dumy Moscow, 1972.
Orest Zilyns’kyj [Zilynski], ‘Dawna duma ukraihska i polska w twietle danych

historycznych," Slavia Orientalis 22, no. 4 1973: 439-50.
36 Klymentij Zinovijiv, Virli, Prypovisti pospolyti Kiev, 1971, and Virli jerom.
Klymentija Zynovijeva syna, ed. V. Peretc Munich, 1972.

Mytrofan Dovhalevs’kyj, Poetyka/Sad poetyãnyj/ Kiev, 1973.
38 Feofan Prokopovi, So&nenija, ed. I. P. Eremin Moscow, 1961.
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of the literary language, would also seem relevant.39 Also not
mentionedare such important synoptic studies as those of Isajevy
on the role of the bratstva in Ukrainian culture in the sixteenth to
eighteenthcentury,Xynjak on the Kiev Mohyla Academy, a collec
tion of articles on the philosophic thought of that period Vid Vy
ens‘koho do Skovorody, and, not least, Ja.P. Zapasko’s admirable
study, with excellentbibliography, on the art of book printing in the
Ukraine in the sixteenthto eighteenthcentury.4°

Mention of yevs’kyj’s 1973 study of Skovorodashould not have
totally eclipsedthe considerableoutputof Skovorodianaon the 250th
anniversaryof the poet-philosopher’sbirth. While differing in quality,
and ranging in subjectmatter from philosophical investigationFib
sojIja Hryhorja Skovorodyto fictionalized biographyby I. Pil’huk,
the more seriousof these works certainly deservemention.4’

Other works which focus on this period are M. S. Hrycaj’s studies
of Old Ukrainian poetry, prose, and drama; H. Sydorenko’s study
also appearingin Polish of Ukrainian versification; a collection,
with commentary,of seventeenth-and eighteenth-centuryUkrainian
fables, and, finally, a superbly edited collection of five unpublished
articlesby the eminentUkrainianscholarof this period,V. N. Peretc.42
They, too, are overlooked.

I.e., the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences’ series Pam/atky ukrajins’koji movy,
with such positions as Leksykon slovenoros’kyj Pamvy Beryndy 1961, Leksykon
latyns’kyj Je. Slavynec’koho, Leksykon Sloveno-latyns’kyj Je. Slavynec’koho Ia A. Korec’
koho-Satanovs’koho 1973 and the fine facsimile edition of I. U2evyë’s Hramatyka
slov’jans’ka 1970. The series also containsearlier and later monuments,e.g., the
Ukrajins’ki hramoty XV st. [1965], the Ukrajins’ki hramoty XIV St. [1974], and the
Slovnyk ukrajins’koji movy of P. Bilec’kyj-Nosenko [1966].
40 I.e., Ja. D. Isajevyë, Bratstva ta fix rol’ v rozvytku ukrafins’koji kul’tury XVI
XVIII St. Kiev, 1966; Z. I. Xynjak, Kyjevo-Mohyljanska akademija Kiev, 1970;
Vid Vylens’koho do Skovorody: Z istoriji fllosofs’kofi dumky na Ukrajini XVI-XVIII st.,
ed. V. M. Niyk Kiev, 1972; and Ja. P. Zapasko, Mystectvo knyhy na Ukrajini v
XVI-XVIII St. L’viv, 1971. One can also note Isajevy’s Dferela z istorifi ukrafins’kofi
kul’tury doby feodalizmu, XVI-XVIII St. Kiev, 1972.
41 I.e., Filosofifa Hryhorja Skovorody Kiev, 1972; Leonid Maxnovec’, Hryhortj
Skovoroda: Biohrafifa Kiev, 1972; P.M. Popov, Hryhorq Skovoroda: XudoJnyj Jyt
tfepys Kiev, 1971; and A. Nienec’, Na zlami dvox svitiv Xarkiv, 1970.
42 M. S. Hrycaj, Davnfa ukrafins’ka poezija Kiev, 1972, Davnja ukrajins’ka proza
Kiev, 1975, and Ukrafins’ka dramaturhija XVII-XVIII St. Kiev, 1974; H. Syvokin’,
Davni ukrafins’ki poetyky Xarkiv, 1960; H. K. Sydorenko, Ukrajins’ke virluvannja:
Vid najdavnilyx ëasiv do evéenka Kiev, 1972 and her Zarys wersyflkacji ukraiñskief
Wroclaw, 1961; Bafky v ukrajins’ktj literaturi XVII-XVIII St. Kiev, 1963; V. N.
Peretc, Issledovanija i materialy p0 iStorii starinnof ukrainskoj literatury XVI-XVIII
vekov Moscow, 1962. The latter is extremely valuable for its full bibliography of
Peretc’swritings.
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The patternthat emergesseemsto indicate a reluctanceto consult
or acknowledgeSoviet scholarship.This is a serious problem in its
own right. But how can one explain, given yevs’kyj’s citing of
marginal German studies, the near total absenceof references to
any Polish studies of the Baroque with the only exception being
Bruckner’sgeneralhistory? Missing are not only such recent studies
as those of Cz. Hernas and J. Sokolowska, but also works which
deal specifically with Ukrainian literature, e.g., those of R. Luzny
or P. Lewin.43 In English, one could have at least expected to see
Harold Segal’s recent "comparativesurvey," The Baroque Poem.44

3.5 As regards Classicism,no mention is made of the recent full
edition of Kotljarevs’kyj’s works, or of the edition of Bilec’kyj
Nosenko’s poetry, or of the collection of "little-known" early nine
teenth-centuryUkrainian plays including thoseof V. Hohol’, K. To
polja, etc.,45 or of various critical studies.

3.6 The culminationof this patterncomeswith the sectionon Roman
ticism, which is the longestandwhich has as many as eight additions
to the 1956 bibliography. Of these, two are new anthologies,and
the rest various studies. The most inadequatepart of this section is
the first A and B, dealing with "Literary Romanticism" and
"Ukrainian Romanticism."What we have listed here is P. Kluck
hohn’sDas Ideengutder deutschenRomantik1942, A. Beguin’sL’dme
romantique1934,oneunnamedarticle each by yevs’kyj, Fylypovy
and N. Hnatyak this "on the ballad", and again yevs’kyj’s
Narysyz istoriji filosofiji na Ukrajini, which, it is said here, "contains
a section of the world view of the Ukrainian Romantics" 634.
And this is all. In view of yevs’kyj’s professedintent to list "those
editionsof texts andthosestudies that will aid the readerin familiar
izing himself with the current status of research"619, this must be
seen as some sort of misunderstanding.For the resurgent interest

Czeslaw Hernas, Barok Warsaw, 1973; Jadwiga Sokolowska, Spory o barok:
W poszukiwaniu modelu epoki Warsaw, 1971; cf. Ryszard Luzny, Pisarze krgu
Akademjji Kzjowsko-Mohylañskief a literatura poiska Cracow, 1966, or Paulina Lewin,
Wyklady poetyki w uczelniach Rosyjskich XVIII w. 1722-1774 a tradycje polskie
Wroclaw, 1972.

Harold B. Segal, The Baroque Poem: A Comparative Survey New York, 1974.
Cf. I. P. Kotljarevs’kyj, Povne zibrannja tvoriv Kiev, 1969; Pavlo Bilec’kyj

Nosenko, Poeziji Kiev, 1973; and Ukrafins’ka dramaturhija perloji polovyny XIX
stolittja Kiev, 1958.
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in Romanticism,in both East and West, has given us considerably
more than this list. In English there are, besides the well-known
studies by Wellek, Abrams,or Praz, a number of recent informative
and provocativestudies-byL. Furst, H. Bloom, N. Frye, and many
others.46Thereare also generaloverviews of EuropeanRomanticism
and specific studiesof Slavic Romanticism.47It is in EasternEurope
and the Soviet Union, however, that Romanticismhas undergonea
dramatic renascence,tangible proof of which was also the Seventh
International Congressof Slavists in Warsaw, in 1973, devoted in
large part precisely to this period. The long and traditional Polish
interest in this field has beengiven new insights by the recent works
of Stefanowska,Janionandmigrodska.48In Russianliterature,too,
severalstudieson Romanticismhaverecently appeared.49And finally
in Ukrainianliterature,aswell, Romanticismhasbeen"rehabilitated."
Along with the two anthologiesmentioned here Ukrajins ‘ki poety
romantyky20-40-x rokiv XIX st. andPys‘mennykyzaxidnoji Ukrajiny
there appearednew editions of Kulil, Borovykovs’kyj, Hrebinka,
Storoenko,akevy, Metlyns’kyj and Kostomarov,and Afanas’jev
uThyns’kyj; several facsimile editionsof evenko’spoetry Try lita,
the first Kobzar, etc.; a facsimile of the Rusalka Dnistrovaja, and,
in Czechoslovakia,a large, two-volume edition of the works of
Duxnovy there have appearedanthologies of the post-evenko
poets,of the "pre-Revolutionary"fable andof "songsand romances"
the latter two with considerableattention to the Romanticperiod;
an anthologyand studiesof the ballad; studies of the periodicals of
that period; and also-andthis would be of particular interest to
yevs’kyj, given his interest in the various "Ukrainian schools"-

46 Cf., for example, René Wellek, "The Concept of Romanticism in Literary History"
and "Romanticism re-Examined" in his Concepts of Criticism New Haven, 1963;
M. H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp Oxford, 1953; Mario Praz, The Romantic
Agony London, 1970; L. Furst, Romanticism; the collection Romanticism and Con
sciousness, ed. H. Bloom New York, 1970; cf. also the very informative anthology
‘Romantic’ and Its Cognates: The European History of a Word, ed. Hans Eichner
Toronto, 1972.
‘ Cf., for example, the bibliography prepared by S. A. Zenkovsky for yevs’kyj’s
History of Nineteenth-Century Russian Literature, vol. I: The Romantic Period Nash
ville, 1974.
48 Cf., for example,Zofia Stefanowska’sHistoria I profecja Warsaw, 1962; Maria
Janion’s Romantyzm: Studia o ideach i stylu Warsaw, 1969, and various articles by
Maria migrodska.

See, for example, Problemy romantizma Moscow, 1967, and K istorii russkogo
romantizma Moscow, 1973. A morerecentpublication is Ju. V. Mann’s Poetika russkogo
romantizma Moscow, 1976.
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an anthology of Polish poetswriting in Ukrainian.50 None of these
is mentioned.From a scholarly standpoint,however, more serious is
the omission of various important studies and researchtools, such
as the two-volume bibliography of evenko criticism, various solid
studieson evenko,particularlythoseof Ivakin and Komyanëenko,
the annual evëenkoConferences,a Calendar of his life and work,
etc.5’ What yevs’kyj does cite is frequently peripheral and his
emphasismisplaced: he mentions K. H. Meyer’s minor Die Ukraine
in der polnischenRomantik but ignores the much more substantive
though still flawed work of R. F. Kyriv; he mentions Hnatjuk’s
brief article on Tymko Padurra and the Decembrists,but neglects
to note that same critic’s importantstudy of Kuli and Michal Gra
bowski, and their common interest in the Scottian novel.52 Most
often, however, the works listed are peripheralby the very fact that
they are badly dated. One should note here that special attention
shouldbe paidto recentfull editionsof the worksof various Ukrainian
writers, for these usually contain a more or less extensive selection
of their letters. Since archeographicwork in Ukrainian literature
leavesmuch to be desired,the epistolary legacy of Ukrainian writers
providesan invaluabledocumentationfor their age.

3.6 The concludingsectionon Realism summarizesthis bibliography.
In this newly addedchapteryevs’kyj treated-andwe shall seehow,
below-Ukrainianliterature from Rudans’kyj,Fed’kovy and Marko
Vovok to Fianko and Lesja Ukrajinka. For this whole period his
bibliography is as follows: two outdatedhistories by Ohnovs’kyj
[sic] and by Petrov, two contemporarysketchesby Drahomanov

50 See, for example,Ukrajins ‘koju muzofu natxnenni Kiev, 1971; Ukrajins ‘ka balada:
Antolohija Kiev, 1964, and H. A. Nud’ha, Ukrajin ‘ska balada: Z teoryi ta istoriji
Janru Kiev, 1970; Ukrajins’ka doJovtneva bafka Kiev, 1966. On the periodical
publicationssee M. D. Bernitejn, 2urnal ‘Osnova’ i ukrajins’kyj literaturnyjproces kincja
50-x-60-x rokiv XIX St. Kiev, 1959, I. Z. Bojko, ed., Ukrajins’ki literaturni al’ma
naxy i zbirnyky XIX poëatok XX St.: Bibliohrafiényj pokaféyk Kiev, 1967, and
V. Dmytruk, Narys z istoriji ukrafins’koji lurnalistyky XIX St. L’viv, 1969.

See, above all, Ju. 0. Ivakin, Komentar do "Kobzarja" evéenka, [vol. 1] Poeziji
do zaslannfa Kiev, 1964, and [vol. 2] Poeziji 1847-1861 rr. Kiev, 1968, and M. P.
KomyIanenko, Z istorii ukrafins’koho .tevéenkoznavstva Kiev, 1972. Cf. also T. H.
evenko, Bibliohraflja literatury pro Jyttja i tvorist’, 1839-1959, vols. 1 and 2 Kiev,
1963.

52 See R. F. Kyriv, Ukrajins’kyf fol’klor u pol’s’kij literaturi: Period romantyzmu
Kiev, 1971; see also V. Hnatjuk, "Pol’s’kyj literator M. A. Hrabovs’kyj i joho pry
jateljuvannjaz P.O. Kulitem," Zapyskyistoryéno-filolohiénoho viddilu [Vse]ukrafins’kofi
akademiji nauk Kiev hereafter ZIF V-[ V]UAN, vols. 19 1928 and 23 1929.
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and Franko, Jefremov’shistory which had already been cited under
"General Histories", Zerov’s Vid Kuli.fa do Vynnyëenka,D. S. alyj
on Stanovlennjareabizmuand M. D. Berntejn on the literary criticism
from the 1850s to the l870s-andthat is all.

One is at a loss to see how this contributesto a "scholarlyaccount,"
a "referenceguide" or a "critical interpretation."53If anything, it is
the stuff of academicanecdotes.

4. If the bibliography at the end raisessome questionsabout the
author’s approach, the introductory chapter reveals some of y
evs’kyj’s premises in the writing of this book. It shows that this
history was conceivedabove all as an antidote and corrective to the
various historiesof Ukrainian literature that precededit. To be sure,
yevs’kyj never statesthis explicitly; what he does is to promise
to utilize all the previous"achievements"or "employ the scholarship"
of the various schools of literary history, while noting at the same
time that "attention will be focused on those problems that have
not as yet been sufficiently studied-questionsof form and period
ization" 8. Form and periodization are indeed central for y
evs’kyj, but the promiseof a syntheticstanceis not born out; there
is little evidence to show that he implements the ideas of earlier
schoolsof criticism. But what are these schools?In his brief synopsis
yevs’kyj mentionssuch post-Romanticschoolsas the "philological"
e.g., Ohonovs’kyj, Petrov, Dakevyë, the "socio-political" both
"populist" and"Marxist", the "historical," the "comparativist,"and
finally the "formalist." The terms "historical" and "comparativist"

are actually misleading coinagesof our translators. yevs’kyj, in
fact, speaks repeatedly of a Geistesgeschichteapproach [duxovno
istoryënyj naprjam] and of a "searchingfor influences." The latter
especially should not be confused with comparativism. With the
exception of the last, the "formalist," yevs’kyj is quite critical
of these approaches.Moreover, some of them were only marginally
applied to the history of Ukrainian literature e.g., the Geistes
geschichte of Buslaev. Of the various histories mentioned, only
Hruevs’kyj’s meets with yevs’kyj’s approval, but it, of course,

A much more comprehensivebibliographyis containedin the entry for Ukrainian
literature in Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia vol. 1 [Toronto, 1963], pp. 960-1097,
for which yIevs’kyj wrote the articles for the period covered in the original Istorija
ukrains ‘koji literatury. Although at times quite unselective,the bibliography in this
encyclopediaentry is by far more scholarly than the one proposedhere.
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does not go beyond the beginning of the seventeenthcentury. The
bulk of Ukrainian literary scholarshipwas written from what y
evs’kyj calls the "socio-political" perspective,and the only modern
history spanning the length of Ukrainian literature was a work
epitomizing this approach,namely, Serhij Jefremov’s very popular
Istorija ukrains’koho pys’menstvawhich appearedin four editions
between1905 and 1922. This work loomslarge on the critical horizon
for yevs’kyj, and his History, by all indications, seems to be
conceived as a rebuttal to Jefremov and the critical tradition he
represents,with its origins going back to Belinskij, Franko and
Hrinenko. This opposition can be deduced not only from the
historical state of affairs, i.e., from the fact that Ukrainian literary
scholarshipof the first decadesof the twentieth century had indeed
beengreatly affectedby populist, "socio-political" conceptionscham
pioned by Jefremov,but also from pervasive internal evidence.In a
very real sense,yevs’kyj’s History is a covert though coherent
polemic against Jefremovand the ideas he stands for. Thus, the
initial and persistentemphasison literature as an art form to be
judged by formal and intrinsic criteria is in direct contrastto Jefre
mov’s and his predecessors’notion of literature as, on the one
hand, a reflection of social forces and political-ideological positions,
and, on the other, of literature as an agent of changeand progress
andhencea sphereof activity that can adequatelybe judgedprecisely
by the degreeto which it effects such changeand progress,or, as
yevs’kyj ironizes, by the "benefit" it brings "to the ‘people,’ the
‘proletariat,’ the ‘revolution,’ etc." 6. Thus, too, yevs’kyj’s
"intrinsic" and"stylistic" and"international"periodizationof Ukrain
ian literature Baroque,Classicism,Romanticism,etc. is an eloquent
responseto Jefremov’sschemewhere the rangeof Ukrainian literature
is subsumedby such periodsas 1 "the age of national independence
to the end of the fourteenth century," 2 "the age of national
dependenceend of the fourteenth to the end of the eighteenth
century," and3 "the ageof nationalrebirth" endof the eighteenth
to the beginning of the twentiethcentury.55These criteria speakfor
themselves.In the caseof a specific period, yfrvs’kyj’s defenseof

That Jefremov sawliterature as just such an agent is illustrated most persuasively
by his study of the theme of hunger in Ukrainian literature, "Bez xliba," ZIFV
[V]UAN, vol. 51 1927. Cf. also G. Grabowicz, "Serhij Jefremov jak istoryk ukra
jins’koho pys’menstva,"SuCasnist,1976, no. 10 190.
" S. Jefremov, Istorija ukrains’koho pys’menstva Kiev and Leipzig, 1919, pp. 12-13.
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Ukrainian Baroque literature,his rejection of the notion that it was
"removedfrom life,’ foreign to the interestsof the people,‘scholastic,’
of use to no one" 260 is clearly directed againstpopulist and later
"vulgar-Marxist"criteria, but perhapsmost of all against Jefremov,
who more than any contemporary questioned the value of this
literature. In a more generalway, Cyevs’kyj’s recurrentdefense of,

and emphasison, the religious componentin Ukrainian literature,
be it in the Kievan period, in the Baroque, or in the eighteenth
century, is very muchin reactionto the positivism andthe secularizing
populismof such as Jefremov.

The major thesesthat yevs’kyj feels called upon to defend-the
need to approachliterature as art and not simply as social data, the
scholar’sobligation to treatthe entire spectrumof literary phenomena
andnot only, e.g., the "progressive"works, the needto guard against
ahistorical valuejudgments-allthese are well within the defensive
perimeterof even the moderatelysophisticatedstudentof literature.
They areself-evidentandrudimentarytruths,especiallyto the English-
speaking public. But this is precisely the rub-yevs’kyj’s History

envisions an audience that is still under the sway of Jefremovite
concepts.In actual fact, this is a fair assumptionabout the general
Ukrainian audience,be it in the 1940s, when yevs’kyj conceived
his book, or in 1956 when it was published, or to a large extent
even today. yevs’kyj’s task, consequently,is to rectify the defi
ciencies in the perceptionof literaturethat are part and parcelof the
cultural legacy of the average Ukrainian inteligent. In so doing he
can also safely dispensewith repeatingwhat is presumablycommon
knowledge. In effect, as a corrective to Jefremov and again we
meannot only Jefremovbut the tradition he embodies,the History
presupposesknowledgeof much of the factual data, and quite ignores
the customaryhistorical, social, political and cultural background.
Czeslaw Milosz, author of an admirable English-languagehistory
of Polish literature,56 consideredthis a courageousmethodological
decision:
Perhapsthemost remarkableinstanceof a heroic decision to maintain method
ological purity is thehistory of Ukrainian literaturein Ukrainianby Professor
Dmytro yevs’kyj. Geographical, historical, economic and social data is
scrupulously avoided; it is a history of styles, but one that is set in an
abstractspace, reminding us by its absenceof earthly referencepoints of the
sky of ideas.

56 Czeslaw Milosz, The History of Polish Literature London, 1969.
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"But," he continuespointedly,

yevs’kyj wrote for Ukrainians. How should one begin to talk about one’s
literature if the basic assumptionmust be that one’s readersknow nothing-
either of geography,or of history, or of any subject pertaining to that realm?
Will he notcompromisemethodologicalpurity for the sake of crudelypractical
and immediate ends?57

Leaving asidefor the momentthe fundamentalquestion of whether a
dissociationof "literature as such" from its "background" is at all
possible in a historical treatment, we can readily see that for the
presentedition the audiencehas changed, that it is American, or
Canadian,or generallyEnglish-speaking,and not Ukrainian. It is an
audiencethat, given the total absenceof any adequatetreatmentof
the subject, requires a balanced and comprehensiveaccount of the
entire courseof Ukrainian literature, one that is fleshed out with
preciselythose"earthly referencepoints" of which Mikosz speaks,i.e.,
primarily social and cultural processes,that put the whole subject in
a dynamic context, and, in short, make the history of Ukrainian
literature real. Insteadthey are offered a study that largely assumes
knowledge of the context, i.e., of such mundanematters as bio
graphicaldata, of information on historical and cultural events and
processes,etc., and focuseson such "intrinsically literary" matters
as style, genre,periodization,literary language,etc. An understanding
of the latter, however, presupposesthe former, the context. And the
reader first confronting the complex subject of Ukrainian literature
must surely be puzzled to encountera literature where there are
styles and genresand forms, but often no distinct authors,or works,
or "background." For the editor and publisher to expect that a
work so closely tailored to the needsand expectationsof one society
and its critical tradition could perform the same function for an

‘ Czeslaw Milosz, "0 historii polskiej literatury, wolnomylicielach i masonach,"
Kultura Paris, 1970, no. 4 271, p. 4. A bit further on Milosz makes some acute
observationson the pitfalls and the cultural gap facing translations.About Julian
Krzyzanowski’s Polish Romanticism he says "It is a collection of all the banalities
that are meant to establish for all time the image of ‘Ia Pologne martyre.’ This book
elicits bloodthirstry feelings among the readers,as is demonstratedby the copies in
Berkeley which have comments in the margins saying in English, ‘Good for them!’
‘They didn’t beat them hard enough!’ ‘Dwarfs imitating giants!’ etc." Of Manfred
Kridl’s A Survey of Polish Literature and Culture he says "It may be that Kridl is
the proof that unlessa professorbecomesdisaccustomedto a Polish audience,he will
not be able to speak to foreigners" p. 5. Here, one need only replace the word
"Polish" with "Ukrainian."
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entirely different one is nothing short of naive. Merely translating
the Istorja, with no substantivechangesor additions, without any

consideration of the new audience and context and with no hint
of the peculiar goals and circumstancesdetermining the conception
of the original, does not, in itself, provide an adequateEnglish-
languagehistory of Ukrainian literature. In fact, it is likely to dis
orient the reader.

Let us illustrate this point.

5. In the same introductory chapterwhere yevs’kyj provides his
thumbnailsketch of earlier Ukrainian scholarship,he also deems it
necessaryto include a section which, in somewhatunder six pages,
attemptsto provide a primer on poetics. To the English-speaking
public this section may seemquaint, or incongruousin the extreme-
but it is quite consistentwith the premisesdiscussedabove. Beginning
with two paragraphson languagewhere he mentions, for example,
archaIsms,neologisms,jargon, etc. and moving on to one- or two-
sentencedefinitions of "tropes and figures" e.g., metaphor,epithet,
alliteration and concluding with a discussion of the "content" of
the work here the theme and the plot! yevs’kyj provides his
audiencewith the indispensabletools for an adequateliterary analysis.
For, as he tells us, "Only after an analysis of the form, content and
main idea of the work can its place in the historical evolution of
literature be defined. This is the goal of the ‘synthetic’ approachto
literary evolution" 13. What is so incongruousand revealing here
is the inclusion of this rudimentary information in a book which
also dealswith rather moresophisticatedissuesof literary scholarship
and literary historiography,andwhich presentsnew thesesconcerning
literary-historical periodization,etc. Such absoluteABC’s are not to
be found in standardhistories of literature, not in Krzyanowski’s
two historiesof Polish literature, nor in Milosz’s, nor Gudzij’s, nor
Mirsky’s-nor, for that matter, in yevs’kyj’s own history of nine
teenth-centuryRussianliterature or his ComparativeHistory of Sbavic
Literatures. Significantly, his History of Russian Literature, whose
first four chaptersmore than a third of the book are virtually
identical with the presentHistory, also eschewssuch literary Kinder
stube. In the older Ukrainian literary-historical tradition, however,
such a presentationof the basics is quite common. This tendency
to popularizeand to start ab ovo is, of course,characteristicof older
histories of literature in general. Jefremov, for example, starts with
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a programmaticdefinition of literature-for him the "aestheticprin
ciple" is a tautology, and literature,particularly Ukrainian literature,
is the expressionof the creative powersof the nation;58 Hruevs’kyj,
too, beginswith a discussionof the object of literary study, but his
treatmentis sophisticatedand informative and not in the category
of a primer;59 Voznjak’s discussionof the nature of literature is,
on the other hand, superficial. yevs’kyj’s introduction also follows
this pattern, even while his emphasisis different, and his approach
conceivedas a correctivefor earlier efforts.

yevs’kyj’s senseof his Ukrainianaudienceandhis needto provide
it with the most rudimentary knowledge also results in much over
simplification. This tendency,regrettablein any "scholarly account"
or "referenceguide," is not simply a function of brevity. One may
wonderwhy yevs’kyj defines "epithet," "antit.hesis," or "parallel
ism," but omits such equally important poetic elements as image,
paradox,ambiguity,or the very basic"symbol." To be sure, this may
be excusedby his expressintent to give only examplesand not an
exhaustivelist. Less excusable,however, are faulty definitions, such
as the one for metaphor,which is made indistinguishablefrom simile
and all the examples for which are, in fact, similes; 9. It is still
less excusable to call such figures as metaphor, metonymy, etc.,
"devices of linguistic ornamentation"9 and passim. That which
is the essenceof poeticlanguagecannotvery well be "ornamentation."
Just as infelicitous is yevs’kyj’s use of the outdatedopposition of
"form" and "content," especiallywhen the former is the "linguistic
ornamentation"andthe latter such things as the compositionof the
work, plot, theme and motif! The opposition of "form" and "con
tent," while now generally abandonedby critics, can theoretically
be utilized to teaseout fine philosophicaldistinctions-providedthe
analysisis performedwith greatrigor, as is done by Ingarden.There
is no such rigor here.

Over and above the "form and content," yevs’kyj postulatesan
"idea-content" 13 of the work in the original this is "idejnyj
zmist" [18] and it could perhapsbe better translatedsimply as the
"idea" of the work; this "idea-content"is a reflection of the author’s
worldview, and this "may emerge in the work ‘of itself" or else
he may "consciously wish to offer certain ideas and views to his
58 Jefremov, Istorya ukrajins’koho pysmenstva, pp. 6-12 and passim.
" Hrutevs’kyj basically devotes the entire first volume to this issue; cf. Istorya
ukrafins’kofi literatury, vols. 1-5 New York, 1959.
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reader. In such caseswe refer to the tendentiousnessof the work."
Thereuponwe are told that Son and Neo,flty "are typical of ev

éenko’s tendentiousworks" 13.
Perhapsthese and similar notions could be elaborated to say

somethingmeaningful, but as they stand now they are greatly over-
generalizedandoversimplified.Again one must observethat the editor
could only havedone ëyevs’kyj a service by recognizing this whole
section for what it is and simply deleting it. Instead,the embarrass
ment is only compoundedby the translators. When, for example,
yevs’kyj speaks of a "vya interpretacja" 19 he seemsto be
referring to the philosophical and historical "higher criticism" origi
nating in Germany in the late eighteenthcentury; the translators,
however, apparentlyknow nothing of this and attempt to muddle
through with "interpretation of [the work’s] meaning" 13. When
yevs’kyj speaksof "commonplaces"zahal’ni miscja, loci communes;
16 they repeatedlytranslatethis as "direct narration" 10.

One importantqualification must be madehere, however. It rests
on the fact that yevs’kyj himself at one point calls his History
"popular scholarship," [tvir] naukovo-popularnohoxarakteru; 39. He
says this in passingbut his meaningis clear, and it is corroborated
by the evidence.The translationdeletesthis reference;34-35. Our
expectationof scholarly rigor and completenessmust perforce be
modified when the work in question intentionally adapts its scholar
ship to a popular form. On the other hand, the English version of
the History admits to no such qualification, and it is to this version,
purporting to be the last word in Ukrainianhistorico-literaryscholar
ship, that we are addressing ourselves. Ultimately, however, these
are secondarymatters, for the most interesting and most pertinent
aspectsof yevs’kyj’s book are his theory of literary history andhis
theoretical conceptionof Ukrainian literature, and this is basically
unaffected by the mode of his presentation.

IV. THE ARGUMENT OF THE HISTORY

The History treats its subject according to eight distinct periods:
1 the period of Monumental Style 70 pp., 2 the period of Orna
mentalStyle 88 pp., 3 the fourteenthandfifteenth centuries9 pp.,
4 the Renaissanceand Reformation23 pp., 5 the Baroque 102
pp., 6 Classicism64 pp., 7 Romanticism147pp., and 8 Real-
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ism 30 pp.. Interspersedwith these are seven "minor" or ancillary
chapters:1 the Introduction 16 pp., 2 the Pre-historic period
20 pp., 3 Translatedand Borrowed Literature 26 pp., 4 Litera
ture written in Latin 3 pp., 5 Literature of "National Revival"
3 pp., 6 Ukrainian Sentimentalism2 pp., and 7 "Biedermeier"
and the "Naturalist sic School" in the Ukraine 3 pp.. Judging
solely by the yardstick of spaceallotted, it is evident that the oldest
period of Ukrainian literature, from the beginnings to the end of
the thirteenth century, is of prime importancefor yevs’kyj since
it occupiesslightly more than one-third of his entire account over
200 pp.. It is madeeven weightier by the relatively fewer quotations
in this section. The period from the fourteenth century to the end
of Classicism,with the Baroquetaking the lion’s share,also accounts
for more than a third. Finally, Romanticismand Realism, and, to
be sure, the "Biedermeier" and "Naturalist School," make up the
remainingsmallersection.Apart from questionsof merit, this scheme
is interesting for the way it neatly reversesthe traditional emphasis
of Jefremov, or of the eight-volume Soviet history, for which the
last three-quartersof the nineteenth century, i.e., "Romanticism"
and "Realism," dominatethe entire history. This, too, may perhaps
be seen as a covert rebuttal of existing approaches. And one
cannotbut notice that in this schemethe attentiongiven to "Realism"
is disproportionatelysmall. On methodologicalgrounds, the decision
to take the three-to-four-pagesectionswhich yevs’kyj had called
"excursuses"in the original andturn them into full-fledged"chapters"
is ratherquestionable.

A. "PREHISTORY"

The first chapter, on Prehistory, begins with a very traditional
problem, namely, the questionof the origin or "roots" of literature
in oral literatureand "folklore."59 yevs’kyj, however,refrains from
the traditional speculationand argues persuasivelythat, contrary to
what the Romanticsbelieved, little can be deducedaboutthe "ancient
oral tradition" of, say, the eleventh century,on the basis of modern
eighteenth-andnineteenth-centuryfolk texts 17 and passim.While
this is true, in his formulation yevs’kyj repeats a most common
misconception:like virtually all who wrote on the subject, be they
pre-Revolutionaryor post-Revolutionary,Soviet or non-Soviet, he
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fails to distinguish between oral literature and tradition as such,
and folklore. The two are not synonymous,especially in the period
in question.Hruevs’kyj, who treatsthe interrelationof written and
oral literature with great subtlety and depth, also does not make
a clear distinction betweenoral literature and folklore; however, he
consistentlyspeaksof ustna, not narodna, slovesnist.60 The essential
point of differenceis that folklore is the creativity that is produced
and nurtured by the "folk"-the "peasantry,"the "people," or in
the very loose and misleading Ukrainian and Russianterminologies
the narod, or, still later, also the city proletariat-andthis folk
culture is parallel to and distinct from "high" or "elite" culture.

Oral literature, on the other hand, while largely falling within the

domainof folklore, especiallyin recenttimes, is not at all to be defined
by the latter; it can very well be the productof high culture. The
Homeric epics, for example,are demonstrablyoral compositions6
but they are certainly not folklore. Moreover, generallyspeaking one
has no tools for dealing concretelywith the problemof folklore, i.e.,
the creativity of the "humble folk," the narod, prior to the eighteenth
or at least the seventeenthcenturywhenthe textswere first recorded.
In our instance, when we know so little of the social structure of
Kievan Rus’ in, let us say, the eleventh century, there is little solid
ground on which to standwhen speaking of folklore. There is even
less justification for associatingsingers who, as yevs’kyj himself

notes, "were kept at the courts of princes and their retainers" 18,
with folklore. This is merely confusing. To be sure, Soviet critics
especiallySoviet Ukrainian critics with their notion of the "pro
gressive"in fact, metaphysicalnature of the narod’s creativity, and
with their exaggeratedemphasison it, are much the worse offenders;
for tyevs’kyj folklore and oral literature are really quite peripheral.
Nevertheless,a proper understandingof these phenomenaand the
distinctions involved is very important for Ukrainian literature, a
literature in whose historical developmentthe relationship between
"high" and "low" cultureand betweenwritten and oral works played
a crucial and determining role.

60 Hruievs’kyj, Istorija ukrajins’kofi literatury, 1: 21-25 and passim.
61 See Albert Lord, The Singer of Tales Cambridge,Mass., 1960.
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B. "TRANSLATED AND BORROWED LITERATURE"

1. A different issue appearsin Cyevs’kyj’s next chapter, "Translated
and BorrowedLiterature." Most of this literature came from Byzan
tium, and the influence of Byzantine literature on old Kievan
literature in general, not only in terms of translationsand "borrow
ings," can hardly be overestimated.yevs’kyj’s account of this
influence, subdividedaccording to genre liturgical books, canonical
and apocryphal religious literature, secular literature, etc. is infor
mative andreasonablyconcise.The analogousaccountin the History
of Russian Literature is more concise and somewhat better pro
portioned;while its paraphrasesof contentsare shorter, the context
is clearer. At times it also gives more information, for example,
about the "Xodenie Zosymy do raxmaniv"; failure to mention this
work in the Ukrainian History is unfortunatesince it has interesting
implications for Ukrainian-Hutsul-folklore, and, for that matter,
for Hassidic folklore, and is, in fact, the major point of contact
betweenthe two traditions.62

2. What should be the central issue for this chapter and for the
"Byzantinist period," as old Kievan literature has been called,63 is
the natureof the influence, the natureof the literaturethat Byzantium
was giving the newly civilized Slays. For yevs’kyj this question
is answeredin one sentence:"In large part these translatedworks
were of early Christian or Helleno-Christianorigin; uniquely Byzan
tine influencesdid exist but they were not dominant" 39. And this
is most inadequate.As we see from an article by 0. Bilec’kyj 1959
and a subsequent,more detailed article by I. Eremin 1964, there
is a deeply significant and historically portentousrelationship that
is at work here.64For, as Eremin reminds us, in the eleventh and
twelfth centuries Byzantine literature was undergoing a splendid

62 ProfessorDov Noy of Hebrew University discussedthis connection in his paper
"Ukrainian-Hucul Folklore in the Hasidic Legendsof Rabbi Israel Ba’al-Shem-Tov,"
presentedin the Seminar in Ukrainian Studies at Harvard University, 17 December
1976. A résuméof the talk appearsin the Minutes of the Seminar for the 1976-77
academicyear vol. 7, pp. 39-41.
63 Cf. erex [Shevelov], "Na rystovannjaxistoriji literatury," and below.
64 Cf. 0. Bilec’kyj, "Perekladna literatura vizantijs’ko-bolhars’kohopoxod2ennja,"
Zibrannja prac’ u p"jaty tomax, vol. 1 Kiev, 1965, pp. 128-87, and I. P. Eremin,
"0 vizantijskom vlijanii v bolgarskoj i drevnerusskoj literaturax IX-XII vv.," Literatura
drevnej Rusi Moscow, 1966, pp. 9-17.
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"Renaissance."It was a time of lively interest in classical antiquity,
in poetry,proseand philosophy, in history Thycididesand Polibius,
Herodotusand Xenophon, and in secular satire on the model of
Lucian; it was a time when secular and church authoritiesstudied
andcommentedHomer, Hesiod,Pindar,Aristophanesand Menander,
when Plato and Aristotle were studied, and when religious literature
was expandedto includeexegesisand polemics.65"And yet," Eremin
continues,

this broad range of socio-literary activity in 1 lth-l 2th century Byzantium
passedwithout leaving a trace on contemporaryRus’. Not one of the more
or less notable Byzantine authors of that period was translated,not even
the mostoutstanding-MichaelPsellus1018-1078,theologianandphilosopher,
historian and philologist, orator and poet.66

What Rus’ received,in fact, was a vast amountof medievalReader’s
Digests, various compilations,condensations,anthologiesand selec
tions. It got the Paroemenariumselection of quotationsfor divine
serviceand the Triodion collection of church songs, the Patericons
and apocrypha,and such works on "natural science" as the Hexae
merons and the Physiologus, in short, the whole gamut of popular,
"low-brow" literature. Wherethe Byzantinescould study the historio
sophy of Thycidides, the East Slays were offered the chronicles of
Malalas, for whom the past is an anecdotal grab-bag,where Paris
is a scholar and a panegyrist to Venus; if in Constantinopleone
could readthe Physics of Aristotle, in Kiev one had to do with the
Physiologusand learn aboutthe phoenix that lives five hundredyears
without food.67 There were also, to be sure, translationsfrom the
fourth- to sixth-century Greek church fathers, the sermonsof John
Chrysostomos,Basil the Great, Gregory of Nazianus,the theology
of John Damascene,etc., but mass literature predominated,and it
also modelled the presentationof the religiousliterature, i.e., by way
of anthologies-inthe Zlatoust, Margaril, Izmaragd, etc.

The patternof cultural imperialism is obviousenough.As Bilec’kyj
puts it, "Only that was translatedwhich was absolutelyindispensable
for the new Christian cult, or that which in its properties and
content would further the hegemonyof Byzantine culture over the

65 Eremin, "0 vizantijskom vlijanii," pp. 9-10.
66 Eremin, "0 vizantijskom vlijanii," p. 10.
67 Cf. Bilec’kyj, "Perekladnaliteratura," p. 129.
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‘barbarians’ that it was civilizing."68 It is somewhatremarkablethat
this is highlighted by Soviet scholarswho as a rule are most reluctant
to admit to any such inferiority the standardhistory by Gudzij,
for example, glossesover this aspect.69For his part, yevs’kyj in
presentingthis literature confines himself to apologetics for its reli
gious coloration. This is evident throughout, but one can focus on
one important moment. In his opening remarks in the section on
"Secular Literature" he notes,

The "secular" natureof the translatedliteraturein generaland the scholarly
works in particular is only relative. In the tenth and eleventh centuries the
belief that total harmony did and ought to exist betweenreligion and other
spheresof knowledgewas so strong that any issue could be resolved merely
by referenceto Christian dogma or the Holy Scriptures.Thus, while many
of the scholarly works of the Kievan period may now appearto have too
greata religious and ecclesiasticalcoloration, in their historical context they
satisfiedthe requirementsof scholarship.However, most of the "scholarship"
of Kievan Rus’ with thepossibleexceptionof theologicalworks, wasexclusively
of the popular variety. 49

To say of these works that "in their historical context they satisfied
the requirementsof scholarship"is simply tautologous.It is precisely
the task of the historian to determinewhat kind of scholarshipit was
and how it comparedto other modelsof scholarshipi.e., in Byzan
tium, the West, etc.. Similarly, the last two statementsleave the
ambivalenceof scholarship!popularscholarshipunresolved;they leave
beggingsuch questionsas the reasonfor and the function of such a
state of affairs, and above all, they leave unansweredthe very basic
questionof the legacyof such "scholarship"and of such a relation
ship betweenthe religious and the secular. These issues lie at the

68 Bilec’kyj, "Perekladnaliteratura," p. 130. Ihor evenko puts the case just as
strongly:

Baptism did changethe barbarians,those bestial creatures,into humanbeings, but
the mere fact of the barbarians’conversion was indeed a miracle. How else could
they have changedfrom animals into our brothers?True enough, when the going
was rough, one would try to mollify the newly converted barbarian adversary by
appealing to the recently achievedcommunity of faith. But, on the whole, barbaric
nations, as opposed to individual barbarians, were too despisedto be genuinely
acceptedinto the community of Byzantine civilization, even after they had accepted
baptism.-

"ThreeParadoxesof the Cyrillo-Methodian Mission," Slavic Review 23, no. 2 June
1964: 226-27.

69 Cf. N. K. Gudzij, Istorija drevnej russkoj literatury Moscow, 1966, p. 24 and
passim.
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very root of the Ukrainian and generally East Slavic cultural ex
perience, and every history, and history of literature, must begin
here.7° Regrettably,yevs’kyj avoids this issue.

C. THE PERIODS OF "MONUMENTAL" AND "ORNAMENTAL" STYLE

1. The treatmentof old Kievan literature of the eleventhto thirteenth
centuryis extensiveaboutone-thirdof the entire History, as we have
notedandquite representativeof yevs’kyj’s methodand approach.
As he will throughout,he treatsthe material almostexclusively under
the rubric of various genres-sermons,the tale, chronicles,the epos,
etc.-andbracketsthe whole with a general characterizationof the
period at the outset and a synthesizingconclusion at the end. The
approachby genresholds true even if the given categoryor "slot"
is "empty" of concreteworks, which is the casewith the "epos" in
bothsubdivisionsof this period. In itself, such a discussionof "empty
slots" is not invalid-it was done at greatlength and provocatively,
if speculatively,by Hruevs’kyj-but it is characteristicof yevs’kyj
to posit a "full complement" of such categoriesslots for each
period.

2. For the most part, the literature of this period is treated sub
speciaeof severalkey works, e.g., the Igor’ Tale, the Life of Theo
dosius,the Supplicationof Daniel. The author and the circumstances
of the writing figure hardly at all in the discussion,and, to be sure,
this is largelyvalid for a periodwhere there is little if any biographical
dataavailable,and where the literature, by its very nature, is supra
individual, emphasizing community, tradition and convention. As
Lixaëev puts it, this literature "was an art form createdby means
of the accretionof collectiveexperience;it achievedtremendouseffect
by the wisdom of its traditions and the basically anonymous unity

of its writing."7’ As we shall see, anonymity will return as a
problematicalissue in later periods.

70 Cf. the very interestingprologomenato Ukrainiancultural history of 0. Zilyns’kyj
[Zelyns’kyj], "Duxova henezaperioho ukrajins’koho vidrodennja," SteJi 1, no. 7-8
Nov. 1946-Feb.1947: 6-20.
‘ D. S. Lixaëev, Introduction to "Izbornik": Sbornik proizvedenij literatury drevnej
Rusi Moscow, 1969, p. 7.
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3. Undoubtedlythe major question raised by yevs’kyj’s approach
herestemsfrom his subdivisionof the literature of Kievan Rus’ into
two distinct periods, the "Monumental" for the eleventhcentury
and the "Ornamental" for the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. In
this he is rather isolated, for the majority of scholars,Soviet and
non-Soviet, do not agree.For Bilec’kyj, for example, this is seen as
the impositionof a "formalist," largely a priori scheme.He questions

the apparentinconsistencies,as when the sermonsof Serapion,bishop
of Vladimir, are taken as expressiveof the "ornamentalstyle" in
spite of the fact that yevs’kyj himself speaks of their "moral
severity" andthematicmonolithism.72A similar rebuttalconcerning
yevs’kyj ‘s reading of the Igor’ Tale becomesside-trackedby the
extraneouscriterion of its "patriotism."73 The Western critic Jurij
erex [Shevelov], however, also has reservationsabout the schematic
pigeonholing of individual writers ostensibly by "style" but in fact
by chronol9gy.He says,for example,that "despiteall of yevs’kyj’s
qualifications, and in contrast to the chronology, I would relate
Ilarion’s Sermonon Law and Grace to the ornamentalstyle, and the
works of Serapion151 and Simon 161 to the monumental."In a
moregeneralandmore substantivevein erex observesas previously
noted that "both styles of Kievan Rus’-the monumentaland the
ornamental-camefrom Byzantium." "It is for this reason," he
continues,"that I applied the term Byzantinismto them. yevs’kyj
does not have this term. I thought it possible to coin it by analogy
to the Romancestyle in art. I would considerboth of these styles
[monumentaland ornamental]as variants of one style, not following
one after the other but simultaneous,parallel and dependenton the
characterand cultural level of the author."74Finally, it is interesting
to note that the notion of a "monumental style" in old Kievan
literatureandculturehas even found an adherentin Soviet scholar
ship, i.e., in Lixaev, but again it is applied to the entire period of
the eleventh to thirteenth century.

4. In the matter of specific works and writers yevs’kyj‘s discussion
suffers from his tendencyto isolate the literary work from its social
and especially political context. While this is, of course, a general
tendency, it is particularly questionablefor a period and culture

72 Cf. Bilec’kyj, "Perekladna literatura," 1: 124.
‘ Bilec’kyj, "Perekladna literatura," 1: 124.

erex [Shevelov], "Na rystovannjax istoriji literatury," p. 2.
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where, as yevs’kyj is first to admit, literature and the writer
have no autonomousstatus, and where meaning and indeed form
are determinedby the work’s function, which is its ideology. This
also affects the work’s chancesof survival. Thus, the fact that the
life of Antonius of the Kievan Caves Monastery has not been pre
servedwas undoubtedlycausedby the political reactionto the pro-
Byzantinefaction with which he was associated.Similarly, the perspec
tive, the interpretationand the content of the chronicles,the lives
andthe taleswere strongly, if not entirely, determinedby the political
orientation of the writer, be he writing at court or in a monastery
which, of course,also had its orientation.75Thus yevs’kyj is not
persuasivewhen he tells us that it is unfair to reprove Nestor for
inventing facts, since "it is hardly possible that a pious writer such
as Nestor, who assureshis reader that he is recounting only what
he has heard from the Xristoljubci, would falsify facts" 92-93.

5. Perhapsthe most striking instanceof a traditionally naive reading
relatesto the outstandingwork of the period, the Igor’ Tale. After an
extensiveanalysis in which he compares it to other epics but, in
contrastto the translators,never calls it that76 cyevs’kyj turns to
the unknown author. From the discussion cf. 208-209, one can
infer that he envisionsor at least entertainsthe notion of the author
as a "bard," like Halbanin Konrad Wallenrod. This Ossianicconcep
tion was understandablefor the first critics and enthusiastsof the
newly discoveredSlovo, but it no longer suffices. Recentscholarship
Eremin has demonstratedthat the compositionof the work clearly
follows the bookish tradition of a slovo; ‘ still more recent scholar
ship Pritsak has given us a closely argued dating for the work-
1199-1201,with the actual date most probably 1201-andeven more
importantly, has shown that the Igor’ Tale was above all a work
finely attuned to Rus’ian dynasticpolitics, a work of a court writer
-not an eyewitness,but a retainer working with a revised official
version of the campaign-engagedto further the political aspirations
of his patron, first Igor’ Svjatoslavi and then in the epilogue
following his unexpecteddeath in 1201, his son Volodimer.78 These

See Omeljan Pritsak, "The Caves Monastery Collection’ and the ‘Tale of Bygone
Years," forthcoming in Harvard Ukrainian Studies.
76 See above.
‘ Eremin, "anrovaja priroda ‘Slova o polku Igoreve," in Literatura drevnej Rusi.

Omeljan Pritsak, "The Igor’ Tale as a Historical Document," Annals of the
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mundanerealia, one may submit, give us not only a truer picture
but a much more exciting one than that projectedby the repeated
vague banalities about the author’s alleged prowess as hunter or
warrior, or, especially, about his "patriotism." The latter criterion
is, of course, much more the domain of Soviet critics than of y
evs’kyj.

6. yevs’kyj’s comprehensivediscussion of this period may, of
course, elicit reservationsat various points. Despite the rather de
tailed paraphraseof the content of Nestor’s Lfe of Theodosius,for
example, the analysis seemsto miss some central moments, e.g.,
the dynamics and the symbolism of Theodosius’ conflict with his
mother in the first part of the LUè.79 And in general, here as
throughoutthe book, the greatemphasison surfaceformal properties,
i.e., long passagesand even pages illustrating alliteration or some
other euphonicdevice, when madeat the expensenot only of "back
ground"but of deeperandno less "formal" properties,as of symbolic
patternsand semantic levels, makes for a poor exchange.8°One
must also confront the fact that in the comparable space allotted
to him, Gudzij in his History gives a much fuller account of this
period,and, to be sure, of the scholarshipon it. But it is yevs’kyj’s
conclusions, the synthesis and perspectiveprovided in the section
"The Significanceof the Literature of Kievan Rus" 222-25, that
aremost troubling. Apart from the openingapologiafor the literature
of this period, a "Ukrainian excursus"that is quite out of place in
this edition, the main problemis that yevs’kyj broachesfundamental
issuesandthenleavesthem unresolved.Thus he speaksof old Kievan
literature as a great flowering that had "the most profound effect
on the development of the character and the peculiar historical
strengthsof a nation" 222, and he also notesthat this period had
its weaknessesand deficiencies, above all, as he sees it, the near
total absenceof scholarship,of scientific writing, andevenof theology.

Such "flawed flowerings" may indeed be possible and yevs’kyj
intimates one such problem area when he speaksof the merits of
adopting "an artificial Slavic literary language", but rather than

merely noting its existenceit would be more fruitful to put it in a

Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the U.S., vol. 12 1969-1972, nos. 1-2
33-44.
‘° Cf. Eremin, "K xarakteristikeNestorakak pisatelja," in Literatura drevnej Rusi.
o In this and other respects,Eremin’s treatment fn. 79 is much more satisfactory.
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historicalperspective.For all the genuineachievementsof the Kievan
period, the fact of the EastSlays falling into the Byzantine cultural
sphereof influence,and receiving only the low, mass version of this
culture,was a disasterfrom which they, andspecifically the Ukrainian
people,never fully recovered.The West European"Renaissancewith
out Humanism" of the twelfth century never took place on the
Ukrainian territories. Even more, as Zilyns’kyj’s above-mentioned
article so forcefully argues,adoptionof the Byzantinereligious world-
view-i.e., its transcendentalidealism, agnosticism, impersonalism,
and, above all, ahistoricismandpredestinationalism-andtheir adop
tion in the absenceof Byzantine culture, legitimacy and the real
power of the state, inevitably led to the collapse of Ukrainian
society and cultural life in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries
whenconfrontedby the energetic,Western-orientedneighbors,Lithu
ania and Poland.81 When a revival did occur it was in spite of, not
becauseof, the Byzantine legacy. yevs’kyj’s claim that "it was
precisely the traditions of old Kievan literature that made the later
cultural revivals possible-both the unexpected, but less brilliant,
renaissanceof the Cossack era as well as that of the nineteenth
century on a different linguistic base" 223 is very unpersuasive.
Unless,of course,he meansthis, as he probablydoes, quite ahistori
cally and metaphysically-asthe creation of a national "soul" im
pervious to the historical process.82 In fact, Ukrainian Baroque
literature drew its inspiration primarily from the West, from Poland,
as yevs’kyj himselfnotes,andthe "discovery" of the Kievan legacy
occurred in the 1620s, well after the initial stirrings of revival at the
end of the sixteenthcentury,and as a search for legitimacy, not as
a model or sourceof inspiration. It is rather the absenceof any true
Renaissancein Ukrainian cultural life andthe selectiveand "scholas
tic" natureof the Ukrainian Baroquethat can be creditedto the early
Byzantinist period.

D. "THE LITERATURE OF THE FOURTEENTH AND
FIFTEENTH CENTURIES"

The chapterdealing with this period begins with the statementthat
the incorporation of the Ukrainian lands into the Lithuanian and
81 Zilyns’kyj, "Duxova henezapertohoukrajins’kohovidrodtennja,"p. 11 and passim.
82 As much is suggestedby the precedingsentence:"This spiritual preparation,this
initial flowering, could not be erasedeven by thosecenturieswhich were less favorable
for literary development."
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Polish kingdoms"undoubtedly[was] at least partially responsiblefor
the cultural decline" 226, but why this should be so is not at all
clear. The Ukrainian-Belorussianlanguage,for example,was the offi
cial languageof the Lithuanianstate, and Rus’ culture was still the
more highly developed. The reason for the decline was probably
internal,as suggestedabove,andnot external:missingwas the cement
that could hold society together,and religious dogmaand traditional
ism, the only heritageof EasternChristianity, could not substitute
for it, nor could they provide the necessaryresilience for change.
It was not that the "Metropolitanatewas moved to Moscow" 226
as the translatorshave it implying some sinister agency?, it was
rather that the Metropolitan Petro of Rata moved there himself in
the 1320s, most probably to further his career.83 The reasonsfor
this and for the whole melancholy period of "wasted years" are
quite complex and can hardly be presentedhere. They stem from
both the geo-political and cultural position of the Ukrainian lands
and from the workings of the cultural legacy.

E. "RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION"

1. The chapteron the Renaissanceand Reformation introducesnew
issuesand some new problems. Characteristically,yevs’kyj begins
with a discussionof the EuropeanRenaissancein general and then
its role in Ukrainian literature in particular. What is immediately
apparent,however, is that his approachto the Renaissanceis rather
polemical and hostile. Under threecategorieswhich he deemsmost
important-theRenaissance"Classical ideal of beauty as harmony
and balance," the "discovery’ and ‘liberation’ of man," and the
"rediscovery’of nature"-yevs’kyj proceedsto rebut the Renais
sanceand to "rehabilitate"at its expensethe precedingMiddle Ages
and the coming Baroque.This is a very questionableprocedure.For
one thing, his interpretationsare rather biasedand do not objectively
describe,let aloneanalyze,the natureandmeaningof the Renaissance.
For example: "The Renaissancecertainly did ‘liberate’ man but it
failed to ask the all-important question: did this ‘liberation’ from
the authority of the Church and frequently also from all moral and
social authority really leadto the ‘discovery’ of man’sessence,or was
it merely a digression from the true path to this goal?" 237. For

83 Cf. M. Hrutevs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, vol. 3 New York, 1956, p. 271.
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another, such a polemic against, of all things, a period in man’s
cultural history is, from the perspectiveof scholarship,a somewhat
unorthodoxprocedure.84The most important feature of the Renais
sance, namely, secularization and the birth of individualism and
intellectual emancipation,are concededgrudgingly with quotation
marks around most terms if at all; a sharp opposition is drawn
betweenthe Renaissanceand religion, whereasin fact the Renaissance
grew out from a religiousrenewale.g., St. Francisof Assisi and was

a rejection of dogma, otherworldlinessand asceticism,and an affirm
ation of individual religious feeling and experience.Another essential
aspect,the material basis of the Renaissance,the commercialground
providing patronage for the arts as well as the national-political
revival particularly in Italy is also ignored.85

Both elements are quite absent from the Ukrainian sphere, and
yevs’kyj notes this, but one is almost led to wonder whetherhis
very definition of the Renaissanceis not tailored to fit and "ex
culpate" the Ukrainian cultural model with its deeperroots in the
Byzantine and Baroque periods.

2. The most importantconsideration,however, which applies to the
entire chapter, not just its introductory section, is that the Ukraine
was at this time fully a part of the Polish-LithuanianCommonwealth,
and that the Renaissance,Humanism, and the Reformation consti
tuted an extremelyvibrant and fruitful phase in the cultural life of

84 Cf. these passages:

For the Renaissance,there remainedonly dreams of contributions already made
by thoserepresentativesof "late scholasticism"at the Sorbonneandelsewhere,towards
whom the man of the Renaissancehad to take a hostile stance,but which were later
rediscoveredby those who rejected a large portion of the "achievements" of the
Renaissanceand made an attempt to revitalize "the old," i.e., many of the most
important ideals of the Middle Ages; these were men of the Baroque period, whose
contributions to sciencewere far greater than those of the exalted RenaissanceMan
p. 238;
or:

the accomplishmentsof the Renaissancewere unable to satisfy even its sixteenth
century followers. The Renaissancesought "enthusiasm," but was able to cultivate
only a rather cool rhetoric; it sought a superior, universally developed man, but
egoism, amorality, andanarchy were the only results; the Renaissanceset itself as a
goal the exploration of nature, but natural science in the Renaissanceremained in
a kind of wonderland, patronizing magic, alchemy, and astrology. The Renaissance
sharply criticized the superstitionsand prejudicesof earlier times, but itself remained
under the influence of superstitionsof a more modern variety p. 238.
85 Cf. Zygmunt Lempicki, Wybór pism, vol. 1: Renesans, Otwiecenie, Romantyzm
Warsaw, 1966, especiallypp. 82-91.
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that multinational state.This, too, is not fully developedhere. To be
sure, yevs’kyj does not minimize the inertia and resistance to
change, especially to secularization,of the majority of Ukrainian
society, nor the hold over it of the old Byzantine traditions. One is
inclined to agreewhen he says that "There is no doubt that the
influences of the Renaissanceand Reformation in the Ukraine were
morewidespreadandmore deeplyfelt in day-to-daylife, and especially
in the lives of individual people, than in literature" 241. But the
matter should not be left where he leaves it: "Ukrainian literature
of the sixteenth century not only manifestedvery few elementsof
the Renaissanceand Reformation,but was also of limited significance
as a whole"; andturning to the pastand future "There is no need to
conceal this fact, in view of the magnificent literature of the Kievan
andBaroqueperiods";241 doesnot obviatethe needto look squarely
at the present,i.e., the period in question.For as some recent,though
still incompleteand unsystematized,researchhas shown, there was
considerableinvolvement by Ukrainiansin the active mainstreamof
the cultural life of the multinational Commonwealth.86A perspective
must be found on the cultural picture. As B. Krawciw noted,

Ukrainian society ... in the 15th-16th centuries in Poland and the Lithuanian
Ruthenianstatecannotbe confined only to the Ukrainian-speakingburghers,
the clergy and the peasants,and in time the Cossacks,who in the best of
circumstanceswere led by a small group of orthodoxgentry-somethingwhich
was doneby S. Jefremov,at times by M. Hruievs’kyj, and others. Along with
the above named social strata estatesthere was also a large stratum of
gentry and magnatesformer boyars and princes who though Catholicized
and Polonized still had not broken with the Rus’ nation and faith.87

Correlativelywith this, the literary output of such a broadly conceived
Ukrainian society cannot be confined only to what was written in
Ukrainian i.e., Church Slavonic or bookish Ukrainian but must
include works written in Polish and Latin. Finally, as Krawciw ob
served,it is clear that a significant role in Ukrainian cultural life was
played by various cultural centers,not only on Ukrainian territories,
such as L’viv and Zamost’ and Ostroh, but also in Polandproper,
i.e., Cracow. The analogy betweenCracow in the fifteenth and six
teenth centurieswith its numerousUkrainian studentsand lecturers
and St. Petersburgin the eighteenthand nineteenthcenturiesis ob
vious, and it should be investigatedfurther.

86 Kravciv EKrawciwl, "Renesansi humanismna Ukrajini."
87 Kravciv [Krawciw], "Renesansi humanismna Ukrajini."
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3. At the end of this chapteryevs’kyj turns to a rather different
phenomenon-thedumy. Unfortunately, he misstatesthe issue at the
outsetwhen he introducesthem as "a new type of folk song" 256.
As with the old epos, with which the dumy are contrasted, this
resultsfrom confusingoral with folk poetry.The major differenceis
that there is a fairly large corpus of dumy, which, though collected
much later, still gives us the basis for establishingtheir properties
and structure;and this, given the important role they played in later
Ukrainian literature, especiallypoetry, is a matter of some priority.
A thoroughstudy of the dumy will almost certainly show that they
are not folk poetry, arising from a local milieu and perspective,but
poetry which reflects an entire "national" ethos, a senseof history,
and encompassesvarious milieus-the church as reflected in the
moral injunctions, the military, the settled agricultural classes,etc.
It will alsoprobably show that analysisand classificationof the dumy
cannotreston conventionalapproachesfor example,their subdivision
by manifestthematiccontent, or the still more superficial device of
dividing them into "thosewith ‘anonymous’ heroes,and those whose
heroesare named"; 257, but must attempt to decodetheir complex
symbolic structure, and on this basis establisha new classification.

F. "BAROQUE"

1. As indicated above, the chapter on the Baroque is one of the

longest in the History, and well it should be, for the Ukrainian
Baroque, like the Polish Baroque on which it drew so much, was
not only an inordinatelylong-lived phenomenon,lasting for the better
part of two centuries, from the time of Vyens’kyj to Skovoroda,
but was also a period of much literary and cultural activity. Yet
despite the extendedfocus, in spite of yevs’kyj’s unquestionable
authority in matters dealing with the Baroque, and in spite of the
generally illuminating opening discussion of the concept of the
Baroqueandof its formal characteristics,the chapteris disappointing.
It disappoints,first of all, by the fact that the entire period of close
to two hundredyears is seen in total stasis. To be sure, yevs’kyj
refers to stages in the European Baroque Gongorism, Mannerism,
Rococo and he observes,quite correctly, that analogousstylistic
changeswere not in evidencein Ukrainian literature, but this, andthe

statementthat "Sometime after 1680, Ukrainian literatureexperienced
a period in which the style was unusuallyflowery, overburdenedwith
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formal decorativeelements ..." 277, is all that is said about any
possible internal dynamics in the literature of the period. There are
a few scatteredreferencesto the developmentof this or that device
or genre,e.g., a brief commenton the developmentof dialogues in
drama329 or a discussionof the evolution of the sermon 334-43.

But the whole of Ukrainian literature and literary life in this period
is frozen into an abstract,non-temporalscheme;Klymentij Zinoviev,
Ivan Vely&ovs’kyj, Prokopovy, Skovoroda, all exist synchronously,
because,apparently,their Baroque style was one. And style is the
only basiccriterion for periodization,and the macro-periodizationof
Renaissance-Baroque-Classicism,etc., is virtually the only concession
to the historicaldimension.Without necessarilyarguing for a division
into "early" and "late" Baroque or a "monumental"and "orna
mental" Baroque one can still distinguish several significant lines
of development,and these developments,one may argue, are at least
as worthy of attentionin a history of literature as are stylistic changes.

We are not altogethersurprised when yevs’kyj strongly down
plays,and,exceptfor a few commentson the sermon,virtually ignores
the cultural and social and political or ideological "content" of
various works. But while he speaks of "style," devices, and tricks,
thereis hardly any discussion-evenin the caseof historical works-
of that very "content" or "idea-content"which he himself listed as
part of the literary work.88 Instead, especially in the largest section

on "verse poetry," there is a self-indulgent focus on formal more
correctly formalistic features to the exclusion of all else. This may
be adequatefor a specialstudy a la his own Formalistische Dichtung
bei den Slaven,89but a history requires more perspectiveand balance.

2. One major elementthat is missing from the discussionis that of
the political orientation or the modesof national consciousnessin
the literature in question. BetweenKasijan Sakovy’s Virfi na falosnyj
pohreb ... Sahajdaénoho1622 and SemenDivovy’s Razhovor Vely
korossii z Malorossieju1762 thereis a broad spectrumof positions,
reflected in such works, among others, as Velykovs’kyj’s viri to
88 Istorija Rusov is the only work to be given a fuller treatment, but asyIevs’kyj
himself says, "it belongs to the post-Baroqueera" 348. As to Velyko, y2evs’kyj
cites several passagesto illustrate his style, but of the "idea content" he can only say
that "In the prefaces to the first and second volumes, Velyko develops some of the
basic ideas underlying his world view and his historical ‘methodology" 345-and
this is not very enlightening.
89 Cf. Dmitrij Tschitewskij,Formalistische Dichtung bei den Slaven Wiesbaden,1958.
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Hetman Samojlovy, the Synopsisprobably written under the aegis
of Gisel’, and Prokopovyè’sVladimir. But none of this is discussed:
the central role of political ideology in the Synopsisand in Vladimir
is not touchedupon,9°Sakovyë’s Vir.i on Sahajdanyjare mentioned
only in passing, and Velykovs’kyj’s vir.si and the very important
Razhovor of Divovy are not mentioned at all. Even if one were
disposedto ignore these works becausethey have only "ideological"
or "political" valuewhich is not the case-theyhavemanifestliterary
value as well there is also the question of the developmentof literary
consciousness,of a literary stance,and of evolution in the articulation
of aestheticissues. Regrettably,these considerationsare also ignored.
For our part we can only point to a few salient "milestones."
Vyens’kyj, for example, with his fierce spirit of reaction, with his
violent oppositionto all things new and Western, including of course
the Classics,Humanism, and the culture of the Renaissance,has, as
yevs’kyj elaboratesat length, little use for the new aestheticor for
new literary models. Vyens’kyj’s opposition is perhapsnot as abso
lute as yevs’kyj implies: in his "Poslanie k stance Domnikii"
[1605] he concedesthe possibility of utilizing the new learningand the
new arts-though in proper, subordinaterelation to Church dogma

and tradition.9’ Ivan Vely&ovs’kyj, however, writing at the end of

the century,perceivesthe issue in very different terms. In the "Pred

movado ytelnyka" of his Mleko 1691 he gives the reasonfor his
Jtuky poetickie, and what is more important, formulates a new
aestheticand patriotic consciousness:

90 Cf. Jury erech [Shevelov], "On Teofan Prokopovi as Writer and Preacherin
his Kiev Period," Harvard Slavic Studies, vol. 2 1954; cf. also S. L. Pesti, "Sinopsis
kakistorieskoeproizvedenie,"Trudy Otdela drevnerusskoj literatury 15 1958: 284-98.
‘ Thus: Ane 6a!M a pasiui HamHM 4yanaTopoM 6naro’secTHsl BO JIbBoB: B

nepaaix, LICPKOBHarO nocnttoBaHHsl, cnaaocnoaasi H 6.rlaroqecTua y3aKomsTa,
tTeM HayqaTsi; axe YTBPUiBWH CYMHCHH$ Bhpbi 6naroecTHBb1Ma 4orMaml,
Torta BHt.LIIHHX xHTpOcTeM J18 BtIOMOCTH KacaTacaHe BO36paHslTa. He 6o as
xynio rpassonsqsioeyqeuea xrno’n, K nosaanrnocxiapoaa pe’ielt, BKO sice HtULIH
MHRT H nogo6aornaroinoT: e3aHe ace caM sic yqsincsi, ‘roro pa H HM 3aBH1HT
58 ao36paHsler>. andagain: H sic BtaoMocm xyiuo xyJoacecma,aie xyjno, j.uro
enpemae siaulHsioaaiepycKHe 4Hnoco4siI He 3HIOT B ttepKBsi HHTo11ce‘mTaTH, -

1118 Toecaoe flcasimipa, HH Macoc.noaa.
Cf. Ivan Vitenskij, SoinenUa Moscow and Leningrad, 1955, pp. 162-63; cf. also

the History, pp. 263-74. Here, too, the unsteadyhand of the translatorsis evident.
When ytevs’kyj says "... i renesansi reformacijadlja n’oho [i.e., Vytenskyj]-lyte
z"javyia pidupadu, rozkladu, antyxrystovoho ‘soblaznu" 234, they come back with

he consideredboth the Renaissanceand the Reformation to be no more than
themanifestationsof the decline, the disintegration of the anti-Christ ‘heresy’" 264.
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YBaxámqH $1, rnc MHóriu HápoOBe, 3B.náwa B Hay’Kax o64BTyIoie,
MHdFO MáIOT He TIIJIKO opaTopcKHx, aie H flOTHWH, rae a

MHcTépHe, flpHpQLtHI’IM Hx 513EHOM, OT BbIcóKHx pá3yMOB cocTaBJleHHbIx

TpyoJmb6ii, KoTópbIMH II cáMn C$I rhifiaT, H flOT6MKOB CBOHX dBLtnM

ocTpsrr, sj, sHco HCT}IHbI CbIH ManopocciicKoH OT’rn3HbI HaweH,

6onoH Ha TO cepWeM, HK B Má.jiol Hamoil PócciH 40 cilx qác
TKOBbIX H& OT KóFO TJIHOM BII4aHMX He JI$I4iO Tp4oB, 3 FOJ11BOCTH

MOé}I xy MHJIoi OTqI3Hk, rLpH3BáBLUH 6ora H 6oidio MáTKy Is [cBamIx],

yMixcJrnJieM, nie 3M0KHOCTb noioro [4oB]ny MOéro rxo3BoIthJIa,
H&KoTopbIe 3HH&HuJbI fflT’KH noeTIuKie pycKIsM sI31KoM Bipa3rsTH,

H 3 SIKOFO $I3bIK Ha pycKill OHM nepeBowNis, a.ne BJIácHoIo npáilelo

MOé*o HoBO Ha no4o6eHcTno iHopo4Hblx II cocTasJIIoqH,a HIcoTóphIe

H ifiie pyccicic cnóco6bl BbIHaii4yIoMH, KOTOpJIC H HHIJIbIM M3IIKOM

csi MOFYT BIIpa3JJTH.92

Here one might note that acknowledgmentof these considerations
would have gone far toward putting the range of Velykovs’kyj’s
devicesandtricks-which form the bulk of yevs’kyj’s illustrations-
into perspective;as the section on "verse poetry" now stands, the
discussiondoes little more than catalogue them. And finally one
can turn to Prokopovy’s treatise on poetics and rhetoric which
marks the beginning of Classicist poetics. What is striking here is
that this work first deliveredas a cycle of lecturesin 1705, dedicated
to the Ukrainian youth studying in the Kievan Mohyla Academy
De arte poetica libri III ad usum et institutionemstudiosaejuventutis
roxolanaedictati Kioviae in OrthodoxaAcademiaMohyleana93had a
very limited effect on Ukrainian literary currents and models. As
Russianliterature absorbed and elaboratedthe new Classicism,Ukrain
ian literature remainedsteadfastlyBaroque. Dovhalevs’kyj’s treatise
on poetics, Hortus poeticus 1736, for example, illustrates both the

92 Cf. Ivan Velyëkovs’kyj, Tvory Kiev, 1972, pp. 70-71. It is quite significant that
for Vely&ovs’kyj the devotional, religious considerationdoes not eclipse but indeed
harmonizeswith the patriotic moment thus: "... lolylem trud ne ku jakomu, ne daj
bole tieslaviju, ale i.egulne ku slave Boha slavy ... a na ozdobu otysny naiei i
utéxu malorossijskymsynomjei ...," p. 70.

The term roxolani/roxolanae, aspartof theterminologyusedin thePolish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth,clearlyreferredto things Ukrainian; to translateit as russkie/russkogo
as is done in Eremin’s and other [Russian] Soviet editions is a distortion. The
translationof M. Dovhalevs’kyj’s Hortus poeticus [Kiev, 1973] is accurate, i.e., the
term "roxolano abdolonimo" in the title is given as "ukrajins’komu sadivnykovi"
[cf. pp. 25-261-but thenthis is a Ukrainian edition. Cf. the concludingsectionbelow.
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traditionalismand the stasis that had cometo characterizeUkrainian
literature and literary theory of this period.

3. While ignoring such overarchingissues,yevs’kyj also disregards
the individual writer as a literary-historical fact. The sole exception
is Vyens’kyj, to whom yevs’kyj devotes much attention. In the
original he was treated with the Renaissance;now he is bodily
transposedinto the Baroqueand this alongwith one passagerefuting
any similarity betweenVyens’kyj and Avvakum is the sum of the
revisions and emendations to this chapter. The transposition is
awkward and mechanical,however. The thread connecting him to
the Renaissancepolemicists p. 232 in the original is left dangling
as he is now inserted betweenthe sectionson "The Nature of the
Literary Baroque" and "Literary Baroque in Ukraine." One must
conclude that yevs’kyj or the editor? decided that Vyens’kyj
was after all more "Baroque" than "Renaissance"and therefore is
to be put on the other side of the great divide-but with no accom
panying explanation,and without even a sentencebeing rewritten.94
Along with what this says abouta schematicand mentalist treatment
of real historical phenomena,there is a further disappointmentas it
becomesapparentthat the basison which "style" is determined-and
yevs’kyj’s entire periodizationrests on this-can be disconcertingly
flimsy. In the original yevs’kyj repeatedlyrelatesVyens’kyj to the
Renaissanceon the basis of his rhetorical style cf. p. 240; now
these statementsremain unchanged,except that Vyens’kyj’s "Baro
queness"is assertedby the simple expedientof adding anotherlabel:
now he is said to be "close to the rhetorical style of the Renaissance,
the Reformationand the Baroque" 274; emphasismine. The label,
it seems, is more important than the historical and cultural reality.
In fact, as yevs’kyj’s own discussion makes abundantly clear,
Vyens’kyj is neither a "Renaissance"nor a "Baroque" writer in any
meaningful senseof the term but an eminently medieval, scholastic
figure who happenedto write at the turn of the seventeenthcentury
and who-and this is crucial-both reflected the existing state of
Ukrainian culture and letters and was instrumental in conserving
that state of affairs. He was not so much a "retrograde" figure as
the most forceful and eloquentexponentof a culture that was and
remainedfor subsequentcenturiesentirely non-secular. To talk of

Cf. pp. 263-74/232-41.
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his "Renaissance"or "Baroque" style without elaboratingthe context
is to leave a red herring for the unsuspecting.

4. Apart from Vyens’kyj, the other writers of this period are quite
undifferentiated.The namesof Klymentij Zinoviev, Ivan Velykovs’kyj,
Prokopovy,or Skovorodasimply appearat various points and one
can easilyget the impressionthat they are all cut of the same cloth.
But this is not true. Klymentij Zinoviev, for example,was a wandering
monk,not very sophisticatedthoughnot unlettered,who was endowed
with remarkablepowers of observation and memory, and with a
passionatedrive to preserve his multifarious experiencesand im
pressions,details of folklore, song and pobut. His corpus of vir.i
and sayings,while undistinguishedin terms of poetic techniqueand
"form," is a uniqueencyclopediaof Ukrainian popular life as well as
an extendedautobiographicalstatementand meditation on life and
morality.

5. When speakingaboutKlymentij, yevs’kyj at one point calls his
"Raxuba drevamroznym" the first poem to be written in Sapphic
versethreelines of twelve syllablesanda fourth with eight syllables"
305/271. It is nothing of the sort. The "Raxuba" is a simple cata
logue with no division into strophesor even lines.95 It is even an
open question whether this is poetry in any conventional sense
unless,of course,onesuspectsthe wanderingmonk of being a dadaist
or constructivistavant la lettre: it comes at the end of a long 1560
entries alphabeticallyarrangedlist of proverbsand sayings, and is
precisely what our seventeenth-century"encyclopedist"says it to be,
a "Raxubadrevamroznymjak na vselennoimnohoobretaetsjakolko
znalem i uvalem tolko i napisalem."Moreover, the definition of
Sapphicstrophegiven by yevs’kyj is wrong: it is a syllabic strophe
of three eleven-syllable lines 5 + 6 and one five-syllable line that
tends to a pointe. The earliest and closest approximation to this
occurs in the "Ostroz’kyj lament"1636 describingthe clash between
Ukrainian burghersand Polish gentry that came about when the
body of Prince Oleksander Ostroz’kyj was being moved from an
Orthodox to a Catholic church by his daughter.96For example the
momentof the clash:

‘ Cf. Klymentij Zinovijiv, Virli, Prypovisti pospolyti Kiev, 1971, pp. 266-67.
96 Cf. 0. Bilec’kyj, ed., Xrestomatjja davn’oji ukrajins’koji literatury Kiev, 1967,
pp. 176-78.
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SIX csi Ha MOCT6 cnoTIca.nH,
3 3aMKy BBI11UIOBIIIBI, BHT csi 3aMmaJiH,

Kong BO3HHIt noaii SIX 6igqoBam,

Ka3aJIBc’rynoBaTH.

lUo BH4$PH,I OHMH Juo4eHewacJlHBbm,
c TOFO 6ap3oHcaJlocJlMBhm,

C IIOHY,LLJIHBOcTH BC csi rIOPBBJIH,

KbISI no6panll.
CnyrH TOSS naiiei H Bct 4BopsIHe,

BH.agqj,x, Ke He KapT, KHHYJIHCSI Ha HbIX e4HOCTailHe,
ffla6e.ji 4o61,IBmBI, BHT ce no co&k:

To MH, TO To6.

Indeedthe "lament" of which only the concluding "prydatok" is in
Sapphicverseis in variousotherrespectsan importantandinteresting
work, and it is regrettablethat yevs’kyj does not mention it.

6. At the otherend of the poetic spectrumfrom Klymentij Zinoviev
is Ivan Velyèkovs’kyj. A protopresviterand protégéof Lazar Barano
vy, hewasoneof themost accomplishedandsophisticatedpoetsin the
UkrainianBaroque. His panegyrics,to Baranovyand HetmanSamoj
lovy, his collections "Zegar" and "Mleko" are masterpiecesof
Baroquepoetics.97Yet, yevs’kyj does not see fit to mention any
of these works, let alone discuss their complex interplay of wit
and profound religious and patriotic ideology; in his presentation,
Velyèkovs’kyj is noteworthy only for the "tuky." The first of
the above-mentionedworks, the elegantly convoluted and erudite
panegyric to Baranovyin impeccable Sapphicstrophes! is written
in Polish, and as such illustratesmost strikingly the central issue of
the bilingualism in Ukrainian Baroque literature. But this, too, is
outsidethe scopeof yevs’kyj’s interest.

7. With Teofan Prokopovy the issue of bilingualism, or rather bi
culturalism, reappearsin yet anothercomplexform. With him we can
also begin a processof differentiation,whereby,as alreadynoted,the
Classicistmode, and later, specific new genres came to be practiced
in Russian-thatis, Imperial-literature,while Ukrainian literature
continued to subscribeto traditional forms and modes.Finally, the

‘ See VeIykovs’kyj, Tvory.
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last representativeof the Ukrainian Baroque, Skovoroda, is in many
ways unique as thinker and poet and deservingof a fuller treatment,
especiallyfrom one as qualified in this matter as yevs’kyj, than
he is afforded.

8. Clearly, the importance of individual writers lies not in their
biographies though yevs’kyj himself concedesthe relevance of
literary biographiesbut in the way they embodythe literary process
and at the same time contribute through their individual profile to
the richness of the literature. yevs’kyj’s stress on the common
denominator,his focus on supra-individual categoriesgenres,etc.
is understandableas the organizingdevice that it is, and justifiable
as an attempt to introduce intrinsic, formal criteria where they have
beenlacking so long. But such an attempt, as we seefrom J. Krzy
zanowski’s fine treatment of the Polish Baroque in his History,98
neednot obviate the individual artist. As it standshere, the method
employedby yevs’kyj is reductiveandconstrictsratherthanexpands
our understandingof the Ukrainian Baroque.

9. Another feature that is sorely missed in this chapter, and one
which, as erex observed, cyevs’kyj was excellently qualified to
provide, is a discussionof the relationship betweenthe Ukrainian
and the Polish Baroque.We are given a discussionon the influence
of Ukrainian Baroqueliterature on Russianand South Slavic liter
ature, a section on the "Ukrainian school" in Polish literature,
but the Ukrainian-Polishcontextis somehowone is temptedto say,
perversely ignored. And yet it is a central issue. Its importance
rests not only on the fact noted by yevs’kyj that major writers
of this period wrote as much, if not more, in Polish than in Ukrainian
e.g., Baranovy, Potij, Galjatovs’kyj, et al., or that Polish writers
and their works were closely followed, whether for purposes of
polemics e.g., Vyens’kyj and Skarga, or as models where, for
example, P. Kochanowski’s Goffred becamethe classical model for
a modern epic for Prokopovy and other writers on literary theory
and poetics or as prototypes as, for example, S. Twardowski’s
Wojna domowa, which, despite its hostile treatment of the Xmel’
nyëëyna,was translatedand continuedto inform various Ukrainian

98 Cf. Julian Krzyzanowski, Historia literatury polskiej Warsaw, 1966.
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accountsof this period.99 What is most basic, however, is the fact
that throughoutthe seventeenthcentury and well into the eighteenth
Ukrainian literature shared a cultural milieu with Polish literature
while maintaining its own separate,strongly scholastic traditions.

This uneasycoexistence,this interfaceof common ground and oppo
sition, adumbratedalso by the fact that for virtually all literate
people, and undoubtedly for the elite, Polish was a lingua franca,
makes Ukrainian Baroque literature an extraordinarily complex and
interesting phenomenon.The same applies mutatis mutandis to the
relationship between Ukrainian and Russian literature, which from
the secondhalf of the seventeenthcentury grew in intensity as the
Ukraine was progressivelyabsorbedinto the Russian Empire. But,
as yevs’kyj shows us, what began as a cultural "mission" ended
as a Babylonian captivity. The fate of Ukrainian literature in this
"captivity" is the subjectof the following chapter.

G. "CLASSICISM"

1. The chapter on Classicism is in some respectsan improvement
on the previous one: it provides on the one hand a clearerpicture of
the actual cultural and political context, and, on the other hand,
while still maintaininga generalapproachby genres,devotesconsider
able attention to the major writers of the period Kotljarevs’kyj,
Kvitka, Hulak, et al.. As a result, the beginning studentcan in all
probability get a more coherentsenseof this period than in the case
of the Baroque. At the same time, however,yevs’kyj proposesa
number of formulations in this chapterwith which one must take
issue. The first of these, the single most misleading concept in the
entire History, is the notion of "an incomplete literature of an in
complete nation." But since this is a crucial theoretical issue, and
a working premise,indeedaxiom, that is not confined to this chapter,
we are perhapsjustified in reserving it for the final, theoretical
discussion.There are, nevertheless,manyotherpointsto take up here.

2. As with the precedingchapters,cyevs’kyj prefacesthis one with
a general statementon "Literary Classicism,"and thus preparesthe
ground for the discussionby outlining his criteria, his understanding

°° Cf. G. Grabowicz, "Samuel Twardowski’s Wojna domowa: Literary Context and
Aspects of Genre," in For Wiktor Weintraub The Hague, 1975.
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of the major issues,etc. But as with the precedingi.e., the Renais
sance and the Baroque, it becomes evident that here, too, the
"general" in effect, Westernliterary-historical phenomenonand the
Ukrainian "variant" are far apart. yevs’kyj concedesas much at
the outset as he states that

Classicism assumeda peculiar form in Ukraine wherecertain factors see
below precludedthe establishmentof any significant oppositionto the Baroque.
In addition, the new "classicist" style did not enjoy thewide developmentfound
in the West or among other Slavic peoples: Ukrainian Classicism was weak
and rather poorly defmed.370-71

This rather important qualification, however, remains largely un
realized and unapplied-exceptfor subsequentreferences to the
"weakness" or the "incompleteness"of Ukrainian Classicism. The
basicpremiseof the existenceof "Ukrainian Classicism,"rather than,
let us say, "Ukrainian literature of the period of Classicism," the
belief that this "Classicism"is essentially,structurally of a piece with
Western,or for that matterRussianor Polish Classicism,is professed
without any reservations.And this, needlessto say, creates various
problems. Even before turning to them, it is interestingto observe
that as with the Renaissance,here, too, yevs’kyj feels called upon
to polemicizewith Classicism,by saying, for example, that:

Clearly there was much that was pernicious in the psychology of the period
of Classicism.In Ukraine in particular, the social structureled to a narrowing
of the thematic range of literature. At the same time, the ideology of the
Enlightenmentbrought on rationalistic aridity and the neglectof a great part
of life-especially in that sphere which is so important to literature [and to
all art in general]-thatof the feelings. [373-74]

Apart from the dubious assertionsabout the "aridity" and the
"neglect" of "feelings"-in some respectsthere may have been, in
othersnot, and in general this is a question of historical relativity
and value and taste-the indulgence of preference through facile
valuejudgmentson wholecultural periods [pro Baroqueand Roman
ticism, anti Renaissanceand Classicism] is somewhatquestionable
for a historian.

3. One cannot contend, of course, that yevs’kyj’s approach to
Ukrainianliteratureof the lateeighteenthandearly nineteenthcentury
qua "Classicism" is without merit. It does focus attention on the
problem of genres, on the predispositionto "low" genrestravesty,
satire, etc. The reason for this choice of "low" genres,or, putting
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it more broadly, the system of the literature is not made clear,
however. While it is helpful to know that Ukrainian literature of
this time was influenced by and modelled itself on various Classicist

premises,it is quite anotherthingto postulatethat Ukrainianliterature

was then as a whole systemdefinedby the ideology and poetics of
Classicism.From what yevs’kyj says it is clear that no such Classi

cist systemexisted. But rather than investigatingthe possibility of a
different systemthen in existence or at least in statu nascendi in
Ukrainian literature, a systemby all indications more complex and
heterogeneousthan that sketchedout by the Classicist model, y
evs’kyj finds that Ukrainian "Classicism" is not as "complete" as
other Classicisms,e.g., the French or the Polish, in that it does not
exhibit the same range of genres and styles, particularly in the
"middle" and "high" registers cf. pp. 374-76 and 431-34, and that
it lacks the "ideological traits" characteristicof Classicism.10°He
also arguesthough not as categorically,that Ukrainian "Classicism"
was not only "incomplete"and "untypical" 433 but also somehow
inconsistentin its stylistic expressioni.e., having "stylistic indistinct
ness";376 and unduly and perniciously long-lived. This, to be sure,
closely echoesZerov’s qualification of the kotljarevséynaas "a long
and persistentillness of Ukrainian letters."‘

These are the main problems, each flowing from yevs’kyj’s

normative conception of literature and literary history. They are
illustratedby a numberof specific argumentswhich bearquestioning.

4. yevs’kyj beginsby asserting,quite correctly, that no clear divide,
no revolutionary theory and no polemics or manifestosheraldedthe
transition from Baroque to Classicism in Ukrainian literature. He
then turns to what he takes to be the first instancesof the new
poetic movement-andhere the discussionis astonishingin its mis
conceptions.For what he does is to take various eighteenth-century
vith and argue pp. 377-80 that 1 these are "modern parodies"
exemplifying an "aristocratic tenor" or "aristocratic spirit" and
implicitly having a gentry provenance,that 2 "their authors seem
imbued with enthusiasmfor the Enlightenment; their attitude to

100 I.e., "It was quite easyto overlookthe ‘classicism’ in Ukrainian ‘Classicism,’ for
Ukrainian literature lacked those characteristicgenres and stylistic and ideological
traits rationalism, ‘high style,’ etc. which would have been unacceptableeither to
the Romanticsor to the Realists" 376. Cf. below.

Cf. M. Zerov, Nove ukrajins’ke pys’menstvo Munich, 1960, p. 98.
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H nonanaTM XpMc’ra.
BMH-1ce iii cxa3aBcnpocTa:J

tloro, Mapyce,TIC TM nnaqem?
51 Bocicpec- caa TM 6aMm 106

The line "oho, Maruse, tak ty plaes?,"with its unaffectedtender
ness, is quite moving, and, one could even say, a foreshadowingof
the intimate directnessof evenko’s "Marija." In their emotional
actualization of the Biblical story these and other such moments
actually testify to genuine piety, a feature which characterizesfolk
and folk-like reworkings of Biblical motifs in different cultures and
in different times. This, for example, is a version of the meeting
between Christ and Mary Magdaleneas told by Jdrzej Wawro
1864-1937,the folk artist and storyteller of SouthernPoland:

wieto Magdalenabyla ozpustnomdziewicom, bo lubila sie ciesyéz parob
kami. Przebiyraniarózne nosila, z wielgiem pañstwembalowala i po nocach
sie smyrala z kawalyrami.

No dobrze.Jak roz tak sla do domu nad ranem, naciesonoi nagrzysono,
tak spotkol sie i niom Poniezus,a óna-hips, za plot!

-O raneci-powiado-tenmi wsuje!
A Pon Jezusjom widziol, pogrozil ii palcem:
-Magdalenko,Magdalenko, co ci powiym, to ci powiym, ale ci powiym,

cies sic z kim kces, grzys z kim kces, mo kóñcapatrz.107

Like the eighteenth-centuryUkrainian vira, this reworking of the
Gospel is a particular form of actualization and "humanization,"
and to call it blasphemouswould be simply absurd.

There is a similar problem with yevs’kyj’s understandingof
"vulgar" and "contemptuous."To begin, he is careful to pick those
passagesthat appear most "drastic" or "coarse"; thus he cites a
verse like

Xiionws, 4HBXM

Ha BbII4KBI

SHrasom11514 xaTxbI,

SIx TM BOBXM

A6o CBMHKM

CxypReym KOJISI4KIil

but omits the following oneswhich arequite effective in their imagery:

106 Cf. Bilec’kyj, Xrestomatija, pp. 539-40.
107 Cf. TadeuszSeweryn,Swiqtkarz powsinoga Warsaw, 1963, p. 84.
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MamI 3BMJI$I

Ycsi rynsi
Y3siBmbIcB B 60KM,
HHcBHIS rysca,
Sherouasca,
B IIH4KOBM mMpoKhl.

AHFeJIM Bcss

[Ha He6edll]
ilneujym B na4oHH,
3 OCTH 6iiom,
11HCIIHH F4YT

SIKnMOBH 4OHH.108

He also apparentlydoes not take into considerationthe very real
probability that the peripatetic performersof these vir.i, the man
drovani djaky, would not be disposedto speakwell of their amateur
competition, the xlopci and divky. In general, yevs’kyj does not
appreciatethe humor in these works, and this, while a handicap
for any literary critic, is particularlydisabling for Ukrainian literature
where humor often broad and earthyplays such a central role.

The restrictedappreciationof humor goes hand in hand with an
oversensitivityto vulgarity. The most telling instanceof this form of
critical hyperesthesiaoccurs in the ill-fated Comparative History of
Slavic Literatures, where after citing a passagefrom Hulak-Arte
movs’kyj’s travestyode "Do ParxomaI" yevs’kyj statesthat "no
translationcan render the vulgarity of this language."°9The poem
is indeedan exercisein burlesquecrudity, and it is not Hulak’s best,
but can one really say that it is so vulgar as to be untranslatable?
Whetheremotional reactionor misreadingof the cultural andliterary
context, this tendencydistorts much of the discussionin this chaptez.

5. A centerpieceof this chapteris Kotljarevs’kyj and his Enejida, and
the analysis of this work is one of the lengthier ones in the whole
History. yevs’kyj’s primary focus is on the language,and this is
well taken, for by its virtuosity, its broad range of comic effects and
its sheerlexical andconnotativevolume it becomesmorethan medium
or vehicle; the languageof the Enejida, as we see from the numerous

108 Cf. Bilec’kyj, Xrestomatzja, p. 534.
109 ilevskij, Comparative History of Slavic Literatures, p. 116.
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catalogues,of foods, games, names, occupations, etc., becomes a
verbal metaphorfor the entire Ukrainian ethos. If ever the rather
banalcontentionthat the languageis the hero of the work were true,
it would be here. Thus yevs’kyj’s observationthat "Kotljarevs’kyj
paid little attentionto the characterof his heroes:they are completely
non-individualized,their characterchangingunrecognizably,in some
cases,during the poem" 383 is quite true. This explains if it does
not quite justify the psychologicalobtusenessin the poem that Zerov
found so unpalatable.uo

5.1. Along with a discussionof the languageand the formal properties
of the genre, some to be sure, less attention is paid to thematic
concerns.And here a few qualifications are in order. yevs’kyj is
certainly correct to note that the Enejida is both a "dictionary" and
an "encyclopedia"of Ukrainian life," or Ukrainian material and
spiritual culture, but given this broadrange, a synthesizingjudgment
fixing the work’s hierarchyof themesand values, its "meaning" in
the broadestsense,is necessary:the Enejida is, after all, a watershed
work, usheringin modern Ukrainian literature.No such synthesisis
provided,however.

5.2. One central moment rather more important than the satiric
componenton which Soviet criticism placesgreat stressand which
yevs’kyj all but ignoresis Kotljarevs’kyj’s evocationof the national
historical past, specifically of Cossackdom.For yevs’kyj this is a
secondarymatter; as far as he is concernedit is "transformed,first
of all, into componentsof travesty" 398. As evidenceof this he
cites a few casualreferencesto Cossack institutions and ranks, or
instancesof the poem’s characteristichybridization of classicalanti
quity andthe Ukrainian past, for example,Enej‘s referenceto himself
as "Ja koiovyj-Enej trojanec" cf. 398. An extendedsympathetic
image of the Het ‘man.s’ãyna,

Tax BiqHoui naM’SITH 6ynano
Y HC B TemMariutllHi Konllch,

TaK HPOCTO Bi11CbKO juHlconano,

110 Zerov,Nove ukrajins ‘ke pysmenstvo, pp. 68-9. A comparisonshowsthat tylevs’kyj’s
discussiondraws considerablyon Zerov.

The idea of theEnejida as an "encyclopedia"or "faithful documentof Ukrainian
life" is a leitmotif in Kotljarevs’kyj criticism, and goes back to Kostomarov’s"Obzor
soëinenij pisannyxna malorossijskomjazyke" 1843.
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He 3HBUllI : CTii, He menenSIch;

TaK cJlaBHHi IIOJUCH xO3aw,Jci

JTy6eHcbxni,Ta4$1W,KH1, HOJ1TaBC1.KH1

B marncax6yno, six max, 1BiTyTb.

Six rpsiHyT, COTH$IMH ynapsim,

flepe4 ce6ecrnicø nacTaBnslm,
To MOB MiTJIOIO ce MeTyTh, IV, 101

is explainedaway as stemming "from not altogetherperfect know
ledge" 398. In the original, to be sure, yevs’kyj said that this
flowed "napivsvidomo"; 346. But neither imperfect knowledge nor
semi-consciousnessare at issue. In fact, the Enejida providesample
proof that Kotljarevs’kyj was well acquaintedwith various aspects
of Ukrainian life, pastand present:of the Cossacks,of officialdom,
and of the commonpeople. Referring to anotherpassage,yevs’kyj
argues that "having aroused in readerstheir senseof nationalism
and evensovereignty, Kotljarevs’kyj deals them a bitter blow only a
few lines later with this unheroic and vulgar tableau" 398 and as
illustration of this cites the following fragment IV, 126, stressing
the wordspjanu and nahajempidjanhav:

Tax Carai4aHHul3 opomexo
K03aUbKHM BIi1CMCOM BeJTH11aBCb.

O4HH 3 6yHyxoM nepeparr}o,
flo3a4y .rtpyrHii n’sIHy 6parrio

OHCbKHM HaraeM rIi4raHslB.

What is not takeninto accounthere is that this "unheroicand vulgar
tableau"is an elaborationon perhapsthe single best-knownUkrainian
historical folk song, "Oj na hon da enci nut’." It would seemquite
reasonablethat if the song’s division into vanguard and rear guard
is accepted"... popereduDoroenko ... /... a pozadu Sahajdaènyj"
the function of the latter would be, amongother things, to bring up
stragglers,andthesecould very well be drunk. It is essential,however,
to round off this scene by adding this stanza’slast three lines which
yevs’kyj somehowdeletedto seehow truly "unheroic andvulgar"
this "tableau" is, andhow Kotljarevs’kyj turns the Zaporozhians"into
componentsof travesty":

P514OKOM Ixa.nH rapHet-lbxo,
3 JIIOJIBOK TIOTIOH TSIFJIII cMa’rneHbxo,

A XTO Ha KOHHK IcyHslB.
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5.3. The issue is straightforward:the most important value in the
Enejida, the one untouchedby any humorousor condescendingtreat
ment, is one’s country, and its most obvious objective correlative-
Cossackdom."2This has beenargued with greater or lessersophis
tication by much of Kotljarevs’kyj criticism, and in debunking it

yevs’kyj presentsno persuasive arguments. His contention that
"Possiblythe only placesin which Kotljarevs’kyj refrainedfrom using
travesty are those having a moral or humanistic character"399
remainsunsupported.The two out-of-contextfragmentshe cites here
i.e., V, 77 and V. 39 are not referencesto abstractpovynnist’ and
éest’ but rather unmistakably clear referencesto duty and honor

in defenseof one’s country, one’s people-here the Cossack-Trojan

host. In his desire to overlook this, yevs’kyj seemsto be almost
tendentiousin his citations:when speakingof referencesto folk songs
he cites verse 2 of part III 395:

A BiTpH 334 nce Tpy6HJIH

B HOTSUIHWO iioro ‘IOBHaM,

IUo MqaJUICSI 30 Bcei CIIJIH

Ho OPHHM flifl$IBHM Bo4aM.
Tpe6ii i aecnaflOJIOKHJIH,

Ta c144s1 .JIIOJIeqKH KYHJ1H

I KFHKJ1H rnceHbolc:

Ko3aw,xisx, rapx 3anOpO3bKHX,

but for no apparentreason-unlessit is to purge the poem of all
"ideology"-heomits the last two very revealinglines of this stanza:

A sixi 3HaJIH, TO MOCKOBCIOKHX
Bllra4oBanH6pH4eHboK.

This is unfortunate, for this distich again illustrates Kotljarevs’kyj’s
"patriotism" and his attitude of esteem,not travesty, toward the
Cossackpast. Moreover, this distinction between"beautiful Cossack
songs" and "ugly Muscovite ones" casts doubt on the notion, put
forward by yevs’kyj, that for Kotljarevs’kyj Russianand Ukrainian
elementsare coequal cf. 396-97.

112 Cf., for example,the views of 0. Bilec’kyj, A. amraj, P. Volyns’kyj and V. Gip
Pius; cf. Je. abliovs’kyj and B. Derka, Introduction to I. P. Kotljarevs’kyj, Povne
zibrannja tvoriv Kiev, 1969, p. 19 andpassim.
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5.4. The "patriotism" here is not simple, of course;it is not of the
RomanticCossacophilevariety. The best intrinsic proof of this is the
ambivalenttreatmentof Enej and his Cossack-Trojans.They are at
the same time valiant warriors especially in the later parts and
bedraggledand hungry ragamuffinsespeciallyin part I. Reflected in
this ambivalenceis the prevailing late eighteenth-centuryattitude to
the Zaporozhiansbut not the Cossack State as such, an attitude
born of Enlightenmentcentralismandpromulgatedby official historio
graphy, in which the Si was basically a nestof anarchicvagabonds
androbbers.In literaturethis attitude was best reflected in the novels
of Vasyl’ Nariznyj Narenyj, Bursak and Zaporoec. For Kotlja
revs’kyj, though it is discernible in scenes of revelry and "low"
behavior, this attitude is neverthelesssubordinate to the heroic,
"national" dimensionof Enej’s host: their cause,their representation
of their country is never questioned.

5.5. The questionof travesty and of yevs’kyj’s understandingof it
is crucial. For him the meaning of Kotljarevs’kyj’s poem is fully
exhaustedby the abstractnorms and values of the genre. And since
it is "travesty" and since it has "vulgar" words and expressionsit
cannot be "serious." This is an insistent refrain, e.g., "... these

expressions["rude vulgarisms,"etc.] offended readersfor by then the
poem had attained, to Kotljarevs’kyj’s surprise,the reputationof a
compositionof serioussignificance,the first work of modern Ukrain
ian literature" 388; italics in the original, or "Because readers
regardedthe poem as a serious work, from a certain point of view,
a negative impressionwas producedon them by the strange,coarse
and non-folk ‘corrupted’ words in its lexicon" 389, or, "Never
theless, serious ideological themesare not entirely absent from the
Enejida" 399, or "Such was the difference between his [Kotlja
revs’kyj’s] era and the Baroque when a poet of similar temperament
and equal interest in antiquity and national life and customs would
have producednot a travesty, not a work whose genre lay on the
periphery of literature, but a work of truly important significance"
402, or, finally, this eloquent conjecture: "Indeed, in some parts
of his poem it would not be difficult to transform the piece into a
seriouswork. One need only remove the linguistic elements of the
travesty-thevulgarisms,the overly colloquial expressions,the ethno
graphicdetails, etc. It would not be necessaryto changethe style-
it is completely classical" 402-403. The equation of travesty with
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"unseriousness,"the disdain of "vulgarity," the antiquatednotion
that the division into "high" and "low" genres actually implies
intrinsic value, i.e., is tantamount to "better" and "worse," and,
above all, the belief, remarkablefor a literary scholar, that one can
"fix up" a poem by removing some "linguistic elements"which in
fact constitute its essential structure without thereby necessarily
"changingthe style"-all this vitiates the entire analysis. Here, as in
other parts of the book, an ostensiblyformal anddispassionatejudg
merit becomesa deeply emotional value judgment, with the under
lying valuesnorms remainingquite unexamined.There is no recog
nition that Kotljarevs’kyj’s Enejida expresses an ethos, a cultural
perspective in which broad humor "vulgarity" plays a central,
structural role, and that this perspectiveis an adequate reflection,
a historically "necessary"expression of a national-not folk, or
class-experience;there is no recognition of the fact that what
Boileau thoughtof the mock-epic, or what Kotljarevs’kyj’s contem
poraries,or evëenko,or Kuli thoughtof it is not half as important
as what the poem constitutesas an artistic and symbolic construct
andwhat its function was in the developmentof Ukrainian literature
and literary consciousness.Finally, thereis apparentlyno awareness
that definitions of genresand hierarchiesof genreare abstract tools
that aid in understandingthe literary processbut are not ends or
absolutesagainstwhich a work is to be comparedandfound wanting.
Becauseof this, and becausethe genre of travesty and the ideal of
"seriousness"and beyond that the goal of a "complete" literature
is more importantfor yevs’kyj than the Enejida itself, he can arrive
at such disturbing conclusions.

6. yevs’kyj’s treatmentof the other major writers of this period,
Hulak-Artemovs’kyj and Kvitka, also shows instancesof the same
normativethinking, with its hierarchyof valuesandwith the attendant
range of biases. The distortions that ensue affect not only specific
works but the overall profile of the authors, and ultimately of the
whole period. The discussionof Hulak, while allowing some quali
fications, while conceding his literary talent and formal mastery, is,
on the balance,one-sidedandratherunfair. As againstKotljarevs’kyj,
the main chargeis "vulgarity" and "travesty" the qualification being
that for Hulak "the level of vulgarization may vary; while he seems
to favor the speechof drunkards and buffoons ... serious, lyrical
languagemay also be found in his work" [405]. When not flawed
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in this way his languageis "unnaturally sentimental"407, and even
whenattempting"seriousworks," i.e., his translationsof the Psalms,
the effect is "rather ponderous"409. The fact that Hulak para
phrasedtwo Romanticballads,by Mickiewicz and Goethe, is taken
by yevs’kyj as a sign of inconsistency,and his bad orientation
in the realm of literary theory "It is consistentwith Hulak-Arte
movs’kyj’s not very lofty literary-theoreticalthinking that he accepted
the new post-classicalliterature without any of the resistancetypical
of Classicistselsewhere";410. "Thesetranslations,too," yevs’kyj
claims, "came out as travesties"410.

This is simply false. "Tvardovs’kyj" is a very interestingadaptation
of Mickiewicz’s balladand a significant step towardRomanticism;"3
it elaborateson the original, andtherebyloses someof its conciseness,
it adds folkioristic detail and color, it insertsa few broad scenesand
expressionswhich are in keeping with the original, but it is not a
travesty."Rybalka," on the otherhand, tendsto the sentimental,and
though it relies to some extent on a lexicon now associatedwith
the burlesque tradition such words as smyk, hul’k, t’ox, etc., it
has nothing of the travesty in it. The frequent diminutives that
yevs’kyj finds so objectionableare a function of Hulak’s conscious
attempt to see "if one cannot express in Ukrainian feelings that
are gentle,noble, andelevated,and which do not force the reader or
listener to laugh, as he would from Kotljarevs’kyj’s Enejida or from
otherpoetry written with a similar purpose" cf. the introductionby
M. Kaenovskij accompanyingthe poem in the Vestnik Evropy."4
Rather than magisterially chide Hulak "If one were not familiar
with [his] paraphrasesof the Psalms,one might think that he con
sideredthe Ukrainian languageunfit to convey serious ideas"; 411
it would havebeenmoreto the point to refer to this not unimportant
fact.

This is the crux of the problem: yevs’kyj does not approachthe
phenomenon,the literary fact, as something to be described and
analyzed in its own right, i.e., in its own temporal and cultural
context, but insistson judging it by an absolute,of genre,of "serious
ness," etc. The extreme to which this can lead occurs, as we have
just seen, when he castigatesHulak-Artemovs’kyj-aspoet, not as

113 Mickiewicz’s ballad is entitled "Pani Twardowska," not "Pan Tvardovs’kyj" as
yevs’kyj and the translatorshave it 410/354.
114 Vestnik Evropy, 1827, no. 20, p. 288; cited in P. P. Hulak-Artemovs’kyj, Tvory
Kiev, 1964, pp. 243-44.
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literary critic-for tainting his Classicism by translating Romantic
balladsas if a poetwere obliged to live up to the purity of a literary
movement.

An important literary-historical issue is involved here,namely, the
fact that Hulak-Artemovs’kyj and Kvitka, to name but the central
figures, cannotbe fully understoodonly in terms of Classicismand
its poetics. As tyevs’kyj himself points out more than once, the
phenomenonof Classicism,its temporal delimitation,and, above all,
its distinctnessin the eyesof contemporariesand the given awareness
of its writer was never very clear. It was in many respects a
transitional period, and the literature of this time and yevs’kyj
never fully brings this out, except by the unfortunatemetaphorof
"incompleteness"was still largely a provincial literature,one in the
processof developing its norms and values and in the process of
articulating its "language."Given this, and the inevitable blurring of

contoursin this period, it is certainlyquestionableto judgeits authors
and works by the fixed norms of anotherliterature, be it French or
Polish or Russian. It is only unfortunate that though yevs’kyj
recognizesthis in principle cf. p. 368 he does not always practiceit.

7. A closely associatedissue,but one which yevs’kyj largely ignores,

is how the literatureof this period, from Kotljarevs’kyj in the Enejida

to Hrebinkain his Lastivka, progressivelyarticulatesits nationaland
cultural and literary self-awareness.1’5The question of language, of

vernacularUkrainian, is important, but still only the tip of the ice
berg. Beyond it, the burlesquemode, the broad gamut of humor,
are further means of assertinga new consciousness.Pre- and post-
Revolutionary critics, notwithstandingtheir tendency to pathosand
overstatement,were essentiallyright in speakingof the humor of the
Enejida as a many-leveledform of national andcultural and literary
self-assertion."6The caseof Hulak-Artemovs’kyj is still morestriking.
In such pieces as "Deëo pro toho Haras’ka,"1’7 the prose part of
the "Suplika do Hryc’ka Kvitky," or the "Pysul’ka do ... ‘Ukra

115 The excursuson "The Literature of National Revival" only touchesupon the
existenceof this problem. In the chapteron "Classicism"it is not really discussed-
certainlynot in the termswe propose.
116 An eloquentstatementof this is JevhenSverstjuk’s"Ivan Kotljarevs’kyj smijetsja";
English translationin Ievhen Sverstiuk, Clandestine Essays, trans. and ed. by George
S. N. Luckyj Cambridge,Mass., 1976.
117 The translatorscall this a "travestied ode," and take the opening sentenceof
this prose "note" "Vono to ba ..." to be its title; cf. pp. 430-31.
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jins’koho Hincja’ ..." yevs’kyj sees only elementsof travesty and
vulgarity 430-31, but in fact there is somethingof greatsignificance
here. In the existing stateof affairs these piecesconstitutethe boldest
expressionof a Ukrainian senseof separateness,and indeed dis
affection. Where the Istor/a Rusovcouchedits argumentin the guise
of history, Hulak-Artemovs’kyj usesthe device of the languageques
tion and the pose of a simpleton:

BoHo TO, 6aq,oé flO-HaLUOMy rapaCbKO, ano-MocKoBcMcij, JlH6óHb,

fopayiü. - 0! nxe BOBS! xo wo nepexoBepcalomno-cBócMy! TaM-To
BK 114HBHH IM MoBa!

And while rambling on about the linguistic peculiaritiesof the Great
Russians,

OT aco TPII51TBC$1 Tax, IUO cToim nepe HHM 3 4O6py ro4}my,

a BiH To6i ciqe Ta py6ac! ... Uo zc? - XpiH iloro ii cniBié BToponac,-
llO BiH TM B3C Ta nanjuoc! OT TiJIbKO 6yuiM-ro i 4o’JyBaeffl, ujO
<<B0T-c >, i’a <<mTo-c >>, Ta <<4a-c >>, Ta <<BeT-c >>, T <<raBaplo-KaIcy>>,

<<ranaplo-ica51cy>>, a ujo BiH TM raBópHTb-Kazce, TOFO, ,LIaJIe6i, uto
i 3 IIOHOM He po36epelu!

he brings in such telling commentsas

lUe 6 i.uoc cica3aB, 6o SI3HK yzce cBep6HTb, Ta iyp IM! ... Y Hac,
6aq, ycsi capuia MocKoBcbxa:tIM TO 4aJIéKo 4o nem? Bor 3 HHMH!

Bo3bMem, 51K TO 1aKyTb, JIHtIKOM, a op,aadllpeMiHIeM! 118

A similar note is repeatedin the "Suplika," and more than twenty
years later Hrebinka in his postscript to the Lastvika is still more
pointed.This is not, to be sure, the explicit, impassionedand politi
cally crystallized convictionsof evenko of the great satiric poems
though evenko himself turns to this comic and oblique tradition
in his postscriptto the Hajdamaky;but as oblique as it is, it is never
thelessa form of protest,and what is more, a tentative articulation
of a literary program. For under the surface of jokes about pro
nunciationand orthography,there is the current of a thesis, to wit:
"ours is different and it is as good as theirs."19 Even if there is a

118 "Deiëo pro toho Haras’ka," Hulak-Artemovs’kyj, Tvory, p. 60.
119 Cf. JevhenHrebinka’s"Do zobaennja"Postscriptto Lastivka, 1841, in his Tvory
v p’aty tomax Kiev, 1957, 5: 325- XOTiB 6yJIo 51 BaM, naHoBe, nycnsmCBOIO
xHrnlacy 3IsMOIO, Ta IlK oJIHic y JIpyxapmo,ax cTa.na Mocxasu JIpyxaploBam,Tax a
BaM xaicy, i ciix, i rope! q51 BI noaipn’re, wo aa OJIHISM JuicTaxoM Ta 6’iomca
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tinge of self-deprecation,the consciousjuxtaposition"Vono to, baè,
oce po-naomu Haras’ko, a po-moskovs’kij, lybon’, Goracij" is
programmatic.That it also coincidedwith and furthered the "com
plex" of the "sly Little Russian," that it may have becomepart of
what Zerov termed the "literary diseaseof kotljareviyna," is a
different matter, and a historical and literary problem in its own
right. The basic featuresof this rudimentary "program," it seems,
are two. The first is a more or less consciouspositing of a distinct
Ukrainian community, one which transcendsthe class distinctions
of pan and xlop. This is a prominent leitmotif in Hulak-Artemovs’kyj
cf. especially the "Pysul’ka", in Kvitka, in Hrebinka, and it cul
minates in evenko’s political injunction of the "Poslanie" "I
mertvym i yvym i nenarodenym...":

O6HiMiTe x, 6paTH MOI,

HailMeBmoro 6paTa,-
Hexail MTH ycMixHeTCsI,
3annaicaHaMaTH.

That in real social terms this was unrealized,that this was a literary
fiction goeswithout saying. In fact, that is the very point. The second
feature, a corollary to this senseof a distinct cultural community,
is the felt needof a point of coalescence,of concensus,of a common
denominator,andthis is provided by the narod, by the peasantethos.
What is essentialis that while in one sensethis is the lowest common
denominator,the emphasisis not on the "lowest" but on the "com
mon," for the folk is culturally closer to the gentry likes of a Hulak
Artemovs’kyj or a Kvitka than the ethos of the socially equal but
culturally different moskali. In a word, cultural identification is seen
to transcendclass distinctions. For the Soviet critic this may appear
to be a rechauffageof the "bourgeoisnationalist" conceptionof a
"classless Ukrainian nation." It is nothing of the sort: class dis
tinctionsexisted,of course,and Sovietcriticism will continuetediously
to remind us of this, but the existenceof this literary fiction or
"ideal value," from Kotljarevs’kyj to evenko, is inescapable.

THKJIH a6o It 6ijmrue. Ta aannmem2iAIZ.’i, a BIH BILlIpyKOByC 2mJzIub: ITO, cTaJlo
6aim, xaxe, xpacaaesi.- <<Ta MOB’DI, 6yJII, JlacxaB, MOCKBO, Ta po6ss Te, 1110
To6i Kaxym, a o rpo,ui 6epeui>. OT BiB six no’iyc rpotui, sapai cxaMeaemca.
ILo ,x? TpoxasroJIoM 3H0B yx<e nepeepyeno-caoeMy!
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8. Another significant result of this feeling of distinctness is the
coinage of a distinct literary terminology. What began as a focus on
pronunciationand orthography,and jokes about names "Vono to,
bat, oce po-naomuHaras’ko ..." is now extendedto the literary
form itself, to the namesof genres.Thus when Kvitka writes a cycle
of six epigrams in Ukrainian he gives it a very indicative title:
"$yhaëky,abo p0 Moskovs’komuèpigrammy."12°While not every
genre is given a new name, the pattern of coinagesis unmistakable.
Thus in the works of Hulak-Artemovs’kyj, Kvitka and Kotljarevs’kyj
himself we find pysul’ka for "epistle," pobrexen‘ka for "anecdote,"
prykazkafor "epigrammaticfable," pisnja for "ode" or rather"enco
mium," later prybajutka for "proverb" Borovykovs’kyj, etc. As we
shall see, the final and most ambitious step in this direction was
takenby StepanRudans’kyj. In the spirit of cyevs’kyj’s argument,
this parallel terminologycould also be takenas evidenceof vulgarity
or insufficient seriousness,but only if we acceptthe normativepremise
that a "full complement"of genresis necessary,that some of them
must be "high" and expressan elevatedmode, and, for that matter,
have a "proper" terminology. The situation changesconsiderablyif
a differentpremiseis accepted.If, for example,we posit "organicity"
rather than "completeness"as the basic criterion and desideratum,
we could arguethat the Ukrainian literaturein questionis organically
relying on its own traditional resourcesof seventeenth-andeighteenth-
centurymodels,of non-elite "folk" modelswhile in contrastRussian
literatureof this time relies almost exclusively on foreign, imported
models. The ody, èpigrammy, opery, eposy, and satiry of Russian
Classicismreflect a borrowed terminology and spirit and constitute,
according to this criterion, an artificial system, as "artificial" as
other systems imported in the course of Russianhistory: French
dress and furniture, German bureaucracy,Dutch naval technology,
etc. This, of course, is normal and natural for an empire, and by the
same token the pattern in Ukrainian literature is also normal and
natural for its historical development. It is more than that-it is
necessary.For one can say unequivocally that the travesties and
burlesques,the "vulgarities" and the "unseriousness"were necessary

120 This is the form of the original title: cf. Molva 4, no. 120 1833: 477-78. In the
eight-volumeedition of Kvitka’s works Kiev, 1970 the title is Ukrainianized and
èpigrammy becomesepihramy, thus blurring the important contrasting between the
two terms8: 298. As noted above, thepresenttranslationwith its "Little Stingers or
Moscow-style Epigrams" ttally erasesthe meaning.
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for the further developmentof Ukrainian literature; it was through
them that the distinctnessof Ukrainian literatureand,of course,the
culture and the historicalexperiencecould be expressed.For Ukrain
ian writers of this time to attempt an "elevated" Classicist mode,
to borrow from or to model themselveson Russian, or Polish, or
Frenchor any other foreign literature, in short, to make Ukrainian
literature imitative at this crucial juncture, would havebeen suicidal.
They could, and did, express the "cosmopolitan," the "general"
literary content in Russianand in the "high" genres;the specifically
Ukrainian content, the Ukrainian themes and experiences,and the
emotions intrinsically associatedwith them could only be expressed
in Ukrainian, and, in the beginning, in forms genresclosely asso
ciated with thosealreadyexisting in the tradition. It is qua recourse
to the roots and not qua contemptfor the commonman born of the
Enlightenmentof which contemptthereis indeedhardly any evidence
in the texts that thesewriters turned to the "low" genres.

From the methodologicalperspective, it seems a reasonablepro
position that if literary history has for its object the actual literary
processand not an ideal or schematicversion then the stages of
that processconstitutea necessarystructure, and as part of that
structuredo not lend themselvesto evaluation.For strictly speaking,
only artistic phenomenacan be evaluated.The literary processand
its stages can only be analyzed and described. This is a central
theoreticalpremise, to which we shall return. For the moment, one
can argueby way of illustration that both the stylistic breadth and
the nationalconsciousnessof a evenko would havebeenimpossible
without a Kotljarevs’kyj with all his "stylistic" and "national" limi
tations; and the above-quoted"Poslanie" could only come after a
"Pysul’ka."

9. As with Hulak-Artemovs’kyj, the discussionof Kvitka also suffers
from the misconceptionscenteringaroundthe problem of "vulgarity"
and "unseriousness";this need not be anatomizedagain. Our dis
cussion can be focusedon two issues,one general and one specific.
The former concernsy2evs’kyj’s contention that Kvitka cannot be
considereda sentimentalistcf. pp. 435-36. This can be accepted
only in the sensethat Kvitka’s relation to or dependenceon Russian
sentimentalismof the Karamzin school is not, as yevs’kyj argues
in rebuttal of Zerov, demonstrablein terms of specific linguistic
and formal devices.On the other hand, it is evident, as illustrated
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by his best-knownwork, "Marusia,"that Kvitka, if not a Karamzinist,
was still a sentimentalist in the broader or "psychological" sense,
which yevs’kyj concedes.He feels, however, that the term should
beproperly usedonly "in its historico-literarysense"andconsequently
considersthe question of Kvitka’s sentimentalismsolely sub speciae
of the "Russian Sentimentalistschool of Karamzin." Since Kvitka’s
sentimentalismor "sensibility" does not conform to the conventions
of that school but reflects an indigenousUkrainian basis, it cannot
besentimentalism.This, we submit, is anothervictory for schematism:
"Ukrainian Sentimentalism," it seems, can be admitted only if it
conforms to RussianSentimentalism.

The specific issue concerns Cyevs’kyj’s treatment of a story by
Kvitka, the brilliant "Konotops’ka vid’ma," a work to be ranked
among the best in all of nineteenth-centuryUkrainian prose.
evs’kyj passesit over in one sentence:"Konotops’ka vid’ma’ "The
Witch of Konotop," 1837 recounts how a Cossackcaptain and a
clerk drowned witches in a pond" 421. This is all for a story that
in its intricate constructionof plot and character,its subtle play with
mood and folk stylization is equal to the best of the early Gogol’.
To be sure, a bit further on tyevs’kyj alludesto the story, but only
to scold Kvitka for demonstratingmoral insensitivity, to show that
"Kvitka’s ‘morality’ was both too strictly preachedand imperfectly
practiced"429. To arrive at this conclusionhe must overlook the
differencebetweenthe author’s "morality" andthat of his represented
characterwhose statementoccasionsthis judgment as well as that
of the clearly limited, stylized narrator. It is as if one were to judge
Gogol"s intelligenceon the basis of Rudyj Pan’ko’s.

10. The issue, of course, is not that a particular work was under
estimated,it is rather that here as in many other places tyevs’kyj
does not perceive nor do justice to the complexity of voice and the
author’s stance. Further, he does not see that aswith the individual
writers, so also with the entire period labelled "Classicism," i.e.,

roughly the first threedecadesof the nineteenthcentury, the defining
feature,the centerof gravity, is a searchingfor a new literary idiom
and direction, as well as an audienceand a literary "ideology" that
would be linked to the old yet adapted to the new. This perhaps
explainsthe broadrangeof models utilized by Hulak-Artemovs’kyj-
the classical Horace, the neo-Classicist Krasicki, the Romantics
Goetheand Mickiewicz-as well as the range of themesand genres,
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from satiric fable and epigram to ballads, psalms and occasional
verse.This also perhapsexplains the "mixed" styles, for example, in
Kotljarevs’kyj, with the burlesqueEnejida andthe sentimentalNatalka

Poltavka, or in Kvitka, with the sentimental "Marusja" and the
almost Romantic-andsatiric-"Konotops’kavid’ma."

11. This search for a new literary idiom and direction had for its
mostobviousfeaturerecourseto the vernacular,as yevs’kyj stresses,
but one can hardly agreewith him that this "practice was undertaken
partly as a diversion and partly in imitation of foreign literature
which relegated to the low genres travesty, grotesque,burlesque
thosedialects and languageswhich did not yet have their own litera
tures, e.g., the Italian dialects and the Provençallanguage" 431-32.
To this one might answer that it is clear from the works themselves
and from such ancillary sourcesas the authors’ correspondencethat
they were written with utmostseriousness;’2’the very fact of writing
in a language that conveyed no political status and furthered no
careersindicates deepemotional commitment.Their work expressed

121 Kvitka’s letter-in Russian-to Krajevskij 28 Dec. 1841; Tvory, 8: 272-73
expressesunequivocally the importance of emotional content that only one’s own
languagecan provide, the postulateof a broad readership,and beyond that, still more
radically, theclaim later to be developedby Kulit of thegreater purity and antiquity
of Ukrainian as opposedto Russian. It bearsciting at length:

There is no point in quarrelingover the Little Russian language when neither side
knows it in the least. There are beautiesin it that are inexpressible in any other
language,turns of phrasethat are peculiarly its own, that are entirely original and
that are already, unwittingly, being adopted by those who malign it the Biblioteka
dija étenlja. Whatever the translation from our languageinto Russian, it will not by
far preserveall or convey all. Both of the contending sides should be here, precisely
here, to be persuadedby actual experienceas to how, with what enthusiasm,and
by whom everything written in our languageis accepted. I speak of the upper
circles,with roots, the local people,not the newcomers.Stories need several editions,
the plays give the owners of provincial theatersa substantialincome in any season.
Who is the audiencefor all this? The simple peopledo not read much. My Lysty k
zemljakam, written preciselyfor them, have not reachedeveryone. Nevertheless,many
people read, and not only becausethey have nothing better to do. ... In a word,
if you were to travel in our gubernia.s and there are many of them and not in the
major cities, you would see that one can and one must write in our own language.
The raskol raised by Russian journalists againstour languagewill not exist for long.
Let our youth mature, become fully fledged, i.e., becomeaccustomedto the pen,
and they will show and prove that the Great Russian languageis only a dialect
of several gubernias, a child, and not the oldest at that, of our language,the oldest
and truly Slavic son. ... The true Russian languageis not to be found in drawing
rooms, nor in books nor in Russianjournals. Try to write an article without foreign
words, without foreign terms and expressions.It is impossible. But in our language
it is possible,and it is pure, andsmooth,and quite inexpressiblein any other language.
Emphasesin the original.
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a national experience,pastand present,and a unique ethos,one in
which the comic and the burlesqueplayed an important, traditional
role. Unfortunately, it appearsthat for yevs’kyj this is precisely
what determinesthe allegeddiversionarynature of this literature-as
if expressionof traditional and emotional values could be simply a
"diversion."By the sametoken,there is little justification for speaking
of this literature as somethingundertakenin imitation of other litera
tures. While particular conventionsand genresmayindeedhavebeen
adopted,andthis is trueof all nationalliteratures,the prime motivation
flowed from the native soil; its spirit and "content," and to a great
extent its "form," were sui generisand unborrowed.

H. "ROMANTICISM"

1. The Chapteron Romanticismis probably the best chapter in the
History, for several basic reasons.One is yevs’kyj’s undisguised
empathyfor this period. Another is his abandonmentof the usual
schema:instead of approachingthe period synchronically, by genre,
and thus largely bypassing internal developmentsas well as the
generalcultural context, yevs’kyj for the first time treats the period
diachronically, focusingon such historically valid subdivisionsas the
"Xarkiv RomanticSchool," "Kievan Romanticism,"West Ukrainian
Romanticism, "Late Romanticism," etc. The result is a fuller and
more balancedtreatment,andone in which the student,for the first
time perhaps,has a literary period presentedin historical perspective

andwith concertedreferenceto a broadersocial and cultural context.
In fact, yevs’kyj explicitly calls attention to this new approachas
in an earlier chapter actually an excursuson "The Literature of
‘National Revival" he states that "beginning with Romanticism,
the material will be divided not according to literary genre, but
according to author, for the Romantic period in Ukraine produced
a fundamentalchange in the psychologyof the author and in his
attitude toward his work." "In this world," he continues,

man was the focus of attention for the Romantic worldview; and in works of
literature, the subjectwas the author, either real or fictitious as in instances
of pseudonyms,or in attempts to speak in the name of an omniscentauthor,
or a kobzar minstrel, etc.. Former times had numerous pseudonymous,
anonymous,or "pseudoepigraphic"worksattributedby the author to someone
else-e.g., poetry or Istorija Rusiv [The History of the Russes]. Since the time
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of Romanticism,everyauthor hashad his own literary biographyonly literary
biographiesinterestus in this book. Accordingly, it is impossible to fragment
the creativity of a particular author, and to insert his individual works in
different divisions in the book. 368-69

This argument, however, is problematical-not becauseyevs’kyj
himself ends by "splitting" evenko betweentwo different sections
i.e., "Kievan Romanticism" and "Late Romanticism" and not
becauseUkrainian Romanticswere particularly fond of pseudonyms
Amvrosij Mohyla, JeremijaHalka, Is’ko Materynka,Pan’ko Nebrexa,
etc.,’22but becauseit is not atall clearwhy it is only with Romanticism
that authorsbegin to have literary biographies.Is it only a Romantic
and then post-Romantic literary consciousnessthat confers this?
Do Kotljarevs’kyj and Hulak-Artemovs’kyj have any less a "literary
biography" than do Kostomarovor evenko?And in principle, i.e.,

apart from availability of data, why should the biographiesof Vy
ens’kyj or Velykovs’kyj or Skovorodanot be the stuff of literary
biographies?And, indeed, what is a "literary biography"? Surely
it is not to be identified with Romantic self-consciousnessor the
Romantic pose?One feels here that yevs’kyj is making, on the
one hand, virtue or theory out of necessity i.e., the lacking or
fragmentarydata on pre-nineteenthcentury writers, and, on the
other, adapting,as erexnotes,’23his approachto the critical tradition
and the expectationsit has established.

2. Another reason for yevs’kyj’s successwith this chapter stems
from the fact that in contrastto the precedingperiods, Romanticism
in Ukrainian literature was indeed a consciousand at times even
a programmaticmovement,one which to an unprecedenteddegree
was modelled on existing literary theories and conventions in the
neighboring Polish and Russianand also in the more distant West
European literatures. Thus, while his fine synoptic overview of
the Romantic Weltanschauungstill pertains much more to the
Western literatures than to Ukrainian literature for example, as
regards Romanticism’s anti-Enlightenmentstance, or its interest in
the Baroque,or its Medievalism,the overall picture is quite inform
ative. Particularlyvaluableis his linking of Romanticismwith national
"reawakening,"with the rediscovery,throughhistoricismand folklore,

122 I.e., respectively,Metlyns’kyj, Kostomarov, Bodjans’kyj and Kulil.
123 "Na ryltuvannjax ...," p. 2.
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of the idea of nationhood as such, as well as the true observation

which by someis applied to all "minor literatures"that Romanticism
left a markedimpressionon all subsequentliterary development,and
penetratedprofoundly into the national consciousness"445. These
and similar insights provide a valuable framework for the student’s
orientation in this period.

3. Nevertheless,the exposition has flaws, large and small. One such

"small" flaw and the adjective refersnot to the intrinsic importance
of the problem but to its delimited and specific nature surfacesin
the treatmentof evenko’smetrics,which comesat the very beginning
of the discussionof the poet. Here cyevs’kyj arguesthat "gradually
he cultivated meters typical of folk songs such as the kolomyjka
rhythmical dancetune, 8a, 8b, 8c, 6b sic! ... and the koljadka
Christmascarol ... ." "evenko," he continues,

rejected the tradition of regularly alternatingstressfound in Kotljarevs’kyj,
in imitation of Russian poetry. In his verses the alternation of stressesis
considerably freer, in accordancewith the laws of Ukrainian folk poetry:
a rhythmic unit is composednot of one or two syllables, but of an entire
line. 499-500

The passageis completedby a footnote: "The discoveryof the folk
characterof evenko’s poetry can be attributedto S. Smal’-Stoc’kyj.
Further contributions to this scholarshiphave been made by Kyryl
Taranovs’kyj who, however, often seemsto adaptevenko’s versi
fication to his own theories" 500. All this is wron, To begin,
evenko’s so-calledkolomyjkaand koljadkarhythms,while modelled
on folk meters, are also determinedby the syllabo-tonic principle,
i.e., by the presenceof binary and ternary rhythms iambs, trochees,
amphibrachs,etc. and not simply by the syllabotonismof the folk
meter. The schema of the kolomyjka meter is usually given as
[4 + 4 + 6]2, and not as given here. If the "discovery" of the folk
characterof evenko’s verse is to be attributed to anyone, it is to
PantelejmonKuli, who arguedthis in 1861.124What was acceptable
then, however,was no longer good scholarshipat the time of Smal’
Stoc’kyj. His conception of evëenko’s versification, namely, that
his rhythms are based solely on the metrical system of Ukrainian

124 Cf. N. P. eamata’s recent overview of scholarship on evenko’s versification
in Sevëenkoznavstvo: Pidsumky j problemy Kiev, 1975, and also the monograph
by H. K. Sydorenko,Rytmika evëenka Kiev, 1967.
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folk songs i.e., that the rhythmic unit comprises the entire line
has been decisively rebutted by a host of scholars,beginning with
B. Navrockyj, A. amraj, 0. Dorokevyè, and F. Kolessa.’25 The
accompanyingnotion, borrowed from Smal’-Stoc’kyj, that "ev.enko
rejectedthe tradition of regularly alternating stress" by which y
evs’kyj evidently meanssyllabotonism in general and iambic tetra
meter in particular is also manifestly wrong. Not only does iambic
tetrameterfigure in the first poemof the first Kobzar i.e., "Pryëynna"
and not only does it play from the beginning a significant role in all
of evenko’s poetry, it becomes in the lter poetry considerably
more pronounced.A major analysisof evenko’s use of this meter,
with specialreferenceto comparativestatisticaldataandwith reference
to the functionalrole of this andother metersin evéenko’spoems,
and with particular considerationof how his model differs from the
Pukineanandthe Kotljarevskean,was madeby Kiril Taranovsky.’26
For yevs’kyj casually to slight these investigationsand in the face
of the scholarshipof the last fifty yearsto fall back on the discredited
and basically unscholarly notions of Smal’-Stoc’kyj is unfortunate.
When one considersthis, and the casualand indefensibleclaim that
"evenko did not simply paraphrasefolk songs-hecreatedsongs
which are folk songsin nature" 498 as if the creativity of a literate
city dweller could ever be folk art, and the repeatedconfusion of
syllabotonicwith tonic meterscf. pp. 479, 541, 578, and passimand
finally the loosenessand impressionismof the analysesto the extent
that they areThat andnot mereenumerationsof evenko’srhythmic
or euphonicdevices,one seesthe degreeto which the already noted
tendency to popularize undercuts the scholarship. It is only this
consideration,and the senseof an unsophisticatedaudiencewhich it
implies, that would allow yevs’kyj to say, with all apparentserious
ness,that "Occasionally in Sevenko’spoetry, it is the considerations
of soundand the musical qualities of languagerather than the idea
behind a poemwhich governsits choice of words and syntax" 510.
One would have to conclude that he still believes that poetry is
written with ideas,not words.

4. Different problems arise with different writers. It seemshighly
questionable,for example, to say of Metlyns’kyj that his poetry "is

125 amata, evëenkoznavstvo, p. 438.
126 See his "etvorostopni jamb T. evëenka,"Junoslovenski filolog Beograd, 20,
nos. 1-4 Belgrade,1953-54: 143-90.
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philosophicalthroughout-for the most part, historico-philosophical"

468. The qualification that follows "Admittedly, it is that kind of
philosophicalpoetry in which every thoughtappearsonly in concrete
form, as an image" does not help, for in fact what we have in
Metlyns’kyj’s poetry is not philosophy be it concrete or abstract
or historical but pathos and sentimentand nostalgia for the past.
The distinction between these things should perhapsbe maintained.
The tendencyin Ukrainianandnot only Ukrainian criticism to call
"philosophical" any poetry that approachesthe contemplativemode
is deep, but misguidednonetheless.

5. A more significant problem, and a more general instanceof what
is probably a hastyconclusion,occurs whenyevs’kyj discussesthe
earliest Romantics, i.e., Borovykovs’kyj and Metlyns’kyj, as "true
Romantics"458 without any qualification. But a qualification may
be necessary.In the case of Borovykovs’kyj the very fact of the
Classicist legacy in his writing which yevs’kyj does note might
cause a moment’s hesitation; but it is in his "Romanticism" itself
that the problem lies, for those elementswhich for yevs’kyj are
decisive"The thematicmaterial ... is genuinelyRomantic-theflight
at night with a dead lover, Romantic landscapesand Romantic
tableaux ..." [458] are in fact indicative of something else. As
with ukovskij, the Gothic atmosphereand setting point to a pre
Romantic rather than a Romantic poetics. Many of the elements
that yevs’kyj stresses-night,cliffs, storms, graves, dead lovers,
etc.-arethe typical obstanovkaof, for example, the pre-Romantic
"graveyardschool" in English poetry Gray, Collins, Young et al.
In and of themselvestheseelementsof setting which yevs’kyj also
calls "thematicmaterial"do not constitutea RomanticWeltanschau
ung, or vision, or poetics. As Cleanth Brooks notes, "With many
of the [English] pre-Romantics,it is almost sufficient merely to point
to the new poetic objects-owls, ivy, ruined towers, and yew trees.
Indeed, some of their poemsmay be consideredas little more than
displaycasesfilled with collectionsof such objectstied looselytogether
with appropriate interjections ... ." The correspondingUkrainian
"display cases" contain the steppe,burial mounds, Cossack lances
and sabres, and banduras. And Brooks’s next statement applies

equally to English andto Ukrainian literature:"Perhapsnever before
or since have poetic terms become cliches so rapidly; and this is a
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measureof the weight of the dependenceplacedupon them in securing
the poetic effect."12’ The poetry of Borovykovs’kyj, Metlyns’kyj,
and the early Kostomarovis definedprincipally by mood nostalgia
for the past,melancholyand setting primarily a gloomy and exotic
Ukraine. Such genuinely Romantictraits as a senseof the primacy
of the poetic ego and the creative imagination, as greatly heightened
self-awarenessand the consequentsenseof alienation from society,
as the symbolic apprehensionof the world and the central role given
to irony, all theseare presentonly in embryo, if at all. The fact of
turning to folklore and folk song for inspiration does not makethese
poetsto use the terms favored by the translators"full-fledged" or
"full-blown" Romantics-especiallywhen history, the other pillar of
Romantic ideology, is for the most part representedonly as vague
reminiscencecf. Metlyns’kyj’s "Step" or "Kladovye," or Kosto
marov’s "Mohyla" or as Gothic story e.g.,Metlyns’kyj’s "Pidzemna
cerkva"or-andthis is 4uite revealing-asmoral andpolitical lesson,
very much in the pre-Romanticspirit of Niemcewicz or Ryleev cf.
Kostornarov’s"Spivec’ Mytusa". In short, the qualified, tentative,
indeed pre-Romanticnatureof the early Ukrainian Romantics must
be recognized.The sameappliesto the West Ukrainian early Roman
tics: it is indicative, for example, that akevy translatesnot only
from Goszczyñski’s blood-and-horrorRomantic Zamek kaniowski,
but also from the softly sentimentaland classicist Karpiñski, or that
Ustjanovy, surely the best of these poets, has a diction and stance
that is determinedas much if not more by a Classicistrather than a
Romanticpoetics. A true and full establishmentof Romanticism
comes only with evëenko.

6. yevs’kyj’s treatmentof the other end of the spectrum, the late
Romantics,may also evoke some reservations.For one, the poet
Jakiv oholiv is not discussedat all. He is mentionedonly in passing,
onceat the endof the sectionon the Xarkiv school, whereyevs’kyj
notes,quite correctly, that he was "probably the most distinguished
poet of the Xarkiv circle," and then again in the chapteron Realism
and onceor twice more. It appearsthat oholiv did not quite fit
into any of the subdivisions of Ukrainian Romanticism,nor sub
sequentlymerit any attention under the rubric of Realism. This is

127 Cleanth Brooks, "Notes for a RevisedHistory of English Poetry," in Modern
Poetry and the Tradition Chapel Hill, 1939, pp. 233-34.
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regrettable,becausein terms of artistic achievement,and in the light
he castson the natureof Ukrainian Romanticism,he was an important
poet-certainly more important than a Metlyns’kyj or a akevy

or a Padurra,each of whom is discussedat length.’28 oholiv’s
influence, to be sure, was not great-but, except for evenko, no
Romantic can be said to have been influential. In contrast, the
prosaist Oleksa Storoenko,an undoubtedly belated Romantic, is
given moreattention,but onewonderswhetheryevs’kyj’s estimation
of him is not unduly harsh. He is unmovedindeed rather repelled
by Storoenko’s humor, and he faults him for lacking the "deep
ideologicalapproachfound in Gogol’ " ?! 566. In this, as in several
other places, yevs’kyj seemsto be following the lead of Franko-
andJefremov.’29 But clearly neither "impropriety" cf. "Also com
mon are coarsejokes as well as excessivelycrude incidents [brawls,
etc.]; nor did Storoenko shrink from elementsof impropriety even
when largely irrelevant to the developmentof the narrative"; 565
nor, pace Franko, lack of ideology, nor even the fact of being
"belated" or "outdated"is really an appropriatecriterion for evalu
ation.

7. The last late Romantic whose treatmentshould also perhaps be
questionedis StepanRudans’kyj. This poet gets no more attention
than doesoholiv. What is more, yevs’kyj is inclined to see only
his "early" work as Romantic, and claims that "the style, language
and composition of the majority of Rudans’kyj’s works, even his
ballads,were in the spirit of the new literary current, Realism"567.
In fact, however, when one takes the fundamental criteria into
consideration-hisconceptionof the role of the poet and the role
of poetry, his vision of the Ukraine and its past-Rudans’kyjis seen
to be a genuineRomantic.’3° More than that, Rudans’kyj must be
judgeda very important poet, both for his poetic achievementand
for the light he shedson the deepprocessesoccurring in Ukrainian
literature. Specifically, this concernshis elaborationof a broad range
of poetic forms, quite independently of the evenkian tradition,
and beyond that of a literary theory, a poetics based on folk and
oral poetry. The term spivomovky, erroneously applied by Franko

128 Cf. M. Zerov, "Nepryvitanyj spivec’: Ja. ohoIiv" in Do dJerel Cracow, 1943.
129 Cf. Ivan Franko, Narys istoriji ukrajinsko-ruskoji literatury L’viv, 1910.
130 Cf. the valuable introduction to the third edition of Rudans’kyj’s works Kiev,
1972 by P. Kolesnyk; this edition is not mentionedin the bibliography.
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and later critics only to his short humorouspoems, was applied by
Rudans’kyj to poetry as such; the terminologyand the poetic practice
was a radical break with the accretednorms and conventions of
literature, and was expressiveof a desire to go back to the deepest
-oral, musical, mythopoeic-rootsof poetry. The culmination of
this was his translation of the Iliad, his Omerova 11/onjanka,which
in its radical "Ukrainianization" illustrated his personal theory of
poetry and also was perhaps the most developed expressionof a
long tradition in Ukrainian literature of relying on native forms and
modes.’3’ For yevs’kyj, not surprisingly, these are only "strange
transformations"dyvovyniperetovmaéennja;567/474.

8. The centerpieceof the chapter is, understandably,evenko. The
attentionyevs’kyj devotesto him is considerableandthe importance
he assignsto him as a poet and an influence on Ukrainian literature
is unqualified, and yet for all that, the picture of evenko tendsto
be incomplete and unbalanced.And this follows directly from the
basicpremisesof yevs’kyj’s approach.The problem is not that he
divides evëenko betweentwo periods as noted above in one sense
this could be justified, nor that he does not qualify the designation
of "Romantic" for evenko’slate poetry. Theseare complex issues
that could hardly be developed fully here, and they are secondary
to the extent that they deal more with periodization than actual
content. The real problem is that yevs’kyj does not develop, or,
as the case may be, does not even mention some basic aspectsof
evëenko’s work, aspects and moments without which evenko
cannot be fully understood.

yevs’kyj beginsby discussingevéenko’sversificationandprosody
and then moves to instrumentation,tropes, and language. This is
done with copious ilustrations, but the illustrative material is not
used strictly analytically: more often than not these are catalogues
and mere "appreciations."This takes up well over half of the space
allotted to the poetry. The remaining topics that are treated are
evenko’s ballads,his use of the "Byronic poem," his "themes" by
which yevs’kyj means "the fantastic," "madness,""suicide," and
"torture, fire, the murderof one’schildren, capital punishment"[519],
and then his "few basic ideas and concepts," i.e., Slovo, Pravda,
Slava, etc. 521. In the subsequentsection on "Late Romanticism"

131 Cf. above.
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the discussion is only slightly amplified: yevs’kyj observes, for
example, that "his work was still characterizedby the featuresof
the ‘Byronic poem’ or the Romantic‘free poem," and that "Ballads
were the only genre in which evëenko ceasedto write during this
period" 537; he concedes that "The proportion of social and
political including anti-clerical sentimentspoems was augmented";
"but" he adds "this merely reflected the generalmood of the times"
538; he argues that "Thematically, the sole new element was the
rejectionof the Ukrainian historical subjectmatter" 538 and in the
final paragraphnotes evèenko’s turning "to the individual, with
specialemphasison his right to life andhappiness,"andthe symbolism
of the child andmother as expressingMessianic"hopesfor the future
Ukraine" 539.

8.1. Major aspectsof evenko’s poetry are thus overlooked. There
is no discussion,for exampleperhapsbecauseSoviet critics dwell on
this somuch, of evenko’s satire, on the Russianstate e.g., "Son,"
"Kavkaz", on his countrymen e.g., "I mertvym i yvym ...", on
literary critics Hajdamaky, on church dogma and biblical history
"Can". There is hardly any discussionof evenko’s political and
social ideology. There is no disëussionat all of evenko’s subtle
irony-afeatureso importantto the Romanticpoet-whichhe directs
at the world, at his fate, at himself as a poet, at fame and glory, at
various poetic conventions.There is not evenmention of his inspired
bitter humor, and, more generally, of the turbulent flow of emotions
that constitutesthe basic structureof most of his poetry.

8.2. evenko’s thematic range is presentedreductively. His themes
aremuchmoreresonantandsymbolicallychargedthanwhat is implied
by yevs’kyj’s enumerationof plot lines madness,murder, suicide,
etc. or by the label of "Romantic horror." To take but one example,

the murder of children by parents cf. "Utoplenna" or Hajdamaky
is expressiveof a deep symbolic structure, the totality of which can
be called evëenko’smyth of the Ukraine. The central figures in this
symbolic structure,one may add, are characteristicallycomplex and
emotionallypolysemous:the mother, for example, who indeedstands
for the Ukraine, is both sanctifiedand demonized;scenesand images
of idyllic, holy love are-necessarily-balancedby incest, hate and
murder.On the other hand, history, the national past, the national
experienceis also a continuing, profound concern, and one that is
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only modulated,not "rejected" or abandonedas yevs’kyj claims;
betweenthe early stereotypedCossacophilismof "Ivan Pidkova" and
"Tarasovani" and the late poems,"Buvaly vojny i vijs’kovi svary"
and"Jakby to ty Bohdanepjanyj" thereis a long line of development,
but the concernfor the past and how it affects the presentdoes not
cease.

In all, yevs’kyj’s treatment of ev&nko, as regards both the
passionate,emotional essenceof his poetic drive and the complexity
of his symbolicworld, is woefully restricted;evenko’sproteangenius
is reduced in the discussionto a dessicatedschema.An example
from one of the many cataloguesof quotationsmay illustrate the
problem. The lines are from the poem "Knjana":

Selo! selo! veseli xaty,
veseli zdalekapalaty

yevs’kyj breaksoff the citation at this point and does not include
the lines that follow:

Bodaj vy ternom porosly!
ob Ijudy j slidu ne najlly,
ob i ne znaly, dej lukaty

To be able to perform such an amputationin the processof making
a point about"sonorousrepetitions"is to reveal remarkableinsensitiv
ity to the meaningand emotional coloration and the integrity of the
poetic statement.It is like ignoring an enjambment,or, in a different
framework, like having schoolchildrendeclaim the passagethat pre
cedes these lines beginning with "Selo!-i serce odpoyne" and
ending with "Sam Boh vytaje nad selom" and turning that which
is a bitter and ironic aside in a poem about incestuousrape-with
God indifferently looking on: "I Boh ne znaje / A mote znaje, ta
movyt’ "-into a pious, rustic idyll. Unfortunately this is not an
isolated case,but a synecdochefor yevs’kyj’s approach.

8.3. However, our disappointmentwith this must be temperedby our
awarenessof the peculiar function and premisesof the whole History
cf. above. In this context the treatment of evenko or any
other writer is more understandable,if still not persuasive.The
emphasison "formal" or stylistic matters clearly presupposesthat
the reader is acquaintedwith traditional readings of evenko’s
poetry,his ideology,etc. Unfortunately,onecannotexpectthe English-
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speakingreaderand the Ukrainian one as well to be guidedby or
even to be awareof this tacit assumption.This reader, the beginning
student,may even be surprised to learn-becausecyevs’kyj deems
it too unimportant,or too well-known to mention-thatuntil he was
about twenty-four, evenkowas a serf. The literary import of this
"detail" is far from insignificant; it might suggest,for examplethat
for evenko the idea of freedom is rather more than a "literary
theme," or that for him it is qualitatively different than it is for, say,
Byron.

9. A special problem are the so-called Ukrainian schools in Polish
and RussianRomantic literature. They are undoubtedly important
for an understandingof Ukrainian Romanticism,and they are, of
course,significant for the respectiveliteraturesas well. They are also
part of a larger, quite complexphenomenon,andyevs’kyj’s failure
to differentiate this phenomenonis the first and basic flaw in his
treatment.The question of the Ukraine, or of Ukrainian themesin
Polish and RussianRomanticism, is as broad as it is interesting,
andone canhardly do justiceto it here.’32 But at least one mustnote
that the subjectis much too heterogeneous,its internal differentiation
much too basic, to warrant its being discussed,as was done by a
contemporary, the Polish Romantic writer and critic, Michal Gra
bowski, as one "school."33 This is particularly true of Russian
literature. Here, for example, the differentiation in the literature on
the Ukrainian historical theme, specifically the Cossackpast, stems
from differencesof national ethnic background,as between such
Ukrainians as Somov, Maksymovyë, and Gogol’ on the one hand,
and such Russiansas Ryleev, Pukin, Bulgarin et al., on the other,
and even more from intrinsic literary and ideological divergences
existing betweenthe pre-RomanticDecembristsGlinka, Ryleev, and
the "fellow traveler" Somov and the later Romantics, including
Puikin and Bulganin, and, finally, in a categoryof one, Gogol’, with
his genuinelymythical treatmentof the Ukrainian past.

The discussionof the Polish Romanticdepictionof the Ukraine and
its past is also problematical. To repeatonce again Grabowski’s for

mula,andsay that "Strictly speaking,the Ukrainianschool was limited

132 See G. Grabowicz, "The History and Myth of the CossackUkraine in Polish
and RussianRomantic Literature" Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1975.
133 Grabowskiintroducedthis notion in his Literatura i krytyka, vol. 1, pt. 2 Vilnius,
1840.
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to threeRomanticpoets:A. Malczewski [who] ... portrayedUkraine
during its knightly Cossack period; Bohdan Zaleski ... [who]
celebratedan idyllic and elegiac Ukraine; and S. Goszczyñski[with
his] ... vision of hajdamakUkraine" 453 is simplistic in the extreme.
This may have been acceptablecriticism in the 1840s; it is not now.
To list such minor writers as Groza, Olizarowski, etc., and to omit
Rzewuski, to passover Czajkowskiand the Cossacophilismhe repre
sents with one sentence,to include Slowacki only to mention his
juvenile "Dumka ukraiñska" and "mija" and to omit any mention
of his deep and symbolic treatmentsof a tragic Polish-Ukrainian
pastin "Waclaw," in Beniowski,andespeciallyin Sensrebrny Salomei,
is to apprehendthe subject through a filter of worn-out clichés.

The fundamentalproblem with the so-called Ukrainian schools,
however, is not the differentiation or the relative importanceof the
writers involved though in their own right these are important
matters, but a clear senseof the relation of this phenomenonto
Ukrainian literature.In this regard,yevs’kyj’s contentionthat those
Ukrainian writers of the first half of the nineteenthcentury who
wrote in Russianand this includesvirtually all, from Kotljarevs’kyj
andHulak to evëenkoandKulii "also contributedto the Ukrainian
schoolof Russianliterature" 452 must be re-examined.For we have
not only significant, in fact essential, differences in the treatment
and conception of the Ukraine by, say, Ryleev and Pukin on the
one hand, and evenkoand Kuli on the other, but also the much
more important question of whether such writing as, for example,
evenko’s prose should be considered"Russian literature." As we
shall see, it definitely should not.

10. The final and "biggest" problem in this chapter is yevs’kyj’s
understandingof what constitutesthe essence,so to speak,of Ukrain
ian Romanticism.For the most part, the final sectionon "The Signi
ficance of Ukrainian Romanticism" is true and balanced. Perhaps
the discussionof Romantichistoricismis overly simplified, particularly
with referenceto the ideas of evéenkoand Kulii; cf. 582-83.The
recurring assertion of a central, defining principle in Ukrainian
Romanticismis most problematical,however. Thus, in yevs’kyj’s
summation,

The most important feature and contribution of Ukrainian Romanticism
wasits consciousattemptto createa "completeliterature" capableof satisfying
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the requirementsof all circles and strata of Ukrainian society. The aspiration
toward a completeliteraturewas achievedchiefly in thecreationof a "complete
language,"an all-’round languagewell suited for use in all spheresof literature
and life. 580

Assumingfor the moment the theoretical validity of the concept of
"complete literature" and "complete language," the question still
remainswhether there was a conscious attempt on the part of the
UkrainianRomanticsto effect suchcompleteness,andfurther, whether
this attempt is "the most important" and implicitly the defining
"feature and contribution of Ukrainian Romanticism."

10.1. It is clear from yevs’kyj’s account that Ukrainian Roman
ticism wasnot at all characterizedby literary manifestoesproclaiming
a new conceptionof literatureandattackingtheir literary predecessors,
as in the so-called Battle of the Classicistswith the Romantics in
Polish literature.’34 As he points out in several places, a sharp
demarcationbetweenthe Ukrainian "Classicists" and the Romantics
was not in evidence: not only is there chronological overlapping,
but the presenceof both "styles" or modes is found in various
writers e.g., Hrebinka and Borovykovs’kyj, and even Hulak-Arte
movs’kyj. The case for an ideological or programmatic rejection
by the Romanticsof their "Classicist" predecessorsis also not clear
perhapsbecausethe "Classicists"were not all that Classicist.While
evenko did refer to the Enejida in the introduction to the second,
unpublished, Kobzar 1847 as "dobra, a vse-taky smixovyna na
moskovs’kyj talt,"35 this must be understoodin the context of the
whole statement,and it must be balancedby the unqualified praise
of his "Na vinu pam"jat’ Kotljarevs’komu."

10.2. However, even without manifestoesor clearly enunciatedpro
gramsone can havea "consciousattempt," a new understandingof
literature and its role. This one can readily accept. Moreover, in
the sensethat every new movement,school and developmentmakes
any literature more "complete," i.e., fuller or richer than it was
before, Ukrainian Romanticismdid create a "more complete litera
ture." But yevs’kyj has a different "completeness"in mind. For
him this is, on the one hand, expansionof the range of forms and

134 See Walka klasyków z romantykami, ed. Stefan Kawyn Wroclaw, 1960.
135 See Taras evëenko,Povne zibrannja tvoriv u testy tomax Kiev, 1964, 6: 314.
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genres,coupled with an admittedly conscious, unabashedmodeling
on other literatures, the Westernand the neighboring Slavic. And
this too can be readily accepted. On the other hand, however,
yevs’kyj points to a particular "content" in this "more complete"
literature.To his mind this is above all the establishmentof a higher
level of sophistication, specifically by making the literature and the
languagemoreacceptablefor "educatedsociety." This he seesamong
othersin Metlyns’kyj andKostomarovcf. p. 472, in Petrenko"[his]
work is signi[fi]cant and unique in that he forsook folk song subject
matter and attempted to relate the language and themes of his
romancesmore closely to the spiritual life of the educatedperson";
477, in Kuli but only in one prose work: "Perhapsthe only story
written for the educatedreader was ‘Potomky ukrajins’koho hajda
mactva’ ..."; 555, and generallyin the whole Romantic movement.
This line of reasoning,one may submit, is misleading. To begin, the
greater"sophistication"of Romanticismasopposedto the preceding
"Classicism" can be argued only on the basis of artistic, formal
and technical achievements,effective linguistic means,the gamut of
themesand genres, etc., but not on the basis of a more educated
audience,since the audience,whether for Kotljarevs’kyj or Hulak
Artemovs’kyj, evéenkoor Kuli, was one. yevs’kyj saysas much
when he notes that the works of the Romantics and those of the
"older generation"were publishedside by side in various almanacs
and periodicalscf. p. 456. More importantly, a consciousdesire to
accomodateliterature to the tastes and expectationsof "educated
society" is certainly not in evidenceon the thematic plane. In fact,
the search for inspiration in history, in the national experience,in
folklore as the repositoryof the emotional lfe of the nation was often
made in the face of precisely such "educated expectations" cf.
evenko’s sarcasticreply to the Russianreviewersof his Kobzar in
the introductionto Hajdamaky.That the languageof literature that
is, not only the verbal but also the artistic medium was expanded
is clear, but not only did it not become,as yevs’kyj is forced to
admit and we accept the term only provisionally, "a ‘complete
language,’ an all-’round languagewell suited for use in all spheres
of literatureandlife" 580, it is questionablewhethersuch a conscious
attemptexisted.Russian,after all, was still freely used as the language
of scholarship and of belles-lettres,particularly prose, by even the
most "patriotic" writersevenko, Kuli et al.. On the other hand,
some of the writers central to the Romantic movement e.g., Met-
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lyns’kyj and Maksymovy were convinced that Ukrainian was a

dying language,or at least existing only on a regional and somewhat
artificial basis.’36

The introduction of a "high style" on the other hand was an
importantdevelopment.As Shevelovhas argued,’37this is the major
contributionof Petrenko’spoetry, but this "high style," characterized
by contemplative Weltschmertz, does not of itself warrant identi
fication with poetry for the "educated."In fact, the other, dominant
strain in UkrainianRomanticism-evenko’s-wasin no lesserway

136 Metlyns’kyj’s "Zametki otnositel’no ju2norusskogojazyka" the introduction to
his first collection of poetry Dumky i pisni ta lee delöo [Xarkiv, 1839], in which he
describeswith obvious enthusiasmand love the beautiesof the Ukrainian language,
begins, nonetheless,with thesewords:

The South Russian languagewhich was spoken by our first Chroniclers who pre
served,from theflood of time, as in an ark, thetestamentof the foundersof the Russian
State for posterity, the South Russian languagein which our fathers sang, in their
dumy, the life and glory of SouthernRus’, that holy cradle of a powerful State, the
languagein which, most probably, were spoken the speechesof the Kievan Princes,
the forefathersof our OrthodoxTsars, [the language] whose words and expressions
sound to this day in Holy Writ ... the South Russian language,I say, is forgotten
and grows silent from day to day, and there will come a time when it will be forgotten,
and will grow silent ... . Emphasismine.

Cf. also his poem"Smert’ bandurysta,"with these opening lines of the banduryst ‘s
song: fpiM aanyca isa isac, Eoice, cnajrn isacB noIcapi,

Bo I B Mesh, B 6aHypi B3KC rjiac 3aMBpae!
Bxce ise rpHMITlf Me, BICe ise rOp1TaMe, BK B xMapi,
fliCHsI B aapoti, 6o BIC aatuaMoaaxoaae!

On the other hand,he balancesthis with feelings of hope for a rebirth of the language.
Thus: "No moet byt’ i to, to v epoxu prenebrelenijaju±norusskogojazyka ljubov’ k
nemu prosnetsja"; see also his poem"Ridna mova." Cf. Ukrajins’ki poety-romantyky
20-40-x rokiv XIX st. Kiev, 1968, pp. 152, 175, 177, andpassim.

Maksymovy’s views on this matter are succinctly expressedin his letter to the
Galician russophile D. Zubryc’kyj 22 April 1840, in which he suggeststhat West
Ukrainian writers write in Ukrainian, but argues that for the Ukrainian writers in
the Russian Empire, Russianhas become a natural medium. Here, too, he clearly
distinguishes betweenthe meaning of "Great Russian" and "Russian," with the latter
signifying a common state, patrimony and lingua franca cf. below:

Here, in the Russian Empire, the Great Russian language has become the Russian
language, and we speak it, write in it, and think in it as in a common language,one
that is also used in the Ukraine among the educatedclasses. Therefore everything
that is written in Little Russian is to some extent already artflcial, having only a regional
interest, as that written in the Alemannic dialect for the Germans.We cannot have a
literature in the South Russian language; there can only be-and there are-discrete
works-by Kotljarevs’kyj, Kvitka Osnov"janenko, Hrebinka, and others. First
emphasismine.

First published in Russian in the journal HalyCanyn 1, no. 2 1863: 107-109.
Cf. Xrestomatzja materialiv z istoriji ukrajins’koji literaturnoji movy, ed. P. D. Tymo
tenko, vol. 1 Kiev, 1959, p. 204 and passim.
137 GeorgeY. Shevelov, "Z istoriji ukrajins’koho romantyzmu,"pp. 757-66.
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directedat the "educated";in contrastto Petrenko,however,evenko
chargedhis poetry with the realia of Ukrainian life, and his images
and diction were drawnfrom what we may call "popular experience."
The difference betweenthese two Romantic styles is, as Shevelov
shows, significant, but it can hardly be said to hinge on the issue of
educationor appeal to the educated.It is safe to say that while
there certainly was development,a genuine differentiation among
readers of Ukrainian literature probably did not occur until well
into the twentieth century. In the early nineteenthcentury there was
one audience, one market, be it for Hulak-Artemovs’kyj or Kuli,
the purveyorsof the so-called kotljarev.öyna and the Kulturtragers.
If only for this reason,yevs’kyj’s distinction between literature
written "for the people" and for the "educated"does not conform
to the actual state of affairs.

10.3. Two further points need mentioning here. One concerns the
literary processitself. In the article noted above, Shevelov, after
speaking of the severe difficulties and delays in publishing, the
absenceof a lively and continuousliterary arena, in short, the whole
"abnormality" of the Ukrainian literary scene, refers to the process
of early nineteenth-centuryUkrainian literature as a "proces-ne
proces," and concludeswith the sobering reflection that "Today’s
historian of Ukrainian literature must do the work of an archeologist,
and, for that matter, an archeologistdigging up not formercities but
models of cities that were never built."38 This is an important
considerationto keep in mind when dealing with any aspectof early
nineteenth-centuryUkrainian literature,and especiallywhen formul
ating judgmentson the whole of the period. Nevertheless,it must
be stressedthat the existence of a literary processas such cannot
be doubted. It may have beenextremely complex and difficult and
at timestenuousand discontinuous,but it was a process.Were it not,
Ukrainianliterature would haveceasedto exist. The essentialquestion
for the scholarand historian is to determineits dynamics,to recon
struct the nature of this process.And this brings us to the second
point. The processmust not only be seen dynamically, it must also
be seen contextually, that is, with full cognizanceof the specificity
of the cultural background,particularly of how it forms the stages
of the process.A concept borrowed from anthropologywhich inte

138 Shevelov, "Z istoriji ukrajins’koho romantyzmu,"p. 766.
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grates both these frames of referenceis that of cultural-in our
case, literary-readiness.One of the first to apply it to Ukrainian
literature without using the term itself was P. Fylypovyé, who in
his fine article on evëenkoand Ukrainian Romanticismfocuseson
the gradual,organicacceptanceof various Romantic forms or models
e.g., Ossianism,Byronism, and shows it to be a reflection of the
culture’s growing readiness to absorb them.’39 This concept must
inevitably become a principal tool for the literary historian.

11. In the light of these issues, yevs’kyj’s approach must again
seem somewhatreductive, especially in the tendency to make the
literary processand the context secondaryto formal considerations.
Most reductive perhapsis the conceptionof Ukrainian Romanticism
largely in termsof an allegeddrive for completeness,for this reduces
not only the history of the literature but literature itself to a "prime
cause."The desireto perfect the languageand the expressivenessof
literature is part of the very definition of the literary process,though
it is only one of its many constituent factors. For the individual
writer, the artist, however, a programmaticconcern for such "com
pleteness"can hardly be seen as the determining motive behind his
creativity. To claim otherwiseis to project one’sown modeof thinking
on a different form of humanactivity.

I. "REALISM"

1. Finis coronal opus. The final chapter on Realism is the major
contribution of this English version of yevs’kyj’s History. Where
in precedingchaptersthe emendations,if any, were minor an added
paragraphor sentencehere and there,the transpositionof Vyens’kyj
from the Renaissanceto the Baroque, now a whole new period is
introduced: rather than stopping with Romanticism, or with an
excursuson the non-existent"Biedermeier" and "Natural Schools"
in Ukrainian literature, we are taken through the nineteenthand into
the beginning of the twentieth century. The absenceof an original
version makes it rather more difficult to review the translation,but
that it is a translation, and that it has all the problemsdiscussed
earlier, is evident. Apart from that, the chapter speaksfor itself, and

Pavlo Fylypovyë, "evàenkoi romantyzm,"ZIFV-[V]UAN, 1924, no. 4, pp. 3-18.
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in view of the fact that it speaksof a period in Ukrainian literature
with which some readers may be relatively acquainted-giventhe
traditional emphasisand the generalavailability of texts and critical
studies-it is inevitablethat the first impressionof a readerwould be
that this chapter,which treatsthe literature of the secondhalf of the
nineteenthcentury and the early years of the twentieth in thirty
pages,is tacked on, dashedoff, "written on the knee," so to speak.
Apparently, this reactionwas sharedby the editor, for in his "Fore
word" he notesthat "The last chapter, on Realism,which has been
specially preparedfor this edition, might, at first glance,seem inade
quate." "However," he continues, "considering the weakness of
Ukrainian Realism in comparisonwith Russianand Polish litera
tures it is not surprising that this period is treatedas a transitional
one" ix-x. This is hardly an adequateexplanation.Apart from the
totally spurious"comparativism"-bythe same token one could also
dismissUkrainianClassicismandRomanticismasnot being "as good"
as the Russianand Polish ones-thesuggestionthat Ukrainian Real
ism warrants a superficial treatment becausethe period is "transi
tional" is doubly false. First, regardlessof where one draws the
boundaries,i.e., regardlessof whether one includes such writers as
Marko Vovok and StepanRudans’kyj on one end and Lesja Ukra
jinka on the otherwhich yevs’kyj does,and which is questionable,
especially in the caseof the latter, a period that encompassessuch
writers as Svydnyc’kyj, Neuj-Levyc’kyj, Panas Myrnyj, Franko and
Makovej, the poetsHrinëenko, Hrabovs’kyj, Samijlenko and others,
is clearly important. Second, even if one were to concede that
"Realism" in Ukrainian literature is "transitional," namely, that the
precedingRomanticismandthe following Modernismwitnessedgreater
artistic achievements,it would still not justify a casual treatment.

yevs’kyj’s own explanation of this chapter is somewhat dis
ingenuous,as well. "At the time I was preparingmy book" he says
in a footnote "... I was unable to provide a concluding chapteron
Realism.This was due chiefly to the fact that the libraries in which
I was working, in Europe and in the United States, lacked the
writings of the Ukrainian Realists." It is rather difficult to envision
the library that would have Velykovs’kyj and Prokopovy, or for
that matterKvitka and Kostomarov,and not havePanasMyrnyj or
Franko; given the general availability of these writings-then and
now-one would hardly need a library. But yevs’kyj goes on to
say somethingmore revealing: "I wish here to presenton a different
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scale than in the book proper, albeit in the form of a brief study,
an outline of the literature of this period. I admit that this study
will not be exhaustiveand that it will probably have a considerable
subjectivecoloration" 588. The candid admissionof subjectivity and
selectivity seemsto imply that a thoroughstudy may be in order-a
view explicitly statedby cyevs’kyj in the introduction to the original
edition: "Zakinujemo vyklad istoriji literatury v cij knyzi roman
tykoju. Literatura doby realizmu ta modernyx porealistynyx teij
duze.syroka ta vymahatymeknyhy takoho obsjahu,jak i cja" p. 22;
emphasismine. The author, we may conclude, does not share the
editor’s notions about the importanceof this period.

2. The chapter, as usual, begins with a general discussionof the
concept of the period, or "What, in fact, is realism?" 588. For
yevs’kyj this is above all the question of realist "style," which he,
apparentlyfollowing the lead of Roman Jakobson,sees as basically
metonymical,whereasthe Romanticstyle was metaphorical589-90.
From this principle, this prime cause,he adducesthe very essenceof
Realistpoetics:

With the advent of Realism more information came to be known aboutan
object-not through comparisonbut throughexpandingits depiction to include
the origin of the object, its development,and its surroundings.A maidenwas,
therefore,not seenas a flower but as the child of a certain social class and a
detaileddescriptionwas providedof her childhood environment,her upbringing
and her early life, etc. A person was to be defined according to his social
class. Becauseof the requirement imposed on a work, that it contain such
information about its characters,its dimensions were broadenedand the sur
roundings becamealmost as important as the object itself. Realism thus was
a "metonymic style": it is becauseof this that the sweepof Realist creations
is much greater than that of Romantic writings. The imperative createdfor
Ukrainian literature by theselarge-scaleworks was onerous indeed. 590

Such a distinction between Romantic and Realist styles is not
without validity, of course,but it is questionablewhether it is suffi
cient for a historical perspective,whether it gives an adequateand
balanced picture-not of "Realist style" in its pure form-but of
this period of Ukrainian literature. For beyond this stylistic differ
entiation and a concomitantdiscussion of the developmentof the
Ukrainian literary languagewith special focus on the lexical diver
gencesbetweenWestern and EasternUkrainian; cf. pp. 591-92 y
evs’kyj haslittle to sayaboutthe basicfeaturesof Ukrainian Realism.
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The questionof the new thematicsof Realism is touchedupon only
tangentially, as a corollary to the languagequestion, i.e.:

Realism consciously limited literary themes to thosespheresin which the
Ukrainian languagewas already being used-thedepiction of the village and
its inhabitants,and, to a limited degree,the portrayal of a small-size city and
certain intellectual circles who still used Ukrainian in their daily lives. This
correspondedto ‘reality’ and consequentlywas deemedto be ‘realistic.’ 591

There is hardly any discussionof the formation, tentative as it may
havebeen, of new literary ideologies,of new conceptionsof the role
of the writer and new perceptions of his audience. There is no
discussion,for example,of the growing concernwith the psychology
of the individual, and the varied and at times quite successful
approachesto this-in Svydnyc’kyj, Noduj-Levyc’kyj, PanasMyrnyj
and Franko, and its culmination in Les’ Martovy’s Zabobon. Only
in the caseof Franko is this issueraised.Of Svydnyc’kyj’s Ljuborac’ki,
the first work to treat the psychologyof the individual against the
backgroundof ominous social processes,the dissolution of the old
patriarchal order, the destructive effects of denationalization,y
evs’kyj finds only this to say:

The novel, Svydnyc’kyj’s major work apart from minor contributions to
periodicals, was written in the style of a chronicle, mainly as a long series
of conversations.The nature of the chronicle also allowed the use of Polish
and Russianexpressionsby individual characters.Thereare no idyllic scenes
or positive heroeswhateverin this chroniclenovel, the accountof an unfortunate
clerical family-in particular,of the son who bearsthe author’s name,Anatol’.
595

3. As in the opening remarks so also in the discussionof individual
writers, the only extendedfocus is on "linguistic elements"and the
given writer’s approach to the literary language.Thus we are told
that "[Neuj-]Levyc’kyj’s greatest skill, linguistic characterization,
ensuredmoreover that the languageof his works was not only truly
popularbut, above all, feminine speech" 596. We also learn that
his stories frequently lacked a "dominant idea"[?] and humor[!].
On the other hand, of PanasMyrnyj, whose novels and tales were
"on a considerablyhigher spiritual level," we learnthat he "employed
the commonlanguageexclusively" 598. A minor writer, OlenaPilka,
getsdisproportionateattention-asmuchasMyrnyj or Neéuj-Levyc’kyj
-becauseof her views on the literary languageand her contributions
illustrated by various examplesto an "intellectual language."Most
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of thediscussionof M. Staryc’kyj centersaroundhis largely unsuccess
ful attempts to coin a new literary idiom. Even the treatment of
Franko,the only one to show somebalance,is heavily inclined in this
direction. It also offers such insights as

Franko ... expressedhis hopes for a proletarian scientific socialism, and
with muchsuperior force as illustrated by his striking and expressivetableaux
Boryslavs’kiopovidannjaBoryslavStories.He supportedtheEasternUkrainians
in their linguistic struggle as a matter of course, and to the extent that he
studied the language,including that of NeCuj-Levyc’kyj. Stylistically, however,
he was schooledin the West which in no way lessenshis merits-or, to be
more specific, he hadto createhis own style. It was only with Lesja Ukrajinka
that Frankowas connected-butthis was through a certain world view. 604

and: "Franko’s creativity, too, was aimed at the intellectuals-who,
however,may indeedhavesprungfrom the comon people.The times
had already produced such people" 606.

4. Apart from the question of the development of the Ukrainian
literary language,the discussion of this period is perfunctory and
idiosyncratic. Some important writers are not discussedat all, and
only their namesare mentionedin passing,e.g., M. Pavlyk, P. Hra
bovs’kyj, V. Samijlenko; major writers whose work at least in part
if not in its totality correspondsto "Realism"-the early Kocju
byns’kyj, andVynnyenko-orwho developfrom and maintain some
continuity with Realist traditions-OsypMakovej, Vasyl’ Stefanyk,
Les’ Martovy-are also not considered. The latter three are not
even mentioned. At the same time, yevs’kyj does see fit to bring

in the "Modernists"-Voronyj,Oles’, Karmans’kyj et al.-and,above
all, to dilate at the end on a writer who certainly does not belong
here at all, namely, the neo-RomanticLesja Ukrajinka.

5. This finale is most revealing-not only in its "form," i.e., the

fact that proportionately the greatestattention of the chapter on

"Realism" is devoted to a writer who is manifestly not a Realist,
but especiallyin its "content," i.e., in yevs’kyj’s opinions on her

role in the Ukrainian literary process.For Lesja Ukrajinka provides
him with the perfect platform from which to confront Ukrainian
Realism,and Ukrainian literature in general. With Lesja Ukrajinka
yevs’kyj has the ideal objective correlative for his senseof dis
satisfaction-letus be more explicit-his sense of embarrassment
and shamefor much if not all of Ukrainian literature of this time.
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Above all this is occasionedby the state of the Ukrainian theater
at the endof the nineteenthcentury,with its worn-outethnographism,
with its tired tradition of the "pojuëij i pljauëij narod." In dis
cussing the plays of Staryc’kyj, yevs’kyj had noted that "With
such precepts[the necessityof scenic effects, colorful ethnographic
material,etc.], the theatercould hardly becomean educationalmedium
for the people,much less for the intelligentsia" 612. To the extent
that Staryc’kyj had a pedagogicalintent, the issue is legitimate, but
still not central to the literary value of the works in question. In
his summationof the phenomenonas a whole, however, we hearnot
the dispassionatejudgment of a historian but the recollections of
a mortified eyewitness:

it was a diversion for the petty middle-classand the servant class; later,
after 1905, soldiers were also admitted into Ukrainian theaters. In this way
the respectof Ukrainianyouth for "its theater" was lost; it waned gradually,
but the principal consequencewas that the theaterhad forfeited its influence.
It remainedlittle more than an opportunity to hear the Ukrainian language
in a social situation and, at that, to observethe lack of comprehensionof the
illiterate audiences-theirlaughter at tragic scenes or for no reason at all
other than hearing a languagewhich for them was not only unaccustomed
but also, for their society,inadmissible.Sucha stateof affairs reducedintelligent
youngpeopleto despairand to a senseofnational shameand disgrace. Emphasis
mine; 613

The dramasof LesjaUkrajinkaare takenas the happyantidoteto this,
andher work in generalis seenas a transcendingof the "limitations"
of Realism: "Lesja Ukrajinka concludesthe history of Ukrainian
Realism having made the valuable contribution of a literary form
which led literature far beyondthe limits of Realismand which made
Ukrainian literature a world literature for the first time" 615. The
refrain that Lesja Ukrajinka "made Ukrainian literature a world
literature for the first time" is an old cliché in Ukrainian, especially
émigré, criticism, but yevs’kyj repeatsit with the fervor of a true
believer. Thus: "Lesja Ukrajinka raised Ukrainian literature to the
level of a world literature,one which treatsthemesthat are common
and important to mankind as a whole involving situations which
happennot only in Ukraine, but everywherein the world and at
any moment in the historical process"616, or a bit further: "It
was by disregardingthe boundariesof a certainpeopleor of a certain
time that Lesja Ukrajinka, possibly for the first time in the history
of Ukrainian literature, was able to create works that belonged to
the heritageboth of Ukraineand of the world even evenko’s ‘Cau
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casus’ requires commentariesif it is to be readby a non-Ukrainian,
while for the ‘exotic’ plays of Lesja Ukrajinka, they are unnecess
ary," or "... if there are any Ukrainian works which are able to
speak not only to fellow Ukrainians but also to humanity at large,
these works are [her] dramatic poems-afact that would hold true
even if they had appearedin prose translation"617. And finally
this pronouncement:

Lesja Ukrajinka took a phenomenalstep beyond the narrow confines of
Realism andbeyondthe confines of Ukrainian literature in general. It was an
achievementwhich hasbeenscarcelyappreciatedto the presentday. Yet if the
poetessreally developed her own works as a result of having outgrown the
positionsof Realism which is more than doubtful, then it was a great service
on behalf of Realism toward the cause of Ukrainian literature which had
otherwisesufferedconsiderablybecauseof this trend. 617

In the tortured logic and syntax of the last sentencewe have an
example of schematismand reification at their most sublime-having
"harmed" Ukrainian literature, Realism now "makes up for the
damage"by producing Lesja Ukrajinka.

6. What is noteworthyin all thesesentimentsis that this "phenomenal
step," this "great service" is seen as existing quite independentlyof
actual artistic achievement.Once or twice cyevs’kyj concedesim
perfectionsin LesjaUkrajinka’s work, but rejectsthe chargethat her
plays are rhetorical and grandiloquent as "amazing allegations."
"They forgot" he says of those who think so, "that rhetorical and
declamatory elements were also found in classical tragedy as well
as in Shakespeareand in the dramas of French Classicism where
they dominatedthe stage and enthralledthe audience-andwithout
drinking and dancing ..." [616]. The fact, however, is that Lesja
Ukrajinka’s poetry,especiallythe lyrical, but the dramatic as well, is
frequently debilitated by rhetoricalness,and that the issue is not with
rhetoric as such but the fact that it is bad rhetoric, overburdened
with pathosand wordiness.The basic point of yevs’kyj, and the
traditional clichéd argument, is that by virtue of introducing "world
themes"Lesja Ukrajinka was making Ukrainian literature into, or
leading it unto the path of, world literature. This is patently absurd,
and it is remarkablethat a scholarof yevs’kyj’s stature repeatsit.
A literary work, like a painting, like any work of art, is aesthetically
valuablenot by virtue of its subjectmatter but by the totality of its
artistry, its "form-and-content."In the caseof Lesja Ukrajinka the
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"world themes"are no guaranteeat all of artistic excellenceand it
is telling that what is undoubtedlyher bestwork-"Lisova pisnja"-
is neitherallegorical nor "historical" but rooted in native Ukrainian
traditions.Thequestionof how LesjaUkrajinka’sthematicsinfluenced
the Ukrainian literary processis a broaderone, but it, too, is not
divorced from considerationsof artistic quality: ultimately the magni
tude andeffectivenessof literary influence is also measuredby artistry
and not merely by subject matter.

7. Underlying the facile generalizationsabout the "gigantic step the
poetesshad takenon to the field of world literature" generalizations
which, among other things, blithely disregard the above-discussed
issue of the necessarycultural-literaryreadinessfor this or any other
"gigantic step" is the implicit, deep-seatedand logically necessary
conviction that Ukrainian literature and "world literature" are some
how two different things, that without the incorporation of certain
"world themes" or reworkings of certain literary works e.g., Don
Juan,or at the very leastwriting "for humanityat large" in a manner
that requires no "commentaries,"Ukrainian literature is not world
literature; ergo that it is somehowincompleteand inferior.

This nonsenseis synthesized from several fallacies: the quasi-
metaphysicalnotion of a monolithic "world literature," where in
fact there is a manifold of synchronically and diachronically inter
penetrating literary traditions and conventions; the ethnocentric,
parochial and ahistorical perspective that allows one to see the
complexweb of thesetraditionsandconventions-ofwhich Ukrainian
literature is an intrinsic part-in terms of the binary opposition
Ukrainian literature/world literature;and, not least of all, an under
current of feelings of inferiority rushing to concludethat on the one
hand, the "world theme" is intrinsically more valuable than one
dealing with "purely Ukrainian" matters,and, on the other, that the
latter cannot appealto "humanity at large." Associatedwith all this
is the naive self-deceptionthat works with such "world themes" do
in fact "speak" to "humanity at large." In fact, such works are
quintessentiallyintendedfor Ukrainian consumption;the non-Ukrain
ian public the "world," "humanity at large" is not as interested
in anotherpoemabout RobertBruce or anotherversion of the Don
Juan themeas it is-given a good translation-ina story by Kocju
byns’kyj or Stefanyk. It is embarrassingto have to repeatthe truism
that it is the artistry, not the subject matter, that makes a work
universal.
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8. In this and other respectsthe chapteron Realism continues the
more or less conscious approach of the whole History, with its

tendency to subjective, even partisan involvement, its tendency to
reductionhereto see Realism sub speciaeof the languagequestion,
and the selective focus, which produces, at best, a discussion of
some pertinent issues, but not a historical and balanced overview.
As a result, even though it is much more causal and idiosyncratic
than the whole, the concluding chapter, written twenty years after
the book first appearedand more than thirty years after work on it
was first begun, still highlights the premisesand flaws of yevs’kyj’s
History.

V. THE BASIC PROBLEMS

As yevs’kyj notesin his introduction to Hruevs’kyj’s monumentally

conceivedbut unfinished Istor/a ukrajins‘koji literatury, histories of

literature inevitably becomedated-preciselybecausethey are scholar
ly 40 Not only is our factual knowledgecontinually expanded,
but the discipline itself, and the humanesciencesas a whole, grow
and develop. Consequently,reevaluation of the scholarship of the

pastand reexaminationof the state of the discipline is a scholarly
imperative.

1. Perhapsthe most fundamentalpremise in yevs’kyj’s History is
the belief that literature is a unique phenomenonthat exists apart
from other spheresof humanactivity social, political, etc. and that
consequentlya history of literature need concern itself only with
"immanently literary" criteria, that it, too, can be conceivedas a kind
of Ding an sich. But while the first part of the proposition can be
taken as true-certainlyas far as the ontology and structureof the
literary work is concerned-thesecond is surely false. For a true
history of literature, as we have already argued, must concernitself
not only with the text but with the context as well, for it is only with
a cultural and social and political context that we have a literary
process,a literature, as opposedto an aggregateof texts. Without
attentionto the overall context,the given study ceasesto be a history

‘° Myxajlo Hruievs’kyj, Isbn/a ukrajins’koji literatury, vol. 1 New York, 1959,
p. x.
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of literature and becomesinstead a study of particular aspectsof
the literature, its formal properties,for example,or the development
of the literary language,etc. Such a special, narrow focus is epitom
ized by yevs’kyj’s FormalistischeDichtung bei den Slaven,and it is
one that characterizesin various respectsthe History of Ukrainian
Literature. This is not to say, of course, that yevs’kyj is totally
oblivious of the social and cultural context thoughhe does ignore
the economicor socioeconomicdimensionentirely. He does occasion
ally relate literary phenomenato processesin Ukrainian cultural and
social history. His explanation of the notion of an "incomplete
literature" is a notableexample of this:

The Ukrainian nation, having lost its leading classesat the end of the
eighteenthcentury, becamea nation that was "incomplete"; similarly "incom
plete" was its literature see below. The entire meaning and thrust of the
Ukrainiannationalmovementduring the nineteenthcentury consistedin "com
pleting" the nationalorganism, in raising it to a true culturally independent
stratum. In the field of literature, this difficult task involved the creationof
a complete system of literary forms. For a long time the attempt failed,
especially since various social and political conditions stood in its way. 368

Theseoccasional"contextual" elaborationsare few and far between,
however, and when they do occur they are for the most part vague
and generalized-asillustrated by the above reference to "various
socialandpolitical conditions."As such,yevs’kyj’s method-contrary
to the editor’s opinion-doesnot really show "constant regard for
deepercultural and social influencesand undercurrents"ix. This is
demonstratednot only by his avowed intent to focus attention "on
those problems that have not as yet been sufficiently studied-
questionsof form and periodization"8, and not only, as we have
seen, by the various individual analysesof authors or periods in
which there is no regard or even reference to any such "deeper
cultural and social undercurrents,"but most fundamentally by his
understandingof what is literature. For tyevs’kyj literature is per
ceived as somethinguniversal,as somethingthat in its essencetrans
cendsnational and cultural determinants.His history of Ukrainian
literatureis treatedsubspeciaeof the putative universalmore specific
ally Westernor Europeanstructures,values, historical experiences,
conventions; it is written from an idealistic and consequentlyalso
normativevantagepoint.

One does not by anymeansdeny that thereare many structuresin
literature that are universal. They are above all the peculiar ontic
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statusof the literary work, the role of the imagination, the imposition
of form, the division into genres,the importanceof conventionsand
norms, etc. But where poetics and literary theory be it Aristotle’s,
Lessing’s, or Ingarden’s deal with literary works in general, and
drawon concreteworks only to illustrate or establishgeneralpropo
sitions, literary history, especiallythe history of a national literature,
has for its subject a set of particular works, a set of particular
circumstancesand processes-inshort, the specifics of literature. For
yevs’kyj, however, the specifics-in this caseof Ukrainian literary
history-are decidedly secondary;his scholarship, his attention is
directed at what is general or "universal" in Ukrainian literature,
either in the narrowestsense,i.e., in referenceto formal properties
and aspects,or in the broadest, that is, reflecting the overarching
historical or ideological constructs Classicism, Romanticism,etc..
The "middle ground," the uniquely Ukrainian "substance"is largely
slighted if not altogetherleft out of the picture. Put in anotherway,
the framework for yevs’kyj’s approachto the history of Ukrainian
literature comesnot from its own processand dynamics,but from a
ready-made"universal" scheme. If it can be demonstratedthat the
scheme,the blueprint,is often inapplicableand the criteria, the tools,
inappropriate, then the resulting edifice will undoubtedly be mis-
proportionedand askew.

2. Our first axiom must be that any given literature is indissolubly
bound up with its culture, that it is molded by it and is always its
reflection and expression.Thus for the historian, the first focus must
be on the specifics, the particular and unique structuresof that
literature.

3. Literature-anational literature-isa system. This follows from
the preceding. It is a systemwhich, like the culture of which it is a
part, expressesthe life, values,experiences,etc., of a group, and like
that culture it is by its very nature complete. yevs’kyj’s claim to
the contrary, as he repeatedlyspeaksof the purportedincompleteness
of modernUkrainianliteraturein the chapterson Classicism,Roman
ticism and Realism, is the single most serious fallacy in the entire
History,14’ and its refutation is perhaps the most important pre
requisitefor an adequatehistory of Ukrainian literature.

141 It is also introduced into the Comparative History of Slavic Literatures. And
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The first formulation of this thesis-"incompleteliterature of an
incomplete nation"-showsthat on this one occasion cf. above
yevs’kyj did approachthe phenomenonin a larger context. It also
showsthe possible antecedentsof his opinion, for the formula "in
complete nation" seems to echo Herderian distinctions between
"historical" and "non-historical" nations or peoples, distinctions
which received their crudestexpressionin the racial hierarchy of a
Gobineau. It is generally acceptedin the social sciencesthat there
is no such thing as an "incompletenation." There are ethnographic
groups,tribal societies,peasantsocieties,etc., and thereare nations-
but the differentiation, and, necessarily,evaluationof nations accord
ing to superior and inferior, historical and non-historical, complete
and incomplete,is the realm not of scholarshipbut of, say, political
propaganda.One could arguein yevs’kyj’s defensethat he usesthe
conceptof incompletenessnot evaluatively but historically, as simply
describingahistoricalprocessor stateof affairs. In fact, the evaluative
componentis inescapable,as it is with the categoryhistorical/non-
historical, but while the attendantemotional involvement is real cf.
yevs’kyj’s commentson the Realist theaterit is indeed probable
that intellectually there was no intent to evaluate.The criterion of
completeness,however, is also not justifiable historically. For when
yevs’kyj speaksof "incompleteness"in the Ukrainian body politic
it is implicitly taken to be the result of the loss of political inde
pendenceand autonomy the second half of the eighteenthand the
nineteenthcentury: "The Ukrainian nation, having lost its leading
classesat the end of the eighteenthcentury,becamea nation that was
‘incomplete’; similarly ‘incomplete’ was its literature This distorts
the historical process. When some classes or groups disappearor
are "lost" there occur changesin internal make-up, in institutions,
in socialstratification,but the nationdoes not thereforedie or become
incomplete.By reasonof the loss of political independencethe Polish
nation in the nineteenthcenturywould also haveto be called incom
plete, and, similarly, every nation that ever "lost" an elite or ruling
class through war or revolution the Czech, the French,the Russian,
the Chinese,etc. would be incomplete.One can and one does speak
of various stages in the developmentof modern nations, but the

it is indeeddismaying to find that it is being given credence by some critics; for
example,in the review cited above,William B. Edgerton considers"the distinction
between‘complete’ and ‘incomplete’ literatures" a "stimulating insight" Slavic and
East European Journal 16, no. 1 [1972]: 85.
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categoryof complete/ incomplete, with its evaluative and normative
overtones,has no scientific validity.’42

The basic issue for us, however, is not history but the history of
literature,and in this regardthe notion of "incomplete literature" is,
if anything, even more untoward. It stems, as already noted, from

yevs’kyj’s strong normative sense: he postulatesa "required," a
"normal," "content," or profile for Ukrainian literature-in terms
of its systemof genres,aboveall, in its forms andvalues-anddeems
any deviation from this a sign of incompleteness.A notion of
incompletenessmust logically postulate a senseor model of com
pleteness,and this model, as is obvious from yevs’kyj’s discussion,
is provided by other literatures, principally the West European. The

basic question,however, of why a literature expressingone culture,
one set of historical experiencesand influences, should be a yard
stick for another, of why Ukrainian literature in whatever aspect,
in its genres or its emphases,should be like any other literature,
is never faced. By this procedureany numberof literatures-Persian,
Turkish, Chinese-mightbe called incompletebecauseat some period
in their history they do not exhibit the same systemof genres that
the West Europeanliteratures do. Theoretically, one could reverse
the process and claim that a Western literature, say, French, is
"incomplete" becauseit does not have a feature, a genre of a non-
Western literature,for example the Ukrainian duma. In practicethis
is never done for the simple reasonof West Europeanethnocentrism
which yevs’kyj very much sharesand the hierarchy, the senseof
statusthat it projects. By reason of similar immanent "status" one
would also hardly think to call Chinese literature incomplete, no
matter how many West Europeangenresit was missing. In essence
the principle implicit here-that every literature is a completesystem,

to be judgedon its own terms and in its proper cultural context-is
correct,it mustonly bemadegeneralandnot contingenton unscholarly
notions of "status." It is revealingto observe in this connectionthat
this problemhasbeenbroachedin recentRussianliterary scholarship,
namely, in D. S. Lixaev’s interestinginvestigations on the poetics of

the literature of Old Rus’.’43 Among the centralpointsin this syncretic
study are thosewhich clearly parallel the principles discussedhere:

142 For a somewhat different approachsee Omeljan Pritsak andJohn S. Reshetar,
"The Ukraine and the Dialectics of Nation-Building," in The Development of the
U.S.S.R., ed Donald W. TreadgoldSeattleand London, pp. 236-67.
143 D. S. Lixaev, Poètika drevnerusskoj literatury Leningrad, 1971.
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the convictionthat literature expressesandmirrors a culture not only
by its manifest content but by its organizationas well, the fact that
literature constitutes a "system of genres" and that this system’s
capacity for accommodatingnew elementsis narrowly confined cf.
the above-discussedidea of cultural readiness,and, as a synthesis
of thesepoints, an implicit rejection of any notion of "incomplete
ness."44It is an argument,of course, that is to be applied not only
to Old Rus’ian and Old Russianliterature but as a generalprinciple
of literary history. The notion of an "incomplete literature" should be
repudiatednot becauseit offends national pride, but becauseit is
false.

4. Before fmally laying it to rest, however, we might look at two
attendantmethodologicalissues.The first concernsthe line of reason
ing that culminateswith the notion of completeness/ incompleteness,
but which underlies some other premises of yevs’kyj’s, notable
among them his general schemeof periodization.At its core it is a
reasoningthat is quite analogousto evolutionist thinking. In anthro
pology and associatedfields, evolutionism is the term applied to
those nineteenth-centurytheorists Morgan, Taylor, Bachofen who
shared the basic premise that all human cultures follow the same
path and passthrough the same stages in their cultural evolution.
In the processof attempting to reconstructthe paston the basis of
the present they concluded that various contemporary primitive
cultures were in essence"delayed" or archaic stages of our own
developed one. The empirical thinking of later schools beginning
with Malinowski rejectedthis "cabinet approach,"as they called it,
which arbitrarily focused on particular data e.g., the evolution of
particular tools or implementsand while fitting it into a theory,
neglectedto seethe cultureas a functioning whole. yevs’kyj reminds
us of this naive nineteenth-centurythinking as he assumesthat all
literatures must develop a particular "content" and form, as he
focuseson one issue, i.e., the system of genres,without referenceto
the particular nature of the whole context, and as he determines
completeness/ incompletenesson this basis, and indeed postulates
"decline into" and "evolution from" such incompleteness.With these
premisesand in the absenceof empirical criteria the way is open to
various forms of subjectivism.

144 Lixaev, Poètika drevnerusskoj literatury, p. 68.
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The secondissue pertainsto yevs’kyj’s pronouncedtendency to
reification, or, at the very least, the tendencyto see the phenomenon
in questionstatically. A literature,a culture, a nation are all dynamic
entities; yevs’kyj sees them in stasis, almost as physical things.
One can speak of static, or conventionally defined, or physical
objects as being incomplete-anincomplete set of Shakespeare’s
works, an incompletemuseum-butan incompleteliterature?an in
completeculture? A pie from which a wedge is taken is indeed an
incompletepie, but is a nation a pie that becomesincompletewhen
it loses most or even all of a certain group?

5. The conceptualcornerstoneof yevs’kyj’s History is the desig
nationof style as the basisandcriterion of the literary process.This is
consonantwith his avowed emphasison formal matters and the
unavowed but pervasive downgradingof the cultural context. It is
an approachnot without precedent-aboveall in the history of art-
and it is also not without its problems.The first, of course, is the
very definition of the term "style." As we see from dictionaries of
literary terms and encyclopediasof poetics, "style" is used in multi
farious, often mutually exclusive ways; it can be regardedas consti
tuting the "essential form" of the work of art or as a generic term,
"a product of many elements," to be "broken down into species
and subspeciesuntil it terminatesin the individual."145 To cite one
informative entry, style can be examinedunder various categoriesor
"elementsthat enterinto communication,hence affect style."

A style may take its epithet speciesfrom 1 its author, Homeric style; 2 its
time, medieval style; 3 its languageor medium,Germanicstyle or lyric style;
4 its subject, philosophicalstyle; 5 its geographicalplace, Billingsgate style;
6 its audience, popularstyle; 7 its purpose,humorous style.146

Most commonperhapsis the understandingof style as the expression
of an artist’s individuality; in Buffon’s famous formula: "Le style
est l’homme même." The typologiesof style that have resultedfrom
this belief rangefrom the objective,statistical,to the impressionistically
psychologicaldifferentiating,for example,such styles as "weak, deli
cate, balanced, positive, strong, hybrid, subtle and defective".’47
But despitethe differencesoccasionedby variegatedand ambiguous
‘ E[dward] A[.} T[enney], "Style," in Dictionary of World Literature, ed. Joseph
T. Shipley Totowa, N.J., 1964, p. 397.
146 T[enneyl, "Style," p. 398.
147 Cf. StephenUllmann, Meaning and Style New York, 1973, p. 71.
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usage, "style" can still function as a rewarding analytical tool-
provided it is applied in a consciousand preciseway.’48

In yevs’kyj’s History, however, no attempt is made to’ define
"style." It is introduced, abruptly and somewhat tautologously, as
the basis of periodization "Analiza stylju pryvela do vysnovku, o
same zminy literaturnyx styliv dajut’ najkraèi ta sutoliteraturni
kryteriji dlja periodyzaciji literatury"; 19,’ and it is apparently
assumedthat its denotationis self-evident. But while a definition is
not provided at the outset, it soonbecomesquite clear that herestyle
is synonymouswith literary period. One explicit articulation of this
is given in the brochureKul’turno-istoryni epoxy, in which yevs’kyj
first states his periodization scheme and shows that he models
himself on the history of art:

The first historians, it seems,who consciouslyattemptedto divide the entire
developmentof the cultural spherethey were investigating into epochs,which
they characterizedaccording to content,were the historians of art ... . The
history of art becomesto a large extent a history of "styles," that is, the
history of the changesin systemsof artistic ideals, artistic tastes, and charac
teristic featuresof artistic creativity that characterizeeach period.

And:

Along with the study of more and more spheresthrough the method of
"cultural-stylistic" investigation, a most important tendency is the attempt to
see in every period, with all its various and variegatedspherespolitics, art,
literature,philosophy,piety, etc., a totality whoseevery side equally represents
the same cultural style.15°

Thesethesesare subsequentlyincorporatedinto the History of Ukrain

ian Literature.
Yet to the degreethat style is expandedto mean a whole epoch

or period, its analytical usefulnessis proportionatelyimpaired. First,
becausethe constructionbecomestautologousas in the above-cited
sentencethat saysthat the analysis of style establishesstyle as the
most truly literary criterion for periodization; all it does, in fact,
is show that style is a fit subject matter for stylistic analysis. The
basis or "matter" for periodization,we are told, is style, and style

148 A fine example of this is Peter Gay’s study of Style in History New York,
1974; theintroductorysection, "Style-From Manner to Matter," succinctly describes
the pitfalls andpotentialities of the term.
149 "Stylistic analysisrevealedthat changesin style were the bestand most intrinsic
criteria for the periodizationof literature" 13-14.
150 Kul’turno-istoryëni epoxy, pp. 6-7.
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is the totality of a period, so the idea, the Gestalt of the period and
not the actual phenomenain it, becomesthe basis for periodization.
Secondly, the discussionof style as the total set of a period tends
to absolutize it, to discount or downgradedifferentiation within it.
In this regardthe concept of a "model" for a period is much more
functional precisely becauseit avoids the dangers of monism.’5’
To be sure, in Kul’turno-istoryëni epoxy,a theoretical,hypothesizing
and more carefully formulated work, yevs’kyj repeatedly warns
against this flaw and the tendency to make the schemamore real
than the concretematerial it standsfor. In practice, however, in the
History, this warning is not followed. When in the theory of Kul’turno
istoryéniepoxyhe warnsagainstthe seductivenessof suchharmonious,
monolithic periods/ styles-

the harmonious,monolithic characterwhich the historical processand the
separatehistorical epochsassumeunder such a perspectiveis not of itself a
positive argumentfor the correctnessof the conceptionthat is the basisof such
an approach-

in thepraxisof the History he is quite seducedby them. Consequently,
two discreteperiods,the monumentalandthe ornamental,are posited
whenthe evidencetendsto suggesta broaderandmore heterogeneous
period encompassingboth; obversely, the differentiation within the
Baroqueis ignored even after yevs’kyj himself points to its exist
ence. Similarly with the later periods of Classicism, Romanticism,
and Realism: the desire to find "harmonious, monolithic" epochs
overshadowsthe intractablereality.

Ultimately, beyond the question of a balancedunderstandingof
style is the more fundamentalquestionof whether this "intrinsically
literary" criterion is sufficient basis or "matter" for literary history.
As we have argued earlier, it is not. Unless the context and the
dynamics of the process are considered, the focus on style, even
when it is conceivedbroadly, with many subdivisions,will highlight
one, albeit important, aspect,and not the whole of literary history.

6. Periodization,as yevs’kyj repeats more than once, is the focal
point of his enterprise.His schemefor periodicizingUkrainianliterary
history embodieshis central theoreticalideason style as the substance
of literary history, on the nature of literary development, on the

151 Cf. JadwigaSokolowska’sSpory o barok: W poszukiwaniu modelu epoki Warsaw,
1971, especiallypp. 13-77.
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natureof literature itself. It is inevitable, therefore,that any flaws or
problemsin the building blocks would be more than evident in the
overall structure.And they are.

yevs’kyj’s periodizationof Ukrainian literature, as we have seen
in some detail, and as his critics have variously remarked, is highly
schematic.He implicitly acceptsthe model of West Europeanliterary
history-early and late Medieval periods, the Renaissanceand
Humanism, the Baroque, Classicism, Romanticism and Realism-
andunto this Procrusteanbed he stretchesand squeezesthe material
of Ukrainian literature. The resulting incongruities are then for the
most part seen as "deficiencies" or "weaknesses"-ofthe material,
not the schema.This procedureis the very oppositeof that followed
by the art historianscyevs’kyj approvinglyalludesto in the Kul’turno
istoryéni epoxy.For a Wölfflin the procedurewas to usethe category
of Renaissanceor Baroque as a generalizationthat would accom
modate and describe the mass of available evidence.’52 To make
the generalizationand the schemaprimary andthe materialsecondary
is to do violence to reality. The productcannothelp but be unnatural
if the operation-asillustrated by the introduction into the scheme
of Ukrainian literary history of such empty slots as "Biedermeier"
and the "Natural School"‘53-is quintessentiallymechanical.

While the periodization schemedoes not do justice to Ukrainian
literature, one could perhapsfind justification for it on the grounds
that it does set forth hypotheticalpurportedlyuniversal principles
againstwhich the history of Ukrainianliteraturemaybe viewed. Thus
while the total picture may in the end be distorted, the hypothetical
nature of the conception may conceivably offer new insights that
would partially offset the accompanying inadequacies.This much
maybe conceded.The methoditself, however,the theoreticalprinciple
on which the schemarests, has very little to recommendit.

Basically, yevs’kyj posits a perpetualoscillation of styles: "It
is also possible, it seems,to establish a pattern in the change of
literary styles. This pattern is based on the repeatedalternation of
oppositetendencies:styles, and to a certainextent ideologiesas well,
oscillate betweentwo oppositepoles" 14. This oscillation hinges on
one binary set of features:

152 Cf. his Principles of Art History New York, 1932.
153 The fact that the categoriesof "Biedermeier" and the "Natural School" are
subsequently recognized as inapplicable to Ukrainian literature is not as important
as the fact that they are admitteda priori as legitimate categories.
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In spite of the great variety of literary styles in Europeanliterature, it is not
difficult to isolate the two basic types with opposite characteristics:love of
simplicity, on the one hand, and a preferencefor complexity on the other;
a preferencefor clarity basedon definite rules of an establishedframework,

on the one hand, and a predispositionto incomplete,fragmented,"free" form
on the other. 14154

In Kul’turno-istoryni epoxyand in the recentComparativeHistory of

Slavic Literatures,yevs’kyj representsthis see-sawschemaof oscil
lating styles and periods and modesof perceptionwith a graph:

Early
Middle Ages Renaissance Classicism Realism

In the latter publication yevs’kyj gives a finer "tuning" to the
graph:’55

Early
Middle Ages Renaissance Classicism Realism

Biedei""

Impressionism

"Modernism"

In Kul’turno-istoryóni epoxy he accommodatesUkrainian literature
by extending the see-saw to include "neo-Classicism."’56 Now,
whether this movement is depicted as an S-curve or a zig-zag in

154 This seemsto echoWölffiin cf. the Conclusion to his Principles of Art History
but there the reasoning is always subtle and far from any schematism.A direct
precursor for this theory of oscillation may have been Louis Cazamian, cf. his "La
Notion de retours périodiques dans l’histoire littéraire" and "Les Périodes dans
l’histoire de Ia littérature anglaise moderne," in Essais en deux langues Paris, 1938;
cf. also René Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature New York, 1956,
pp. 267 and354. For yIevs’kyj’s possible indebtednessto other, German, theorists,
see the necrologyin Harvard Ukrainian Studies 1, no. 3 September 1977: 379-406.
155 Comparative History of Slavic Literatures, pp. 16 and 18.
156 Kul’turno-istoryëni epoxy, p. 13.

Late Middle Ages Baroque Romanticism Neo-Romanticisin

Late Middle Ages Baroque Romanticism
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Lixaev’s rendition of it,’57 the graph has no analytical value-it
is basically a doodle. Worse still, it is misleading.The problem here
is not the absenceof chronological demarcationsbetween periods
in fact the impossibility of providing such, and not the lack of
considerationfor simultaneous,"overlapping" tendencies,and gener
ally the question of discontinuity, and the problem of "in-between"
periods-theseare all issuesthat yevs’kyj claims to be aware of,’58
and as far as the latter problem is concernedhe does expand the
schemeto accommodatethem. Nor is the problem the implicit
equationof the two sets of peaks,or technically speaking, the non-
differentiationof the amplitude of the curve, that is to say, the lack
of provision for measuringthe intensity or intrinsic historical,artistic,
statistical, etc. value or importanceof the The problem
with the graph is not the amplitude of the curve, or its length, but
the curve itself, i.e., the fact that the literary processand literature
as such is reducedto one function, here the eternaloscillation of the
simple and the complex, the Classicaland the Baroque. In actuality
there is a myriad of such "functions," of literary-historical issuesand
problems, in the realm of style and content, that ought to be con
sidered-andwhen they are it is doubtful whether the resulting
picture can be conveyedby a graph.

7. yevs’kyj’s recourseto the Weberianidea of "ideal types" does
not quite save his methodology.The device of a model that would
elucidate a cultural phenomenonis certainly valid, but whereasfor
Max Weber it is a tool intendedto facilitate understandingof irra
tional behaviorand deviationfrom the rational norm, for yevs’kyj
the ideal typeattainsreality-or is to be found in it-and it becomes
the norm. This is evident from his own words:

In literary scholarship,as in the other arts and social sciences, one must
strive to form not conceptsbut "ideal types" Max Weber. Conceptsof this
sort if one can use "concept" in a broadersenseinclude not characteristics
common to an entire group of objects but typical characteristics,which may
be absentfrom manyobjectsor presentonly in a small subgroupsthat includes
the most significant objects. To create an ideal type of Gothic church, the

157 Poètika drevnerusskoj literatury, p. 73.
Cf. Kul’turno-istorytni epoxy, pp. 13-16.

159 Lixaev, for example,has difficulties with this, too, but his concern-mistaken,
it seems-isthat the schemehasno provision for demonstratingprogressin literature;
Poêtika drevnerusskoj literatury, p. 74.
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characteristicsof the StrassburgCathedralare more important that thoseof a
hundredsmall village churches.One should proceedin just this way in dealing
with works of literature.160

There seemsto be a confusion here of literary theory with literary
history, for the latter deals,as we have noted, with the concrete, the
specific. If the samplingconsistsof "a hundredsmall village churches,"
one will not understandit better by measuringit according to the
"characteristicsof the StrassburgCathedral."An ideal history, which
is what yevs’kyj tends to slip into, is neither fish nor fowl, neither
ideal nor history.

8. An alternativeperiodizationschemeseemsto be indicated. Its full
elaborationcan comeonly with a new history of Ukrainian literature,
and for the presentone can merely outline some necessaryrevisions.
Thus the earliest period of Ukrainian literature, the eleventh to
thirteenth century, which yevs’kyj divides into the monumental
andornamentalstyles, shouldbe viewedas essentiallyone. The period
of decline in the fourteenthto fifteenth centurycan indeed be called
transitional, but as Hruizvs’kyj’s History shows, there is much here
that is worthy of further attention. The cultural and literary renas
cenceof the late sixteenth and early seventeenthcentury should be
distinguishedas a separateperiod, but not identified with or perceived
throughthe prism of the RenaissanceandReformation.The literature
of the seventeenthand eighteenthcenturies, subsumedby yevs’kyj
into one large Baroque period, should perhapsbe seen as dividing
into two periodsmore or less at the time of Prokopovy. The period
that yevs’kyj identifies as Classicism, the end of the eighteenth
andthe first threedecadesof the nineteenthcentury, should certainly
not be definedsolely by Classicismbut rather viewed as a transitional
period in which traditional, popular forms burlesque,etc., Classicist
and Sentimentalconventions, and the new pre-Romanticismwere
unevenlycommingled.Romanticismconstitutesa distinct period, but
as with all the others it must first and foremost be seen in its
Ukrainian specificity. "Realism" on the other hand is a very complex
phenomenon.While the attemptto dealwith its variousmanifestations
decade by decadeJefremovand current Soviet historians is not
persuasive,’6’a differentiation of the period is essential.As a general

160 Comparative History of Slavic Literatures, p. 17.
161 Cf. Zerov, Nove ukrajins’ke pys’menstvo, p. 27.
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principle, the "geographical"approach,where various cultural centers
-e.g., Poltava and Xarkiv in the first decadesof the nineteenth
century,St. Petersburgin the 1 860s, L’viv at the end of the century-
play a crucial and determining role, seemsto be worthy of further
investigation.’62 The various literary movementsor currents at the
end of the nineteenthand the beginning of the twentieth century
-Modernism neo-Romanticism,Symbolism, Impressionism, and
subsequentlyFuturism and "neo-Classicism"-areall interesting in
themselvesand in varying degreesproducedworks of high artistic
merit, but are by no means to be seen as periods, as Cyevs’kyj
seemsto imply.’63 Ratherit is the interplay, the very fact of dynamic,
often hostile coexistence,e.g., of Futurism with "neo-Classicism,"
that contributesto the polyphony of a historical period, in this case
the 1920s.

In short, the historicalcategory,"literary period," is not comprised
of any one movementor style. At the very least it must be recognized
that it is an age that createsa style, not the style an age: it is the
Napoleonicperiod, for example, that creates the Empire style, not
vice versa. yevs’kyj at times claims otherwise, particularly when
speaking about periods of "monumental" and "ornamental" style.
One might submitthat whenthe contentcultural, social,andpolitical
of an age has not been demonstratedone can hardly speak of its
style, and when one does so-and the very terms "ornamental,"
"monumental"suggest this-it is on the basis of subjective and
selective generalizationssomethingthat yevs’kyj himself virtually
admits. To identify style and period, to conceive the development
of Ukrainian literature solely qua Classicism,Romanticism,Realism,
etc., is, at the very best, to give a history of styles in Ukrainian
literature,not a history of the literature.

9. Finally,we turn to a most crucialproblem,which, while not unique
to Ukrainian literature, is onewithout which a proper understanding
of the history of Ukrainian literature is impossible. It is simply the
questionof the languageof a national literature,and, specifically, the
thesis that languageis the ultimate, indeed only, determinantof a
national literature. The assumption,inherited from the Romantics,

162 Cf. M. I. Petrov, Oöerki istorii ukrainskoj literatury Kiev, 1884; Hrutevs’kyj,
Z novoho ukrajins’koho pys’menstva, andZerov, Nove ukrajins’ke pys’menstvo, pp. 22-24.
163 Kul’turno-istory’ni epoxy, pp. 13-16 passim.
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that it is, has become commonplaceand for some apparently an
article of faith. One can see its extension in the problematicthesis
that the affinity of Slavic languagesis of itself sufficient basis to
claim affinity of Slavic literatures.The argumentsagainstthis identi
fication are various.

One is the historical continuity of a literature. A literary tradition
continues,a literature of a people remainsone even if the language
in which the literature is written changes,sometimesdrastically.The
Old English Beowulfwritten in Anglo-Saxon is part of the history of
English literature; the early Polish or Hungarian literature written
in Latin is part of the history of these literatures; the Osman works
written in Persianbelong to Turkish literature; the Igor’ Tale, the
sixteenth- and seventeenth-centurywritings in bookish Ukrainian are
as much part of the history of Ukrainian literature as are nineteenth-
and twentieth-centuryUkrainian writings. yevs’kyj was perfectly
correct in rejecting that nineteenth-centurythinking which confined
Ukrainian literature only to that written in the modern vernacular.
In other quarters the same argument was raised as a function of
political hostility. The result was one: abbreviating the literature
also abbreviatedUkrainian history.

To take an empirical approach,on the other hand, it is obvious
that therecan be different literaturesand different literary traditions
even when the languageis the same. Such is the casewith English
and American literature, or with the literatures of other English-
speaking countries, or with German and Austrian, French and
Walloon, Castillian and Latin American literatures,etc.

Finally, thereare historicaland contemporaryanalogies: the exist
ence of Irish literature in English, of Turkish literature written,
dependingon the requirementsof the genre, in Persian or Arabic,
of Japaneseliteraturewritten in Chinese.The different linguistic basis
does not changethe fact that the texts and the authors are respec
tively Irish, Turkish or Japanese.The axiom that these examples
illustrate is that not only languagebut culture, the set and continuity
of a people’s experiences,values, traditions, etc., also determinesa
literatureandgives it identity, i.e., both selfsamenessandindividuality.
Indeed languageis so important precisely becauseit is so often-if
not always-themajor carrier of that identity.

This, of course,bears strongly on Ukrainian literature,whose lin
guistic basisover the courseof its history has beenpeculiarlycomplex.
One complicatingelementwas the drastic changein literary language
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asthe vernacularreplacedthe bookishlanguageof Middle Ukrainian;
it was a changethat also effected a considerable,though far from
total, break in literary tradition, and it came without the mediation
as was the case in Russianof a gradation of styles. Rather more
complicating was the fact that at various extended periods in its
history Ukrainian literature was bilingual and even multilingual. For
many writers of the seventeenthand to a lesser extent of the
eighteenthcentury a major mode of expression was Polish-as
exemplified by the excellent poetry of Ivan Velykovs’kyj-and also
Latin and Greek. Similarly, in the eighteenthand the first half and
more of the nineteenthcentury it was Russian.These works, the
Istorija Rusov, the prose of Kvitka and Hrebinka, the .urnal of
evèenkoandmany, manymore arean essentialpart of the Ukrainian
literary process,of Ukrainian literature.Like Polish in the seventeenth
century,Russianat this time was a natural mode, an imperial lingua
franca; given the political state of affairs this was normal and
inevitable. As in the seventeenth-centurymultinational Polish-Lithu
anian Commonwealth,so in the eighteenth-and nineteenth-century
RussianEmpire, use of the lingua franca implied no rejection, no
hedgingon one’s Ukrainian identity. As notedabove, Maksymovy,
typical of his contemporaries,was quite clear on the difference
between russkj/ and velikorusskj; to judge the literary identity of
his contemporariesby today’s criteria of national consciousnessis
simply anachronistic.It is only with politically crystallized national
consciousnessand with the upsurge of political power that the
Ukrainian languagebecomesthe sole linguistic base for Ukrainian
literature.The contemporarypolitical regressiontends to bearout this
formula-for now one can be a Ukrainian writer, a Ukrainian
member of the Union of Writers of the Ukrainian SSR, writing
for a Ukrainian public, and write in Russian.’64

10. In EasternEurope,andparticularlyin the lands of the old Russian
Empire, literature and politics are bedfellows, and the revisions in
literary-historical thinking suggestedhere are not likely to meet with
the approval of the official guardians of literature. The border
betweenRussianand Ukrainian literature is sharply drawn, though
hereand there are shadowyplaces: FeofanProkopovy,for example,
is in Russianeditions simply a Russianwriter while in Ukrainian

164 Cf. Pys’mennyky radjans’koji Ukrajiny: Dovidnyk Kiev, 1976.
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editionshe is both a Ukrainian and a Russianone; the same holds
true for the whole period of Kievan literature; Gogol’ is a jealously
guardedoutpost; Skovoroda,on the other hand, has been ceded to
the Ukrainians. In the West there is only the inertia of traditions,
preconceptions,and simplifications to contendwith. In this regard
Ukrainian literary scholarshiphas a considerabletask before it-not
recapturing literary territory, not cultural revanchism,but bringing
objective scholarly tools to bear on a complex and long neglected,
and, not least of all, very interestingfield.

11. From this perspectiveand for this purposeyevs’kyj’s Istorija
ukrajins’koji literatury is not a satisfactory starting point. Its con
ceptions are dated and in varying degree inherently flawed. The
scaffolding that Shevelovsaw in it was not and cannot be followed
up to a whole edifice. The presentEnglish translation only gives it

a new finish-and a slapdashone at that.



UKRAINIAN REGIONAL AGRARIAN HISTORY:
A REVIEW OF THE FINDINGS OF

T. D. LIPOVSKAIA ON THE CRISIS OF
THE SERF ECONOMY IN THE LEFT-BANK

UKRAINE

ZACK DEAL

The study of the local history of the peasantry,long one of the
characteristicfeaturesof French agrarian historiography,is not well
developed among historians of the Ukraine. Although the Soviet
multivolume history of Ukrainian villages’ and the general history
of the peasantryof the Ukrainian SSR2 provide useful information,
they cannot substitutefor historical investigationsof the peasantry
in specific localities. There is a particular scarcity of local studies
eludicating the peculiarities of rural Ukraine in the first half of
the nineteenthcentury. In the absenceof such local studies, authors
of more general works have undertakensome valuable research
using local archives, but even their most noteworthy efforts have
all too often been flawed by generalizationsbased upon informa
tion from only a few localities.3 A close inspection of a series of
recently publishedarticles focusing upon one region, the Left-Bank
Ukraine, will demonstratesome of the findings and a few of the
weaknessesin contemporary local history of the peasantryof the
Ukraine.

Since the 1950s Soviet agrarian historianshavedemonstratedthat
the peasantryof EasternEurope had a complex history, the basic

Istoriia mist i sil Ukrainy v dvadtsiaty shesty tomakh Kiev, 1967-74.
2 Istoriia selianstva Ukrains’koi RSR u dvokh tomakh Kiev, 1967.

The most useful work, despiteits generalizations,is the early one by I. 0. Hurzhii,
Rozkladfeodal’no-kriposnyts’koi systemy v sil’s’komu hospodarstvi Ukrainy pershoi polo
vyny XIX st. Kiev, 1954.
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outlines of which can be discovered and recorded. Many of the
paperspresentedat the first ten Symposiaon Agrarian History, as
well as others encouragedby the Commission on the History of
Agriculture and the Peasantryof the Institute of History of the
Academy of Sciences of the USSR, are now available in serial
publications.4Sovietagrarianhistorianscontinueto publish document
compilations,5 collaborative works,6 and occasionalcollections of
articles;7 thesepresent,organizeand elaborateupon new information
about the history of the peasantry.Soviet scholars have devoted
specialattention to the peasantryon individual gentry estates,8in a
single province,9 and within a given region.’° Local studies of the
peasantry are among the positive developmentsaccompanying the
renewedinterest in agrarian history.

Historians of the Ukraine have taken an active part in these
developmentsin agrarian historiography, but they have not yet
thoroughly investigatedthe local and regional history of the Ukrain
ian peasantry.Ukrainian scholarshavepublishedmany works in the
serial publicationson agrarian history," as well as in collaborative

Ezhegodniki p0 agrarnoi istorii Vostochnoi Evropy, 10 vols. Location andpublisher
varies, 1959-72, and Materialy p0 istorii zemlevladeniia, 2 vols. Moscow, 1952-54,
retitled Materialy p0 istorii sel’skogo khoziaistva i krest’ianstva, vols. 3-8 Moscow,
1959-74.

See the seriesof tomes under the general editorship of N. M. Druzhinin, Krest’ianskoe
dvizhenie v Rossii v XIX-nachale XX veka Moscow, 1959-.
6 Istoriia SSSR, vol. 2 Moscow, 1959.

Among themost important of theseare Iz istorii rabochego kiassa i revoliutsionnogo
dvizheniia Moscow, 1958; Voprosy istorii sel’skogo khoziaistva, krest ‘ianstva i revoliut
sionnogo dvizheniia v Rossii Moscow, 1961; Problemy sotsial’no-ekonomicheskoi istorii
Rossii: Sbornik statei Moscow, 1971; Problemy krest’ianskogo zemlevladeniia i vnu
trennei politiki Rossii: Dooktiabr’skii period Leningrad, 1972; and Is istorii ekonomi
cheskoi i obshchestvennoi zhizni Rossii Moscow, 1976.

Two studies treating the first half of the nineteenthcentury are K. V. Sivkov,
Ocherki p0 istorii krepostnogo khoziaistva i krest ianskogo dvizheniia v Rossii V pervoi
polovine XIX veka: Po materialam arkhiva stepnykh votchin Iusupovykh Moscow, 1951;
andE. I. Indova, Krepostnoe khoziaistvo p nachale XIX veka: Po materialam votchinnogo
arkhiva Vorontsovykh Moscow, 1955.

Among the earliest were G.M. Deich, Krest’ianstvo Pskovskoi gubernii v kontse
XVIII i pervoi polovine XIX veka Pskov, 1957; G. T. Riabkov, Krest’ianskoe dvizhenie
v Smolenskoi gubernii v period razlozheniia krepostnichestva Smolensk, 1957; and
A. Dergachev, Krest’ianskoe dvizhenie v Penzenskoi gubernii nakanune 1861 goda Penza,
1958.
10 I. D. Koval’chenko, Krest’iane i krepostnoe khoziaistvo Riazanskoi i Tambovskoi
gubernii v pervoi polovine XIX v. Moscow, 1959.
‘ Many shortpaperson the Ukrainiancountrysidewere readat thethird Symposium
on Agrarian History. See Ezhegodnik P0 agrarnoi istorii Vostochnoi Evropy: 1960 g.
Kiev, 1962.
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works’2 andin universityandhistoricaljournals.’3In thelate 1950sand
early 1 960s, some of these historianswere even in the vanguard of

the historicalresearchon rural economyduring the nineteenthcentury.
For example, I. 0. Hurzhii documentedthe decline of the "feudal

economy"and the developmentof commodity productionand trade
in the first half of the century.’4 M. N. Leshchenko thoroughly
analyzed the relationshipbetweenthe causesof the peasantrevolts
during the emancipationof 1861 and the specific governmentactions
implementingthat reform.’5 L. M. Ivanov, V.P. Teplyts’kyi andM. A.
Rubachanalyzed the interrelation betweenthe peasantand gentry
economiesin the Ukraine after 1861.16 All of these major works
weregeneralstudies,however.Relying in part upon nineteenth-century
local studies, thesemajor historiansexamined agrarian changesthat
embracedthe entire Ukraine.

Despitethe publicationof numerouslocal studieson the peasantry
in other areasof the Soviet Union, few specializedmonographshave
been devotedto the history of the peasantryof specific regions of

12 See, especially,Ocherki istorii narodnogo khoziaistva Ukrainskoi SSR Kiev, 1954;
Istoriia Ukrainskoi RSR, vol. 1 Kiev, 1955; and Istoriia selianstva Ukrainskoi RSR.

Some local and regional studies did appear in the scholarly journals prior to
the l950s, but since then the major works have dealt with the Ukraine as a whole.
See, for example, M. Tikhonov, "Selians’kyi rukh na Slobids’kii Ukraini v zv’iazku
z reformoiu 1861 r.," Naukovyi zbirnyk Kharkivs’koi naukovo-doslidnoi kafedry istorii
Ukrains’koi kul’tury, vol. 5 1927; A. M. Kolesnikov, "Reforma 1861 g. na iuge
Ukrainy," Trudy Istoricheskogo fakul’teta Odesskogo universiteta, vol. 1 1939; P. A.
Lavrov, "Ukrains’ke selianstvoi pol’s’ke povstannia1830-1831 rr. na Pravoberezhnii
Ukraini," Zapysky istorychnohofakul’tety L’vivs’koho derzhavnoho universytetu im. Ivana
Franka, vol. 1 1940; A. K. Koshik, "Inventarnaiareforma 1847-1848gg. i krest’ianskoe
dvizheniena PravoberezhnoiUkraine," Istoricheskii sbornik Kievskogo gosudarstvennogo
universiteta, vol. 1 1949; V.P. Teplyts’kii, "Rozklad i kriza kriposnoho hospodarstva
na Ukraini," Naukovi zapysky Institutu ekonomiki Akademii nauk URSR, vol. 2 1954;
D. P. Poida, "Iz istorii krest’ianskogo dvizheniia na Ukraine v 1861-1863 godakh,"
Nauchnye zapiski Dnepropetrovskogo gosudarstvennogo universiteta, vol. 56 1956; A. G.
Kolomoitsev,"Krest’ianskoedvizhenie v Priazov’e v 40-50-x gg. XIX veka," Uchenye
zapiski Turkmenskogo gosudarstvennogo universiteta, vol. 8 1956.
14 Hurzhii, Rozklad feodal’no-kriposnyts ‘koi systemy.

N. N. Leshchenko,Krest ‘ianskoe dvizhenie na Ukraine v Sviazi s provedeniem reformy
1861 g. Kiev, 1959.
16 V.P. Teplyts’kyi, Reforma 1861 roku i ahrarni vidnosyny na Ukraini 60-90-ti
roky XIX St. Kiev, 1959; L. M. Ivanov, "Raspredeleniezemlevladeniiana Ukraine
[1877-1905]nakanunerevoliutsii 1905-1907gg.," Istoricheskie zapiski 60 1957: 176-214;
Idem, "0 kapitalisticheskoi i otrabotochnoisistemakhv sel’skomkhoziaistve pomesh
chikov na Ukraine v kontseXIX v.," Voprosy istorii sel’sko-khoziaistva, krest’ianstva i
revoliutsionnogo dvizheniia v Rossii Moscow, 1961; M. A. Rubach, Ocherki 0 istorii
revoliutsionnogo preobrazovaniia agrarnykh otnoshenii na Ukraine Kiev, 1956.
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the Ukraine.’7 Only a few Soviet historianshave publishedarticles
on the agrarianandeconomichistory of Galicia, Bukovyna, and the
Right-Bank and SouthernUkraine.’8 The geographicregion which
Sovietagrarianhistorianshave, to date,studiedleast is the Left-Bank

Ukraine.
Nineteenth-centuryRussiandocumentsoften referred to the Left

Bank as "Little Russia."In 1858 this region comprisedthe provincial
governmentsof Chernihiv, Poltava and Kharkiv, and contained a
total population of 4,873,547 persons,of whom about 35 percent
were serfs.’9 The vast majority of current Soviet historical studies of
the peasantryof the Left-Bank Ukraine concernpeasantuprisings.20

17 Publishedmonographsdealingwith the first half of the nineteenthcenturyinclude
M. M. Maksimenko,Krest’ianskoe dvizhenie v Tavricheskoi gubernii nakanune i posle
otmeny krepostnogo prava 1845-1863 gg. Simferopol’, 1957, and M. P. Herasymenko,
Ahrarni vidnosyny v Halychyni v period kryzy panshchynnoho hospodarstva Kiev, 1959.
Several interestingdissertationshave been published only as referaty. The most im
portantof theseis M. I. Belan, "Krest’ianskaiareforma 1861 g. i krest’ianskoedvizhenie
v Chernigovskoi gubernii" Candidate diss., Kiev State University, 1952.
18 On Galicia and Bukovyna, see E. M. Kosachevskaia, "Antifeodal’naia bor’ba
ukrainskogokrest’ianstva Vostochnoi Galitsii v pervoi polovine XIX v.," Uchenye
zapiski Leningradskogo universiteta, no. 270, Seriia istoricheskikh nauk, fasc. 32 1960;
F. I. Steblii, "Selians’kyi rukh u skhidnii Halychyni pidchas revoliutsii 1848-1849rr.,"
Ukrains’kyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1973, no. 6, pp. 28-38; I. A. Hrytsenko, "Rol’ Sad
girs’koho iarmarkuv rozvytku ekonomichnykhzv’iazkiv pivnichnoi Bukovyny z nad
dniprians’koiuUkrainoiuv XIX St.," Ukrains’kyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1975, no. 7, pp. 97-
103. Two regional studies for the Right Bank are A. Z. Baraboi, "Naemnyi trud v
pomeshchich’ikhimeniiakh PravoberezhnoiUkrainy v pervoi polovine XIX v.," Ezhe
godnik 0 agrarnoi istorii Vostochnoi Evropy: 1961 g. Riga, 1963; lu A. Kurnosova,
"Kryza kriposnoho hospodarstvana PravoberezhniiUkraini," Ukrains’kyi istorychnyi
zhurnal, 1959, no. 3, pp. 46-61. Two local studies for the southernregion are S. A. Se
kirinskii, "Vidy povinnostei krepostnykh krest’ian Tavricheskoi gubernii nakanune
reformy 1861 goda,"Ezhegodnik 0 agrarnoi istorii Vostochnoi Evropy: 1962 g. Minsk,
1964; P. S. Popova,"K voprosuo polozhenii i bor’be pomeshchich’ikhkrest’iankher
sonskoigubernii nakanunepadeniiakrepostnogoprava1841-1860gg.," in Nekotorye
problemy sotsial’no-ekonomicheskogo razvitiia USSR: Tematicheskii sbornik statei pro
fessorsko-prepodavatel’skogo sostava kafedry istorii SSSR i USSR Dnepropetrovskogo
gosudarstvennogo universiteta, vol. 1 1970.
19 A. Troinitskii, Krepostnoe naselenie v Rossii p0 10-i narodnoi perepisi St. Peters
burg, 1861, p. 49.
20 Among the manyworks on this topic are K. G. Migal’, "Krest’ianskoedvizhenie
v Khar’kovskoi gubernii mezhdudvumia burzhuazno-demokraticheskimirevoliutsiami
1905-1917" Candidate’sdiss., Chernivitsi State University, 1949; A. G. Mikhailiuk,
"Krest’ianskoe dvizhenie na LevoberezhnoiUkraine v 1905-1906 gg.," Istoricheskie
zapiski, vol. 49 1954; V. Astakhov and lu. Kondufor, Revoliutsionnye sobytiia 1905-
1907 gg. v Khar’kove i Kharkovskoi gubernii Kharkiv, 1955; E. K. Zhivolup, Kres
t’ianskoe dvizhenie v Khar’kovskoi gubernii v 1905-1907 gg. Kharkiv, 1956; L. Oliinyk
and 0. Hora. Selians’kyi rukh na Chernihivshchyni v 1905-1907 rokakh Kiev, 1959;
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Only a few Soviet historianshaveexaminedother aspectsof peasant
life.2’ Consequently,peasantinsurrectionshave been minutely ana
lyzed, while the causesof these insurrectionsand protestseither have
been overlooked entirely or have been explained a priori in terms
of Marxist theory.

The post-emancipationproblems of the peasantryof this region
cannotbe understoodproperlywithout insightinto the serf’s economic
situation before and after the emancipationof 1861. The general
historianswho have discussedthe problemsof the peasantryof the
Left-Bank Ukraine have been hampered by the scarcity of local
histories that explain which aspectsof the old economicorder were
dismantled by the reform of 1861 and which survived.22 Two of
these local investigationsof the reform itself are cursory and inade
quatebecause,althoughtheyexaminethe resultsof the reform, they
do not comparethe resultswith the situationprior to 1861. Moreover,
no previous Soviet historian has examined the specific, Left-Bank
economywhich existedunderserfdom,althoughsuch an investigation
has long beenrequired.Only recentlyhas a Soviet historian,T. D. Li
povskaia,begun the difficult but essentialtask of rediscoveringthe
pastof the serfs of the Left-Bank Ukraine.

Lipovskaiahasexaminedthe specific agrarianproblemsin the Left
Bank which, in some respects,determinedthe regional variant of
the reform of 1861. A member of the history faculty at Dnipro
petrovs’k State University, she recently completed her candidate’s
dissertationconcerning"Anti-serfdom movementsin the Left-Bank
Ukraine on the eve of the downfall of serfdom."23 She has also
I. M. Reva, Selians’kyi rukh na Livoberezhnii Ukraini, 1905-1907 Kiev, 1964; A. G.
Mikhailiuk, "Krest’ianskoe dvizhenie na Levoberezhnoi Ukraine v period novogo
revoliutsionnogo pod"ema 1910-1914," Ezhegodnik P0 agrarnoi istorii Vostochnoi
Evropy: 1964 g. Kishinev, 1966, pp. 742-50; P. F. Reshod’ko, Selians’kyi rukh u
Kharkivs’kii hubernii berezen’ 1917-sic/zen’ 1918 Kharkiv, 1972.
21 See, for example,the work of A. G. Sliusars’kii, Sotsial’no-ekonomicheskoe razvitie
Slobozhanshchiny XVII-XVIII vv. Kharkiv, 1964; and K. K. Shian, Stolypinskaia
agrarnaia reforma v Khar’kovskoi gubernii Kharkiv, 1946.
22 There is only one study for each of the three provinces. M. I. Belan’s "Krest’ian
skaia reforma 1861 g. i krest’ianskoedvizheniev Chernigovskoigubernii" has appeared
only as a referat, despite the fact that it was approved in 1952. The other two
studies have been published, but only as short and almost cursory articles. See L. S.
Likhina, "K voprosuo provedenii reformy 1861 g. v Poltavskoigubernii," Ezhegodnik
0 agrarnoi istorii Vostochnoi Evropy: 1960 g. Kiev, 1962, pp. 437-44; and N. N.
Leshchenko,"Krest’ianskaiareforma 1861 goda v Khar’kovskoi gubernii," Ezhegodnik
0 agrarnoi istorii Vostochnoi Evropy: 1964 g. Kishinev, 1966, pp. 603-613.
23 T. D. Lipovskaia, "Antikrepostnicheskoe dvizhenie na Levoberezhnoi Ukraine v
40-50-c gg. XIX v." Candidate’sdiss., Dnipropetrovs’k State University, 1972.
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publishedher findings in five articles in the collection of historical
articles publishedannually since 1970 by Dnipropetrovs’k Univer
sity.24 All five are basedupon documentarymaterials from the local
archives.Threeexaminethe revolts, petitionsand social consciousness
of the peasantry.25In the other two, Lipovskaia examined specific
aspectsof the final "crisis" of serfdom during the 1 840s and 1 850s:
the oppressionof the peasantsby the gentry landlords,and the grain
productionof the serfs and their masters.26

Lipovskaiafocusesattentionupon indicationsof the "crisis of serf
economyin the Left-Bank Ukraine in the 1 840s and 1 850s." For her,
as for V. I. Lenin, the "penetration of commodity-moneyrelations
into the peasantand pomeshchikeconomy" was the elementwhich
started the disintegration of the old order. The gentry increasingly
attemptedto expandits production of marketablegrain, to cultivate
more cashcrops, such as tobacco and sugar beets,and to develop
its animal husbandry.27In order to accomplish these objectives, the
landlordsextendedtheir demesneat the expenseof peasantallotment
land. Betweenthe end of the eighteenthcenturyand 1861, serf allot
ment land declinedfrom 82 percentof total estate land to slightly
more than 30 percent.28In only eighteen years, between 1840 and
1858, the gentry demesneof this region increasedin size by 1,651,000
desiatinesof land, that is, by 42.7 percent of the 1840 total.29

24 Nekotorye problemy sotsial’no-ekonomicheskogo razvitiia USSR: Tematicheskii sbor
nik statei professorsko-prepodavatel’skogo sostava kafedry istorii SSSR i USSR, 5 vols.
Dnipropetrovs’k, 1970-74. The fourth volume in this series was entitled Nekotorye
voprosy sotsial’no-ekonomicheskoi i politicheskoi istorii Ukrainskoi SSR: Sbornik nauch
nykh statei Dnipropetrovs’k, 1973.
25 T. D. Lipovskaia, "Zhaloby kak forma klassovoibor’by krepostnogokrest’ianstva
levoberezhnoiUkrainy v 1841-1860gg.," Nekotorye problemy sotsial’no-ekonomicheskogo
razvitiia Ukrainskoi SSR, vol. 3, pp. 138-48; "K voprosu o trebovaniiakhpomesh
chich’ikh krest’ian v period pervoi revoliutsionnoi situatsii na materialakh Levo
berezhnoi Ukrainy"; Ibid., vol. 4, pp. 126-34, "K istorii krest’ianskogodvizheniia v
Khar’kovskoi gubernii v pervoi treti XIX veka"; Ibid., vol. 5, pp. 156-63.
26 T. D. Lipovskaia, "K voprosuo polozheniipomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian levoberezhnoi
Ukrainy nakanunepadeniia krepostnogoprava"; Ibid., vol. I, pp. 164-72, "K voprosu
o sostoianii krepostnogokhoziaistva levoberezhnoiUkrainy v 1841-1860gg."; Ibid.,
vol. 2, pp. 73-79.
27 Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianii krepostnogo khoziaistva," p. 74. Unfortunately, the
authordoes not provide any evidenceto support this contention.
28 Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianii krepostnogokhoziaistva," p. 75. The source for this
information was I. D. Koval’chenko, Russkoe kreposlnoe krest’ianstvo v pervoi polovine
XIX veka Moscow, 1967, p. 388. The percentageswere calculated by this reviewer.
29 Lipovskaia, "0 polozhenii pomeshchich’ikh krest’ian," p. 165. One desiatine is
equal to 2.7 acres.
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This remarkableincreasein the agriculturalenterpriseof the gentry
landlords of the Left-Bank Ukraine was detrimental to the peasant
economyand to serf allotmentagriculture. By the late 1 850s, approx
imately 12 percentof the serf peasantsin the region had no allotment
land and cultivated only their householdgarden plots. Another 21
percent had neither allotment land nor garden plot to cultivate.
Becauseformer pasturelands had to be plowed to feed the villagers,
the allotment lands could not support the number of animals pre
viously owned by the peasants.Left with no work animalswhatsoever
were 73 percent of the serfs in the province of Poltava, along with
66 percent in Kharkiv and 64 percent in Chernihiv.3° As a result,
nearly two-thirds of the serf peasantsin this region were unable to
carry on independentagriculture.

Peasantsable to cultivate land received allotmentsfrom the land
owner, but in return these serfs worked three or more days a week
on the landlord’s demesne.Money paymentswere almost non-existent
in the Left-Bank Ukraine.3’ Peasantswith little or no land became
dependentday laborers or "householdpeople" dvorovye, working
upon the demesneor in the manor house. Between 1851 and 1859,
the numberof "householdpeople"soaredby 188 percentin Chernihiv,
by 380 percent in Poltava and by 435 percent in Kharkiv.32 The
increaseof sugar-beetandtobaccoplantationsandcrop-relatedfactory
processingin the Left-Bank Ukraine inducedmany of the gentry to
hire out their own serfs to the plantation owners. The illegal selling
of serfs without land also reducedpeasantlandholding and turned
many serfs into dependentlaborers.33

Lipovskaia points out the economicproblemsthat began to beset
some of the estates. Despite the increasedeconomicexploitation of
the serfs, not all of the gentry estatesprospered.The fortunity of
inheritanceand marriage divided many estates,and some were sold
to the more industriouslandownersand plantationowners.The eighth
and tenth revisions revealedthat between 1834 and 1858 the gentry
declined by 8 percent, while male revision serfs declined by 38

30 Lipovskaia, "0 polozhenii pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian," p. 165.
31 Lipovskaia, "0 polozhenii pomeshchich’ikh krest’ian," p. 167. The source for
therelative distribution of moneypaymentsis Hurzhii, Rozkladfeodal’no-kriposnyts’koi
systemy, p. 26.
32 Computed from data provided by Lipovskaia, Q polozhenii pomeshchichikh
krest’ian," p. 166.

Lipovskaia, "0 polozhenii pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian," pp. 166-68.
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percent.34A comparisonof gentry agricultural statisticsreveals that
the old economicorder on the gentry estateshad reached the point
of diminishing returns. Although the serfs sowed 13.5 percentmor
grain and potatoteson the demesrein the 1850s than in the 1840s,
they harvestedonly 8.3 percentmore." Although between 1834 and
1858-i.e.,betweenthe ninth and tenth revisions-thegentry popu
lation in the Left-Bank Ukraine declined, the number of peasants
mortgaged to state lending institutions by nobles remainedstable.
Thus, the indebtednessof the average landowner increasedas the
total value of the loans remainedstableor increasedslightly.36 Not
only were the declining profits of some of the estatesinsufficient to
pay off thesemortgages,but some of them could not even remit the
soul taxeslevied on their estateson the basis of the number of able-
bodiedmale serfs.37

Another aspect of the growing crisis of serfdom, according to
Lipovskaia, was the development of market relations within the

‘ Percentagescomputedfrom data provided by Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianii krepost
nogo khoziaistva," p. 76. Unfortunately, the author does not consider the possibility
that censusmethodsmay have changedor that new laws may have redefined the
gentry. In 1857, SI. Kovan’ko wrote that "the number of ‘personal gentry’ lichnykh
dvorian with time has declined by the lifting of the right to acquire this title to the
chin of the ninth class See Kovan’ko’s Opisanie Khar’kovskoi gubernii, pt. 4:
Etnograflcheskaia statistika Kharkiv, 1857, p. 52. Lipovskaia is also incorrect in
assumingthat the numberof gentry estatesdeclined concomittantly with the number
of the gentry. Although shemaintainsthat many estateswere subdivided, she presents
no datato illustrate this trend,which should not be assumedeven though it might be
expected.She does indicate, without providing evidence,that there was a net decline
in the number of estates. This decline would suggest the consolidation of estates
which would allow economiesof scale to make them relatively more profitable. See
Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianiikrepostnogokhoziaistva," pp. 76-77.

Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianiikrepostnogokhoziaistva," p. 77. The author arguesthat
the additional sowing resulted from the increasein cultivated demesne.This may be
so, but the lack of adequatedata on cultivated land area behooveda leading scholar
to base his conclusionsabout gentry agriculture upon seed-yield ratios, rather than
upon approximationsof sowing or harvestsper cultivated land area. SeeI. D. Koval’
chenko, "K voprosu o sostoianii pomeshchich’egokhoziaistva pered otmenoi kre
postnogoprava v Rossii," Ezhegodnik P0 agrarnoi istorii Vostochnoi Evropy: 1959 g.
Moscow, 1961, p. 194, for his cautionaryword about land statistics and for the
data on cropssown, andp. 199, for dataon harvests.
36 Lipovskaia, "0 polozhenii pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian," p. 170. The source of this
information is Koval’chenko, "K voprosuo sostoianii pomeshchich’egokhoziaistva,"
p. 203. It is interesting that Lipovskaia did not use Koval’chenko’s data on the
number of mortgaged peasants,but rather cited secondary sourceson the percent
of mortgagedestates.She statesthat 54 percentof the estateson the Left Bank were
mortgaged.
" Lipovskaia, "0 polozhenii pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian," p. 170.
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peasanteconomy.The authorconsidersone of the primary indications
of this to be the stratification of the peasantry.While some serfs
were losing their allotment lands and were unableto maintain work
animals,other peasantswere accumulatingboth animals and extra
allotments. On one large estate in Poltava province, 26 percent of
the serfs owned 99 percentof the oxen, 86 percent of the horsesand
most of the other movable goods.38The more prosperouspeasants
had the opportunity to rent the allotment land that peasantswithout
animals were unable to cultivate. Sometimes the wealthy peasants
would rent out this allotment land to landless serf laborers, not
infrequently the original holders of the land. This economic strati
fication was accompaniedby a social differentiation, especiallywhen
the rich peasantsbecamethe petty officials chargedwith the pre
servation of order and the augmentationof productivity on the
estate.39

Lipovskaia considersthe marketing of grain anotherindicator of
the spread of market relations to the serf peasants.The author
apparently discovereddata concerningLeft-Bank grain production
and marketing by the landlords and the serfs. According to her
figures, nearly 70 percent of the marketed grain came from the
demesne,but 30 percent was grown on serf allotments.40 If her
figures are correct, the existence of commodity grain production
amongserfswould indeed indicatethat, despitethe increasingdemands
of the landlords, the peasantrywas producing considerably more
grain than it required for its own consumption. Unfortunately, the
absenceof similar data for the 1 840s does not allow Lipovskaia to
ascertain whether the market participation of the peasantryof the
Left Bank was increasingor declining.

Lipovskaia’sinterpretationof the crisis within the peasanteconomy
in the Left-Bank Ukraine departsfrom that of other scholars.I. D.
Koval’chenko demonstratedthat serf agriculture in the Left Bank in
the 1 840s and 1 850sremainedessentiallyunchangedbetweenthe two
decades.He hypothesizedthat the increasein the grain production
of one portion of the serfs obfuscatedthe decline in the production

38 Lipovskaia, "0 polozhenii pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian," p. 169.
Lipovskaia, "0 polozheniipomeshchich’ikh krest’ian," pp. 168-170.

40 Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianii krepostnogokhoziaistva," p. 79. Unfortunately, these
very interestingfigures must be considereddubious, becausethe citation is in error.
Not only is the page number of the sourcecited incorrect, but none of the works by
the author cited, Koval’chenko, contains the data on the Left-Bank Ukraine which
Lipovskaia presents.
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of the other portion.4’ Although she makes allowances for the
minority of well-to-do peasants, Lipovskaia argues that, on the
average,the allotment-landgrain productivity of the serfs was below
that of the gentry demesne.42She presentsempiricalevidencefrom the
annual reports of the provincial governorsto demonstratethat the
grain productionon the allotmentsof the Left-Bank peasantryin the
I 850s was considerablylower than it was in the 1842-1850period.

A reexaminationof the data, reputedly compiled from the annual
reports of the governorsof the three Left-Bank provinces, demon
strates that she misinterpretedher evidence. Even her figures pre
sent a rather stable picture of serf agriculture, especially in view
of the fact that the serfs were losing their best lands to increasesof
the demesne.Accordingto the seedandharvestgrain annualaverages
that shepresents,the ratio of net grain yield i.e., minus seed grain
to seedgrain in the three Left-Bank provinceswas 1.92 in the 1 840s
and 1.90 in the 1950s.43This does not representa significant decline.
But more important than her mistakenevaluationof the figures she
arrived at is the fact that her figures cannot be replicated. Koval’
chenko has publishedquite different seed and harvestgrain annual

41 I. D. Koval’chenko, "K voprosu o sostoianii khoziaistva i polozhenii pomesh
chich’ikh krest’ian EvropeiskoiRossii v 40-50-x godakh XIX v.," Nauchnye doklady
vysshei shkoly: Istoricheskie nauki, 1959, no. 2, pp. 94-95.
42 Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianiikrepostnogokhoziaistva," p. 78. The author stated that
the statistical data concerningserf grain yields would demonstrate"that the grain
yields of the serfs wereeven lower than on the landlord’s demesne."However, Lipov
skaia did not presentdemesnegrain-yield datain any of her articles, althoughshedid
cite Koval’chenko’s demesnegrain data. Unfortunately, it would be a mistake to
compareallotment anddemesneharvest totals becauseof the differencesin sown area
andcrop yields. The datapresentedby Lipovskaia andKoval’chenko arealso incom
patible in that the former presentedyield per desiatine averages,while the latter
worked only with seed-yieldsratios. Not only is it impossible to make the comparison
which Lipovskaia suggested,but it is not quite clear how she arrived at her own
conclusionregarding the relative productivity of allotment and demesne.

Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianiikrepostnogokhoziastva."The following table summar
izes the data presentedby Lipovskaia. The seed-yieldratios were calculated by this
reviewer.

GRAINS SOWN AND HARVESTED ON SERF ALLOTMENTS OF
THE LEFT BANK, 1842-1860in thousands of chetverty

Grains Sown Grain Harvests Net Yield-to-Seed Ratio
Period Winter Spring Winter Spring Winter Spring Total

1842-1850 500 608 1569. 1667 2.14 1.74 1.92
1851-1860 605 761 1777 2186 1.94 1.87 1.90
%Change +21 +25 +13 +31 -9 +7 -l
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averagesfrom the same archival sources.According to thesedata,
the net yield-to-seedratio on the serf allotment was lower in the
seconddecade,but the averagenet grain yield per peasantdeclined
only insignificantly, from 1.66 to 1.62 chetvertyof grain.44

The issue is not merely a disagreementover the statistical data,
but over the nature of the "crisis of serfdom" in the Left-Bank
Ukraine. According to Lipovskaia, the crisis consistedof a general
decline in the agricultural productivity on both the demesneand the
serf allotment. Evidenceof prosperitywithin the peasanteconomy is
viewed chiefly as an indication of stratification and class struggle
between rich and poor. The crisis which she describes is one of
steadilydecliningunderproduction.On the otherhand, Koval’chenko
defines the crisis in the Left Bank in terms of both decline and
development.According to the crop productivity indicators, peasant
agricultureremainedstablewhile gentry grain cultivation suffered a
moderatedecline. Koval’chenko arguesthat the crisis occurredwhen
the peasants,who had becomethe most productive element of the
population,were denied normal accessto sufficient land, capital, and
other means of production. In his view, the crisis resulted from
restrictionsplacedupon the further expansionof serf agriculture.45

For the data published by Koval’chenko, see his article, "K voprosu o sostoianii
khoziaistva i polozhenii pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian," p. 96. This reviewer also worked
with the same archival material while gathering crop statistics for Kharkiv province.
The reviewer’s findings duplicate those of Koval’chenko. The difference betweenthe
findings of Lipovskaia and Koval’chenko can be summarizedas follows:

Net Yield-to-SeedRatio: Lipovskaia Koval’chenko
1842-1850 1.92 2.61
1851-1860 1.90 2.29
%Change -l -12

Average Net Yield per Peasant:
1842-1850 1.28 1.66
1851-1860 1.52 1.62

%Change +19 -2

It should be noted, in passing, that the above figures do not all appear in the works
of the two authors.Thesevalues have been computedfrom theaverageannual figures
which they provided for each of the two time periods. Lipovskaia uses the average
annual figures to computeyield per desiatine figures, which must be approximations
at best. Koval’chenko uses theaverageannualfigures he obtained to provide yield-to
seed ratios in his article on demesneagriculture, but not in the article on allotment
agriculture. However, in the article on the allotment he did calculate the average
annualnet yield per peasant.That figure for eachLeft-Bank provincecan be found in
"0 sostoianiikhoziaistvai polozhenii pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian," pp. 86-87.
‘ SeeI. D. Koval’chenko, "Nekotorye voprosygenezisakapitalizma v krest’ianskom
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In order to decide between theseconflicting interpretations,it is
necessaryI to evaluate accurately the agricultural productivity of
the gentry and its serfs, and 2 to judge whether this indicator
actually reflects the economic relationships between landlord and
peasantprior to 1861.

Lipovskaiadoes not consider the differencesin the grain produc
tivity of the serfs in the three provincesof the region. For example,
the province of Chernihiv lay farther to the north than the others,
andhaddifferent soils and a less temperateclimate. The southeastern
reachesof Kharkiv province consisted of arid steppe,which was
markedly different from the rich soil found in Poltava. Moreover,
Lipovskaia’suseof averagesfor the two time periods does not allow
an evaluationof the effect of climatic and other variable factors.
She must be faulted, at the very least, for failing to explain why she
chose to evaluateregional and "decade" averages,rather than the
primary provincial and annualfigures with which she worked. Even
a perfunctory examinationof the provincial differencesand annual
changesarguesagainstacceptinga uniform explanationof agricultural
developmentin all three provinces.

An examinationof the averageamountof grain sown andharvested
by the serfs in the three distinct provincesof the Left-Bank Ukraine
demonstratesthree different trends.46 Serfs in Poltava sowed and
harvestedfar more grain than the serfs in either of the other two
provinces. Their net grain yield and the average grain yield per
peasantwas the highestin the region. The average grain yield per
peasantand the net yield-to-seed ratio for this province changed
only slightly betweenthe 1840s and the 1850s.

The changein averageannual grain production on the serf allot
ments in the three provincesbetween the decadesof the 1840 and
1850 is shown by the following chart:

khoziaistve Rossii," Istoriia SSSR, 1962, no. 6, pp. 83-87; Idem., Russkoe krepostnoe
krest’ianstvo v pervoi polovine XIX veka, Moscow,1967,pp. 378-85.
46 Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianii krepostnogokhoziaistva," p. 76; Koval’chenko, "0
sostoianiikhoziaistva i polozhenii pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian," p. 96. Average annual
grain productivity on gentry demesneduring the two periodswas computedfrom data
provided by Koval’chenko, "0 sostoianii pomeshchich’egokhoziaistva," pp. 220-21.
The demesne net yield-to-seed ratios for each province are the following:

1842-1850 1851-1860 % Change

Chernihiv 2.46 2.01 -18
Poltava 2.77 2.78 + I
Kharkiv 2.55 2.21 -13
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PERCENTOF CHANGE IN ALLOTMENT GRAIN PRODUCTIVITY,
1840s TO l850s47

Net Grain Net
Province Yield-to-Seed Grain Yield

Ratio per Peasant

Chernihiv -22 -15
Poltava - 4 0
Kharkiv -17 + 5

Although the net grain yield-to-seedratio declined in all three pro
vinces, the amountof grain "income" availableto the averagepeasant
declined in Chernihiv, increasedin Kharkiv, and changednot at all
in Poltava.Although theremay have been a decline in soil fertility
or a worseningof climatic factors, therewas no general crisis in the
serfeconomyof the region. If it shows anything, the degreeof change
suggeststhat developmentsin the agriculture of the serfs in these
three provinceswere far more complex than Lipovskaiaargued.

Lipovskaia also overlooked entirely the cultivation of potatoes,
despite the fact that the serfs of the Left-Bank Ukraine sowed 32
percent more potatoesin the 1 850s than in the 1 840s. Although the
amountof landsown in potatoesis not known, the potato represented
only 8 percent of all crops sown on serf allotmentsof the Left Bank
in the 1 840s, but increaseddramatically to 26 percentof the total in
the 1 8 SOs. Nevertheless,there were remarkabledifferencesbetween
the provinces. In both decadesthe net potato yield-to-seedratio was
highest on serf allotment land in Poltava and lowest in Kharkiv.
Net yield per peasantwas highest in Chernihiv, however-a fact
which suggeststhat its serfs were more willing to accept potatoesas
a substitutefor grain crops,despiteonly mediocrepotatoproductivity.
Net potato yield per peasantincreasedby 33 percent in Chernihiv

betweenthe 1840s and 1850s, whereas there was only a 20 percent
rise in Poltava and an 11 percentdecline in Kharkiv. Peasantsin
Chernihiv increasedthe amount of potatoessown from 10 percent
to 14 percentof the total number of chetvertyof potato and grain
sown in the 1 840s and 1 850s, despite a decline in net potato yield.
In Poltava, however, potatoesrepresented7 percent of total crops
sown in both decades,despite the fact that productivity was high in
the 1 840s and even increasedin the 1 8 SOs. Grain production sup

‘ See the Appendix, p. 549.
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plantedsomepotatocultivation in Kharkiv province, where the potato
accountedfor only 5 percentof both total crops sown in the 1 840s
and4 percentof thosesown in the 1 850s seethe Appendix, p. 549.

Lipovskaia follows other Soviet scholars, including Koval’chenko,
in averaging the yearly crop data into two periods: 1842-1850 and
1851-1860. The author says that she began with the data for 1842

becausecrop reports for earlier years did not distinguish between
productionon the demesneandthe allotment,48but she also does not
explainwhy it was necessaryto averagethe annual totalsinto a nine-

year and a ten-yearperiod.The following computationsfor Kharkiv
provincedemonstratethat two equalnine-yearor two equal ten-year

periods producequite different averages.49

AVERAGE ANNUAL GRAIN PRODUCTION ON SERF ALLOTMENTS
IN KHARKIV PROVINCE FOR TWO PERIODS, EQUAL AND

UNEQUAL in thousandsof chetverty

Years Yield per Net Yield-to-
Averaged Periods Sown Harvested Peasant Seed Ratio

9 1842-1850 279 1005 1.63 2.60
10 1851-1860 370 1174 1.71 2.17

%Change +33 +17 +5 -17

9 1842-1850 279 1005 1.63 2.60
9 1851-1859 369 1154 1.67 2.13

%Change +32 +15 +2 -18

10 1842-1851 278 1021 1.67 2.67
10 1852-1861 380 1171 1.68 2.08

%Change +37 +15 +1 -22

48 Koval’chenko, "0 sostoianiikhoziaistvai polozhenii pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian,"
p. 76. For additional,useful information about the governors’annual reports, see his
"Dinamika urovnia zemledel’cheskogoproizvodstvaRossii v pervoi polovine XIX v.,"
lstoriia SSSR, 1959, no. 1, pp. 57-59.

I have used Koval’chenko’s, rather than Lipovskaia’s, annual averagesfor the
unevenperiods. I assumethat she made arithmetical mistakes in finding the period
averages,and would have arrived at the same averagesas Koval’chenko had she been
as careful as he. To recalculatethe period averages,I used the crop statistics in the
following governors’ reports in fund 1281 in the Central State Historical Archive in
Leningrad:opis’ 5, 1851 god, delo 63, listy 265-66; op. 5, 1852 g., d. 72, 265-66;op. 5,
1853 g., d. 100, 148-49;op. 5, 1854 g., d. 71, 104-105;op. 6, 1855 g., d. 82, 132-33;
op. 6, 1856 g., d. 93, 121-22; op. 6, 1857 g., d. 101, 381-82; op. 6, 1858 g., d. 98,
354-55; op. 6, 1859 g., d. 90, 285-86; op. 6, 1860 g., d. 60, 276-77; op. 6, 1861 g.,
d. 83, 51-52; op. 6, 1862 g., d. 95, 257-58.
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Had Lipovskaiachosento usedifferentperiods, the resultsfor Poltava
and Chernihiv and for all of the Left-Bank Ukraine would havebeen
somewhatdifferent than the figures she arrived at. As the degreeof
changebetweenthe two periods would then differ substantiallyfrom
those provided, conclusions basedupon that measureof decline or
growth would have to be revised. Aggregated data, like historical
generalizations,should be used only with greatcaution and repeated
testing.

It is difficult to understandwhy Lipovskaia did not avoid the
dangersof aggregatedata by using the yearly crop figures which she
fourd in the annual reports of the governorsof the three provinces.
Perhapsshe hopedto reducesome of the violent fluctuationsinherent
in crop statistics, which, of course,reflect climatic conditions. Such
variationscan easily be avoided, however,by the use of a "moving
average,"a statisticaltechniquewhich averagescrop totalsfor a given
yearwith totalsfor previousand later years.The use of this technique
is justified because,in any given year, agricultural production is
influenced by previous conditions and influences later agricultural
efforts.5° This technique"averagesout" some of the year-to-year
influenceswithout substantiallyreducing the number of data points
-that is, years or periods for which data is available. The moving
average of crop yields for twenty years describes the changes in
agriculturalproduction much more accuratelythan two nine-year or
two ten-year averages.If the agricultural productivity of the gentry
and its serfs is to serve as an indicator of the declineof serfdom,then
it is important that this yardstick be sufficiently sophisticated to
measurethe changeswhich took place.

Publishedcrop statisticspermit the computation of the three-year
moving averageof net crop yield-to-seedratios for winter and spring
grainsandpotatocropson the demesneof the gentry of the provinces
of Poltava,Chernihiv and Kharkiv for the period 1843 to 1859.’

50 For example, a snowlesswinter in the last quarter of one year often meant a
winter wheat failure the following spring. Moreover, the serfs had few outside sources
for improved seed. Generally, they were forced to sow the poor, undevelopedseed
that had been harvestedthe previous year.

Koval’chenko has made availablethe annual crop statistics for gentry estatesof
more than forty provinces. For the amount of winter and spring grains and potatoes
sown asd harvestedeach year from 1842 to 1860 on the demesneof Chernihiv,
Poltava and Kharkiv provinces, see Koval’chenko, "0 sostoianii pomeshchich’ego
khoziaistva," pp. 219-21.It is unfortunatethat comparable,annual data for allotment
agriculture has not been published for any province.
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See Graphs 1, 2 and 3. These crop statistics, which are merely
cited by Lipovskaia, reveal complexchangesin demesneproductivity
that she did not even suspect. Seed-yield ratios were highest in all
provincesof the Left Bank in the early 1 840s. Becausecomparable
crop statisticsfor the 1 830s do not exist, it is impossibleto know if
these high yields were abnormalor normal prior to the 1840s. At
least during the period for which data is available, however, net
yield-to-seedratios above 3.20 were indeedrare.

Agricultural productivity upon the demesnedid not declinesteadily
from the 1 840s to the 1 850s. Instead,therewas a sharpdecline in the
1 840s that ended in the well-documentedcrop failure of 1848-49. The
productivity of winter and spring grains rose in the early 1 8 SOs,
declined again during the Crimean War, and recovered thereafter.
After the crop failure of 1849, net potatoyield recovereddramatically
in Poltava and Kharkiv provinces, but then continued to decline
slowly in all three provinces throughout the I 850s. Although agri
cultural productivity on gentry estateswas not as high as it had been
in the early 1840s, the productivity trends do not indicate that the
decline was irreversible or innate to gentry agriculture. Instead,
demesneproductivity seemsto havebeenaffected greatly by climatic
and political disasters.

Doubtlessly,crop productivity on serf allotments also declinedin
the 1840s and recovered somewhat in the 1850s. Because annual
statistics of serf agriculture have not yet been published, a com
parisonof the trends in the threeprovincesis not possible.Although
she examinedthe annual reports, Lipovskaia apparently drew her
conclusionsfrom the nine-yearand ten-yearaverages,which obfuscate
the real patternsand which, in any case, do not coincide with the
averagesfor the same periods obtained by Koval’chenko and this
writer. Lipovskaia’s contentionthat serf grain productivity was far
below the productivity of the demesnedoes not coincide with the
findings of Koval’chenko.52He found that in the Left-Bank Ukraine
during the 1 840s, the allotmentand demesneyield-to-seedratios were
identical.53 A detailed examination of the annual net yield-to-seed

52 Lipovskaia, "0 sostoianii krepostnogokhoziaistva," p. 78.
According to Koval’chenko, the gentry seed-yieldratio was 3.6 for the 1842-50

period and 3.5 during the l850s. See Koval’chenko, "0 sostoianii pomeshchich’ego
khoziaistva," p. 198. The seed-yieldratio on the serf allotment was 3.6 in the first
period, and 3.3 in thesecond.SeeKoval’chenko, "0 sostoianiikhoziaistvai polozhenii
pomeshchich’ikhkrest’ian," p. 81. The point made here is that her findings are not
in agreementwith the published resultsof anotherSoviet historian. It is alsopossible
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ratiosobtainedon the serfallotmentsandgentry demesnesof Kharkiv
province in the I 850s demonstratesthe trends in crop productivity.
SeeGraphs4, 5 and 6. The similarity of the fluctuations suggests
that climatic factors, more than anything else, affected the inter
connectedagricultureof lord and peasant.Disparitiesdevelopedonly
after 1859, when allotment grain productivity faltered and potato
yield increased.

The detailedexaminationof the crop statisticsof the threeindividual
provincesof the Left Bankraisesotherimportantquestions.Historians
like Lipovskaiahaveonly begunthe processof elucidatingsome of the
regional differencesand most, like Lipovskaia, have not recognized
the local variations. Consequently,they are far from being able to
explain the significance of these variations. Lipovskaia’s approach
does not allow her to explain even striking differences in crop
productivity. For example,why did productivity on gentry estatesin
Chernihiv provincebegin to improve after 1845 and remainrelatively
unaffected by the crop failure of 1849, which virtually devastated
estateagriculturein the othertwo provinces?SeeGraphs1, 2 and3.
Becauseserfs in some areas specializedin certain crops, differences
betweencrop yields must also be explained. Why did potato yields
on both the demesneand the allotment in Kharkiv province rise in
the early 1 850s but decline in the late 1 85Os-justwhen grain pro
ductivity, which had remainedat a low level, began to rise? See
Graphs4, 5 and 6. Clearly, the answersto these questionswould
clarify the meaningof the "crisis of serfdom." If crop productivity
is to serve as an indicatorof the crisis of serfdom,then it is necessary
to ask such questionsand to devise and test more refined hypotheses
that can explain the complexity of the trends in crop productivity
and its significance as one aspect of serfdom.

This criticism does not necessarilymean that there was no "crisis
of serfdom" in the Left-Bank Ukraine prior to the emancipationof
the serfs. The presentinvestigationsuggeststhat local statistics,when
refined and used with caution, reveal much more than some Soviet
historians of the peasantryhave so far imagined. Once the actual
trendsare establishedby the use of local and annual values, rather
than regional and decadeaverages,it will be possibleto measurethe
associationbetweenfactors inherent in the "crisis of serfdom." The
hypothesisthat gentry mortgageswere necessarybecauseof the feeble-

to argue that two decadeaverages, even if calculated accurately, are not a sufficient
number of data points with which to define a trend.
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nessof estate economy can be tested, for example, by finding the
correlation‘of yearly mortgageapplicationsin a given province with
the annualdemesnenet crop yield in that province acrosstwenty or
more years. If the demesnecrop yields and gentry mortgage appli
cationsare not closely associated,then these two aspectsof serfdom
must not havebeenlinked as closely in the actionsand ledger books
of the landlordsas they have been in the assumptionsand works of
most general historians.

The chief value of local investigationsof the peasantryis that they
test the hypothesesconstructedon the basis of information covering
large geographicareas and long time spans. The purpose of such
studiesshould not be solely to find support at the local level for the
broad historical generalizations.It is essential to determine the
locally-varied relative importance of those factors e.g., crop yields,
grain prices that had an impact upon the peasant’slife and work.
Only the detailedinvestigationof such factors and an accurateinter
pretation of their relative significance in many localities will define
the actual "crisis of serfdom."54

Naturally, crop productivity is only one indicator of the viabil
ity, or lack thereof, of serfdom. Crop productivity reflects the
successor failure of agriculturalenterpriseunder the conditions im
posedby serfdom. Other aspectsof serfdom-thesocial relationships
between landlord and serf, estate profitability or bankruptcy and
serf impoverishment,for example-mustbe measuredby other indi
cators, such as the yearly fluctuations in peasant unrest, gentry
mortgages,crop prices, and peasanttax payments.Hist?riansshould
analyzethe trends in these indicators, rather than merely quote the
aggregatedfigures for long periods. Only when the trends areevident
will it be possible to test for associativeor dependentrelationships
betweenthe indicators of the various aspectsof the socio-economic
system of serfdom.Only when all of the important indicators have
been thoroughly analyzed and their interrelatednessunderstoodwill
it be possible to explain fully the crisis of serfdom. This ambitious

objective can only be realized at the local level.

For a thorough analysis of peasantagriculture and of factors influencing that
agriculture in Kharkiv province before 1861, see Z. Deal, "Serf and State Peasant
Agriculture: Kharkov Province, 1842-1861,"Ph.D. diss., Vanderbilt University, 1978.
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GRAPHS

Graphs 1, 2 and 3 are based upon the annual crop statistics of gentry
demesneland in the three Left-Bank provinces of Chernihiv, Poltava and
Kharkiv. These data were published in an appendix to I. D. Koval’chenko’s
article, "K voprosu o sostoianui pomeshchich’egokhoziaistvapered otmenoi
krepostnogopravav Rossii," Ezhegodnikp0 agrarnoi istorii VostochnoiEvropy:
1959 g. Moscow, 1961, pp. 219-21.

Graphs4, 5 and 6 are basedupon the gentry demesneand serf allotment
cropstatisticsincluded in theannual report of the governorof Kharkiv province
to the Ministry of Internal Affairs. These reports are now located in the
CentralStateHistorical Archive in Leningrad,wherethe reviewerwas privileged
to use them in 1975. Most of the relevant archival tomes are located in fund
1281. The crop statisticswere located in sixteendelo. In addition to the twelve
in fund 1281 for 1850-61, which were cited in footnote 49, information for
1862-65was found in fund 1281 in op. 6, 1862 g., d. 95, 257-58; op. 7, 1865 g.,
d. 69, 228-29; op. 7, 1866 g., d. 61, 195-96; and in fund 1263, op. 1, d. 3095,
1279-80.
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THREE-YEAR MOVING AVERAGE OF THE NET YIELD-TO-SEED RATIO
OF WINTER GRAIN CULTIVATED ON GENTRY DEMESNE

IN THE LEFT-BANK UKRAINE, 1842-1860

Graph 1
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THREE-YEAR MOVING AVERAGE OF THE NET YIELD-TO-SEED RATIO
OF SPRING GRAIN CULTIVATED ON GENTRY DEMESNE

IN THE LEFT-BANK UKRAINE, 1842-1860
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THREE-YEAR MOVING AVERAGE OF THE NET YIELD-TO-SEED RATIO
OF POTATO CROPS CULTIVATED ON GENTRY DEMESNE

IN THE LEFT-BANK UKRAINE, 1842-1860

Graph3
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WINTER GRAIN NET YIELD-TO-SEED RATIO ON GENTRY DEMESNE
AND SERFALLOTMENT IN KHARKIV PROVINCE:

THREE-YEAR MOVING AVERAGE 1850-1865

Graph4
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SPRING GRAIN NET YIELD-TO-SEED RATIO ON GENTRY DEMESNE
AND SERFALLOTMENT IN KHARKIV PROVINCE:

THREE-YEAR MOVING AVERAGE 1850-1865

Graph 5
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POTATO NET YIELD-TO-SEED RATIO ON GENTRY DEMESNE
AND SERF ALLOTMENT IN KHARKIV PROVINCE:

THREE-YEAR MOVING AVERAGE 1850-1865

Graph6
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION ON SERF ALLOTMENTS IN THE LEFT-BANK UKRAINE, 1842-1860
in thousandsof chetverty*

ALL GRAINS POTATOES TOTAL
1842- 1851- % 1842- 1851- % 1842- 1851- %
1850 1860 Change 1850 1860 Change 1850 1860 Change

Crops sown:
Chernihiv 366 389 6 42 64 52 408 453 11
Poltava 413 448 8 30 35 17 443 483 9
Kharkiv 279 370 33 15 16 7 294 386 31

Left-Bank Ukraine 1058 1207 14 87 115 32 1145 1322 15 Z

Crops Harvested:
Chernihiv 1182 1071 - 9 163 219 34 1345 1290 - 4
Poltava 1635 1725 6 130 156 20 1765 1881 7
Kharkiv W05 1174 17 55 52 -5 W60 E226

Left-Bank Ukraine 3822 3970 4 348 427 23 4170 4397 5 z
Net Crop Yield:

Chernihiv 816 682 -16 121 155 28 937 837 -11
Poltava 1222 1277 5 100 121 21 1322 1398 6 ><
Kharkiv 726 804 11 40 36 - 766 840 10

Left-Bank Ukraine 2764 2763 0.04 261 312 20 3025 3075 2

Net Crop Yield per Peasant: Z
Chernihiv 1.45 1.23 -15 0.21 0.28 33 1.66 1.51 - 9
Poltava 1.87 1.87 0 0.15 0.18 20 2.03 2.05 1
Kharkiv 1.63 L 5 009 008 -II L72 178 3 0

Left-Bank Ukraine 1.66 1.62 - 2 0.16 0.18 13 1.82 1.80 - I

Net Crop Yield to Seed Ratio:
Chernihiv 2.23 1.75 -22 2.88 2.42 -16 2.30 1.85 -20
Poltava 2.96 2.85 - 4 3.33 3.46 4 2.98 2.89 - 3
Kharlciv 60 217 -17 267 25 - 2 2.18 -

Left-Bank Ukraine 2.61 2.29 -12 3.00 2.71 -10 2.64 2.33 -12
‘.0

* Grain and potato totals are the annual averagescomputed by I. D. Koval’chenko. These and the population figures are provided
in an appendix to "K voprosu o sostoianii khoziaistva i polozhenii pomeshchich’ikh krest’ian Evropeiskoi Rossi v 40-50-xgodakh
XIX v.," Nauchnye doklady vysshei shkoly: Istoricheskie nauki, 1959, no. 2, p. 96. All computations by this writer were based upon
thosedata.
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A Bibliographical Survey of Periodical Literature for 1973

UKRAJINS’KE LITERATUROZNAVSTVO [Ukrainian literary schol
arship]. L’viv: "Vya skola," 1973. Vol. 18: 115 pp. Vol.
19: 152 pp. Vol. 20, "Ivan Franko-Articles and Docu
ments": 104 pp. Ca. 1000 copies each.

The articles which appearedunder the categoryof literary theory in the three
volumes of Ukrajins’ke literaluroznavstvo for 1973 did not conform to the
generally accepteddefinition of the rubric, for they dealt with specificperiods
in the history of Ukrainian literature, literary genres,and works of individual

authors.
The section on the history of Old Ukrainian literature had only one brief

annotation, of H. Skovoroda’s 0 vospitanii éad 1609 [20: 99-101], and five
announcementsof articles dealing with Skovoroda’s works [18: 96-102, 103-
109, 110-115; 19: 87-92, 93-97].

Five articlesappearedunder the sectiondevotedto the history of Ukrainian
literature of the pre-Revolutionaryand Soviet period. Two of theseconcerned
the history of journalism in the Ukraine: one article discussedthe periodical
Zyije i slovo 1897-98 [19: 81-86], and the other thepublicationsof the Literary
Union of the UkrainianRed Army andNavy Literaturne ob ‘jednannja ervonoji
Armjji i Flotu na Ukrajini during 1930-34[19: 127-30]. Two articlesconcerned
the "Lenin theme" in Ukrainian prose of the 1920s [19: 40-45], and one the
so-calledwar prose of the decade1956-66 [18: 25-29; 19: 46-52].

Articles publishedunder the section of Ukrainian classics focused on pro
viding biographicaldata and discussingthe work of the following authors:
B. Hrinenko [19: 131-35], H. Kvitka-Osnov"janenko[18: 83-90], L. Martovy
[19: 73-80], I. Ne&sj-Levyc’kyj [19: 110-20], M. Pavlyk [18: 71-76, 91-95], V. Sa
mijlenko [18: 56-63], M. Staryc’kyj as translatorof Hamlet [18: 77-82], V. Ste
fanyk [18: 30-33], T. evéenko[19: 66-72], and P.J.Béranger[19: 98-102, 103-
109].

The anthology subtitled "Ivan Franko-Articles and Documents"discussed
the themes and figures which interested Franko: the history of Ukrainian
literature and literary theory [pp. 3-9, 10-15], Ja. Holovac’kyj [pp. 65-68], H.
Kvitka-Osnov"janenko[pp. 28-33], comedy and satire [pp. 76-80], the right to
education[pp. 41-45], and the inclinations of youth [pp. 59-64]. Other articles
in the volume dealt with Franko’s poetics [pp. 16-21, 69-75, 86-90, 91-98],
Franko as publicist [pp. 22-27], his Weltanschauung[pp. 51-58], his polemic
with V. ëurat on the questionof decadencein literature [pp. 34-40], and his
influence on the folklorist H. Tancjura [pp. 46-50]. Included in the volume
was a bibliography of Frankianapublishedin 1972.
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The section on Soviet literature offered articles on V. Blakytnyj [19: 60-65],
Ja.Halan [19: 16-21], 0. Havryljuk [19: 10-15], 0. Honar[19: 22-27], 0. Dov
enko [19: 53-59], M. Iran [18: 64-70], P. Kozlanjuk [18: 34-43], A. Malyko
[18: 50-55], V. Mynko [18: 44-49], M. Ryl’s’kyj [19: 116-19], V. Sosjura [19:
28-34], M. Stel’max [18: 18-24, 19: 35-39], P. Tyyna [18: 3-10] and Ju. Ja
novs’kyj [18: 11-17]. Also includedwas an article on Domna Botuans’ka,the
Bukovynian "folk poetessand artist" who is absentfrom the Dictionary of
Artists of the Ukraine Kiev, 1973 as well as from the referencework Writers
of the Soviet Ukraine Kiev, 1970.

Three articles appearedunder the section entitled "International Relations
of Soviet Ukrainian Literature." One was of a general nature [19: 139-42];
one dealt with V. Sosjura and Belorussianliterature [19: 28-34]; and one con
cernedTadik-Ukrainian literary relations [19: 136-38]. An equal number of
articles appearedunder the category "The Battle of Ukrainian Literature
Against Ukrainian BourgeoisNationalism" [19: 3-9, 10-15, 16-21]. A biblio
graphy of related literature published between1965 and 1972 also gracedthe
section.

t Bohdan Krawciw
Translatedby Natalia Pylypiuk

Harvard University

LITERATURNA UKRAJINA [Literary Ukraine]. Pravlinnja
Spilky pys’mennykiv Ukrajiny. Kiev, 1973. 46th year of
publication, semi-weekly.Nos. 1-103.

There were no articles on the theory or history of literature in Literaturna
Ukrajina for 1973. Itemson poetics were limited to one note on H. Sydorenko’s
Ukrajins’ke vir.uvannja Kiev, 1972 [4: 3], and reviews of M. P. Hnatjuk’s
Poemajak literaturnyj vyd Kiev, 1973 [12: 3] and 0. N. Moroz’s Etjudy pro
sonet Kiev, 1973 [77: 3].

The newspaper’ssection on publications containedthe autographof a dedi
cation by Marko Vovok [100: 2], excerptsfrom 0. Dovenko’s notebookfor
1943 [87: 2], P. Pane’s letters to young writers [100: 3], M. Ryl’s’kyj’s poem
"ornyj drozd mene bojit’sja .. ." [21: 3], P. Tyyna’s previouslyunpublished
literary criticism [7: 2] and letters to new writers [92: 2], and previously
unpublishedpoemsby V. Bondar’ [102: 2] and H. Malovyk [44: 3]. Items on
Old Ukrainian literature dealt only with the works of H. Skovoroda; these
were announcementsandreviewsof foreign languagepublicationsof his works
and related studies [2: 4, 10: 4, 13: 4, 16: 4].

Ukrainianclassicalwriters discussedwere M. Ceremiyna[44: 1, 48: 1, 55: 4],
Ju. Fed’kovyé [38: 2], I. Franko [6: 4, 6: 43], S. Hulak-Artemovs’kyj [29: 2],
V. Kapnist [91: 4], 0. Kobyljans’ka [27: 4, 93: 3], I. Kotljarevs’kyj [3: 2],
M. Kocjubyns’kyj [32: 1], M. Maksymovy[93: 2], P. Myrnyj [10: 2], M. Pavlyk
[19: 2], 0. Ps’ol [99: 2], S. Rudans’kyj [35: 4, 36: 1, 68: 2], T. evenko [17: 4,
19: 2, 3: 4, 20: 2, 29: 4, 46: 1, 49: 3, 63: 3, 96: 4, 99: 2], V. Stefanyk[4: 4],
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Lesja Ukrajinka [9: 2, 11: 3, 65: 3] and the unveiling of her monument[69: 1,
69: 4, 70: 1-2-3], the Ustyjanovy family [75: 4], and Marko Vovok [95: 2-3,
100: 2].

ContemporarySoviet Ukrainian writers mentionedwere: I. Bahmut [16: 2,
44:2,48:3,49: 1], M. Baan [21: 2], D. Bedzyk[53: 3, 86: 3], P. Bejlin [46: 2],
S. Bel’enko [57: 4], 0. Bojenko[78: 1, 92: 2, 92: 3, 93: 1], V. Bol’iak [102: 3],
D. Botuyns’ka[24:4], R. Bratun’ [23: 3,49: 1], H. Bren’ov, [90: 2], A. Xynjak
[48: 1], 0. Xo1oenko [54: 3], P. Fedoriv [92: 3], A. Hajdar, [39: 2], Ja.Halan
[69: 2], M. Hodovanec’[64: 4, 75: 2], A. Holovko [14: 2, 27: 3-4, 29: 2, 95: 3],
0. Honar [25: 2, 91: 3], K. Hordijenko [13: 2, 29: 1], Je.Hryhoruk [102: 4],
I. Hryhurko [22: 3, 100: 3], 0. Dovenko [72: 2, 72: 3, 74: 2], I. Dra [47: 1,
63: 2], A. Kacnel’son [92: 2-3], 0. Kornijuk [41: 4], V. Korotyé [23: 4, 35: 2,
80: 2], D. Kosaryk [41: 4], V. Kozaèenko[22: 2, 23: 1-2, 38: 3, 48: 1, 52: 1],
P. Kozlanjuk [57: 3], A. Kuroéka[24: 2], 0. Levada [41: 1-2-3, 92: 1], A. Ma
lylko [36: 3, 67: 2, 92: 2], T. Masenko[90: 2], Ju. Mejhe [48: 1], I. Mel’ny.enko
[23: 3], 0. Mel’nyk [24: 2], M. Mizjun [26: 4], Ju. Muketyk [49: 2], V. Mysyk
[82: 3] B. Neerda[39: 3-4], I. Nexoda[82: 2], A. Olijnyk [95: 4], P.’Pan[67: 3],
0. Pidsuxa [49: 1], N. Rybak [1: 2, 16: 1-4, 47: 1], T. Rybas [23: 4, 75: 3],
M. Ryl’s’kyj [39: 3, 57: 3, 58: 4, 75: 4], M. Rud’ [23: 3, 94: 3], I. Senenko
[14: 3], M. eremet [50: 1], M. pak [57: 3], Ju. erbak [45: 3, 46: 3, 97: 3],
V. Sobko [96: 2], V. Sosjura[2: 1-2, 3: 2, 4: 1, 63: 4], A. Stas’ [23: 4], M. Stel’
max [44: 4], B. Stepanjuk[39: 3, 54: 3, 101: 3], I. Stepanjuk[29: 3], M. Stro
kavs’kyj [13: 2, 17: 2], V. Suxomlyns’kyj [3: 2, 15: 3], V. Symonenko[20: 2],
P. Tyyna [9: 3, 30: 4, 41: 4, 43: 2-3, 73: 3, 91: 1], P. Usenko [12: 3], P. Vo
ron’ko [66: 3, 94: 2, 98: 3], N. Zabila [18: 2], F. Zalata[14: 2, 23: 3], M. Za
rudnyj [23: 3], Ju. Zbanac’kyj [103: 2], V. Zemljak [17: 2, 31: 4], and Ju. Ja
novs’kyj [90: 3, 98: 4].

Anniversary articlesdealt with the following Ukrainian, Russianand Jewish
authors:P. Biba [50: 3], H. Bojko [69: 3], L. Boloban [47: 3], 0. Brods’kyj [24:
3], D. Xajkina [78: 3], V. Xolod [92: 3], 0. Djakova-Tolkaova[52: 3], Ju. Dol’d
Myxajlyk [21: 3], H. Donec’ [93: 3], I. Hajdaj [80: 3], L. Halkin [70: 3], M. Hir
nyk [44: 3], I. Hlyns’kyj [89: 3], L. Horjako [99: 3], 0. Hurejev [81: 3], P. Hun
nenko [75: 3], V. Kanivec’ [78: 3], M. Karpljuk [63: 3], V. Koevs’kyj [90: 3],
H. Kryvda [65: 3], K. Kudijevs’kyj [24: 3], V. Lahoda[40: 2], X. Lytvynenko
[39: 2], Ja. Majstrenko[81: 3], T. Mykytyn [77: 3], B. Palijuk [43: 3], 0. Parxo
menko [71: 3], M. Podoljan [75: 3], P. Sambuk [76: 2], L. Sanov [45: 3],
P. Sadura[80: 3], D. Slapak [34: 3], M. Smuikevy [89: 3], Ju. Sovkopljas
[10: 3], M. Sumylo [45: 2], F. Svindin [29: 4], M. Skazbu[94: 3], D. Syzonenko
[74: 2], X. Tabanykov [49: 3], A. Turyns’ka [11: 2], 0. Uvarov [101: 3],
L. Zemljakov[29: 3], V. Zubar [64: 3], 0. urlyva [48: 3, 50: 4], M. Jaremenko
[49: 3].

Itemson literary scholarsandcritics referredto 0. Bilec’kyj [17: 3], B. Burjak
[61: 3], 0. Dej [36: 3], M. Il’nyc’kyj [7: 3], 0. Kylymnyk [57: 3], Je.Kynyljuk
[2: 3, 50: 1, 70: 2, 90: 4], B. Korsuns’ka[93: 3], M. Lohvynenko[23: 4, 93: 3],
0. Mazurkevy [71: 3], H. Morenec’ posthumousnote [19: 4], L. Novyenko
[23: 2, 91: 1], 0. Pulynec’ [95: 2], Je.Sabliovs’kyj [48: 3, 59: 4], M. Salata
[33: 3], S. Trofymuk [89: 3], H. Verves [4: 4], P. Volyns’kyj [12: 4]. Rehabili
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tatedwriters mentionedwere B. Bobyns’kyj [20: 3], P. Kapel’horods’kyj [25: 1,
62: 2], M. Kulii [5: 4], I. Kulyk [14: 2], I. Mykytenko [54: 4].

Notes on writers who died in 1973 mentionedI. Banabai[14: 4], K. Basenko
[40: 3], Ju.Burjakivs’kyj [56: 3, 57: 4], M. abanivs’kyj [26: 2, 27: 4], 0. er
kasov [29: 4], Ju. cornyj-Didenko [21: 4], V. Xronovy [91: 4], V. Hyc’kyj
[102: 4], V. Kunir [81: 4], T. Leonova[25: 4], 0. Myxalevy [38: 3], I. Muratov
[25: 4], V. Panéenko[1: 4], L. Pervomajs’kyj [98: 2], V. Pidpalyj [93: 4], L. Ser
pilin [17: 4], V. Sobotovy[23: 4], M. Strokovs’kyj [43: 4], N. Uakov [91: 1, 2,
92: 4], A. Vo1oak [62: 3, 99: 2-3], Ju. Zaruba[38: 3], I. Zolotarevs’kyj [95: 4].

Only two items dealt with Ukrainian literature outside the Ukrainian SSR:
one with Ju. Borodyëof Czechoslovakia[8: 4] and the other with the almanac
Pain‘fat’, publishedin Szczecin,Poland [29: 4].

General articles on literary criticism referred to B. Burjak, I. Doroienko,
H. V"jazovs’kyj, S. Trofymuk, D. Zatons’kyj [6: 1-2], H. Markov [7: 1, 7: 3],
S.Trofymuk [11: 3], V. Kostyenko [12: 3], M. Strel’byc’kyj [13: 3], V. Dja
enko [17: 3], V. Kosaenko [74: 2], 0. Kaharlyc’ka [102: 3]. Other general
articles coveredvariousconferencesof literary critics: the colloqium of Soviet
and German critics held in Kiev [22: 2, 4], the Moscow conference of the
InternationalAssociationof Literary Critics [40: 1], and the discussionsof the
Committeeon Criticism of the Soviet Ukrainian Writers’ Union [56: 3, 84: 2].
One item dealt with issuesof the journal Literaturno-krytyënyjohijad for 1972
[102: 3].

Generalarticles on poetry were written by literary critics D. Hryn’ko [26: 3],
H. Hordasevy[49: 3], Je.Adel’hejm [65: 2-3], andA. Makarov [90: 3]. Critics
who published their views in the journal’s forum on "poetry’s socio-political
calling" were S. Kryanivs’kyj, A. Kacnel’son,V. Kor [72: 2]; M. Synhajivs’kyj
andV. Vil’nyj [76: 2]; M. Nahnybida,M. Uiakov, M. Il’nyc’kyj, R. Lubkivs’kyj,
andV. Zabaltans’kyj [90: 2].

Discussantsof prose literature included V. Bilenko [1: 2], H. Lohvynenko
[5: 1, 3], I. Kravenko [9: 3], M. ulyns’kyj [11: 3], an unnamedcorrespondent
on historical prose[18: 3], I. Doroienko on the novel [20: 3], I. Kravenko
[46: 3], I. Lubkovy on science fiction [48: 3], Ju.Bedzyk on the detective
novel [49: 3], M. Zulyns’kyj on the war novel [62: 3], M. Strel’byc’kyj [69: 3]
and M. Levéenko [84: 3].

In 1973 Literaturna Ukrajina published a report on discussionsrelating to
the newly-formed Dramaturgy,Film and Television Committee of the Soviet
Ukrainian Writers’ Union [49: 2]. With that exception,no items or announce
ments of plays appeared.

A numberof articlesdealt with aspectsof journalism, particularly thejournal
istic sketch. AuthorswereV. Jakovenko[24: 3], 0. Slyvyns’kyj [29: 3], A. Xyn
jak, Ju. Labeznyk,M. Lukiv, P. Sehel’s’kyj andJu.Tereienkoon the occasion
of PressDay [34: 1-2], and M. Lanin, whose article reviewed the collection
ZemniZori. Thetendencywasto emphasize"the absenceof boundariesbetween
journalism and literature," and to feature the journalistic sketchand "news
story" sometimesin verse.Original work by poets, prose writers and critics
frequently intoned the "beauty of work" and referred to the valor of the
"working people" at their assignmentson collective farms, constructionsites,
factories, etc.
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Individual poemsandcollectionsof poetrywereaccordedmany annoucements
and reviews.PoetsdiscuSsedwere B. Bjela [77: 3], Je.Boyk [97: 3], H. Bojko
[80: 3], A. Bortnjak [27: 3], 0. Dovhyj [3: 3], H. Donec’ [101: 3], M. Haptar
[34: 3], A. HluIak [44: 3], N. Hnatjuk [67: 3], V. Kolodij [36: 3], M. Lukiv
[57: 3], F. Milevs’kyj [32: 3], P. Morenec’ and H. Malovyk [82: 3], M. Nahny
bida [51: 3, 96: 3], B. Olijnyk [78: 3], S. Olijnyk [89: 3], P. Osaduk[93: 3],
V. Panenko[58: 3], L. Pervomajs’kyj [15: 2], P. Perebyjnis [77: 3], P. Rebro
[68: 2], M. Riiko [63: 3], Ju. Serdjuk [63: 3], M. Sapoval [47: 3], Ja. Sporta
[54: 3], M. Som [58: 3], 0. Strilec’ [35: 3], M. Tarnovs’kyj [24: 3], V. Vil’nyj
[2: 3], M. Vlad [101: 3], V. Vyxru [60: 3], L. Vyieslavs’kyj [42: 3], and V. Zatu
lyviter [56: 3].

Proseworks werealso anxouncedandreviewedfrequently. Authors discussed
were: K. Basenko[81: 3], V. Bezorud’ko [93: 3], B. Bojko [95: 2], L. Brazov
[54: 3], 0. Bylinov [50: 3], Ju. ornyj-Didenko [37: 3], 0. ornohuz [98: 3],
P. Cokota [38: 2], L. Dmyterko [4: 3], I. Dolho [95: 3], I. Falikman [68: 3],
0. Hya [37: 3], L. Horlaé [27: 3], P. Koura [21: 3], V. Malec’ [10: 2], F.Mor
hun [55: 4], V. Myzynec’ [43: 3], M. Novykova [47: 3], N. Okolitenko [75: 2],
0. Orlovs’kyj [50: 3], S.Pan’ko [27: 3], N. Petrenko[3: 3], 1. Pil’huk [38: 2],
V. Romanenko[43: 2], M. Saponyk [38: 2], Ju. Sovkopljas [99: 2], I. Solda
tenko [44: 3], Ja. Stecjuk [94: 3], L. Stojanov [34: 4], M. Strokovs’kyj [13: 2,
17: 2], M. Sumyiyn [36: 3], K. Svitlynyj [58: 3], H. Synel’nykov [10: 3], L. Ten
djuk [8: 3], 0. Vasyl’kivs’kyj [45: 3], I. Vlasenko[51:3], andM. Janovs’kyj[3: 2].

Biographies of writers and literati appeared in the series "Lives of the
Famous," published by "Molod" press. Participants in the discussion were
V. Majorov [28: 4], S. Saxovs’kyj [34: 3-4], an anonymous"ohljadaá" reviewer
[40: 1-3], I. Sas [52: 3] and I. Il’jenko who recanted"mistakes" in some of
his work [60: 3]. A propoSItion by T. Rybas [62: 4] that a series on "Lives of
Activists in Socialist Industry" be published elicited other biographicalarticles
[65: 4, 67: 2, 78: 2].

The recantationby I. Il’jenko was only one example of this "genre." Also
published were accusationsand accompanyingrecantationsand self-criticism
by B. Antonenko-Davydovyfor his contactswith non-SovietUkrainians[54:
4], I. Bilyk for his novel MeãAreja [40: 1-3], I. Dzjubastatementand recan
tation [88: 4], Je.Hucalo for his tale Dvoje na svjati koxannja [61: 3],
B. Xaruk for "mistakes" in his works for children [78: 3; 99: 3, 102: 4],
and V. Jaremenkowho recantedhis introduction to a volume of works by
0. Oles’ [75: 3].

WesternSovietologists,"enemiesof peace"andUkrainian bourgeoisnational
ists were also chastised.Authors of such articles included Ja.Cehel’nyk [8: 3],
T. Denysova[32: 3-4], K. Dmytruk [96: 2], I. Hryyn-Hryéuk [67: 4], B. Minyn
[71: 3], 0. Nosenko[66: 4, 72: 4, 89:4,97: 4], Ju. Smoly [82: 4], andA. Ka
bajda [85: 4].

Journalsand publishinghousesdiscussedwere Dnipro [22: 4, 42: 1, 69: 3,
74: 2], Donbas [70: 3, 76: 4], Literaturnoeobozrenie [16: 3], "Molod" [63: 1,
92: 1], Prapor [60: 3], "Radjans’kyj pys’mennyk" [22: 2], Suzirfa [16: 3],
Vitóyzna [14: 3, 46: 3], and Vsesvit [37: 3, 48: 3].

The activities of literary organizationswhich the journal covered were the
Fourth Plenary Session of the Soviet Ukrainian Writers’ Union [23: 1-4];
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meetingsof the union’s presidium [9: 1, 21: 1, 29: 1, 37: 3, 46: 2, 62: 1, 78: 2,
98: 3]; meetingsof its party committee[27: 1, 34: 2, 96: 1-2]; meetingsof the
directorateof the union’s Kiev branch and its party meetings [11: 1, 71: 1,
77: 1, 86: 2, 95: 1, 96: 1-2]; meetingsof separatecommitteeswithin the writers
union [10: 3, 40: 1, 45: 3, 97: 1]; meetingsof the local literary unions and
organizationsof Dnipropetrovs’k [50: 2, 98: 3], Xarkiv and Donec’k [77: 1],
Lubny [84: 3], L’viv, Donec’k,Xerson, and Voroiylovhrad [86: 2], Zakarpattja
[100: 3], Horlivka [102: 2], Uman’ [100: 4, 103: 3], Kryvyj Rih [39: 2], Stryj
[39: 2], Xarkiv [43: 2], Ivano-Frankivs’k[48: 3], Xerson [48: 3], Crimea[48: 3,
49: 2], and Kirovohrad [50: 2]. Also publishedwere an item on the Plenary
Sessionof the USSR Writers’ Union [24: 1] and a review of the discussions
conductedat the plenary sessionsof the USSR and Soviet Ukrainian Writers’
Union [40: 1-3]. Another item covered the joint meetings of artists’ unions
of the Soviet Ukraine [41: 1-3].

An article on generalproblemsof translationwas contributedby V. Korotyè,
Ju.Lisnjak and B. Savëenko[66: 3]. Reviewed were V. Koptilov’s Perlotvir i
perekiad [7: 4] and 0. Kundzi’s Tvori problemy perekiadu [102: 3]. Two
articlescritically evaluatedthe quality of Ukrainian translations[32: 3, 67: 3],
whereassix focusedon the work of translatorsJe.Drob’jazko [69: 2], S. Kov
hanjuk [20: 2], B. Ten [20: 2, 98: 4] and M. Tereenko[16: 2, 72: 2].

Discussionsof internationalliterary relations included the Abkhasian-Ukrain
ian [46: 4], Armenian-Ukrainian[42: 3,78: 4, 79: 1-4, 80: 1-2, 81: 1-2, 82: 1],
Belorussian-Ukrainian[6: 4, 7: 4, 17: 3], Georgian-Ukrainian[30: 4], Kazakh
Ukrainian [84: 3], French-Ukrainian[49: 4], Bulgarian-Soviet [20: 4], and
Soviet-Hungarian[68: 3]. Also published were notices about the Fifth Con
ferenceof Asian and African Writers, held in Alma Ata [70: 1, 70: 4, 71: 1].

Items dealing with classical literature were reviews of M. Bilyk’s translation
of the Aeneid [75: 4], H.N. Pidlisna’s textbook Istorija antycnoji literatury
[29: 3], and B. Ten’s translation of the Illiad [28: 4].

The "Soviet" literature of the peoplesof the USSR was the subjectof reports
on the "Days of Soviet Literature in Odessa" [41: 1, 43: 1, 44: 1-2], school
problems [97: 2], the cooperationof Russian writers with thoseof the other
Soviet republics [37: 2], and three other items [42: 3, 46: 1, 72: 1]. Slavic
literature was discussedin a review of the anthology Slov’jans’ke nebo [27: 3].

Other literatureswere also covered, often in articles on individual authors
or groups of writers: Austrian literature in a note on K. E. Franzos [25: 4];
Australian literature in a note on K. S. Pritchard[80: 4, 96: 4]; Azerbaijanian
literature in notes on I. Nasimi [48: 1, 71: 4]; and American literature in
noteson W. Faulkner [28: 3], F. S. Fitzgerald [67: 4], and M. Puzo and his
Godfather [102: 3]. American literature was the topic of yet anotherarticle, on
"progressive writers in the U.S." [48: 1, 4]. Articles on English literature
covered its "ideological battles in literature and criticism" [97: 3], and noted
writers J. Aldridge [41: 4] and J. Adamson[97: 4]. African literature was dis
cussedin an item on P. Abrahams[33: 4] and in anotheron the literature of
African Guinea-Bissau[101: 4]. The Belorussian[50: 2] and Bulgarian [40: 4,
49: 4, 80: 4] literatureswere discussedgenerally,andseveralauthorsspecifically:
X. Botev [7: 4, 42: 4], H. Dagarov [28: 3], B. Dimitrova [33: 3], X. Smir
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nenski [77: 2], and L. Stojanov [30: 4]. Also commentedon were Vietnamese
literature [38: 4], Armenian literature [84: 4, 89: 3], and the Armenian writers
A. Hrasi [36: 4] and H. Sarian[2: 4].

The newspaper’sdiscussion of world literatures also included mention of
the following: Georgian-H.Pandykidze [35: 3] and H. Tabidze [86: 4];
Dagestani-R.Hamzatov [71: 3]; Indian-R. Tagore [96: 3]; Irish-B. Bien
[93: 4]; Italian-S. Ceccherini [77: 3]; Kalmyk-V. Skorobohatov [96: 4];
Korean [46: 4]; Moldavian-L. Deljanu [72: 3] and H. Vieru [28: 3]; German
-B. Brecht [12: 4], H. Heine [45: 3], E. M. Remarque[50: 4], and P. Felkel
[47: 3]; Ossetian[34: 4]; Polish-W. Broniewski [3: 4], Ja.Koprowski [37: 4],
Je.Litwiniuk [1: 4], A. Mickiewicz [101: 4], Ju. Slowacki [61: 4], W. Strzelecki
[97: 4], and K.A. Jaworski [2: 4J.

Russian literature was covered both in general items [4: 4, 28: 3] and in
specificones, on D. Bednyj [28: 4], V. H. Belinskij [45: 1], V. D. Bon-Bruevi
[53: 4], V. Brjusov [98: 4], A. exov [47: 4], 0. For [40: 4], N. Gogol’ [56: 3],
0.M. Gor’kij [24: 4, 42: 4], M. Isakovskij [57: 2], V. Korolenko [60: 3], M. Ler
montov [42: 3], V. Majakovskij [50: 4, 51: 2, 53: 2, 54: 2, 55: 1, 55: 3, 57: 1,
58: 3, 59: 4], O.M. Ostrovskij [27: 2, 28: 1-2, 29: 1, 33: 3, 93: 2], 0. Puikin
[40: 2,41:4,44: 2], V. Siikov [78: 3], and M. Soloxov [73: 2, 80: 4].

Jewishliteraturewas discussedin items on N. Lurje [75: 3] and M. Mohylevy
[44: 2]. Other literaturesdealt with were thoseof Rumania-H.Zinke [43: 3];
Tadzhikstan-S.Aini [39: 4] and.lelãl ad-Din RUmi [99: 4]; Hungary-I. Ma
dách [5: 4] and S. Petöfi [1: 4, 8: 1, 33: 4]; France-A.Barbusse[38: 4],
Moliere [13: 4], A. de Saint Exupery[10: 3], F. Villon [75: 3]; Croatia-P.Mat
vejevi [99: 4]; the Czechs-K.apek [61: 4], Ju. Fuik [18: 4], Ja. Haek
[37: 4], M. Pujmanova[44: 4], B. Vaclavek [27: 2]; and Chile-P. Neruda
[76: 3] and poetry in general [33: 4].

Questionsof languagewere treated broadly [24: 3, 90: 4, 98: 3] and in dis
cussionsof dictionaries[11: 4, 26: 4, 47: 4].

Items on scholarshipincluded notices about a conferenceon typology and
Slavic linguistic and literary interrelationsheld in Minsk [47: 3], a seminaron
Bulgarianand Slavicstudiesheld in Sofia [72: 2], and the SeventhInternational
Congressof Slavists held in Warsaw [70: 2]. Of a similar naturewere notices
aboutOriental studiesat Kiev StateUniversity [27: 2] and a meetingof trans
lators and Orientalists belonging to the Writers’ Union [42: 3].

Folklore publicationsannouncedandreviewed were the collection Ukrainskie
narodnie dumy [51: 3], a volume of Ukrainian fairy tales in German trans
lation [50: 4], and the collections Kolomyjky [80: 3] and Ukrajins ‘ki narodni
pisni z Lemkiviéyny[4: 3]. Also published were articles on folklorists N. Pry
sjanjuk [68: 4] and Je. Jarolyns’ka [97: 3].

Bookprinting was referred to in items on F. Skoryna [10: 2] and on the
incunabulaheld by the Central Scientific Library of the Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences[14: 14].

Although newly publisheddramatic works were not mentioned, ongoing
theatrical productions were noted. Announcementsand reviews appearedon
performancesin Xarkiv [44: 4], L’viv [45: 2], and Kiev [46: 4, 48: 3], and on
Moscow’s "Malyj Teatr" performing in Kiev [45: 4]. Items dealing with the
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cinemawere otherwiselimited to discussionsof the film library of the Soviet
Ukrainian Writers’ Union [2: 3] and of the need to organize a film archive
[26: 4]. Includedwas a review of a book on the filming of Hajda,naky [9: 4].

This survey has not included the original poetry, short stories, novellas,
dramaticexerpts,journalistic sketchesandreportswhichwerepublishedthrough
out 1973. Also excludedwere items dealing with the activity of leading party
membersand the contributions published in the "Vesela pjatnycja" section
devotedto humor.

Bohdan Krawciw
Translatedby Natalia Pylypiuk

Harvard University

RADJANS’KE LITERATuR0zNAvsTv0 [Soviet literary scholar
ship]. Instytut literatury im. T. H. Sevenka Akademiji
naukUkrajins’koji URSR; Spilka pys’mennykivUkrajiny.
Kiev: "Naukova dumka," 1973. 17th year of publication.
Nos. 1-12, 96 pp. each.Ca. 1000 copies monthly.

The journal’s discussionof the theory of literature dealt with party directives
and ideology concerningthe narocbiist’ of literature [1: 24-33], "progress" in
literary activity [7: 16-26], "praise of the working-class as a primary aim of
literature" [11: 14-27], artistic activity in the era of scientific and technological
revolution [2: 59-68, 11: 46-60], and the interrelationbetween aesthetictheory
and methods of criticism [3: 24-34]. The section’s articles on poetics were
devotedto metaphor[2: 83-87], the long poem [8: 44-49, 2: 88-89], Ukrainian
versification[6: 87-89], drama[2: 25-35, 11: 86-88], and the novel [3: 6 1-66].
A review of work by the Russiantheorist E. S. Gromov discussedthe principles
of aesthetics[1: 80-82], and an article on "directions and vogues in literature"
dealt with the methodsof literary scholarship[10: 27-39]. Relatedtopics were
discussedin articles on problemsof literary analysis[1: 7-15, 5: 65-72,6: 89-90].

Articles on the developmentor current state of Soviet literary scholarship
did not appear. Editorials sought to equatepublicistic work with literature as
a meansof masseducationfor communistsociety [3: 86-88, 4: 23-33, 6: 9-18,
10: 3-11, 10: 84-87; 11: 3-13, 12: 3-7, 12: 83-84]. Considerablespace was
taken up by polemics on "modernism" and "bourgeois literary scholarship"
[1: 85-87, 6: 61-68, 9: 66-80, 10: 60-72].

Articles publishedin the "Chronicle" section provided a survey of current
Soviet literary scholarship. Several items were on the activities of Soviet
scholarsand scholarly institutions. Included were reportson a forum of all
Soviet literary scholars[1: 92, 1: 93] and the organizationandmeetingsof the
SevenkoInstitute of Literature of the Academyof Sciencesof the Ukrainian
SSR [2: 94, 8: 90-92]. The work of various departmentsof literature and of
university conferenceswas also reported [4: 93-94, 8: 91-93, 10: 96, 11: 96,
12: 91]. Dissertations in literary scholarshipand Ukrainian literary history
acceptedin 1972were noted anddiscussed[2: 96]. Completing the sectionwere
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an item on the Donec’k Museum on Regional Literary Activity [10: 96] and
brief noteson the literary scholarsM. Hulak [4: 72-74], N. Krutikova [4: 251,
P. Volyns’kyj [4: 95-96], 0. Dej [8: 96], L. Ivanov [1: 96], and 0. Bilec’kyj
4: 95].

Early variantsof Franko’spoem"Pjanycja" werepublishedunderthe heading
of new publications[2: 72-76]. Other items in this section dealt with 0. Kopy
lenko’s radio scripts [5: 77-80]; M. Kuli’s film script Pary±kom [2: 69-72];
the collective pseudonymof A. Malyko, S. Voskrekasenko,and A. Syjan [10:
80-83]; S. Rudans’kyj’s autographs [5: 80-81]; the previouslyunknown auto
graph of Sev.enko’s"Rano-vrancinovobranci" found in V. Dal’s archives[3:
58-60]; V. Stefanyk’s archives [4: 80-83]; and Marko Vovok’s stay in St.
Petersburg[7: 84-88]. Included were brief articles on Russian authors:one
recounted0. Kuprin’s work with the Kiev press[11: 81-85], anotherdiscussed
the duel betweenLermontov and Martynov [1: 68-77], and a third presented
L. Tolstoj’s attitudestoward H. Skovoroda[1: 78-79].

Only two articles Were dedicatedto Old Ukrainian literature: one to the
Igor’ Tale [7: 33-38], and another to Pamvo Berynda [1: 47-56]. The only
other materialspertaining to the period were two reviews-oneof Jadwiga
Sokolowska,Spory o barok: W poszukiwaniu modelu epoki Warsaw,1971 [1:
87-90] and the other of L. Maxnovec’, Hryhorjj Skovoroda Kiev, 1972 [6:
79-80]-andtwo notesabout250th anniversaryconferencesdevotedto Skovo
roda.

A varietyof topicsin Ukrainianliteratureof thenineteenthand earlytwentieth
centurieswas treated.Subjectsdiscussedand booksreviewedwere the "Rus’ka
Trijcja" [8: 88-891, Romanticism[7: 57-65, 7: 66-75], Ukrainian literature of
Transcarpathia[2: 89-90], Ukrainian "critical realism" [2: 77-83] and comedy
[12: 59-66], A. Kaspruk’s Ukrajins ‘ka poemakincja XIX-poëatkuXX St. Kiev,
1973 [7: 93-96]; and N. S. Nad"jarnix’s Tipologiéeskie osobennosti realizma
Moscow, 1972 [5: 85-88]. Items on Ukrainian writers of this period dealt
with I. Franko [5: 35-42, 7: 60-63], M. Kocjubyns’kyj [2: 95, 6: 32-43, 8: 91],
A. Kryms’kyj [12: 67-71, Ju. Kropyvnyc’kyj [2: 32-39], S. Rudans’kyj [5: 26-
34], V. Stefanyk[3: 61-66,9: 49-58], Lesja Ukrajinka [6: 19-31, 10: 95], T. Sev
enko [3: 47-57, 4: 40-54, 5: 95-96, 10: 49-59, 11: 61-72], and M. Komyan
enko’s Z i.ctoriji ukrajins’koho JevãenkoznavstvaKiev, 1972 [7: 83-84].

Articles and noteson Sovietliteraturewere of a programmaticand ideological
nature [1: 34-40, 1: 91, 3: 92-96,4: 94, 5: 3-8, 5: 17-25, 8: 3-17, 9: 3-14, 9: 15-
28, 9: 29-30, 10: 40-48, 12: 8-15]. Several reviews of books on ideology were
included [4: 88-89, 7: 89-91, 7: 91-93, 8: 87-88, 11: 84-86]. Articles devoted
specificallyto the "party-mindednessof criticism" appeared[1: 3-6; 11: 73-83],
as did a critical discussionof V. Zaremba’s Ivan Manura Kiev, 1972 [4:
75-79]. AuthorsH. Syvokin’, A. Hordijenko, M. Il’nyc’kyj, andthe fifth volume
of theanthologyLiteratura i su&ssnist’ Kiev, 1972 receivedextensivecommen
tary [1: 83-85, 4: 85-88, 5: 82-84, 4: 84-85, respectively]. ContemporarySoviet
prose was discussedin four items [3: 3-18, 4: 15-22, 5: 43-45, 12: 34-40].

Soviet Ukrainian writers and their works were the subject of a number of
articles andreviews: Ja.Ba [7: 10-15], A. Holovko [12: 21-33], A. Kacnel’son
[9: 88-901,V. Kozaëenko[3: 19-23]; 0. Kornij.uk [7: 3-9], M. Ryl’s’kyj [6: 69-
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74,6:86-88,11:93-94], V. Sosjura[1:41-46], M. Stel’max [6: 54-60], P. Tyyna
[12: 87-89], P. Voron’ko [12: 16-20], 0. Vyinja [8: 33-43], and L. Zabata[2:
17-24].

Thejournal allotted considerablespaceto discussionof Russianclassic and
contemporaryliterature and its authors: V. Brjusov [12: 41-46, 12: 47-51],
0. Herzen [4: 34-39], N. Gogol’ [9: 92-94], V. Kapnist [11: 28-36], A. Luna
arskij [12: 84-87], V. Majakovskij [7: 46-56, 9: 40-48], M. Nekrasov[5: 38-91],
0. Ostrovskij [4: 55-68, 6: 95-96, 9: 96]; M. Pryivin [2: 50-54, 2: 54-58];
0. Pukin [12: 95]; V. Tendrjakov[6: 44-53]; L. Tolstoj [10: 90-94], M. Uiakov
[6: 3-8]. Two works on the history of Russianliterature were reviewed [3: [3:
35-46, 8: 84-86], and an article attackingWesternliterary scholars for "falsi
fying" the history of Soviet Russianliterature [5: 56-64] was included. The
sectionon classicalliterature offered a review of H. N. Pidlisna’s Istorija antyé
noji literatury Kiev, 1972 [6: 90-92].

The section "Literaturesof Other Peoples"covereda wide rangeof authors
and topics. In American literature, these were E. Hemingway [2: 92-93] and
S. Fitzgerald [10: 73-79]; in Austrian literature,E. Fischer [3: 90-92]; in Belo
russianliterature, problemsof the contemporarynovel [5: 90-91]; in Bulgarian
literature, H. Dimitrov on literature [4: 89-92] and the poetry of 1923 [9:
59-65]; in Czechliterature,K. apek [3: 88-90]; in English literature, J. Farker
[2: 40-49]; in Frenchliterature, P. J. Beranger[6: 75-78] andVoltaire [6: 69-74];
in German literature, J. Rot [7: 64-72]; in Hungarian literature, S. Petôfi [1:
57-64, 6: 92-94,9:95-96] andF. Karikas [4: 69-74]; in Irish literature,J.M. Synge
[7: 39-45]; in Nigerianliterature, its prose [11: 94-95]; and in Polish literature,
the works of L. Staff [2: 90-91].

Four generalarticles appearedin the section on translatorsand translations
[3: 72-78, 3: 79-85, 6: 75-78, 9: 90-91], as did articles on three mastertrans
lators into Ukrainian: P. Hrabovs’kyj [12: 74-76], I. Kulyk [7: 76-83] and
M. Ryl’s’kyj [6: 69-74]. Also discussedwere the interrelationsbetweenUkrainian
literature and the literatures of Armenia [3: 79-85; 10: 87-90, 12: 90-91],
Belorussia[1: 94], Georgia[3: 72-78, 12: 77-82], and Poland [6: 81-86].

Literaryperiodicalsdiscussedwere the Ukrainian republicanjournals Prapor
[7: 13-32], Vsesvit [8: 93-94], andZovten’ [1: 16-23], andthe newspaperLitera
turna Ukrajina [6: 9-16]. The relevant section also containedan announcement
aboutchangesin the editorial board of Radjans’keliteraturoznavstvo,the most
important of which wasthe replacementof I. Dzeverinby I. Bjelajev as editor-
in-chief.

The journal’s two articles on Slavic studies, by I. Bilodid [1: 65-67] and
H. Verves [12: 52-58], both concernedthe SeventhInternational Congressof
Slavists.

The sectionon film andtheaterpublishedarticles on dramaticart [10: 12-26],
the Polish theater[11: 89-92] andthe cinema’s relation to literature [3: 67-71,
3: 73-82].

t Bohdan Krawciw
Translatedby Natalia Pylypiuk

Harvard University
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MovozNAvsTvo[Linguistics]. Viddil literatury, movy i mys
tectvoznavstvaAkademiji nauk Ukrajins’koji RSR. Kiev:
"Naukovadumka," 1973. Volume 7. Nos. 1-6. 96 pp. each.
4,300 copies bimonthly.1

Movoznavstvo beganpublication in 1967.2 Through 1973 thejournal’s editorial
board was comprisedof the samethirteen members,headedby editor-in-chief
I. Bilodid.3 The six issuesfor 1973 contained62 articles, 22 reviews, and 11
chronicle-typeitems.

The articles averagednine pages in length and ranged between a 24-page
contribution published in two instalments and a two-page personalia note.
Of the journal’s ten sections, "Problemsin the contemporarylife of the lan
guage" containedthe greatestnumberof articles28, followed by "To the
SeventhInternational Congressof Slavists" 10, "Experimentalphonetic stu
dies" 4, "Historical studies"6, "Stylistic devicesin fiction" 5, and the five
shortersections.

The journal’s several articles on generaland structural linguistics drew to a
considerableextenton contemporaryWestern scholarship[1: 16-24, 1: 25-30,
5: 44-46; and, basedon Russian linguistic material, 4: 42-49]. Of particular
notewasH. Melika’s universalinterlinguisticphoneticdescriptionscheme,adapt
ed and improvedfrom G. Lindner’s articulationanalysisof German [1: 41-46].
Two other general articles dealt with popular etymology [2: 63-73] and inter-
nationalisms[5: 20-29].

Articles on languagesother than Ukrainian included two each on Russian,
English and German, and one each on French, Karakalpak and Kirghiz.
In polemics on the nature of Slavic i.e., South Slavic East Romance
correspondingto present-dayRumanianandMoldavian linguistic interaction,
S. Semyns’kyj refutedthe argumentsof some extreme"anti-Slavic" Rumanian
ists while raising, albeit apparentlyunintentionally, some notable points [3:
50-58]. He approvingly refers to the "intensification, in our time, of the process
of theconvergentdevelopmentof languages,especiallyin thecountriesof Asia
and Africa which haverecentlyenteredupon the path of independentdevelop-

1 The first issue in 1967 was printed in 4,317 copies. Subsequently, circulation
fluctuatedbetween4,081 for 1967, no.5; 5,239 for 1968, no.3; 4, 189 for 1971, no.4;
5,000 each for 1972, nos.3-6; 3,000 each for 1974, nos. 4-6, and 1975, nos. 1-2.
2 See the extensivereview of the first issue by H. Nakonena: "Cinne vydannja,"
Ukrajins’kyj samostjjnyk, April 1967, no. 116. pp. 31-40, and May, no. 117, pp. 29-40;
and the critique of the volume for 1968 by G. Y. Shevelov,"Rik vydannjadruhyj,"
Suãasnist’,1969, no. 8, pp. 58-70. Two earlier publicationsby the samenameappeared
under the auspicesof the Institute of Linguistics, of first the All-Ukrainian, then
the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,and finally the Academy of Sciences of the
UkrainianSSR. The first Movoznavstvo, subtitledZbirnyk [Collected papers],published
16 numberssome in double issues between 1934 and 1940; the second bore the
subtitle on volumes 1 and 2-3, the sole title Naukovi zapysky [Proceedings] and
published 18 volumes in 1941 and between 1946 and 1963. These publications are
obviously not considereddirect antecedentsof the present Movoznavszvo, which is
describedas a journal furnal.

Since then, three members-V.S. Vaienko, F. M. Medvedjev,and N. eburko-
werereplacedby P. Hryienko, H.P. Jiakevy as of 1974, no. 1 and Ju.O.luktenko
as of 1977, no. 1.
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ment"[p. 50], as well asto the fact that Soviet sociolinguistics"hasconsiderably
overtakenforeign linguistics ... in consciousregulation rehlamentac/aof lin
guistic development"[p. 51]. However, he totally ignores the separation,by
decree, of literary Moldavian from Rumanian although the latter is the
languageof a country in the socialist camp, which has continued since the
l930s and runs contrary to the integration processthat he believes to be the
present trend. Semyns’kyj does not attempt to show whether the linguistic
interactionhedescribesor other factors contributedin anyway to the purported
present-daydivision betweenRumanianandMoldavian. Nonetheless,in report
ing on the October 1972, Kiinev conferenceon "The typology of similarities
and differences in a group of closely related languages" [2: 94-95], he gives
the following defmition of the languageas adoptedby the conference:"Mol
davian is an independent[samostijna]-in the senseof [having a] free, inde
pendentnezalelnoho functioning anddevelopment-languageof the Moldavian
socialist nation, which has a structure typical of any developedlanguageof
a nation The delmition seemsto be an excellent example of circular
reasoning.

The majority of articlesappearingin the journal dealt with Ukrainian topics,
either exclusively or within a comparativeframework. Presumably,the articles
which the editors deemedto be most significant appearedfirst in each issue.
Four of the five authors of these"leading" articles were, in fact, membersof
the editorial board. The editor-in-chief, academicianI. Biodid, contributedan
article on "Languageand ideological struggle" [5: 3-19]. This work, as well
as Bilodid’s otherextensivewritings on sociolinguisticsand thenow considerable
body of Soviet literature on the subject, deserveclose examination,but only
a few points can be mentionedhere. The article containsthe familiar statement
that "Ukrainian ... has become ... the language of the functioning of the
state organization, the languageof scholarship,educationand culture" [p. 7].
This is qualified, however, by the assertion that Russian has become "the
secondnativelanguage"of thepeoplesof the USSR,4 andthat a "harmonious
bilingualism dvomovnist’, i.e., a free parallel use" of the native tongue and
Russian,hasestablisheditself. Bilodid writes that "this characterof bilingualism
bilinhvizm insures the use of both languagesin all spheres of life-in the
state-politicaland industrial ones, in scholarship,education,culture and every
day life" [p. 8]. Semyns’kyj assumes,and illustrates with many examples,
that "under conditions of mass bilingualism" one language will always be
victorious over the other [3: 57], a conclusionnot yet reachedby Bilodid.
The bilingualism of higher education, in particular, is explained possibly for
the first time in a Kiev publication as "proceedingfrom the fact that higher
educationalestablishmentsin the Ukrainian SSR preparecadresfor the whole
Soviet Union and for some foreign countries [and therefore] the teaching in
theseestablishmentsis conducted,dependingon the sphereof activity of future
graduates,their composition,etc., both in Ukrainian and in Russian" [5: 15].
Somequantificationof thesecausesand effectswould, of course,be desirable.
Bilodid expressly accuses"the practice of the so-called ‘mass’ Ukrainization

‘ The phrasewasdiscardeda few yearsago, but hassince beenreintroduced-possibly
in June 1973 by V. Malanuk, whom H. Ji2akevyquotes[6: 4].
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[of the l920s and early 1930s] of the population of the Ukrainian SSR and
of the Ukrainian population in the territory of other republicsof the USSR"
of having "tendentiousdistortions." He statesthat Ukrainization disregarded
the presenceof other nationalities in the Ukraine and "the practiceof parallel
use of Ukrainian and Russianwhich had formed in the Ukraine long ago
zdavnix &zsiv" [pp. 7-8]. Bilodid doesnot saywhat particularwrongs Ukrain
ization inflicted upon Ukrainians in other republics of the USSR, nor does
he mention whether they now have schools with instruction in Ukrainian,
comparable, for instance, to "the schools with instruction in Russian,Mol
davian, Hungarianand Polish" which exist in the Ukraine [p. 15].

H. Jiakevyë, a new member of the editorial board, writes on the Soviet
peoples’ common vocabulary [6: 3-14]. The thesis of mutual enrichment is
supportedby lists of internationalismsand Russianismsin political, social,
industrial, cultural and everyday vocabulary that have penetratedinto the
non-Russianlanguages,and by lists of the much rarer, exotic words from
non-Russianlanguagesfound in Russian.Theseclearly show that the essential
traffic is one way, only. The Soviet peoples’ common vocabularyis, however,
further enlarged by "geographic names borrowed from national languages"
[p. llJ. Moreover, this linguistic interchangepredatesSoviet times: "There is
a long tradition of the use of Russianas a meansof communionspilkuvannja
among the peoples of Russia speakingvarious languageswho even before
October strove towards mastering it [i.e., Russian] as towards light which
carriesknowledge." Ms. Jiakevyësubstantiatesthis statementby a reference
to a pre-Revolutionaryauthority who is said to "note ‘a thirst for the know
ledgeof Russian’ characteristicof the Caucasianpeoples,especiallythe Ingushi
[sic]" [p. 4].6

One could just as seriously speakof a considerableenrichment of English and
other languagesby Vietnamesegeographicnamesduring 1975.
6 N. Grabovskij, Sbornik svedenj o kavkazskix narodax, vol. 9 Tiflis, 1876, p. 29.
In fact, JiIakevy gives an imprecise source reference:Grabovskij’s name does not
appearon the title pageof the Sbornik, since he was only one of its several contri
butors. She also slightly misquotes and abridges the title, which in fact reads as
follows: Sbornik svedenij o kavkazskix gorcax izdavaemyj s soizvolenzja Ego Imperator
skogo Vysoesiva Glavnokomanduju5áego Kavkazskoju armieju pri Kavkazskom gorskom
upravienit. Moreover, Ms. Jiakevy completely distorts Grabovskij’s opinion of the
Caucasianpeoplesat large, since he in fact wrote p. 28 of his article: "The strongest
andmaterially richesttribes populating the Terskajaregion persist in their ignorance
and strictly follow their ancientcustoms prohibiting them to borrow anything from
the hatedgiaours." He notes that "the Ingushi presenta completely opposite pheno
menon. This people, being in the course of many yearsin constantand close contact
with Russiansand chiefly in the vicinity of the most intelligent point of the region,
the town of Vladikavkaz, has adopted needs which are gratifying for the future."
N. F. Grabovskij was justice of the peacefor the Terskajaregion and in the l870s
contributedto both the Sbornik and Terskie vedomosli. Ms. JiIakevy fails to take
note of much better proof for a similar phenomenonwhich was observed among
Poles in nineteenth-centuryRussia:soon after thesuppressionof the Polish insurrection
of 1863-64, a governmentalcommission reportedthat "The peasantslearn Russian
with obvious willingness ... . No national prejudice against Russian can be noticed
among the peasants,on the contrary, bewildermentis caused when documents in
Polish are received by the district offices from various administrative authorities"
I. S. Aksakov, "0 prepodavaniirusskogojazyka v Ikolax Carstvapol’skogo," in his
SoinenUa, vol. 3 [Moscow, 1886], p. 454.
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M. 7Lovtobrjux examinesthe dataof Atlasukrajins’koji movy A UM in order
to attribute the basis of literary Ukrainian to a definite dialectal area[1: 3-14].
He denies the importanceof the southwesterndialects in the formation of
the literary language,andconcludesthat it is basedon the southeasterndialects
at large. The data from A UM presentedhere are of particular interest while
the work remainsunpublished.

L. Palamarukdiscusses the principles and difficulties, familiar to lexico
graphers,of word selectionfor a dictionary [3: 3-1 1]. V. Kolomijec’ the only
"leading" authornot on the editorial board publishesthe papershe presented
at the SeventhInternational Congress of Slavists on the formation of post
war neologismsin theSlavic languages[2: 3-18, 4: 3-10], which is a condensation
of her monographon the subject [reviewed 3: 88-91]. In assembling and
analyzing thousandsof neologisms,she has found that many in other Slavic
languagesareeither calquesor borrowingsfrom Russian,but somewere sub
sequentlydiscardedin favor of native formations. One etymological curiosity
is worthy of specialnote. The author assumesthat Czech lunik and Bulgarian
lunnik come from Russian [2: 4]. The Bulgarian word may well be such a
borrowingalthough this hasyet to be proved, but the Russianlunnik itself
is, in fact, aborrowing from theWest,since it wascoinedby an English-speaking
newsmanin the form "lunik." The word canwell be regardedas non-Russian,
especiallyin view of its single n, like "beatnik," "peacenik,"or other American
neologismswith the -nik suffix. The form of the Czechword, too, strongly
suggestsdirect borrowing from a Western source. An East Germanauthor
quoted by Bilodid [5: 11-12] apparentlydetectsanti-Soviet propagandain the
-nik suffix of "peacenik."

Severalhistorical studiesare noteworthy. 0. Stryak [1: 64-76] convincingly
adducesa wealth of fascinating evidencein support of his theory that the
siverjany, the slyer" N.B. the singular form tribe of the chronicles, are not
"the Northerners"but came from the Danube area. There they, formerly
known as Savir or Suvar, had been assimilatedby the local Slays, much like
their close kinsmen, the Protobulgars,who reachedthe Balkans by a similar
route somewhatlater, were to be assimilated soon after them. I. eljeznjak
[1: 77-82] daringly suggeststhe pre-Celtic *suba "ditch, etc.," found in French
toponymy and transmitted,according to his theory, by the Celts to the Slays,
as the origin of the Ukrainian river names Suba, Subot hence the village
name of Subotiv. L. Masenko[1: 83-85] defendsthe Ukrainian spelling of
the name of several rivers and placesas "Jalánec"against the Russian-style
incorrect form "Jelanec’," and offers a Turkic etymology Old Turkic alati
"flat, even [locality]". I. Dobrodomov collectsevidence for East Slavic korx
and also offers a Turkic etymology Old Turkic qaryl [5: 67-70].

0. Ponomarivhasproducedan interestingcollection of specifically Ukrainian
vocabularyof Greek origin [5: 60-66]. Another valuable, and complementary,
article on Greek elements in Ukrainian is by A. Krytenko [2: 28-35], who
stressesthe fact that Ukrainian seventeenth-centurysources contain certain
Greekand Latin words which did not appearin Russiantexts until the reign
of PeterI. H. emerys offers a solid systematizationof verbal derivation

Among his sourcesPonomariv gives the full title of Je. Tym.enko’s typescript
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the openingpart of Fata morgana from his manuscriptvariants to the final
text. In an appreciationof the contributionof B. Lam 1893-1964to Ukrainian
linguistics, P. Pljui mentionshis article, "Movnyj pobut mista,"8 basedchiefly
on Ukrainian material,which should be of certaininterest today[5: 80-81].

Movoznavtvofor 1973 carriedreviewsof sixteen bookspublishedin the USSR
ten in the Ukraine and six in the Europeansocialist countries. One of the
two bookson Russianreviewedwas F. Sergeev,Russkajadiplomatiëeskajater
minologja XI-XVII vv. Kiinev, 1971, which includes Ukrainian data from
Berynda and Synonimaslavenorosskaja[4: 92-93]. Other works reviewed were
two books on German and one on Belorussian phraseology,one on Serbo
Croatiantoponymy,volume 3 of the Latvian FrequencyDictionary, volume 2
of the Atlas of HungarianDialects, and the first systematicgrammarof Upper
Lusatian written in Upper Lusatian, by H. evc. A. 0. Bilec’kyj’s work on
theoreticalonomastics,Leksikologja I teor/ajazykoznantja: Onomastika Kiev,
1972, deservesattention[5: 9O93]*9 P. uëka reviewsthe latestorthographyof
the BakalanguageBaëvansko-ruskabeieda,M. M. Koyi’s Pravopysruskoho
jazyka Novi Sad, 1971, and briefly surveys the history of that language[1:
86-89]. M. 2ovtobrjux and Ja.Sprynèakreview in detail F. Film’s important
work, Proisxo±denje russkogo,ukrainskogo I belorusskogojazykovLepingrad,
1972 [2: 80-85]. Also notable is L. Humec’ka’s review of Z. Stieber, Zarys
gramatykiporównawczejjzyków slowiañskich,2 parts Warsaw, 1969-71 [4:
83-88]. Reviewersdevotedsome attention to seven items in the Ukrainian field,
amongthem L. Skmypnyk,FrazeolohOa ukrajins‘koji movyKiev, 1973 [3: 9 1-94],
V. Rusanivs’kyj, Struktura ukrajins’koho djjeslova Kiev, 1971 [6: 79-81], and
Inversjjnyj slovnykukrajins’koji movy, ed. S. Bevzenko, part 1 Odessa,1971
[2: 8889].b0

The "Chronicle" section contains reportson various events and activities.
In the progressreport of the Institute of Linguistics [3: 9 5-96], one learns
that the 1971 trial fascicleof the FrequencyDictionary of Ukrainian Oastotnyj
slovnyk ukrajins‘koji movyhas beenapproved,although the anticipatedpubli
cation date of the complete work is not given. In January 1973, a frankly
critical discussionof Slovnyk ukrajins’koji movy, volumes 1-3, took place at
the institute [4: 94-95]. In October1972, a Skovorodaanniversaryconference
was held in Xarkiv in which several paperson his language were presented
[2: 92-93], and a conference in Uhorod discussed the culture including
languageand life of Ukrainian Carpathians[2: 95-96]. There are reports
[1: 93-95, 5: 94-95] about two annual international meetings of the General
Slavic Atlas Committee: in May-June 1972 in Minsk, and in May 1973 in

8 Cervonyj .tljax, 1928, nos. 5-6; reprinted with some changesin Russian as "K
lingvistieskoj xarakteristikegoroda," Jzvestija Leningradskogogosudarsivennogopeda
gogiëeskogoinstituta im. A. I. Gercena, 1928, no. 1.

The wide variety of specific casesstudied includes Crimean toponyms Beleckij,
Leksikologija, pp. 69-71, 81-82, 87, l10.
10 ReviewersJe.Rehutevs’kyjandV. Cernec’kyj maintain that this is the first a tergo
dictionaryin Ukrainian. In fact, the first suchwork to bepublishedwas V. Nin’ovs’kyj,
Ukrajins’kyj zvorotnyj slovnyk Edmonton, 1969; the editors of Movoznavstvoif not
the two reviewers themselves, who live in Kirovohrad should have known of its
existence, if only from a review in Ceskoslovenskárusistika 17 1972: 192, a journal
which presumablyreachesKiev.
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Czechoslovakiaalthough the Committee meets in rotation in the Slavic
countries,noneof the fifteen meetingsheld by 1974 took place in theUkraine.
It was noted with some alarm that over 30 percentof localities in the Ukraine
hadstill not been investigatedfor the GeneralSlavic Linguistic Atlas.1’ Finally,
a joint report by five Soviet Ukrainian participantsin the Seventh Slavists’
Congressappeared[6: 89-921.

Victor Swoboda
University of London

UKRAJINS’KYJ ISTORYK [The Ukrainian historian].Ukrainian
HistoricalAssociation.NewYork andMunich, 1973. Nos.
1-2 37-38, 168pp. Nos. 3-4 39-40, 198 pp.

In 1973 Ukrajins’kyj istoryk markedits tenth anniversary. In the words of its
editor, Lubomyr Wynar, the goal of "this only Ukrainian historical journal
beyondthe bordersof the Ukraine" is to preserveand foster the traditions of
Ukrainian nationalscholarship.Consideringthe difficulties involved in publish
ing a scholarly, Ukrainian-languageperiodical abroad, the journal’s achieve
mentshavebeennotable:in thecourse of a decade,36 issueshavepublished221
articlesand 271 reviews, totaling 2,550 pages.Contributors have included the
leadingUkrainianhistoriansAlexanderOhloblyn, Natalia Polons’ka-Vasylenko,
Nicholas Chubaty, Omeljan Pritsak, and Ivan Lysiak-Rudnytsky. Ukrainian
scholarsprominent in other fields, including JaroslavPastemnak,Volodymyr
Kubijovy, and Illia Vytanovych, have also been contributors.For a decade,
therefore,this publication hasservedas a forum for Ukrainian émigré scholar
ship.

The two issuesof the journal that appearedin 1973 commemorated,respec
tively, the 100th anniversaryof the founding of the ShevchenkoScientific
Society in L’viv [nos. 1-2 37-38] and the tenth anniversaryof the journal
[nos. 3-4 39-40]. The commemorationof these events reflects one of the
characteristicsof thejournal-that is, its focus on the developmentof Ukrainian
historical scholarship.Included in the first issue is a study by V. Kubijovy
which relates,on the basisof firsthand knowledge,the fate of the Shevchenko
Scientific Society during the 1939-52 period [1-2: 8-42]. In a concise, detailed,
and informativemanner, the author discussesthe final years of the society’s
existence in L’viv and its reactivization and reorganizationduring the first
years after emigrationto Germany. Jurij Gerych examinesthe early statutes
of the society, thus elucidating its early history and organization[1-2: 43-64].
Insight into how the society facilitated researchand trained young scholars
may be gleanedfrom Aleksander Dombrowsky’smemoir of his participation
in the seminarin Ukrainian history conductedby Ivan Kryp"jakevy in the
1930s [1-2: 119-129].

The second issue contains the editor’s retrospective view of the motives
which led to the founding of the journal, the circumstancesin which it began

11 Reducedto 4 percent by early 1977, when it was reported that the Ukrainian
part of volume 1 was beingpreparedto go to press.
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to function, the natureof its contents,a listing of contributorsand supporters,
and,.finally, a statementof plans and prospects[3-4: 5-28]. An article by
A. Dombrowsky deals with a major focus of the journal by surveying its
numerousstudies on Myxajlo Hrulevs’kyj [3-4: 29-37]. The issue also contains
contributions to Ukrainian historical scholarship,such as N. Polons’ka-Vasy
lenko’s note on A. Kryms’kyj’s history of the Khazars [3-4: 142-145] and
V. Mijakovsky’s publicationof the lettersof S.O. Jefremovto E. K. ykalenko
[3-4: 146-156].

The other articles publishedin 1973 concern the history of the Ukrainefrom
the earliestto modern times. A posthumouslypublished, two-part study by the
noted archeologistJa.Pastemnakis an erudite discussionof the many theories
on the origins of the Slays, with much bibliographical information and a
surveyof pertinentsources[1-2: 88-106, 3-4: 69-83]. A brief article by Mykola
Andrusiakcritically reviews some theories of Russian and Soviet scholarson
the early phasesof the organizationof Kievan Rus’, specifically its relations
with the so-calledAzov Rus’ [1-2: 65-71]. A two-part article by BohdanWynar
analyzesthe socioeconomicstructure of Kievan Rus’, with emphasison the
agrarian aspectsof its economy, and providesa useful survey of bibliography
and sources[1-2: 72-87, 3-4: 84-112]. Mykhailo Zdan ventures into the arena
of relationsbetweentheHouseof Romanof Galicia-Volhyniaand the Teutonic
Order; his analysis,basedon primarysources,concludesthateachside considered
the other a natural ally [3-4: 54-68]. Omeljan Pritsak’s summary of current
knowledge about the Polovcians brings together rare information about the
military and political organizationof this nomad people, thus sheddinglight
on the context in which Kievan society existed [1-2: 112-18].

Four articles are devotedto the Cossackperiod. Alexander Baran investi
- gates,on the basis of Latin and Hungarian materials,the little-known episode
of the UkrainianCossacks’participationin the anti-Hapsburguprising of the
Kurucz in 1676-78[1-2: 107-111]. In a similar vein, TheodoreMackiw examines
the diplomatic contacts of the HapsburgCourt with Bohdan Xmel’nyc’kyj
[3-4: 127-32]. A crucial problem in the history of UkrainianCossackelite was
its struggle to gain patentsof nobility in the Russian Empire: the topic is
treatedby V. Seniutovych-Bereznyi,although,due to lack of sources, little is
added to our understandingof the problem [3-4: 133-41]. Related to the
topic of Cossackdomis L. Wynar’s excursus into the auxiliary discipline of
sphragistics: the author examines I. Kryp"jakevy’s scholarly work on the
sixteenth-andseventeenth-centurysealsof the ZaporozhianHost [1-2: 139-47].

With the exceptionof a short excerpt from M. Vasylenko’s memoirs dealing
with his arrest in 1905 [1-2: 131-38], articles dealing with the modern period
appearin the secondissue. A. Ohloblyn examinesTaras evenko’s contacts
with the Ukrainian elite of the Left Bank [3-4: 38-53]; rather than adhering
to the traditional tendencyof viewing the poet’s contacts with Ukrainians in
terms of serfs and with Russians in terms of the upper classes,the author
convincingly argues for the importanceof evenko’s associationwith the
great Ukrainian families of the Left Bank. Another original contribution is
I. Lysiak-Rudnytsky’s résumé of his lecture on I. V. Terlec’kyj, a significant
but unstudiedfigure in the intellectual, religious, and political history of the
West Ukrainian landsin the mid-nineteenthcentury[3-4: 157-60]. The recollec
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tions of Borys Martos, the last surviving leaderof the Ukrainian Revolution,

deal with the early days of the Central Rada [3-4: 99-112]. And, finally,
Lew Shankowskypresentsa sectionof his surveyof Ukrainianmilitary historio
graphywhich givesadetailed,statisticalanalysisof articlesappearingin 1921-39
[3-4: 113-26]. The secondissueof thejournal for 1973 concludeswith a biblio
graphyof materialspublishedby the journal in its ten yearsof existence[3-4:

174-94].
Orest Subtelny

Hamilton College

UKRAJINS’KYJ ISTORYtNYJ URNAL [Ukrainian historical
journal]. Instytut istoriji Akademiji nauk Ukrajins’koji
RSR. Instytut partiji CK KP Ukrajiny, filial Instytutu
Marksyzmu-LeninizmuCK KPRS. Nos. 1 142- 12 153,
160 pp. each.Ca. 8,900 copies monthly.

The journal was establishedin July 1957. Its characteristicsare given by
Orest Subtelny in Recenz/a:A ReviewofSovietScholarly Publications1 [1970]:
38-48, based on an analysis of the set for 1969. A complex index to the
twelve issues for 1973 appearsin no. 12 pp. 149-60.

Throughout 1973 the editorial board was comprisedof Pavlo Myxajlovy
Kalenyenko,editor-in-chief; M. V. Koval’ and I. I. Kolomyjenko, associate
editors; I. V. Lupandin, secretary;Ju. V. Babko, M. R. Donij, V. A. ebok
ryc’kyj, M. F. Kotljar, M. I. Krjaok, M. N. Le1enko, V. M. Nem’jatyj, A. V.
Sancevy,V. A. yrko, F. P evenko, A. M. lepakov, P.M. morhun, mem
bers.

In 1973, U12 published two articleson the theory of history,’ and two on
the history of historical scholarship.2Of the several articles on historiography,
two dealt with non-Soviet "bourgeois-nationalist"historians: one with the
period from the ninth to fifteenth century,3 and one with pre-revolutionary
works on the history of factories.4 The others presentedthe state of Soviet
historiography on several historical questions: the form of land-rent in the

1 V. V. Kosolapov, "Inquiry into historical research [empirical and theoretical],"
9: 40-49; I. S. Dzjubko, I. H. Nakonenyj, "On a systematicapproach to the classi
fication of regularities in the developmentof a world socialist system," 12: 50-60.
2 v M. Xo1evuk, "The developmentof scholarshipin the western oblasts of the
Ukrainian SSR in the period of Communist construction," 11: 74-84; M. K. Ivasjuta,
H. J. Ihnatenko,F. P. Pohrebnyk,"On the 100thanniversaryof the founding in L’viv
of the ShevchenkoScientific Society," 11: 84-91.

M. F. Kotljar, "Against the bourgeoisnationalist misinterpretationof the common
historical pastof the Russian, Ukrainian andBelorussianpeoples in the 9th-l5th c.,"
8:3-14.

M. V. Riznyc’ka, "The historiographicimportance of publications on the history
of the factories and industrial plants of the Ukraine," 12: 119-26.
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fifteenth-sixteenthcenturies,5the revolutionaryeventsof 1848,6the revolutionary
agrariantransformationsin l917-2l, theRed Army in 191728,8 the Communist
uprising in Kiev in Januaryl9l8, the influence of the OctoberRevolution on
Transcarpathiain 19l7l9,b0 historical problems in the Bolshevik press in
1922,11 the creationof the Ukrainian SSR,12 the activity of workers during
the secondpjatiletka,13 the role of the Communist Party in the period of
"the building of Communism"1950-1970,’ andthe history of L’viv oblast’.’5

Three articles were devoted to Lenin’s national question [I. M. Varzar, 1:
13-24; P.M. morhun, 4:25-36; I.P. Kodukalo, 11:3-14]; one to Lenin’s plan
for socialist construction [M. S. uravl’ov and M. V. ernenko, 4: 3-14]; and
another to Lenin’s work, New economic movementsin the ljfe of peasants
[A. Z. Baraboj, 3: 56-63]. An article by V. I. Turajev, B. 0. Hus’kevy andV.0.
Ivanova criticized modern 1969-72 revisionist misinterpretationsof Lenin’s
teachingsaboutthe party [2: 26-34].

One article traced the fate of M. A. Markevy’s library,16 and anotherdealt
with the creation of book depositories in the Ukraine during 191720.17
Only two sourcestudies appeared,both dealing with modern times.18

Of the six memoirs published, four concern partisan activity during the
SecondWorld War: in Transcarpathia[9: 110-15], Volhynia 1943/44 [11: 123-

D. L. Poxylevy, "The form of land rent andthe extent of the exploitation of the
peasantsof the Ukraine and Belorussia15th to the first half of the 16th c. in Soviet
historiography," 11: 137-45.
6 L. V. Olijnyk, "The revolutionary events of 1848 in the Ukraine as reflected in
Soviet historiography,"2: 52-58.

P. M. Denysovec’, "Soviet historiographyof revolutionaryagrarianreorganizations
in the Ukraine from 1917 to 1920," 10: 143-48.
8 K. I. Poznjakov,"The historiographyof questionsaboutthe rearguardof the Red
Army during the Civil War," 3: 140-42.

H. V. Strel’s’kyj, "The Januaryuprising of the Kiev working class against the
Central Rada 1918 in the memoirsof participants,"2: 135-38.
10 D. D. Danyljuk, M. V. Trojan, "Soviet historiographyaboutthe influenceof Great
October on the developmentof the revolutionary struggle in Transcarpathia,1917-
1919," 3: 132-40.

V.H. Sarbej, "Historical topics in Iskra’s social-democraticpress in the Ukraine
on the eve of the 11th Congressof the RSDWP [in 1922]," 7: 143-47.
12 I. L. german, "The creation of the [Soviet] Ukrainian state in the historiography
of the Ukrainian SSR," 1: 126-31.
13 Ju. V. Babko, "The state and objectives of the study of the topic ‘The develop
ment of labor productivity among the Ukrainian SSR’s working class during the
second five-year-plan," 5: 124-31.
‘ Ju. S. Kalakura, "The historiographyof the struggle of the Communist Party fOr
the further developmentof industry in the Ukraine in the period of building of
Communism, 1950-1970,"9: 130-39.
15 M. K. Ivasjuta, P. I. Paster, Ju. Ju. Slyvka, "From the experienceof writing the
history of the cities and villages of the L’viv oblast’," 12: 79-84.
16 Je.O.Kolesnyk, "The library of Mykola Andrijovyë Markovye [1804-1860],"
1: 108-10.
17 0. K. Olijnyëenko, "The creation of book depository libraries in the Ukraine
from 1917 to 1920," 5: 85-88.
18 M. Ja. Vartavyk, "Main stagesin the developmentof source studies about the
history of the CPSU," 11: 25-36; Ju. V. Voskresens’kyj, "The elucidation of the role
of factories and industrial plants in the socioeconomicdevelopmentof regions," 6:
133-36.
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31], Rivne [8: 131-37], and Nikopol’ [11: 111-13]. The fifth recalled the Stalin-
gradbattle of January1943 [7: 130-42]; and the sixth, the voyageof the tanker
"Saxalin" in 1941/42[2: 107-12, 3: 116-23, 4: 126-33, 5: 114-20].

Four articles dealt with historical archaeology: ‘ two were on the ancient

period,20 and two on Kievan Rus’.2’ Five miscellaneawere devoted to the
Cossackperiod,22 and four articles were concernedwith the secondhalf of
the eighteenthto the beginning of the nineteenthcentury.23

The nineteenthcenturywas coveredin eleven articles, dealingvariously with
its intellectualhistory,24revolutionaryactivity,25 economichistory,26 and social

19 A. P. Savëuk,"Summariñng studiesabout primitive speechin the Kiev region,"
6: 111-15;L. S. Heras’kova,"The finds of Old Rus’ [Polovcian] ‘stone images’ [babas,
from ca. 7th-8th c.] in the Ukraine," 4: 159; M. M. Kuinko, "The southwestern
bordersof settlementsof Eastern Slays in the 9th-l3th c.," 9: 98-105; M. M. Luk"
janenko, "An architecturalmonument-theTrinity-Eliascomplex [locatedin ernihiv,
founded in 1619]," 4: 123-25.
20 P.J. Karytkovs’kyj, "On the stateorganizationof Olbia [the collegium of agoranomi
in the lst-2nd c. AD.]," 2:98-101; K.V. Ajvazjan, "On the earliest relations of
Armenianswith the EasternSlays," 12: 96-99.
21 V.0. Holobuc’kyj, "Urgent problems in the history of the Ukraine during the
period of feudalism and the tasks of Soviet historians," 9: 25-39; F.M. abul’do,
"The incorporation of the Kiev principality into the Lithuanian state during the
second half of the 14th c.," 6: 79-88.
22 S. A. Lypko, "On the history of thefoundingof thetown of Ostropol’ [in Volhynia
in 1576]," 3: 112-15; A. Z. Baraboj, "Which ‘prophecy’ is mentioned in Xmel’nyc’
kyj’s letter [of 8 February1649] to the Russiangovernment?"12: 146-48;V. A. Djady
&nko, "Once again about Peter[I] and the Ukraine," 1: 159-60; 1.0. Xioni, "Con
cerning the economic activities of the Boh Cossacksduring the 18th c.," 2: 77-81;
V. V. Hrabovec’kyj, "From the history of the joint antifeudalstruggle of the Ukraine
andMoldavia in the l6th-l8th c.," 7: 59-61.
23 P.H. Kozlovs’kyj, "The common features[in economyandtrade] in the evolution
of the magnatepatrimoniesof Belorussiaand the Right-Bank Ukraine in the second
half of the 18th c.," 3:23-32; I.H. Rzner, "On the bicentennial of the beginning
of 0. Pugaev’sinsurrection," 9: 63-74; B. M. Orlovs’kyj, "The state’s metallurgical
manufactoriesof the southand their ore resources[secondhalf of the 18th c. - middle
of the 19th c.]," 6: 105-111; T. B. Balabutevy,"Flux of prices in EasternGalicia in
the middle of the 17th c.," 5:95-99.
24 L. H. Ljalenko, "From the activity of the Kiev Slavonic Society in the sixties
andseventiesof the 19th c.," 8: 46-50; 0. M. Kovalenko, "The social-political views
of the [progressivesociety called] peredvynyky[founded in 1870]," 10: 124-29; V. T.
Krjukov, "The case of the sixty-nine [members of the "People’s Will," in 1883],"
4: 71-79.
25 M. N. Le1.enko,"The heighteningof the class struggle in the Ukrainian villages
in 1848," 2:45-52; F.I. Steblij, "The peasantmovement in EasternGalicia during
the revolution of 1848-1849," 6: 28-38; I. Ja. Mirolnikov, P. T. Mirolnikova, "The
flyers of the revolutionary social-democraticorganizationsof Xarkiv aboutthe status
of workers, end of the 19th-beginningof the 20th c.," 5:71-76; MO. Skrypnyk,
"To the 75th anniversary of the creation of the Odessacommitteeof the RSDWP
[on 28 November1898]," 12: 114-15.
26 L. H. Mel’nyk, "The rise and developmentof capitalistindustry in the Ukraine in
the sixties-seventiesof the 19th c.," 8: 111-14; I. P. Hrycenko, "The trade relationsof
NorthernBukovynawith the Russianstate during the first half of the 19th c.," 1: 96-
103; M. H. Kukurudzjak, "When did guilds ceaseto exist in Northern Bukovyna?"
2: 160.
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history.27 The six articles dealing with the period 1900-1917were devotedto
economicand social problems,28or revolutionary activity.29 Thirteen articles
were concernedwith the Ukrainian Revolution in 1917-20 and the Bolshevik
takeover.30

Themajority of articles were devotedto either the history of the Communist
Party of the Ukraine or the history of the Ukrainian SSR. Somethirty articles
dealt with various aspectsof party history: three with the pre-1917 period,3’
two with the Revolution,32six with the period 1926-41, one with the Second
World War,34 and the remaining eighteen with the postwar period.35 Three

27 0.V. Kurokin, "The historical foundationof the populist novels by T. S. Neuj
Levyc’kyj," 3: 85-93; Ja.S. Honihsman, "The social structureof the West Ukrainian
working population during the epoch of imperialism [until 1939]," 8: 67-73.
28 N. L. Proskura,"The immigrationof peasantsfrom theXarkiv gubernia[to Siberia]
duringtheStolypin agrarianreform [in 1908-1912]"6: 98-105; Ju.I. Pat1aan,"Workers
of foreign countriesof the East [Persian, Chinese and Korean imported workers,
Turkish prisonersof war] in the Ukraine on the eve of Great October," 4: 104-110;
V. A. Kud’, "The socioeconomicpreconditionsof the peasantmovementin Volhynia
in theyears1907-1917,"7: 77-84; B. M. Botulans’kyj, "The situation of theagricultural
workersof NorthernBukovynaat thebeginningof the 20th c.," 5: 89-94.
29 0. M. Kolomijec’, "Anticlerical outbreaksamongthe peasantsof the Right-Bank
Ukraine, 1900-1904," 11: 108-115; P. L. Verhatjuk, "About the elucidation of the
revolutionary struggle of the miners of the Kryvyj Rih region in October-December
1905," 4: 114-17.
30 S. P. Lytvynenko, "From the history of the revolutionary struggleof the peasantry
of the Poltava area in the period of the preparationfor GreatOctober," 11: 89-96;
I. I. Peerycja, "About some forms of work by the Bolsheviks for the strengthening
of allianceof workersand peasantsin the Ukraine in 1917," 4: 100-104;NO. Tkaov,
"From the history of the creation and activity of organs of Soviet foreign policy,
1917-1922," 10: 95-99; S. P. Korotkov, "On the training of military personnel in the
first years of Soviet rule," 8: 59-67; IV. Xmil’, "Formation of Bolshevik organ
izations, cells and groups in the Ukrainian villages, March 1917-March 1918," 11:
57-65; L. Je. De1yns’kyj, "From the history of the struggle of the Bolsheviks of
Volhynia for the massesApril-July 1917," 3: 80-85; S.D. Helej, "Struggle of the
working people of the Ukraine for the Bolsheviks’ economic platform, August-
October 1917," 5:22-30; IV. Xmil’, "The Ukrainian peasantry in the struggle for
control of the soviets, October 1917-March 1918," 2: 66-77; M. V. Kordon, "The
division of land in the south of the Ukraine by the sovietsof peasants’deputies,from
Januaryto March 1918," 6: 91-98; VI. Ponedil’ko, "On the struggleof theCommunist
Party for bread in 1918," 11: 52-56; M. M. Kononenko, "Material provision of the
RedArmy units in the Ukraine,November1918-June1919," 5: 52-61; L. P. Stepanova,
"The Ukrainian branch of the Petrogradcommitteeof the RCPb, December1917-
April 1919," 2: 35-37; N. 0. Tkaova, "From the history of the creation and activity
of organsof Soviet foreign policy, 1917-1922," 10: 95-99.
‘ H. M. Zobnina, "V.1. Lenin’s struggle against revisionism and opportunism on
the eve of the SecondCongressof the RSDWP[in 1902]," 7: 22-23; P. M. morhun,
P.L. Varhatjuk, "The Iskra organizations in the Ukraine on the eve of the Second
Congressof the RSDRP[in 1902]," 7: 34-44; V. I. Bilousov,V. Ju. Mel’nyenko, "From
the history of the party-card[in 1917]," 2: 59-66.
32 A. 0. Molodcova, "Activities of the Bolshevik organizations of the Ukraine in
the international educationof the workingman, 1918-1920," 3: 45-56; M. P. Bonda
renko, "The Party leadershipof the activity of military commissarsfrom 1918-1921,"
11: 105-108.
‘‘ 4:46-54; 5:81-84; 8:107-111; 11: 15-24; 11:42-52; 11:102-104.

6:64-69.
1:3-12; 1:39-48; 1:88-93; 2:3-12; 2: 89-93; 4:15-24; 5:62-66; 5: 76-81; 8:71-

59; 8:81-85; 8:86-93;8:98-102; 10:92-94; 10:99-106; 10: 106-110; 11:92-97.
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articles discussedthe Komsomol.36 The Communist Party of the Western
Ukraine was the subject of five articles.37

Of the forty-six articles dealing with the history of the Ukrainian SSR, ten
concentratedon the period 191740,38 two were concernedwith the Western
territories "liberated" in l939-41, ten investigated events of the Second

World War,4° four discussedpostwar reconstruction,41and twenty dealt with
various aspectsof contemporaryhistory.42

Three articleswere devotedto the history of the West Ukrainian territories
in the interwar and war periods.43

Church history was representedby three anti-religious articles dealing with

the twentieth century.44

36 8:103-106; 10: 110-13; 11: 102-104.
M. B. Jevtux, "The policy of the CPWU on the problem of education and

upbringingof youth, 1919-1938,"7: 68-76; A. S. yndler, V.A. yndler, "The struggle
of the CPWU againstUkrainian bourgeoisnationalism and Zionism, 1921-1939," 7:
61-67; Ja.S. Ljal’ka, "The struggle of the West Ukrainian workingmen for a united
front againstthe threat of fascism and war, 1933-1935," 9: 55-63; B. A. Stebly, "The
international solidarity of the workingmen of the Western Ukraine with the anti-
fascist movementin the capitalistcountries, 1933-1935,"3: 36-44; N. A. Pol’ova, "The
propagatingof the Soviet constitution [of 1936] by the Communist Party of the
Western Ukraine," 1: 80-84.
38 L. M. Hordijenko, "On the liquidation of unemploymentin the Ukrainian SSR,
1921-1930,"9: 92-97; V. M. Altujev, "The participation of the milicija of the Ukraine
in the struggle with banditry in 1921-1925," 10: 119-24; 0. H. .ehlenko,"The inter
nationalties of thesailors of the Black andtheAzov Seafleet with the working people
of foreign countries, 1921-1925," 10: 74-82; T. D. Jonkina,"The SeventhAll-Ukrainian
Congressof Soviets [10-15 December 1922, in Xarkiv]," 1:62-70; Je.F. Bezrodnyj,
"The international connectionsof the Ukrainian airlines, 1923-1930 [with Europe,
Asia and America]," 3:123-25; A.A. Dabia, "The increase in the importance of
thevillage soviets in 1928-1929,"10: 92-94;Z. H. Lyxolobova, "Growth andunification
of the working ranks of the Donbas in the years of the secondfive-year plan," 12:
16-27; I. H. cernenko, "The working class of the Ukraine in its struggle for the
strengtheningof the collective farm system duringthe durationof the second five-year
plan," 11: 37-42; D. A. Puko, "The creative activity of rationalizersand inventors in
the machine tool industry of the Ukraine during the years of the prewar five-year
plans," 1: 93-95; K. I. Bojna, "The activity of party organizers of the Ukraine in
the expansionof large-scaledefense work amongwomen in the prewar years," 3:
100-105.

V.0. Syjèuk, "The productivity of the workers of Soviet Bukovyna, 1940-1941,"
11: 97-101;T. I. Myxajijuta, M. M. Tjurenkov, "About thefirst socialist transformations
in the Rivne region, 1939-41," 3: 105-109.
40 2:126-29; 5:15-21; 5: 39-46; 6: 59-64; 6:119-23; 6:123-27; 10: 31-41; 10: 41-46;
10: 46-51; 12: 3-15.
41 6:47-54; 6: 55-59; 10: 51-59; 12: 105-110.
42 1:25-32; 1:32-39; 2:13-25; 2:82-89; 3:33-36; 3:64-71; 3:72-79; 4:91-95; 7:
45-55;7:93-95;7:95-lOl;8:25-29;8:93-98;9:50-55;10:60-69;11:66-74;l1:84-89;
11: 135-36; 12: 61-68; 12: 68-72.

P. A. Borkovs’kyj, "The creation and education by party organizationsin the
westernregions of the Ukrainian SSR of the activist massesof the workers, 1940-
1950," 4: 96-100; Je.P. Horodec’kyj, "The revolutionarystruggleof the working people
of Northern Bukovyna in 1920-1930," 10: 113-19; Z.A. Palkuj’, "Concerning the
question of the autonomy of Transcarpathiaduring the Hungarianoccupation[1939-
1944]," 2: 93-98.
" A. A. Strilko, "From the history of the activity of ecclesiasticsamongUkrainian
immigrants in Latin America at the end of the 19th and early 20th c.," 7: 105-110;
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One article was devotedto the activity of the Belgianémigré JaroslavDoboi
in Januaryl972.

Fourteenarticlesdealtwith the Ukraine’s relationswith its neighbors.Those
with Moldavia, past46and present,47were discussed,as were thosewith Bul
garia,48Czechoslovakia,49Azerbaijan,5°Georgia,5’Uzbekistan,52andTuva.53
The Ukraine’srole in training national cadresfor developingcountrieswas one
topic.54 World history was treated only marginally: L. S. ikolini dealt with
La cittàfelice of thepolitical utopianistFrencescoPatrici 1529-97[11: 115-20];
two articles discussedthe Bulgarian "anti-fascist" SeptemberRevolt of 1923
[Cenko Grigorov, 9: 74-81; Jono Mitev, 9: 81-87].

All other articles were devoted to contemporarypolitical and economic
problems: the tactics of the communist parties of Western Europe in the
New Left movementsin France,West Germany,and the United States [0.0.
yov, 6: 39-46]; an elaborationof thepresentagrarianandpeasantproblemas
viewedby the FrenchCommunist Party [V. M. Hors’kyj, 7: 84-92]; the British
governmentand British monopolies in the postwar years [V.0. Horbyk, 8:
73-80]; the struggleof the English working class in 197 1-72 [M. P. Malaionok,
10: 82-88]; the liberation strugglein NorthernIreland in 1970-72 [V.0. Horbyk,
1: 70-75]; the socioeconomicaspectsof the racial problemsin the United States
[I. F. erepanov,5: 31-38]; the disintegration of imperialism’s colonial system

V. V. Dobrecova,L. P. Majans’ka, "Concerningthe reactionaryideologicalandpolitical
alliance of the Uniate Church and Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism [1917-1939],"
6: 70-79; K. Je. Dmytruk, "The Uniate church in the service of reaction [the activity
of J. SlipyjJ," 12: 28-39.

V. P. Cerednyenko,"Anti-sovietism asthemain trend in the activities of Ukrainian
bourgeoisnationalism,"3: 12-22.
46 V. V. Hrabovec’kyj, "From the history of the combinedanti-feudalstruggle of the
peasantsof the Ukraine and Moldavia in the l6th-l8th c.," 7: 59-61.

V. H. Lysenko, "The cooperationof theUkrainianandMoldavianworkingpeoples
in the struggle for Soviet rule," 8: 37-45; M.H. Myndresku, "Collaboration of the
Ukrainian andMoldavian peoplesin the field of culture, 1924-1940,"7: 56-59; V. H.
Lysenko, "On Ukrainian-Moldavian scholarly ties [conference held in Kiev, July
1973]," 10: 156-57.
48 A. K. Martynenko,"[Tsarist] Russian-Bulgarianeconomicrelationsin 1910-1915,"
4: 79-90; V. V. Kravenko,"The movementto solidarity of the Ukrainian peoplewith
the revolutionary struggle of Bulgarian working people in the twenties and thirties,"
2: 37-44; V. V. Kravenko, H. Slavov, "Solidarity of theworking peopleof the Ukrain
ian SSR with the Septemberrevolt [1923] in Bulgaria," 9: 87-91; V. V. Bojko, "Soviet
[Ukrainian-]Bulgariancultural ties, 1944-1948," 8: 29-37; M. V. Znamens’ka,"On the
15th anniversaryof the Ukrainian branch of the Soviet-Bulgarian FriendshipSociety
[establishedin 1958]," 12: 115-18.

0. V. Xlanta, "D. Z. Manujil’s’kyj’s ties with the Communist Party of Czecho
slovakia," 9: 125-29.
o I. F. Debrai1ov, "Socialist competitionbetween the Donbas minersand the Baku
oil-industry workers in 1939-1941," 12: 73-78.
51 K. S. Kakov, "Traditional competitionandfriendshipbetweentwo collective farms
[one Ukrainian andthe other Georgian,from 1938]," 1: 76-79.
52 P. H. Bilec’kyj, V. F. Panibud’laska,"The contribution of the working peopleof
the Ukraine to the reconstructionof Tashkent, 1966-1969," 1: 55-62.
" 0. M. Kolomyjec’, "From the history of Ukrainian-Tuvinianrelations [from the
Ukrainian peasantcolonizationin 1889 up to 1972]," 4: 60-71.

K. A. Kolosova,"The trainingof nationalcadresfor foreigncountriesin educational
institutions of the Ukrainian SSR," 1: 48-55.
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as interpretedby American "bourgeois" historiography [V. I. Vyhovs’kyj, 3:
93-99]; centers for African studies in the United States [A. A. Ozadovs’kyj,
12: 40-49]; American historians and publicists on America’s policy toward
Europeafter the SecondWorld War [S. J. Appatov, 8: 138-43].

The uI2 chronicle published information on the following events: the All-
Union conferenceon Lenin’s nationality policy [Kiev, 21-23 November 1972;
1: 144-46]; the conferenceof Carpathianscholars[UThorod, 3-5 October 1972;
1: 154-55]; the republican conferenceon Skovoroda [Xarkiv, October 1972;
1: 155-56]; conferenceson Bukovyna [ernivci, 17-18 November 1972, 2: 153;
12 February 1973, 4: 155-56]; the general meeting of the Division of Eco
nomics, History, Philosophy, and Law of the Academy of Sciences of the
Ukrainian SSR[Kiev, 12 March 1973; 5: 148-50]; the plenum of the Republican
CoordinatingCouncil concerningthe history of the CPSU and the Communist
Party of the Ukraine [Kiev, 1 March 1973; 5: 153-54]; the meeting of the
LearnedCouncil of the Institute of History of the Academy of the Sciencesof
the Ukrainian SSR, devoted to the "Natural historical development of the
Soviet Union andthe UkrainianSSRbeforetheRevolution of 1917" [5: 154-55];
the seminaron the archivesof the regional party organizationsin the Ukraine
[Kiev, March-April 1973; 7: 158]; the International Congress of Archivists
[Moscow, 22-25 August 1972; 1: 146-50]; the Fifth RepublicanConferenceof
Historian-Archivists[Kiev, 10 November1972;2: 154-55];thearchivists’ seminar
in L’viv [27 March 1973; 6: 150].

Informationon museumsandhistoricalmonumentswas containedin articles
on the Lenin museumin Svaljava,Transcarpathia,founded in 1970 [12: 144];
the Museum of Regional Studies in the village of Bilokrynycja, Volhynia
[3: 157-58]; the founding of the SkovorodaMuseum in Kiev [December1972;
4: 158-59]; the S.A. Kovpak Museum, honoring the partisan leader, in the
Hluxiv Technicum [6: 151-53]. Also presentedwere data on the preservation
of historical monumentsduring the SecondWorld War [5: 107-13], and on
the founding of the town of Ostropol’, Volhynia, in 1576 [3: 112-15].

The chroniclecontainedinformation on historical works to be publishedby
"Naukova dumka" in 1973 [1: 156-57], and on the publications in history
plannedby "Politvydav Ukrajiny" and"Naukovadumka" for 1974 [1: 142-44].
Discussionswere devotedto the contentsof the journal [9: 153-55] and to the
plannedmultivolume History of the Ukrainian SSR[11: 156-57].

Includedwere a few noticesof meetingswith foreign scholars:Knud Schmidt
and Olaf Olsen from the University of Aarhus [Denmark, 29 June 1973;
9: 156], Pavel Kostov of the University of Sophia [Bulgaria, 31 August 1973;
11: 158], andJohn Campbell of the Council of Foreign Relations[New York,
12: 141].

Each issue containedseveral reviews. The most noteworthy of these were:
A. Katrenko’sreviewofNarodniãestvov rabotaxsovetskixissledovatelej[Moscow,
1971; 6: 144.46]; M. F. Kotljar’s of Kataloh perhamentnyxdokumentiv [L’viv,
1972; 5: 142-44]; V. I. Strel’s’kyj’s of A. Sancevy, DJereloznavstvoz istorUi
URSR [Kiev, 1972; 4: 153-54]; P.M. morhun’s of V. H. Sarbej, V.1. Lenin i
doJovtnevaspadlöyna istoriohrafiji Ukrajiny [Kiev, 1972; 3: 145-48]; T. Ju. Sa
lyha’s of V. A. Ma1anuk,Etnografi&za dUal’nist’ V. Ju. Oxrymovy’a[Kiev, 1972;
2: 144-45]; Je.M. Kosaevs’ka’sof T. Bajcura,Zakarpato-ukrainskajaintelligen
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cija v pervoj polovine XIX v. [Preov, 1971; 2: 145-47]; M. M. Kravec’s of
P. V. Mixajlova, Mista Ukrajiny v periodfeodalizmu[ernivci, 1971; 1: 136-37];
M. F. Kotljar’s of M. Kycenko,Xortycja v heroici i lehendax, 2nd ed. [Dnipro
petrovs’k, 1972; 1: 139-40]; D. I. Mylko’s of DerJavni arxivy URSR [Kiev,
1972; 9: 146-47]; V. A. Smolij’s of L.A. Kovalenko, Velyka francuz’ka revolu
cja i hromads’ko-polityënyjrux na Ukrajini [Kiev, 1973; 11: 152]; Ja.P. Kis’,
V. V. Mavrodin and Je.M. Kosgevs’ka’sof Maurycy Horn, Walka kiasowai
konflikty spolecznew mia.stach Rusi Czerwonej w latach 1600-1647 [Wroclaw,
1972; 12: 136-38].

Noteworthy-andalarming-arethe journal’s dataon Ph.D. and candidate
dissertations.The authorsof all ten Ph.D. dissertationsmentioneddealt with
post-revolutionary topics: L. D. Aleksejev [6: 154], M. D. Juëenko [3: 159],
M. F. Karpenko [10: 157], N. Ju. Kostrycja [2: 158-59], I. Ja.Koarnyj [3: 158-
59], 0.0.Kuer [8: 159], Ju.0.Kurnosov [7: 159], V.0. Romancov [2: 158],
P. S. Soxan[6: 154] andV. I. Kudany [5: 157]. Two lists of approvedcandidate
theses were published: one gave fifty-six topics [6: 156-58], and the other,
forty-one topics [10: 158-59]. Only two thesesdealt with the period 1905 to
1912; all othersdealtwith 1917 and the post-revolutionaryperiod, particularly
the 1950s to 1970s.Not one thesisdealt with the nineteenthcentury,let alone
the Cossackor the PrincelyRus’ periods.

Omeljan Pritsak
Harvard University
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